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ABSftAC'I'

The purposes of this study were; to identify and

describe the context and process of school-based curriculum

development through the phases of the design, trial and

evaluation, and to enhance the ongoing critical processes

within the school through the s tim ula tion of a cr i ti cal

debate on the nature of the school's curriculum and staff

development program. The evaluation agreement negotiated with

the school required the documentor to provide ongoing

informal feedback about the integration of the school's

curriculum and related staff development program as well as a

formal eval ua tion report. Tb~ primary audience for the

....
o-'~ .

evaluation was the principal and staff of Warrawong PrireaI:y

School .•

Warrawong Primary in 1983 had 730 pupils from twenty-onE!

ethnic groups and thirty-six professional staff. Before the

innovation program the school was organised as two separate

departments, children were taught in streamed classes based

on their competence in English and the curriculum content

was planned and taught as separate subjects.

The evaluation used ethnographic data collection methods

in an emergent case study design. Methods included; the

documentor as a participant observer for three years, teacher

interviews and a document archive. The evaluation questions,

interview data and the draft evaluation report were verified

and negotiated wi th the staff.
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The innovation was a skills and attitude based integrated

curricul um , designed by the teachers and successfully

implemented in the school during 1982/83. The Integrated

CUT, ricul um was taught in heterogeneous classes with a

community language. The reorganisation of the school into a

siugle K-to-6 unit created a wider pool of ptvfessional

expertise for tte school-based projects which were related

to the Integrated Curriculum.

Energy for the change was perceived by the staff to have

come from the principal, the executive and the teachers. The

executive had a strong controlling ~nd initiating power,

while the teachers negotiated the pace and direction of

change through the informal networks in the school.

The documentor's role In the school was perceived as

passive by most of the teachers and interactive by the

executive. The draft evaluation report satisfied Guba's

trustworthiness criteria and was considered by the teachers

to have increased their consciousness and provided the basis

for future policy.
~ ...•
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PREFACE

The purpose of this study was to portray the process of

school-based curriculum development through an ethnographic

evaluation. A meaningful professional relationship developed

between the researcher who was wanting to explore the

process of school-based curriculum change and the school's

interest to have an ·outsider· to assist in the

dccumen ta t Ion of their curriculum innovation.

Evaluation in this case study was defined as a non

j~dgemental documentation and description of the diverse

perspectives within the school. The evaluation agreement

nego tia ted with the scheol requi red ongoing inf ormal

feedback during the documentation period as well as a formal

report. The evaluator's purpose was to enhance the ongoing

critical processes within the school through a critical

debate on the nature of the school's curriculum and staff

development program. The key audience for the Evaluation

Repo~t were the staff of Warrawong Primary School.

As a participant observer in the school over a two

and-half year period, the documentor was drawn into the life

of the school as a process consultant, confidant and broker

to the tertiary sector. The ethnographic methodology used

throughout included; a wide r anqe of observations, teacher

interviews, and an extensive document collection. Walker's

(1971) Naturalistic Model of Curriculum Development was used

to structure the case study account. The staff agreed for

the name of the school to be used in the Evaluation Report.
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CIlAPfER I

IRftOOOCTIOB

Purposes.Qf ..the Chapter

The purposes of this chapter are to:

(1) Define the need for the study

(2) State the purposes of the Study

(3) Describe the setting of the Study

(4) Define the key terms used in the Dissertation

(5),.. "Describe the key features of the curriculum innovation

unaertaken in the school

(6) Outline the chapters in the Dissertation

(7) State some assumptions based on the principles of

ethnographic evaluati.on used in the Study.

The devolution of curriculum decision making authority

in New South Wales (NSW) to individual schools in the late

1970s gave considerable freedom to principals to initiate

curriculum reform. Devolution also created substantial

stress in the professional lives of many teachers who were

required to do the development work. The researcher's

ini tial intention was to explore the curriculum innovation

process wi thin the context of a primary and/or a secondary

school. During the same period, mUlticultural education had

2



become a highly politicised issue and in 1979 the NSW

Education Department issued a mandatory Multicultural

Education Policy for implementation in all State schools.

An investigation of the implementation of the

Multicultural Policy provided the initial impetus for the

design of a school-based investigation about the process of

curriculum innovation. Preliminary fieldwork was commenced

in August 1981 to document the response of three schools to

the provisions of the 1979 MUlticultural policy. Two of the

schools were subsequently deleted from the study and the

research energy was concentrated on the curriculum

development experience of one school (Warrawong Primary

School). The evolution of the interaction between the

documentor and the staff of the school is described in the

chapter on the Dynamics of the Evaluator's Role: Evaluation

Biography (chapter IV).

The final design became a case study evaluation of the

development of a school-wide curriculum innovation in the

largest of the three schools where documentation of the

impact of the Multicultural Policy had begun. The

Multicultural Policy was one of a number of external policy

inputs (appenxix Q) into the fabric of the new Integrated

Cur r Lcul um of Warrawong Primary school. The principal

described how he saw the innovation:

We we r e un de r pr e s s ur e to fit mor e em d m0 rein t 0 th e
school day•••• The answer was obviously an tie qr a t Lcn and
by that we did not mean correlation.

3



To integrate successfully, you must pay due regard to
the skills and stages of development of the kids. We
decided af ter much agoni sing••• to base any wor k we did
upon skills •••

wi thout the the proper attitudinal development in the
kids, the rest becomes impossible to
implement••• Attitudes are really the most important
aspect of the curriculum.

We've sequenced the content of the curriculum through a
series of over ninty themes which we drew from our
school-based Language, Social Science and Investigating
Science documents. The themes are flexible and aren't
rigidly tied to a parti cu.Lar .grade level.

Principal (6.5.1982 and 11.8.1982)

A number of needs contributed to the formulation of the

Study:

(a) Except for Harrison (1981) very little case study

research had been undertaken in Australia on the process of

school-based curriculum change.

(b) The principal of Warrawong Primary School was keen to

have an external person document and evaluate the

integration of the school's curriculum. The discussions

about the integration of the school's curriculum commenced

at about the same time as the researcher commenced the

preliminary observations on the multicultural aspects of the

school's curriculum development.

(c) The researcher wanted an evaluation project which

would be of value to the school(s) involved, that would

extend his professional interests and research skills, and

be of value to those in the educational community with an

interest in school-based curriculum change.

4



2. Purposes.9.l..the Stgdy

The general aim of the Warrawong Evaluation Study was

to provide a systematic description of the development and

implementati.on of the school's Integrated Curriculum from

August 1981 to April 1984. The evaluation process attempted

to complement and enhance the formal and informal critical

processes which already existed in the school. The informal

feedback given to the principal and staff during the

documentation process; the negotiation of the Draft Report;

and the staff's reading of the final Evaluation Report, were

in tended to sti mula te a ~J:j~..a.l .deb.a...t.e about the school's

curriculum and staff development processes.

Evaluation, from the researcher's perspective, was

conceptualised in the study as an illuminating and

facilitating process within the school. The intent was to

enhance the teachers' self-critical evaluation processes;

not for the outsider to make explicit judgements about the

general value of the curriculum documents produced in the

school nor the changes that the new curriculum had on the

children.

The specif ic eval ua ti on obj ectives emerged as the

documentation process proceeded. At three stages in the

Study, a range of questions to be considered in the

evaluation were negotiated with the principal and a sample of

the staff.
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It was D..PJ; the intent of the evaluator to undertake a

traditional product evaluation of the curriculum innovation.

The study was an evaluation from the perspective that the

illumination process itself required implicit value

decisions as to the importance and significance of data to

record, what information to report informally and/or to use

in the reconstructed accoun t of the innovation process in

the formal Evaluation Report.

The specific evaluation purposes were:

(a) To identify and describe the context and processes

that enabled the school to plan and implement the

Integrated ·Curriculum.

Chapters V and VI provide a description of the ~chool, the

time frames and particular people and ideas that provided

the platform for the curriculum innovation at Warrawong

Pr imary School.

(b) To describe the three identified Phases of the

curriculum development process and the related

curriculum episodes in each of these Phases.

The interactive curriculum process of design, trial,

revision and evaluation undertaken within the time-frame of

the documen ta tion period.

(c) To provide informal formative feedback to the

principal and the staff about the implementation of the

Integrated Curriculum.

Through the documentor's role as a participant observer

informal feedback was readily provided to the principal and

6



staff about observations the diverse feelings about

proposals and programs that had been gathered in the school.

Cd) To discuss a range of questions and themes in the

formal Evaluation Report that emerged and were negotiated

with the staff during the documentation period.

A sample of the questions included:

* How is it possible to the maintain the energy

in the curriculum development process in the

school?

* What was the impact of the executives' control

in the school?

* To what extent has the school moved toward.a

eK-to-6) organisation?

3. setting j),f ..the stud,y

Following a negotiation process with the teachers at

the end of the documentation period, the staff agreed to use

tl,P. name of the school name on the report. Many of the

teachers were also agreeable that their comments were

credited to their ~Y~D D9~Rl. The events, interviews,

reports and incidents, unless otherwise stated, happened as

they are described in the Report..

Warrawong Primary School is a government school located

in a working-class suburb within the City of Wollongong. The

suburb is adjacent to the largest iron and steel plant in

the Australia. Seventy-five percent of the families in the

7



community speak a language other than English; over one

third of the families with children attending the school

have no regular wage earner in the family. Unemployment,

particularly among the seventeen to twenty-one age g~oup

was, in excess of twenty-five percent lin 1983 (appendix Pl.

In 1983 the school had a roll of over seven hundred

pupils. Twenty-one national groups were represented in the

school. Parent participatation in the life of the school was

mostly confined to the Parents and Citizens Association (P &

C), the school canteen, occasional assistance in classrooms,

and through representation on the school's Disadvantaged
-

Schools Program (DSP) Committee.

The professional staff in 1982 included the principal

(Roy), a non-teaching deputy principal (Beryl), twenty-nine

class teachers, two community language teachers, a

mul ticultural resource teacher (Bev), part-time pre-school

teacher and the library staff. During the documentation time

of the Study (August 1981 to April 1984), very few teachers

left the school: the teachers came and stayed. Six of the

teachers with a promotion list (Arthur, Nyla, Rhyce, Vonne,

Helen and Julie) were the grade coordinators. The principal

and the deputy principal wi th the grade coordinators

comprised the school's executive; the central pOlicy making

group within the school.

The principal and a number of the school's executive

(Vonne and Rhyce) were appointed to the school in 1979. When

Roy arrived, the school was operating as two separate

8



departments (primary and infants). By 1981 the school was

progressing toward being organised as a single kindergarten

through sixth grade (K-to-6) unit.

Prior to the integrated of the curriculum in 1982, the

school's curriculum was organised as separate subjects and

the children were taught in streamed classes based on their

English language ability. Individual teachers were

responsible f or their own class programs. Cooperative grade

planning was not a regular feature of grade meetings.

4• .xu .%GD~ .iD~ Dissertation

.P~~.J.l.JI\fm.t§

.P~s~~; the first draft of the integrated curriculum,

designed in 1981 by a team headed by JUlie, Vonne and Roy

and implemented at the beginning of the 1982 school year

(appendix S) •

.1.DUs.r.sJ:.e.,g ~.J,U;~j~.J.'\J...yJll; an r ev ise d an d extende d Dr af t

document, published at the commencement of 1983 school year

(appendix T).

D~ .ReP.P..1"..t; the evaluator's draft evaluation distributed

for staff discussion and negotiation between May and

August 1984•

.s~.b..9~.l .f:y..a..1J.l..aj:j..Q.D ~.P..Q.r.t; the final repor t af te r the Draf t

Report was checked and negotiated with the staff. This

document was printed and distributed by the s cho oI in

September 1984.

9



2xj~~ ~~~~l; a kindergarten to grade six school.

2~jp~; (Roy) the executive officer of the school, a non-

teaching posi tiona

.D.ep.JJ..ty 'p~jp~; (Beryl) second-in-charge, previously the

position responsible for the former Infants Department

(grades K-to-2) in the school. A non-teaching position at

Warrawong because of the size of the school•

.D.e.P~ .P.I~.i.P.a.l .1.11 (Arthur) a teacher with a promotions

posi tion responsible to the principal and deputy principal.

~.I~ ~~~.I~~.I~;(Arthur,Nyla, Rhyce, Vonne, Helen and

Julie) teachers who had a promotion list and were responsible

f'or the coordination of the work of three or four teachers

working on the same grade level, Le, grade two.

~.w:.iY.e; the policy making body in the school--comprised

of the principal, deputy principal, and grade coordinators.

~~; the documents and processes that facilitate the

planning and implementation of learning experiences. Defined

in the Integrated Curriculum (appendix T) as;

The total experiences of the child. Includes the
experiences at home, in the classroom, at sport, in the
playground, excursions.

School accoun tabil i ty ••• devel opm en t of at ti t ude s ,
skills, understandings, concepts and knowledge which
will assist in learning becoming an integral part of
every experience. ~.sD; Total School Development
Committee: A problem solving group within the school.

~ ~ £; Parents and Citizens Association

10



~~ ~~~; the ethnographic evaluation of the curriculum
development process at Warrawong Primary School, 1981 to
1984. The evaluation had two main reporting procedures:

(a) ~~.h.o.QJ, .EnV21-.11.s..tj.P.D ~.P.Q-'.t described above. This report

divided the curriculum development period into three Phases.

~~~~~; a period of time in the Study when a major

aspect of the curriculum development process was completed;

Phase I involved the design of the integrated curriculum,

Phase II included the revision of the Draft and ?hase III

was primarily concerned with the establishment of a pupil

evaluation program. Each Phase had a number of related

curriculum episodes which supported the overall curriculum

development task in the school.

~'pj~.Q~; a specific curriculum or staff development

activity related to the design, implementation or an

external pressure on the curriculum (eg.the discipline

policy) •

(b) .I.D.f.Q~.1Ilal .f..e..e.db~Js.; was provided to the principal,

members of the executive and to teachers as the need

required. Observations, reported feelings and inferences

about processes were reported during informal discussion.

interchangeably thr!)ughout the Study to indicate my role in

the school.
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5. Curriculu~ IQQQvatiQ~~ Integrated Curricul~

The impact that the curriculum innovation was to make

on the curriculum and organisation of the school was not

initially appreciated by the small team of teachers who

instigated the review of the school's curriculum in August

1981. ·We're trying to tie what we do together,· was the

teachers' rationale at the beginning of the project. Two

class teachers, JUlie and Vonne, were released fro""" class

responsibilities at the end of the 1981 school year to

review the various school-based curriculum documents that

had been developed in the school over the previous three

years. These two teachers, with the constant suppor.t and

encouragement of Roy became the initial curriculum

innovators. When Beryl was appointed as the deputy principal

in May 1982 she joined and added he r str ength to the team of

curriculum ·pace-setters" in the school.

The integration of the school's curriculum was

facilitated through the development of two key ~~~~. By

the end of 1981; Julie and Vonne had prepared the

~.i.t..o!l.me.n..tal-.D~~g .In.t~.g];~,g L.e.ar.DJ..n.g ~];ll.JJ.JJ.ulu j).x~..t 1

(referred to as the Draft, appendix S) which was

implemented at the beginning of the 1982 school year. The

central structure of the curriculum was based on a sequence

of l..e.ar.D.iD.g .R~ and ~.R which had been identified

from the existing subject=based documents that had been

developed in the school, as well as from curricular

12



guidelines which were available from the state Department of

Education. Content was sequenced through a series of

ninety themes which were drawn primarily from the Language,

Social Science and Investigating Science documents which had

been recently developed in the school. Resource boxes of

teaching materials and library resources were prepared for

each of the thematic units. The resource boxes were enriched

during the two period year as the teachers added materials

that they had developed and had found to be successful.

During the trial of the Draft in 1982, the entire

document was revised by the curriculum team of Julie, Beryl,

Vonne and Roy. b .G..w.-'le ..tQ... E.D'yj~.Q.DU.D..t..Q..l=l\..Q.'§~..o.I.D.t~s.t..Q..t~g

~ (referred to as the Integrated Curriculum, appendix

T) was published as a result of this revision at the

beginning of 1983. The Introduction to the Integrated

Curriculum contained a full explanation about the origins of

the curriculum, the value of school-based curriculum

development and a guide to assist teachers to program from

the document. The document also had a complete revision of

the skills sequences and the attitudes which were clustered

and cross referenced to an extensive bank of school-based

resources in the area of Personal Development (see figure

12, in section 3 of chapter VII)o

Soon after the revision of the skills sequence in the

Integrated Curriculum, staff and parent discussions were

undertaken to determine the possibili ty of teaching Italian

13



and Macedonian as community languages as a regular part of

the school's program. The communi ty language proposal

(appendix N) eff~ctively dovetailed with the plan to

organise parallel classes in each grade level. Roy in

conjunction with a number of the executive and some of the

class teachers were in favour of parallel (heterogeneous)

grading of the three or four classes at each grade level.

Whereas the graded classes had ranked the children on the

basis of their language ability, parallel grading would

allocate the full range of pupil abilities to each

individual class. The English as a Second Language (ESL)

classes in grades one to three were not incl~ded in this

class organisation. The restructuring of classes in 1983 was

to allow all the non ESL children a choice of a community

language. Parallel classes did not please a number of the

teachers who felt that a heterogeneous class added

substantially to their work load.

The integration of the curriculum and the parallel class

organisation in ~.983 were the most significant changes in

the overall organisation and implementation of the

curriculum. These changes were facilitat~d by a number of

school-based staff development workshops (Cambourne

workshops), a range of special curriculum activities

(related arts activi ties) and the DSP funding grants. These

activi ties and the impact of two external pOlicy pressures

on the school (ESL class organisatio~ and Discipline Policy

reqUirements), will be discussed as ~~~~~ ~~~j~~~~

14



~~~R~~R in conjunction with the three overlapping time

.P~R~.e identified in the development of the Integrated

Curriculum.

The three Phases were:

I Design and implementation of the Draft document

(August 1981 to August 1982)

II Revision of the Draft and the implementation of the

Integrated Curriculum (April 1982 to February 1983)

III Design and implementation of the pupil evaluation

policy and the organisation of parallel classes (October

1982 to April 1984).

6. Outline ~ ~ DiaaertatiQD Chapters

The Dissertation has been divded into three parts•

.P.iU'.t- .Li ~.nt& ~~..m.d.P~.

Ths first part of the Dissertation provides an explanation

and rationale of the theoretical and methodological

positions taken in the Study as well as an account of the

dynamics of L~e design in action and the evaluator's role.

~..t.e.1' .l.I.: ~~~~.b L.i...te.1'.Q..tJu:~

Chapter two is divided into five sections:

1. In traduction

2. A discussion about the na turalistic pa r adf.qn as a general

approach to educational research
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3. Ethnography as a methodological tradition which has been

very influential in providing the theoretical framework as

well as the methodological techniques for case study

research

4. The case study is used as a methodological framework for

the investigation of the school as -an instance"

5. The development of a collaborative evaluation approach

which enabled the gathering and portrayal of information to

stimulate a critical debate about the curriculum process

undertaken by the school.

Each of the sub-sections in the chapter has drawn from

the various areas of research and theory to develop a

rationale for the design of the ethnographic evaluation

undertaken at Warrawong Primary School. Cross-references are

made to the Design of the Study (chapter III).

The design is discussed using ten key questions which

address the methodological as well as the political

questions of control and ownership of the evaluation. The

design ~J1l~.r,g~,g as the curriculum project and the

documentation process developed. In this sense the design is

a statement of both intention and practice.
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.thaP..tu .lY..: .D.Y~R ~.f ~ .E:Y~o .Ro~
~..9.I} ~j...9.s.J:..e.p.bY

The evaluation biography provides a statement of the

methodological, policical and theoretical commitments of the

evaluator as well as an account of the reflexive nature of

the design of the evaluation Study. Central to the

effectiveness of the role of the participant-observer in a

case stud.y evaluation is an account of the trust

relationship which was developed between the documentor and

the participants. The biography commences with an

autobiographical statement about the researcher -and

concludes with the negotiation of t~e Draft Report. The

biography provides a statement from which the

trustworthiness (credibility, dependability and

conformability) of the evaluation can be judged.

2.u~..t.: .s~b..o.9.l ..B.Y~..9.D .Re.P..9..t.t.1
:lYJj ::I.f:U~ .a,D At ilU.u.l/.9D.g

The chapters in this section of the Dissertation (V

through VIII) were published separately as ~~~~bj~

~~.D ~.f ~ .In.t.e.gr.a.ti.Q.n .Q.f .tb.e ,S.!,'!ho.Ql's .!:llh.rj£:J}luJ!I": h

audience for these chapters was the staff of the school. It

was hoped that the narrative style used in the Report would

encourage the material to be read widely by the teachers. By

the end of the negotiation period over sixty percent of the

staff had read the Draft Report.
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The case study evaluation of the school's curriculum

innovation provided a portrayal of three development Phases

which were identified in the design and implementation of

the Integrated Curriculum document, as well as the

organisation of parallel classes within the school. Within

each Phase of the the curriculum development process, the

related curriculum' episodes described were an integral part

of the wider curriculum process.

~~~~~n includes a brief overview of the

purpose and method used in the study; this material is also

covered in greater depth in the two preceding chapters

(chapters III and IV). A description of the community,

school and teachers, the model used to discuss the case

study and the time frames for each Phase are discusse~

~~~ Yl~ 2~~ 1 describes the design of the Draft

curriculum document by a small group of teachers.

~~Y~ 2~~.n: describes the implementation of the

Draft and its revision, and three related curriculum

episodes.

~~y~ 2~~~ describes the deliberation about

the pupil evaluation program and the parallel grading of

the classes. Four related curriculum episodes are included

in the account.

~..t&.t .lX.; ~.iD.g~ .Enu.gy .G.,o.in.g

The teachers' views were surveyed about how the energy

can be maintained in the school ..
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.1'U.t.1.ll.; ~~

.cha.P..tu z.: ..cP~~ ~.f ..the .lnn.Oy.a.ti.P.D 2.LD~u~
.mQ~~~.D

This chapter summarises the main curriculum

developments undertaken by Warrawong Primary School during

the documentation period. The impact of the documentor in

the school is discussed from data gathered in teacher

interviews in 1983 and 1984.

The ethnographic model used in the Study was

essentially conservative. An improvement in the learning

experience of the children was the ul timate purpose of the

evaluation relationship between the documentor and the

school. While internal factions within the school created an

ongoing tension, the Study was designed to facilitate the

critical processes within the school; not to compare the

curriculum of other schools nor to compare Warrawong's

curriculum development practice to change theory.

ApRendiJ:es

Appendixes A through R include documents related to the

negotiation of the evaluation Study and school-based

documents which are discussed in part II of the

Dissertation. A browse through the Draft and Integrated

Curriculum documents (appendixes sand T) developed by the

school is recommended to gain some feeling for the

developing expertise which was demonstrated by JUlie, Vonne,
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Beryl and Roy, the four key personnel inVOlved in the

curriculum initiative. None of these teachers had undertaken

any formal tertiary course in curriculum design. A summary

of the contents of each of the two curriculum documents can

be found immediately before appendix s.

6• .aD.me AssPIlptions Based Jm Pripciples .9.f
Ethnographic .BDJ.!l?,tion .llUd .iD J;he ~udY

(a) An ethnographi c eval ua tion f or the purposes of the

Study was a context based, rich systematic description of

the reality of the whole curriculum process (rather than

the product) from the participants point of view (the ·emic·

perspective) •

(b) Participant observation was the primary evaluation

methodology. The documentor became a process consultant 2

through the experience of being in the school for a three

year period. Participation was related to the underpinning

intention to facilltate improvement in the curriculum

experience of the school.

(c) The Evaluaticn Report was designed and written for

the staff of Warrawong Primary School as the primary

audience. The staff of Warrawong Primary and the documentor

jointly own the Evaluation Report. The school has

subsequently published and has agreed to release the Report

to anyone with an interest in school-based curriculum

development. The school felt that others had a ~right to

kn ov " (MacDonald, 1976) about their curriculum experience.
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(d) The eval ua tion process was the documenting and

presenting of information about the diversity and complexity

of the curriculum process to the staff. Informal formative

feed-back was provided continuously to the principal and

other members of staff through informal disCllSsign while the

documentor was in the school. The Evaluation Report was a

formal document after it was negotiated with the staff. Both

forms of evaluation were designed to encourage the staff to

participate in a critical debate about the school's

curriculum and staff development processes. It was not the

evaluator's role to provide specific recommendation to the

school.

(e) Collaboration at all stages of the evaluation was

undertaken to facilitate a developing sense of ownership of

the evaluation, to Lncoxpor a te the participants evaluation

questions and to develop an ongoing dialogue for the

informal communication of data throGghout the documentation

period. Evaluation data would then become a pervasive

influence in the decision making process.

(f) The evaluation process stimulated by the presence of

an external researcher should enrich and extend the ongoing

critical review processes which already existed in the

school. The work of the TSD Committee will be discussed in

the study as an important example of this process.

(g) Social and administrative truths in the school were

socially negotiated and relative to the time and group of
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people involved. The case study attempted to investigate the

complexity of the school from a two-and -half year slice of

the life from the school's experience.

(h) The account gives attention to the diversity of

perspectives, political positions and jUdgements within the

school.

(i) Entry into the case study must be negotiated at each

stage by a sponsor. The participant ob ae rve r must validate

this sponsorship through the development of trust

relationships with the members of each sub-group within the

school. Confidentiality of each participant's data was

guaranteed as part of the evaluation agreement.

(j) The evaluation questions, the interview data, and the

Draft Report were validated by the teachers and negotiated

as a critical part of the evaluation design. The documentor

role was perhaps seen by some as an "honest broker".

(k) The starting point of each issue or concern within the

account was a discussion of the often conflicting beliefs,

values and intentions which sometimes became explicit in the

deliberation about what was to be appropiate curriculum

action [the "design" in Walker's (1971> terms,].

snmmary

This introductory chapter has outlined the fortunate

interaction between the needs of the school and the desire

of the researcher to investigate the process of school-based
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curriculum development. The purposes and setting of the

curriculum innovation undertaken at Warrawong Primary School

have been briefly introduced. The main characters in the

school and many of the speci al terms used in the

Dissertation have been described.

The overview of the Dissertation suggests that part I

provides a theoretical and methodological rationale to the

praxis of the ethnographic evaluation undertaken through a

discussion of the. design and an account of the design in

action.

Part II is the ethnographic evaluation of the integration

of the school's curriculum. The Evaluation Report to

Warrawong Primary School was discussed in three Phases

(chapters five through nine). Part III of the Dissertation

discusses the consequences of the innovation and the

evaluation process in the school. The last chapter dicusses

the eval ua tion model used in the study.

This chapter concluded with a summary of eleven

assumptions from ethnographic evaluation that were used in

the evaluation of the Warrawong Study.
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HO'1'ES

1. For the'School Report (part II) some of the teachers
agreed for thei r .,gj..Y~.D D.a.H.B to be used against thei r
comments from interviews and staff-room discussions.
This personalised the Report and it was reported by a
number of the teachers that this feature created a high
level of reader appeal. Throughout the Dissertation the
school personnel are referred to by their administrative
posi tion or thei r given name. The teachers appr ecia ted
this departure from the standard convention.

2. The researcher was not paid for his involvement in the
school during the three years of the study. The project
was undertaken as an extension of his role as a Lecturer
in Education at The University of Wollongong.
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OVERVIEW OF mE RESEARCH LITBRAIJ.'URE

1. Introduction

The two central purposes of this chapter are:

(a) To review the relevant literature in the areas of the

naturalistic paradigm, ethnography, case study and

evaluation which could provided insights during the desj.gn

of the evaluation study

(b) To develop a rationale for the evaluation methodology

used in the Warrawong study.

The approach to this chapter is perhaps analogous to

the path of a metalic ore through the crushing screens and

sedimentation tanks of the educational research

refinery. The refined blacksmith's metal will be forged into

accessible and pragmatic tools for the illumina tion

of practice and theory for practitioners,

administrators and the researcher. The rationale for

using a naturalistic ore will be considered initially,

while the ethnographic tradition will provide the

crucial precipitant for the metal's final refinement.

There has been a steady diffusion of ethnographic

techniques .from their anthropological origins into

sociology, case s t.u dy research and more recently into

pr oq r am eval ua tion. The case study approach is finally
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forged to meet the demands of the evaluation to provide a

design to explore the interactive processes of school

based curriculum development at Warrawong Primary School.

2. Naturalistic ~tadi~

Purposes

The purposes of this section of the chapter are to:

(a) Develop a rationale for the research paradigm and its

axioms for use in the Study

(b) Discuss the characteristics of the naturalistic

paradigm

(c) Outline some of the criticisms of the paradigm's

rationale

(d) Develop a set of criteria to test the paradigm's

trustworthiness.

It is not the intent of this chapter to debate the

case for and against the validity of the naturalistic and

posti tivistic research traditions. The recent literature

CTikunoff & Ward, 1980; Guba & Lincoln, 1981, 1983;

Evans, 1983; Lynch, 1983) is replete with papers that

argue this debate. Hammersley and Atkinson Cl983, p.234)

argue a reflexive reconstruction of inquiry which

••••incorporates many elements of both positivism and

na tur al.d sm, a
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The use of the naturalistic paradigm is justified

on the pragmatic rationale of its effectiveness to provide

the data and insights needed in practice. Kenny and

Grotelueschen (1983) suggest that the pragmatic

formulation is based on the ·workability· of the paradigm

to undertake the intended inquiry.

Paradigm

Naturalistic inquiry is a paradigm or a pattern

about how inquiry may be conducted (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).

Using the work of Kuhn and the writing of Patton, Rist

(1980) states that:

••• a paradigm is a world view, a general perspective,
a way of breaking down the complexity of the real world.
Paradigms are normative and rest upon a number of
fundamental axioms or assumptions. They tell a
practitioner what to do without the necessity of a long
existential or epistemological consideration. (p.2)

~~~~ Raturatistic Paradigm

Guba and Lincoln (1983) define an axiom as

•••• a set of undemonstrated propositions accepted by

convention or established by practiceR (p.4). They argue

that axioms should not be judged on the grounds of their

self-evident t r u t h, but in terms of their fit to the

phenomena into which one proposes to inqui r e, Kenny and

Grotelueschen (1984) in their discussion of justifications

for the case s cudy concluded that the pragmatic approach,

using the criterion of ·workability· was the most
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consistent of the rationales currently being suggested in

the literature. Because of the power of the axiom to

give a researcher a useful structure and methodology,

it is necessary to explore briefly the axioms that

have been argued to support this paradigm. Guba and

Lincoln (1982, pp.340-S0) suggest five axioms to

differentiate the rationalistiC' and naturalistic

paradigms. For the purposes of this discussion, only

the naturalistic statements for each axiom are stated to

provide a framework to describe the distinctive

characteristics of the paradigm.

1. ~ ~~ ~.f J:~~

There are multiple realities which can only be

studied holistically. ~nderstanding can be achieved, but

prediction and control are unlikely outcomes.

2. ..1.DJll.ti.J:~J:=~bj.e';j; J:.elat.i.oD..G.hip

The inquirer and the subject(s) in a social-behavioural

inquiry are interrelated.

3.~ .Qf ..tmtbRj:~

An idiographic or symbolic body of knowledge which is

context bound. A series of propositions about the case can

emerge from the data.

4. .Exp.l.aD.a.ti..o.n.o.f .aJ;..tio.n

Plausible inferences and connections about the

patterns of phenomena which are evident in the case

study.
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5. .B.P~ ~i .Y.aJJ.\e~ .in j.ns;w.i.I.Y

Inquiry is value bound through a number of influences:

Ca) By inquirer values about the choice and framing

of the problem

(b) By the choice of the methods used to gather and

analyze the data

(c) By the multiple value systems which are inherent in

the context

Cd) By the degree of value-resonance or value-dissonance

between the problem statement, inquiry methodes)

and the mUltiple values within the context.

Naturaliptic InQuitrSB ~ Generic Paradig.

Many modes of social-behavioural inquiry with their

major and minor prophets congregate under the

naturalistic viewpoint: ecological psychology, art

cri ticism (Eisner), autobiography (Pinar), ethnography

(Geertz s Wolcott), ethnoscience, ethnomethodo1ogy,

and community-study sociological inquiries. In addition,

there is a widening field of applied ethnography and

educa tiona1 eval ua tion. Willems and Raush (1969)

delineate naturalistic inquiry as those activities where

there are low constraints on both; the imposition of

antecedent variables and the possible range of outcomes.



!:baractetistics J2i..tlle Paradigm

Despite the wide diversity of inquiry modes

within the naturalistic paradigm, there are a

number of general characteristics or as Guba and

Lincoln (1983, pp. 251-260) suggest, "'postures" that

typify this approach. Each of these characteristics were

reflected in the Warrawong Study. 1. ~s~j~~~j3~

Jl1.e..t.bJ).Q.g.l..o,gj.~R such as; participant observation,

unstructured interviewing, photographic recording and

document collections allow the investigator(s) to obtain

first-hand knowledge about the social world in question.

These methodologies, suggests Fi1stead (in Rist,

1980, p.4) allow the researcher to IIge t close to the

data"', thereby developing the analytic, conceptual and

categorical components of explanation from the data in

context.

2. B~~~~~l R~~~jn~R allow the inquirer to

observe the interaction of participants in their regular

context. Emersion in the participants' culture allowed

the documentor to cross-check different data sources and

test his perceptions against those of the participants.

3. .I.D~..t.i.Y~ J),X -9J;..9.1l.D~S:~ .t...b.e.Q.I~ emerges as an

inquiry unfolds. This view of the means by which

knowledge and understandings are developed, Rist

(1980) suggests, is essen tially inductive. The ory
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begins with an extrapolation of "grounded even t s", Glaser

and strauss (1967) suggest:

An effective strategy is, at first, literally to ignore
the literature of theory and fact on the area under
study" in order to assume that the emergence of
categories will not be contaminated by concepts more
suited to different areas. (p.37)

It is from an interpretation of the world through the

perspective of the subjects that their reality and meaning

can be understood. Since the focus is -on understanding

various interactions, House (1980, p.280) suggests

that the inquirer searches for -.eoexplanation,

rather than predictions". Explanations must be grounded

in the retrospective reasons people give for their own and

others' behaviour. Glaser and strauss (1967, p.194) consider

that~ •••• the rule for generation of theory is not to have

any pre-set or valued hypotheses, but to maintain a

sensi tivity to all possible theoretical r e.l evancdea;"

Theory of this type they believe has a number of

desirable properties:

(a) There is a better 'fit' as there has been no

forcing of data into an a priori hypothesis

(b) There is an understandability to the

practitioner in the field which may - ••• sharpen their

sensitivity to the problems and give an image of how they

can potentially make matters better" (p.26l)

(c) there exists a degree of user control through the

"controllable ll and naccess~ (time and space) variables.

In the stUdy; the documentation commenced with a flexible
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term of reference (appendix C). Progressively the questions

and issues to be focused on in the evaluation, were

negotiated between the principal and the documentor

(appendixes D, E, Hand O.

4• .IlllJn..1J.~ for a naturalist inquiry must be

flexible. Guba and Lincoln suggest that ·.ne' humans-as

instruments' provide a greater insightfulness,

responsiveness and flexibility than other forms of

measures· (1983, p.254). Working from the basis of an

emerging design, they consider grounded theory and the

human instrument the ideal combina tion. The documentor can

be reflexive to the variable conditions within a changing

setting, without sacrificing the intent of the study. The

clarification of the site (s) for the investigation of

school-based curiculum was changed from an investigation of

an issue across three schools to a study of the total

curriculum process within one school was achieved without

the researcher's general aim being abandoned. Chapter IV

discusses the reasons for this change in more detail.

s. ~ ~~X~D~ ~~jSD allows the researcher to

pursue a variety of categories in the emerging data

stream. Glasser and strauss (1967) suggest a process of

j oint coding of data, theoretical sampling and multiple

comparisons as the most productive path toward theory

generation.. The structure of the three chronological phases
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in the curriculum development process and the related

curriculum episodes, was only clarified after mUltiple

charting of the events and processes through the entire

documentation perioda The pervasive influence of Vonne's

ideological positions on policy was identified through the

cross coding of da ta and the li sting of ini tia tors of

program ideas.

6. ~~~j~ $~~~1~~9~ forms of the inquirer as an

in str ument, can develop a magni tude of ine xpressible

associations which can give rise to new ideas and meanings.

Guba and Lincoln (1982) note that •••• the inquirer would

seek to recast th is taci t kn owledge in to propo si ti onal

form for communication to o che r s " (p.256). Stake (1980)

argues that when professionals are immersed in a setting,

their own tacit knowledge interacts with the emerging data

in the context to develop new unde r s e and Jnqa, Using the

writings of Wright (1971), he concludes, ·explanation

belongs more to propositional knowledge, understanding

more to tacit knowledge· (p.67). Glasser and Strauss

consider a related source of theory. ·The root sources of

all significant theorizing is the sensitive j~Rj~ of

the observer him/herself" (p.25l; emphasis mine). This

insight may come at any stage in the inquiry and mayor

may not be related to existing theory or experience. The

impact of the Evaluation Report (part II) relies on the

tacit knowledge that readers bring to the account to draw

their own inferences, parallels and generalisations.
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n•••by recognising the similarities of objects and issues in

and out of context and by sensing the natural covariance

of happenings· (Guba s Lincoln, 1982, p.25 8). Stake

<1980, p'68) argues that to generalise in this way is to be

both intuitive and empirical, but not idiotic.

Gene ral i sa tions in this paradigm develop from

experience and the tacit knowledge of how things are and

are likely to be. Remmis (1974) considers these

generalisations to guide action, and in some senses, to be

inseparable from action. Roy's principle of generating a

feeling of success from small staff development activi ties

before launching into a major initiative was regularly

observed during the documentation period.

Guba and Lincoln (1982) conclude that

the above characteristics "constitute a synergistic

set" (p.262), each postulate interacting to a greater

or lesser extent on the characteristics of the other.

The communication of

Kuhn (1970) is through a:

these characteristics, suggests

••• set of exemplars--concrete problems permitting
solutions that enable the novice to make comparisons
with other disparate problems. The shared meaning is
transferred through these experiences and not only
through rules. (In House, 1980, p.282)

The pragmatic rationale which has underlined the utility of

the paradigm re-emerges.
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Appeals to the epistemological traditions in

philosophy and the theory of knowledge have been used by

the advocates of the naturalistic paradigm and the case

study approach in particular, to support and underpin

the characteristics that have been outlined above.

Kenny and Grotelueschen (l984) have explored a number of

the current epistemological positions which have been used

to justify the paradigm. They have isolated three lines of

justification of the paradigm which they feel are of

concern.

1. The appeal to .P.h£m.o~~~ they suggest is based

on two lines of argument. On the one hand it can refer to a

rigorous and objective description, or a description

of the universal structures of sUbjective orientation,

but not to exp.lain the general features of the objective

world. The first of these would assume minimum observer

bias and a press for pure and objective descriptions, both

difficult operational principles for the case study

researcher. The second feature requi res a "...compl ex

theoretical language of reporting, which is inconsistent

with case study advocates' proclivity for easy to

understand descriptions of educational events" (p.4l).

2. The appeal to b~~~~n~~~~~~ has become

identified with Wright's notion of "understanding" as

opposed to the concept of "e xp Lana tion Ii. Kenny and
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Grotelueschen (1984) suggests that the attractiveness of

this distinction between the two terms appears to rest

upon the "••• •psy chological' differences between the

holistic, warm, robust points of view implied in

'understanding' as opposed to the sharp, exacting and lean

points of view implied in scientific 'explanation'" (p.4l).

They report that for Wright, the distinction is on semantic

categories and that the advocates of this rationale have

misrepresented the distinction.

3. The appeal to Polanyi' s theory of ~~jj: .JsJu>}{.l~,

Kenny and Grotelueschen (1984) suggest, is attractive

because it allowed "••• justification to processes

which were not necessarily empirically verifiable--the

hallmark of the posi tivist tradition" (p.43). Through a

discussion of the nature of observed behaviour or Gestalt,

and Ryle's view that concur ren t mental events need not be

there, KenQY concludes that "tacit knowledge is only an

explanatory construct" (p.44). This is an inadequate

condition for the traditional test of a truth statement,

but it does represent an additional type of knowledge

that teachers value and use every day in school.

~ Utilitr Based RationAle

The criticisms noted of the na turalistic paradigm

and the case study, in large measure, come from a spillover

of theoretical precept from the posi tivistic research
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tradition. Kaplan (1964) argues that truth itself is

plainly useless as a criterion for the acceptability of

a theory. They. suggests three major philosophical

theories of truth: (a) correspondence theo~yr (b)

coherence theory; and (c) pragmatic theory (In

Kenny and Grotelueschen, p.47). They then argue that the

first two theories are in large part metaphysical

constructs, while the pragmatic theory of truth is buil t

upon the criterion of ·workability·. If a theory proves

to guide action successfully, Kenny and Grotelueschen

suggest, that the pragmatic formulation would seem to

provide "••• a fresh approach to the justification of the

case studyll (p.49) application of the paradigm. They

conclude their paper with a call on researchers to

establish the ·worth" and Illegitimacy· of the approach

through methodologi cal ref inemen t ra ther than theory

building.

From the perspective of the documentor in the field,

this rationale of the paradigm was the most searching and

powerful test. The basic axioms became the methodological

frame of the Study and the creative energy of the documentor

was directed at specific methodologies in the dynamics of

the school setting. While a number of writers CRist,

1980b; Wolcott, 1980) have been critical of the "hit and

run" type studies that have been part of the popularity

of this research approach, they confirm that developments in

the area should be encouraged.
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Quali ta tive research is able to inform public policy
on a broad range of issues••• i t can be applied to some
of the most pressing of our educational problems. The
paradigm is being tested and its applicability is being
expanded. (Rist, 1980b, p.9).

Deyeloping~Legitimasr ThrQugh Trust.orthiness

To tes~ the legitimacy of the paradigm using the

criteria of the alternative (postivistic) paradigm has and

will continue to be a frustrating endeavour. Rather

than use the criteria of: internal and external validity~

generalisabil i ty from the posi tivisticreliability~

paradigm, Guba (1981, pp.8S-92) has tentatively

reconceptualised the traditional criteria of the

postivistic paradigm using the concept of "trustworthiness".

The test for the legitimacy of the naturalistic inquiry

mode can be attempted using four criteria: credibility~

transferability~ dependability and confirmability.

1. .cJ:..e.,gjbj.lj.t~ can be de mon s tr a ted th rough the

question, "Do the data sources find the inquirer's

analysis, formulation and interpretation to be credible

or believable?" (p.8S). Ball (1982, p.140) discusses the

same issues under the heading of respondent validation.

A problem can arise fr.om the DI•••divergent schemes and

interpr-etive models" (pc141) that those in the study use

to: (a) check the technical tr anscription of da ta~ and (b)

interpret the theoretical issues raised.
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Maintenance of the credibility of the Study was

enhanced through a range of methodologies:

(a) prolonged and persistent engagement at the site

(b) the establishment of an audit trail

(c) theoretical sampling of the data

(d) triangulation of data sources

(e) continuous data checks with participants.

Guba also suggests an uninvolved peer could conduct a

briefing with the researcher.

2. ~~~»~i~~~~j~~y is possibile if enough "thick

description" of the context and the case is available to

facilitate working hypotheses. The theoretical sampling

procedures suggested by Glaser and strauss (1967) would

maximise the range of information collected for the

formation of grounded theory. This criteria was not

considered central to the Study as the the primary audience

was the staff of the school.

3.. ..c.e.P~.ilily of the data record in the emergent

design of the Study was ensured through:

(a) triangulation of methods

(b) an audit trail of all the methodological steps

and decisions in the documentation process.

Stepwise replication was also suggested as a method to

ensure dependabili ty.

4. ~~»ij~~jj~y was especially concerned with

the identification of investigator bias. Guba (1981)

suggests the ".... onus of objectivity ought to be
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transferred from the inquirer to the data" (p.87). House

(1980) takes a parallel position, as Ie ••• au d i en ce s thus

serve as independent points of validation for the evaluation

and must assume an an active role in interpreting the

evaluation and per sonaIr e s po n sib iIi t Y for th e

interpreta tion· (p.aS).

Data triangulation, the participants verification

of their interview data a~d the negotiated interpretation of

the Draft Report was central to·the use of the paradigm. The

inquirer's credibility as an instrument was also central

to the paradigm, particUlarly from the teachers'

perspective. The documentor's reflexivity to his own

assumptions, biases and prejudices about the context

and the emerging issues was critical to the

trustworthiness of the accoun t. The maintenance of a rich

audit trail through the evaluation bic.\graphy (chapter IV)

was central to the condition of establishing confirmability.

Intersubject confirmability of a position may be

impossible in some cases as the evaluation was dependent

both on the person who made the eval ua tion and on the

person who receives it. House (1980) suggests that

an individual's "qualitative objectivity· (confirmability)

in a setting can be assessed by reference to previously

held positions and the person's current self-interests. The

documentor's autobiographical position in chapter IV

attempts to address this concern.
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Sllwwaa

The naturalistic paradigm is a generic inquiry mode

which accounts for a wide range of socio-behavioural

research approaches. A number of axioms underpin the

workability of the paradigmi the holistic approach to

multiple realities, inquirer/subject interaction, context

bound knowledge and a reflexivity between the methodologies

used, dominant values in the setting and the problem

being investigated.

Qualitative methodologies in natural settings are

effective for the generation of inductive or grounded

theory. Emergent designs require the flexible use of

instruments. The participant observer can draw on

tacit knowledge to formulate new understandings and

generalisations from the data.

The utility of the paradigm to address a wide

range of educational concerns has been demonstrated in

the literature. Three of the four criteriai credibility,

dependability and confirmability have been used in the

Warrawong Study as alternatives to the traditional tests

of the paradigm's trustworthiness. Transferability was not

used in the present study. The other three criteria are

reviewed in the light of the evaluation in chapter XI.
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3. Ethnography

Purposes

The purposes of this section of the chapter are:

(a) To discuss the nature of ethnography through; its

definition, an exploration of ethnography as a field of

inquiry that has emerged from anthropology and sociology,

and its new relationship to educational evaluation.

(b) To describe; the key characteristics of ethnography, its

methodologies and the phases which are embodied in an

ethnographic enquiry.

Many aspects of this discussion are linked to the axioms

and char acte rd s td cs of the natu.ralistic paradigm discussed

above. The practical application of the methodology in the

Warrawong evaluation will be developed in the design (chapter

III) of the Study and through the evaluation biography

(chapter IV).

The contribution of ethnography and its methodological

tradition has been substantial for the wider naturalistic

paradigm, the case study approach and more recently for

t:rogram eval uation.

liThe term ethnography belongs to an th ropo.Loqy,"

(W 01 cott, 1975, pol12)

Ethnography is "••• a way of systematically Le arn In q

reality from the point of view of the participant" (Sanday,
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1979, p.528). Erickson (1978, p.182) suggests that

ethnography must also be a full length written description

of such an accoun t. For Wolcott:

An ethnography is, literally, an anthropologist's
'picture' of the way of life of some interacting human
group~ or, viewed as process, ethnography is the science
of cultural descri ption. (1975, p.1l2)

He refers to ~~~~~~ as basic descriptive work while

taking ~.t.b.n~.1.D~ to mean more theoretically orientated

statements about relationships and meanings. For Erickson

(1978) the test for the adequacy of ethnographic account

would be to ask:

••• whether a person reading it could subsequently
behave appropriately as a member of the society or group
about which he or she has been reading, or, ~ore

modestly whether he or she can anticipate and interpret
what occurs in the group as appropriately as its own
members can. (p. 112)

LeCompte and Goetz (1982) consider ethnographies to be

• ••• ana1ytic descriptions on reconstructions of intra-

cultural settings and groups· (p. 388).

Different Bthn09rapbi~ Styles

Sanday (1979) explores internal differences within the

ethnographic enquiry mode. Three main differences of focus

are identified:

1. The .h9~~ ,Rj:;y.l1; (structural-functional approach)

views education as a cultural process. Spindler (in Sanday,

p. 532) conceptualises education as "••• a process for the
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maintenance of society, an instrument for survival, adaption

and change. n Such concepts convey the image of a dynamic

system straining toward maintenance and equilibrium.

2. The R~mi9~ R~~ is concerned with the explanatory

and interpretive modes of the study of culture. The core of

the semiotic style lies in the search for the participants

point of view. In recent years, the semiotic approach has

produced two highly specialised fields of inquiry which have

been guided by different epistemologies. (a) Ethnoscience

represented by the work of Goodenough (1971>. (b) Thick

description as represented by the writing of Geertz (1973).

Geertz suggests that the essential task of rebuilding
-

cultural theory is not to codify abstract regularities but

to make the description possible, "•••not to generalise

across cases but to generalise within" (p.26). Sanday

(1979) comments that "••• it takes more to do thick

description as it requires almost artistic insight, which

can be perfected in those who have it but which cannot be

taught" (p. 536). The attempt to write a thick description

of the curriculum and staff development process at Warrawong

Primary School was a confirmation of Sanday's comment.

3. The ~~~3j~~jR~j~R~~~~ is concerned to uncover

covarying patterns in observed behaviour. The formation of

deductive propositions using a cross-cult'.lral analysis is a

common approach to this style. The choice of a style in the

long run Sanday concludes it Q; ••• is not how the facts are

dressed,. but whe th e r they make sense" (PQ537)Q She invokes
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the utility criterion by suggesting that the mode one adopts

in studying an institutional setting depends on one's goals,

as well as one's taste for the perspective that each

academic style- allows.

Teachers are bUsy professionals. Pushed by the time

frames of the bell and the competing demands of twenty five

to thirty five special people~ not to mention the the

requirements of program and curriculum writing and

evaluation. The survey sheets and rating scales usually find

their way to the bin. The interactive nature of school-based

curriculum design--demands a research style that attempts to

attend to the individuality of the teacher as a person and

the dynamics of thei r ~.

ApRroaches .tQ ..the .u.ae J2f Ethnograw

A number of ethnographers have recently bemoaned the

"faddish use" of the mode and its methodology. Hall Cl980}

was one of a number who sounded the alarm about the

potential misuse of ethnographic research:

The tip of the ethnographic iceberg is the promise of
great richness and diversity in data without apparent
methodological rigor. The hidden eight ninths of the
iceberg include challenges that are in some ways more
difficult to resolve than the parallel problems of the
quantitative methodologies. (p. 350)

While t~here has been an active and developing literature

on the use of ethnography (Wilson, 1977~ Rist, 1980~ Hall,

1980~ Wolcott, 1980~ McCutcheon, 1981~ Fetterman, 1982~
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Cazden, 1983), the writers have taken a range of positions

on wha t they consider to be an appropria te use of the

enquiry mode and its methodology. A number of "purists" such

as Wolcott (1980) and Becker (1983) have noted that many so

called ethnographies are not ethnographies at all, but are

studies employing ethnographic methods. Wolcott (1980)

argues that there "... is treachery in using the methodology

without the full criteria of a cultural analysis· (p. 7).

Harrington (1982), suggests that much of what has been

termed ethnography, is really ethnology, or the explicit

process of invoking comparative generalisation.

Other writers (LeCompte, 1982; Fetterman, 1984) have

suggested that the ethnographic data collection techniques

do provide a credible 'strategy for curriculum research and

program evaluation. Cazden (1983) makes the point that

classical ethnography does .lll>.1: address the question "How do

we make this canoe better?1I (p, 38). She suggests, that

unless more ethnographers try to understand how to make the

canoe better, the educational psychologists will remain in

power. She concludes:

Unless we join them, our special ways of knowing about
the relationship of actions to their context, and their
meanings to participants, and a more collaborative way
of working will be ignored. (p. 38)

Hammersley and Atkinso~ (1983j offer an alternative

reconstruction of the logic of ethnography that incorporates

many elements from both positivism and naturalism. They

argue that neither positivism nor naturalism provides an
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adequate framework for social research. Both frameworks

they suggest, neglect the research act's fundamental

reflexivity: •••• the fact that the social researcher, and

the research act itself, are part and parcel of the social

world under investigation" (p.234). There is no escape they

argue, from a reliance on commonsenSe knowledge and on

commonsense methods of investigation. At the methodological

level this position has no substantial problems, however if

the Acultural analysis Q criteria is invoked, this position

becomes contradictory.

LeCompte (1982) and Fetterman (1984) take the view that

ethnographic data collection techniques can provide a

credible strategy for curriculum evaluation. Fetterman

(1984) in a recent monograph draws together a number of

studies and positions which suggest that they begin with the

aim of ethnography--to understand, but are ul timately

evaluations. In another chapter of the monograph, Wolcott

(1983, p.180) categorises ethnography as a -tool used to

understand" and distinguishes it from evaluation which is

designed to judge the social situation. The strength of the

ethnographer's approach to an evaluation is the capacity for

the r e sear cne r to "••• observe, interpret and report in

essentially. nonj udgemental ways•••• The purpose of my current

project was to learn {monitor} what happened during the

implementation of the project" (p. 181). In a reflective

section of the chapter, Wolcott concedes that a university

based ethnographer would be able to conduct an ethnographic
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evaluation using an approach not inconsistent with the

ethnographic tradition. In describing his approach to a

sponsor, Wolcott no~ed:

I will try to provide an ethnographer's way of viewing,
with attention to cultural context, to multiple points
of view, and to unanticipated and unintended
consequences as well as to intended ones. (p. 183)

This was the position taken in the documentation of the

integration of the curriculum at Warrawong Primary School.

McCutcheon (1981) and sanday (1979) explored the ~~~ ~i

J..n.t.e~'p~~j:~.D in qualitative enquiry. McCutcheon reports

that not all qualitative researchers consider that they

should interpret. Smith and Jeffrey (1968) strive to separate

interpretation from description, while Barker (1968) only

attempted to describe, leaving interpretation to the reader.

Interpretation in ethnography is addressed through one

of three approaches to inquiry in the social sciences;

positivism, phenomenology and critical science. The

.P.heru:>.Dl~D~Q.JJ)~s.l perspective used in the Study interprets

events from the participants meanings. This approach has the

closest relationship to Wolcott's view of ethnography. A

researcher using the principles and assumptions of ~~~

R~j~.D~.e might interpret events in the light of wider

theoretical considerations; this approach is sometimes

called ethnology (ethnoscience in sociology).

Interpretation enters the enterprise of phenomenologists

or ethnographers as they seek to create meaning and revoke

understanding of events from their audience. Three types of
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interpretation are discussed by f~cCutcheon (1981, pp.6-7):

(a) The .f.Q..tJllj.D.9 .Q.f .P.a..t.t.e..t.D~ by a c coun tin g f or the

affi1liation of separate phenomena to one another.

(b) Interpretation of the ~~l..al ~~ of events through

thick description from the works of Ry1e and Geertz (1973).

(c) Relating participants in a setting to external

considerations such as .t~..tj~ ~..t~~ ~~~~ ~~~.e or

education.

Fer the purpose of this study, the interpretation of the

social meaning of the case was considered to be the most

appropriate approach. Social meanings can be interpreted by

the meanings "insiders" ascribe to acts (the emic

perspective) or how ·outsiders" view the acts (the etic

perspective). Participants in the setting can inform an

observer of what a particular act signifies to them.

Discrepancies between the meanings that various people

ascribe to an act then becomes the basis for further

interpretation.

Ethnograpgy~ Evaluation

A number of researcher.s (LeCompte, 1982~ Bouse, 1980~

Wilson, 1977~ Patton, 1980~ Koppelman, 1979~ Janesick, 1982~

Fetterman, 1983) have incorporated an ethnographic component

into educational evaluations. As the design of an

ethnographic study mandates strategies conductive to

cultural description, the data gathered (LeCompte, 1979,
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p. 389) will be phenomenological, naturalistic and

holistic. These characteristics of ethnographic data enabled

the approach to be effective for describing the impact of

the curriculum innovation.

LeCompte describes three .Js,j.D,g~ ~.f ..Q.a...t.a. from an

ethnographic investigation (p.388):

1. Base line data provides information about the human

and technological context of the program and the setting

2. Process data information describing what has

happened in the course of the curricular program or

innovation.

3. Values data information about the values of the

participants, administrators and the value implications of

the innovation itself.

As ethnographers use multiple data collection strategies

which are responsive and flexibile, evaluators have found

these research strategies particularly useful. All three

types of data were interwoven into the fabric of the account

in part II.

Fetterman (1982) argues that ethnography is a

methodological approach with specific procedures, techniques

and methods of analysis. To maintain the integrity of the

cultural system and the whole trait complex; phenomenology,

holism, the non-judgemental orientation and the

contextualization of the study must be maintained. These

four characteristics are widely discussed in the literature.
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1. 2~D~~D~~~ requires that investigators take an

emic perspective.

2. ~~~ draws the researcher's attention to the inter

rela ted nature of the case.

3. A .nj).n=j~.o,g.e.1il~D..t:~J. ~.z;j.eD..t:$..!:j~D c aut ion s th e

investigator taking positions that may serve

particular groups within a setting at the expense of

others. Investigator biases should be made explicit

to mitigate th~ unintentional effects of the evaluation.

4 • ..c.Q.D.t..e.Jlt~.z.a..tjj).D demands tha t the da ta be grounded

in its own environment for an accurate representation.

Fetterman (1982, po18) however is not always consistent

in his adherence to the non-judgemental orientation listed

above. As a con tract eval ua tor, his posi tions (19S0, 1982 &

1983) vary to the extent that the ethnographer ought to

become involved in the determination of merit. His posi t Lcn

in one paper approaches the ftreflexive ft stance taken by

Hammersley, (1983), • ••• the question arises of how the

ethnographic and psychometric orientations can be made

relevant to policy concerna" (1982, p.lS).

Cazden (1983) was unequivocal that ethnography had to

"go beyond the status quo" and address policy concerns. The

position, initially taken in her Past Presidential Address

to the Council on Anthropology and Education (1982), raised

a string of replies in the pages of AD~~9~~19~~ sD~

~.at.i.Q.D ~.t.e.rJ.y (Volume 14, 1983/4).
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The design of the present evaluation study attempted to

take an open, non-j udgemen tal position in the selection of

issues for documentation and in the analysis processes. The

purpose being to stimulate and enhance the evaluation

processes within the school. This evaluation approach is

further elaborated in section five of this chapter.

Ethnographic Evaluations

A number of small scale evaluations or case studies as

part of larger studies (Wilson, 1977; Koppelman, 1979;

Messerschmidt, 1984; Berrott, 1977; Hemwall: 1984; Wolcott:

1983b; Janesick, 1982; Noblit, 1984) have used ethnography

to conduct their research. Wilson (1977) was involved in

the Centre for New schoct s' evaluation project which found

that this style of study provided a significant contribution

through fcrmative feedback to those in the program.

Nob1it (1984) argues· that basic ethnography is the

language of truth seeking and not the language of truth-

making. In an ~valuation context the approach can keep th~

political interests and sentiments exclusive, yet still

provide an opportunity to uncover the dynamics of power and

struggle. To do this, Noblit claims:

••• the evaluation needs to hold sacred its concern
for holism, history, comparison and emic understandings
and thus to serve those who wish to make policy and for
those who wish to resist it. (p.100)

It is only in this manner that a value expressive

ethnography can be value neutral. In this way n ••• it
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attempts to express the various interests and sentiments and

uncover the dynamics of struggle and power" (p, 100).

Hemwall (1984) relates her experience as an ethnographic

evaluator in a mainstreaming study which had a parallel

quantitative evaluation component:

Many of the recommendations were anticipated or
actually suggested while in confer ence wi th staf f
members during the research••• Ethnography helped them
fee~ they could be directly engaged in the evaluation
and the recommendations. This active participation
helped the evaluation to be effective. (p. 150)

~ Collection Methods

Pelto and Pelto (1978) distinguish two main

categories of research methods. ~~~~~ include;

participant observation, key informant interViewing,

informal and structured interviews, life histories ,
questionnaires and surveys. These approaches involve an

interaction between the researcher and the participants.

DD~b~~~jy~~~~~ include; non-participant observation

(laboratory observation), physical traces archival and

written records, and demographic data.

1.Participant Observation

Participant observation (Ball, 1983, p.3S) is the

researcher sharing the social and cultural worlds of the

subjects or social group they seek to understand. It is

concerned with becoming part of the structure and process of

the setting. Becker (1968) expands this concept:
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Participant observation is a process in which the
observer's presence in a social situation is maintained
for the purpose of scientific investigation. The
observer is in a face-to-face relationship with the
observed, and, by participating with them in their
natural life setting, he gathers data.. (p.43)

One common element of all participant studies is the attempt

by the researcher to know the participants' world from the

insi de-- the ·em ic· pe rs pecti vee Tradi ti onally, the

ethnographer has achieved this perspective through a

substantial engagement in the setting of the participants.

Wolcott (1980) suggests a minimum of one year for a school

based study.

Hammersley and Atkinson (1983, p.83) have synthesised

the various roles that an ethnographer could adopt in a

setting. The spectrum moves from complete participation and

immersion in the setting to detached observation. Complete

participation, they suggest, has advantages for access and

data collection. However, detached reflection, withdrawal

from the site and access to data at other than from the

level of entry may be diffiCUlt, if not impossible to

gather.

Whether the researcher plays a participant-as-an-

observer role or an observer-as-a-participant role, will

depend on the position the researcher assumes or is assumed

to have by the participants in the setting. Metz (1983)

comments that because the role is unusual or artificial for

many people, the researcher's latent roles of age, gender,
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race and their previous or current occupational status will

influence participant relations. As a younger, female

researcher, she recounts how she was able to nslip into a

si tuation II (p.389) and elicit information as a learner, but

had more trouble in securing information from informants

higher up in the hierarchy she was investigating.

The participant observer should approach the setting

wi th an attitude of openness. personal beliefs, prej udices

and back-ground variables need to be identified and

acknowledged. Entry into each level of the case will often

have to be negotia ted in the field by a sta tus pe rson from

within that level of the organisation, or through a personal

ccn eact., personability and the capacity to learn a new

linguistic form will often moderate the documentor's

capaci ty to develop trust relationships with parti cipan ts

and key informan ts.

An observer's status may be redefined over a period of

time by the participants themselves. A changed role

perception will often substantially influence the type of

data that participants share. Changing relationships within

the current Study reinforced this obae rva cd on, In the

Warrawong Study the documentors role changed in some

teacher's perception from a "company spy· to a iihelpful and

interested fellow who is part of the school. n The issue will

be examined more closely chapter IV. The hope of every

participant observer is that they become "part of the

f urnLtiure ",
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Ball (1983) cautions the need for observers to detail

the type and form of interactions over the period of the

study in order to monitor the interactive impact of the

researcher in the setting.

Key informants respond to specif ic inquiries and then

provide additional unsolicited information which mayor may

not be related to the questions. The overall impact provides

the documen:tor wi th a broad overview of the si tua tion.

Spadley and McCurdy (1972) note that the task involves a

basic conflict:

On the one hand, the ethnographer establishes a
relatioship of trust with his informants. Often it is
marked by friendship. On the other hand, the
ethnographer seeks to know things that the informants
may be reluctant to reveal. Indeed, they may perceive
that the reseacher is asking them to tell secrets about
other people to whom they are loyal.

Informant data provides a check by comparison of the

reliability and consistency of data. Data and inferences

from other sources in a setting can be triangulated through

open-ended key informant discussion.

Information collected in a natural setting is likely to

reflect the real conditions of the par et cd pants, Interviews

(Hitchcock, 1983, p.109) can provide access to information

about conflict situations which must be appreciated if a
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balanced and representative view of the case is to be

presented. Cross reference by the interviewer to programming

documents, logs, workbooks and conditions within the

teacher's classroom can be a rich extension of the interview

if it is conducted in the classroom or regular work area.

Interviews can be used to collect data about events

before and outside the immediate bounds of the situation

under investigation. Transcripts of open-ended interviews

can provide a data-base for cross checking al terna tive

categories later in a study and during analysis. For

Stenhouse (1982), transcript data provides the evidence

base for the case record.

Fi v e po s sib1e 1JJ)JJ.L~.f:R .oi j.n.f.o.rJIl..aD..t .d.i.G..t1>.r.ll.o.n CBall,

1983, pp.50-Sl> can be identified:

Ca) Ulterior motives to convey an unfavourable impression of

another in the hope of gaining the observ~r's support in

a conflict

(b) Bars to spontanei ty because of the presence of others in

the general interview situation, a not uncommon delimma

in a school setting

(c) Informant's mood or emotional state

Cd) Informant's low level of verbal skill or the interviewers

lack of foreign language skills

(e) Informant's desire to protect aspects of their own

practice from outsider or superior scrutinYe
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Accounts generated suggest Hitchcock (1983, p.124)

• ••• provide both a source of description and a

justification, as well as a check that a reciprocity of

perspectives is being, or has been established. a

4. .L.i.f.e ..lliR.tQ..d..u

Key-informant interviewing can frequently be expanded to

include participants' background and individual progress in

the progr am.

5• .s~.i .andO~~

Content for these types of measures can be derived from

the emergent data patterns. The increased use of this form

of data gathering by external agencies, from within and

without the bureaucracy, has had a detrimental influence on

participant responsiveness in many school systems. Surveys

(LeCompte s Goetz, 1982, p.393) can take one of three forms:

confirmation instruments; participant-construct instruments;

and projective devices.

6•.~~~s.l~

A wide range of building, apparel, and artifact

observations cari serve as cues (Fetterman, 1980, p.40) which

may require further corroboration or documentation in other

forms of evidence.
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7. ~.hiY..eQ .and jJ,~j,tten~

Reports, notices, minutes, proposals, letters,

curriculum materials, syllabi and working papers are but a

few of the documents that can provide an inquirer with

background data, case histories and sources for the

triangulation of other f"orms of information.

8. .P.e.m.o~~ .P,ata

Descriptive statistics about the organisation of the

case and details about the individuals and groups of

participants can provide useful baseline data for the

charting of longer term trends within a study.

Ethnographic data collection strategies (LeCompte &

Goetz, 1982, p.397) can be used in curriculum and program

evaluation in two ways:

(a) in a comprehensive adoption of the enti re ethnographic

process

(b) as a strategic selection of a few collection

techniques. Choi ces between these two al t e rna tive pas!. tions

will depend on the purposes of the research or evaluation.

The design of an evaluation can maintain the integrity of

the cultural explanation (whole trait compj.ex) or use only

planks from the ethnographic methodology. In part, the

resources available, policy decisions by the participants or

the sponsors and the evaluations time-frame will contribute

to this decision process.
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.fjlases .in .aD EthnQgraphic Inguia

Despite. the great flexibility which the ethnographic

approach affords, there are a number of essential phases

that any inquirer or evaluator should anticipate. Denzin

(1971) and Maanen (1979) suggest a somewhat similar list of

phases in the process: securing acceSSi bUilding a research

r oLe r deciding the use of informants1 data collecting1

reporting datai and a consideration of the moral and ethical

implications of the inquiry.

The chapter headings of Hammersley and Atkinson's (1983)

monograph ~~bD~S~~~b~, suggest yet another sequence:

research designi acceaar field relationsi insider accoun t sj

documents1 recording and organising data1 process of

analysisi and writing the ethnography. Wilson's (1977)

experience in a participant-observer study of an alternative

high school was structured as a series of issues: entry and

establishment of role1 data collectioni objectivitY1 and the

analysis of the data. Ball (1983b) notes the blurred

divisions between the phases:

The distinction between data collection and data
analysis in participant observation research is
necessarily artificial. The effective use of the
participant observation approach rests on the
fieldworker's ability to plough back analytical insights
into the ongoing data collection process. (po 98)

For the purposes of this review, Wilson's issues of the

ethnographic inquiry process \'Till be used to structure the

discussion. The specific implications of these issues for
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the Study for the central part of the discussion in chapter

IV. Ethical issues are noted as they arise because they

occur at every level of an inquiry.

Based on the assumption that what people do and say is

consciously and unconsciously shaped by the situation,

ethnographers should carefUlly choose their role before they

enter a site. Wilson (1977) advocates a •••• careful

documentation of the relationships that are established and

the basis upon which they are built- (p.254). Metz (1983)

relates the significant impact that the researchers' gender,

age, prior position and institutional sponsor ~an have on

the participant's perception of them and quality of the

trust relationships that can develop. The hierarchic.al

nature of school organisation requires the researcher (Ball,

1983) to negotiate her entry diplomatically at every level

from the principal to the various departmental heads and

teachers in the schooL

Anthropological inquiry seeks to discoveL the meaning

structures of the participants in whatever forms they may be

expressed. A multi-modal approach (Wilson, 1977) using the

methods described above would seek to gather a variety of

data:
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* Form and content of verbal interactions between
participants

* Form and content of verbal interactions with the
observer

* Nonverbal behaviour

* Patterns of action and nonaction

* Archival records, artifacts and documents (p.255).

As the observer is the key instrument for much of the

data gathering, the documentor's rappor t and trust with the

participants is crucial to gain access into the life of the

people within the case. The development of close friendships

will give access to significant and sensitive kinds of

information. Ball (1983) cautions that this type of data

cannot always be followed up because it could jeopardise the

trust relationship. Miller (1952) notes further:

Friendship connotes an all-accepting attitudei to probe

beneath the surface of long-believed values would break

the friend-to-friend relationship. (p. 98)

The friendship relationship is not a sound basis for the

gathering of sensitive and personal data in the field. To

maintain a professional distance from the teachers the

documentor made a point of not mixing socially with the

principal or any of the teachers.

Strong empathetic identification with "underdogs" in a

study may become both the researcher's reasoned and gut

response to the situation. Ball cautions that groups of

this character may perceive the observer to be their
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unofficial spokesperson. Such a situation may have

deleterious effects on the balance and representativeness of

the data gathered. Over-rapport with one group in the

research setting may mean a lack of support or antagonism

from other groups. Wolcott (1975) has addressed this issue

from his extensive field experience:

My tactic has customarily been to avoid an advocacy
posi tion during fieldwork but to take a posi tion in my
subsequent writing. As I have learned and practiced the
art and science of my craft over the ye"ars, I have also
become less intimidated by its canons. If I have access
to information or expertise that might help people in
whom I have become professionally interested to improve
their human condition, I look for ways to provide that
help. If those ways seem to interfere with the purity of
the research, then I take pains to report what I have
done (or sometimes to note what I wish 'I had done). I
have fel t free to make these decisions myself. (p. 119)

The value positions of two groups within the school were not

adequately appreciated by the other. An attempt was made to

convey the professional idealism of the -innovating

teacher s n to tho se who f el t thr ea tened and put upon by all

the changes that had occurred in the school. Alternatively,

the documen tor a t tem pted to convey the feelings of

ambivalence and frustration that some teachers felt toward

the pace of change within the school.

The ethics of anonimity and confidentiality of

participant data should be .maintained at all costs. Becker

(in Ball, 1983) argues that any material that is unnecessary

for the argument being presented, and if presented would

cause suffering to the subjects, should be omitted.

Ultimately, he concludes "••• it becomes a matter of
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individual conscience, no ethical canons can be laid down"

(p, 65). In formative evaluation studies, the press for and

the receiving of informal feedback can be used by

participants as an implicit form of control before granting

further access into the data field. Treading the 'wire'

between candid feedback and the preservation of informant

confidence can be a taxing role in the daily rush of the

school setting. Wolcott (1975) empathises with the

experience:

Every fieldworker experiences that agony about personal
confidences••• I have found it more useful to dramatize
my role as a researcher than attempt to hide it••• My
experience has been that teachers are usually qUite
willing to respond to a personal invitation for an
interview even though they may be rather hostile to a
request to complete 'another damn questionnaire'.
(p.122)

In ethnography the analysis of data is not a distinct

stage of the research. Hammersley and Atkinson (1983)

suggest it commences in the pre-fieldwork phase, in the

formulation and clarification of research problems, and

continues into the process of writing up. Participant

observation proceeds via an interplay of analysis and

investigation. Much ethnography (Hammersley & Atkinson,

1983) ..... suffers from a lack of reflexivity in the

relationship between the analysis, data collection and the

research design" (p.234).
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A number of the major theorists (Becker, 1958; Smith,

1978; Guba & Lincoln, 1983; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983)

have attempted to outline gUides for the analysis of

participant observer data. Three of these analysis schemes

are briefly reviewed.

(a) Ball (1983) suggests that Becker's (1958) stages provided

the best guide via:

i.The selection and definition of problems, concepts and
indices

ii.The check on the frequency and distribution of
phenomena

iii. The incorporation of individual findings into a model of
the organisation under study

iv. After the period of fieldwork. the presentation of
evidence and proof. (p. 53)

While the sociological orientation of Becker's analytic

process has some useful positions, the strong emphasis on

verifiable theory seems a defence against the potential

criticisms of the powerful quantitative tradition of the

day.

(b) Smith (1978, pp.329-340) has attempted a synthesis of

the analysis processes from his own eclectic experience

through his Rtheory of methodology·. Three general phases

were suggested, each with a number of ~sub-processes~:

i. Preliminary Phases

* origins and intuitive feel of the problem(s)
* images of an end view
* foreshadowing problems
* competing theories
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ii. Thinking during Data Collection

* immersion in concrete perceptual images
* interpretive asides
* conscious searching

iii. Final Analysis and Writing

* case as an instance of a class of events
* 'quick and dirty' overviews
* individual chronologies
* collapsing outlines

Many of the sub-processes outlined in Smith's 'taxonomy'

have been alluded to in the discussion of ethnographic

methodologies. The concept of progressive focusing stems

from a concern for describing social events as well as a

process for developing and testing explanations.

(c) Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) draw together a number of

the main writers in a more recent, though sociologically

based, outline of a four step inquiry process. As noted in

their earlier observation, the process of analysis may

follow a number of paths, depending on the methodological·

objectives that have been established and the particular

research or eval ua tion tradi tion being used.

The first step in any process of analysis (at any

stage in an inquiry) is the review of the data. In some

settings the data can be categorised using participant

terms. Alternatively, 'observer-identified' classes may be

constructed to represent data categories.
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i i • .P.eY.e..J.Q~J..D.g ~~..o.l.Q,gj..eR

Typologies are phenomena that can be represented as

sub-types of some more general category.

iii. ~.D

Respondent validation is one form of triangulation.

Hammersley def ines the process as the !!••• checking of

inferences drawn from one set of data sources by collecting

data from oche r s " (p.198). The process involves an attempt

to relate different sorts of data in such a way as to

counteract various possible threats to the validity of the

analysis.

i v • ~~ .P..eY..e..u>.P.IWU: iWl ~.mpR.UllY..e AnalYRit;

The testing of causal relationships using the

comparative me thod suggested by the authors (p.201) is

outside the parameters of the ethnographic tradition

discussed in this review.

Guba and Lincoln's (1983) criteria for the

trustworthiness of a naturalistic account discussed above

incorporate a number of checks in the analysis process.

Respondent validation

Respondents' reactions to the researcher's accoun t

(Boor, 1978, p.S4S) should be treated as data in its own

right. Responses from participants can be taken to

constitute a check on the validity of the account produced

in the first instance. Ball (1982) indicates there are some
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problems in the translation, especially in complex

bureaucratic institutions:

No single account of an institution is likely to be
recognised by all or necessarily any of its members.
Different actors wi th different statuses and positions
••• will make sense of the structure and processes of
insti tutional life in different ways••••we must not be
surprised to find on occasions that the resesrcher's
understandings and portrayals are contested by members.
(p.140)

While (Boor, 1978) encounted little or no interest in their

report, Ball (1984) encountered considerable reaction to his

work by the researchees.

Ball (1982) suggests three questions to be asked of

participants which would confront a number of validation

issues:

(a) Have I accurately recorded/transcribed what you said?

(b) Have I theorised it in a way intelligible to you?

(c) Have I theor ised it in a way which is acceptable to you?

(p.140)

As part of the Study, the informant validation process

of transcript data and the Draft Report were an integral

part of the design and are described in the evaluation

biography.

J:>.xnamics ,gf ..the ..bslluator;' s.RPJ&.: Evaluation BiograpAY

The research biography is a major technical verification

method available to the participant observer. The biography

argues Hammersley (1980), provides a strategy for overcoming

sources of invalidity from the research process.
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Unfortunately, this interpretation of the biography in their

case almost runs to the point of being an excuse for the

reality of the observer rubbing shoulders with the

participants. A more powerful rationale extends from the

observation of Wolcott (1975, p.119) cited above.

Participant interaction is the very stuff of the

ethnographic approach and the biography should stand as a

critical commentary on that relationship.

The clear documentation of the inquirer's technical,

political and theoretical positions should highlight for

readers the possibility of unstated inferences that could

emerge in data presentation and analysis. Wilson (1977)

suggest that these self-reports:

••• include data aboue r the researcher's fieldwork
experience, timing of the study, modes of entry and
departure from the field, breadth of participation with
the various internal groups, the procedures for data
collection and the methods of analysis adopted. (p.262)

Fairbrother (1977) canvasses the need for research

workers to include accounts of the development of trust

relationships within their biographies.

SupgpaJ;y

An ethnographic evaluation for the purposes of this

study is the process of constructing an analytic description

which portrays the diverse events and positions in the

program under study. The social meanings which derive from
the account are grounded in the participants' (perhaps)

diverse perspectives on their setting.
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The evaluator would at least initially document and

reflect (informally and formally) the data in a non

judgemental way. The ethnographic investigation process is

adept at gathering base line, process, and values data

through a flexible and responsive range of data collecting

methodologies.

Interactive methods used in the Study were based on the

crucial role of the participant observer. Through face to

face interaction, the documentor was able to establish key

informants and undertake a wide range of structured and

informal interviews with the participants. Archival

eearchea, physical traces and the gathering of demographic

data were part of the range of unobtrusive methods available

to the evaluator in the school setting.

Negotiating entry into the various levels of the case

and the establishing of a trust relationship was the first

phase of the ethnographic inquiry process. The data analysis

process was a progressive task throughout the documentation

period. The integrity of the ethnographic account,

particularly in an evaluative mode was enhanced through

participant validation and the research biog~aphy.

Interpretation was interwoven in the thick description

of the evolution of the innovation in the Report. No attempt

was made to derive general theory, the evaluation thread is

implici t through the weave and warp of the accoun t (part II).
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Unlike Bacon's 'true way· of discovering Truth,
the case study has been tried and found to be a
direct and satisfying way of adding to experience
and improving understanding.

stake (1980, p.73)

Purpose

The nature of the case study and its rationale for use

in an ethnographic type evaluation is the focus of this

section of chapter II. A justification for the case study is

considered initially, followed by a consideration of the

case study method as a vehicle for illuminative evaluation.

Walker (1983) brushes a wider rationale:

For those who share a view on the curriculum field as
organised around issues rather than around theories,
will find in case-study an empirical genre
appropriately flexible, eclectic and capable of
creating surprises. (p.155)

Definition

The case study (MacDonald & Walker, 1975,p.2) "is

the examination of the instance in action.· Case study

suggests Adelman et al., •••• is an umbrella term for a

family of research methods having in common the decision to

focus on enquixy axound an instance. Not surprisingly the

term 'case study' remains a slippery one" <1980, p.48)o

The "instance" (Adelman, 1980) can be set up in two

ways.
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(a) As an issue within the bounded system (the case) being

drawn from a wider class of phenomena, for example, an

evaluation of the implementation of a state wide policy

document through the study of five selected schools.

(b) A bounded system--the case--is given, within which

issues are identified, refined and documented so that a full

understanding of the case is presented. In this situation

the case could be a single school or classroom experiencing

the development and implementation of some innovation.

The present Study was initiated as a case study of an

issue (implementation of the 1979 MUlticultural policy)

within a class, but was refocused as a bounded system study;

the introduction of the integrated curriculum within a

single school (total curriculum change at Warrawong

Primary) •

Characteris~ ~ ~~

The case study is not a new methodology or perspective

on inquiry. It has antecedents (Simons, 1980, p.l) "in the

disciplines of sociology, anthropology, history and

psychology each of which has developed its own procedures

for estabil shing the validi ty of case study for thei r

purposes. A The potential for the use of the case study in

educational evaluation is however, quite recent.

Characteristics of the case study (Stake, 1980; Kenny &

Grotelueschen, 1984) include; complex descriptions which are
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holistic, and involve a myriad of related variables;

qualitative data which are not manipulated; studies that

focus on single cases; multiple perspectives are tolerated

or solicited; ambiguity in observation and reporting is

tolerated, data are likely to be gathered by personalistic

observa tion; the study is Ii kely to be reported in an

informal perhaps narrative style, using verbatim quotation,

illustration, allusion and metaphor; comparisons are

implicit rather than explicit; themes and hypotheses may,be

used, but they remain subordinate to the understanding'of

the case.

Two conceptions were fundamental to the case study

rationale; first a commitment to the studies of individual

instances, and second a commitment to forms of inquiry that

started from aad remained close to educational practice.

The case study is further refined by Walker (1983) as a

ftportrayal of those elements of a situation that give it

meaning••• the emphasis is on synthesis rather than on

ana.Iy sd a" (155). Case study provides a means of approaching

hidden cu~~iculum, informal social structures and ~,intend~d

outcomes on the same terms as the expected and formal

structures. In such sz ud Le s , the portrayal of the

idiosyncratic and the particular were seen as legitimate in

themselves.

For some staf f in the school, the "hi dden cur r icul urn Ii

of getting things done in the school was either

misunderstood or rejected. In the evaluation of the trial
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assembly program, (deliberation, chapter VIII) it was quite

clear to most of the staff that the meeting was the final

formality; not the venue for a drawn out reconsideration of

a program that had been in preparation for five months. This

was particularly pertinent when one of the late challengers

was a member of the committee, but had not attended. The

principal held firm and no support was raised from the

floor of the meeting•
.

Reports of case studies suggest Adelman (1980, p.52)

offer a surroga te experience and invite the reader to

underwrite the account, by appealing to the reader's tacit

knowledge of human situations. The need to reconcile the

demands of varied audiences, (including the disagreements

between participants) placed the evaluator into the

political arena. Knowledge is often the basis upon which

power in the organisation or setting is legitimated. This

dilemma can become quite acute because the sponsors of

studies are often the powerful or are financed by those who

have direct or indirect control over those being being

studied and portrayed.

Using~~ StuQy .in Eyaluation

The utility of the case study for adding to existing

experience and humanistic understanding is clearly supported

by Stake's (1980) description:

An educational evalllation is responsive evaluation if
it orients more directly to program activities than to
the program intents; responds to audience requirements
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for information; and if the different value
perspectives present are referred to in reporting the
success and failure of the program. (p.14)

Ini tia tion of case studies can come from manda ted

administrative sources, researchers seeking to negotiate a

study or a group wishing to invite a study. Whatever the

source, (Adelman, p.S3) ·.oecase studies are carried out in

real situations in which the people studied have

responsibilities and obligations" as well as the case worker

having expectations which must be honoured. A formalised

evaluation contract should be negotiated to cover; the

purposes of the study, methods of inquiry, reporting

processes, use and ownership of data and the interpretation

of the report. This was done in thr~e steps in the- present

Study (appendixes; B, C and I). The development of the

negotiation process is discussed in greated detail in

chapter IV.

The bounds of the case in school settings is a somewhat

easier -holistic· to define than in some other forms of

communi ty case-study. However, the documentor found the same

problems as Adelman (1980, p.SO) noted:

The boundaries of the system appear increasingly
permeable ••• We cannot answer questions about the
effects of the innovation without reference to the
history of the school, local authority politics, or the
self-images and career aspirations of the teachers.

Data collection in the single-site study usually draw s

heavily on the role of the evaluator as a participant

observer. The ethnographic and the wider naturalistic
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paradigm provides a extensive methodological tradition from

which the evaluator can select appropriate measures.

Progressive negotiation for entry into the various areas of

the context will be inevitable for the evaluator. It was

in the presen t study.

Reporting strategies were tentatively agreed upon at the

outset of a Study. Issues-related inquirer access, intrusion

into the lives of the sUbjec~s, ownership and control of the

data and its interpretation are key ethical issues in face

to face research. These concerns are discussed in detail in

section 5 of this chapter; however, it must be noted that

the documentor must be constantly aware that others must

live or work with the consequences of the findings. Some

aspects of the Warrawong evaluat~on were not reported in the

account (chapters V to VIII) because the possible

consequences for the individual members involved could have

been professionally damaging. It was not the role of the

study to be an personal inquisition!

The approach advocates an attendance to all the elements

that provide for the unity of the context under

investigation. categories of inclusiveness should be those

of the participants themselves.

Smith (1978, ppQ320-326) provides a comprehensive survey

of studies using the approach in a variety of fields. Stake

and Easley (1978) used the method extensively in the

Scien ce Educa tion Eval ua tion study in Ameri can publi c

school s dur ing 1976-77. Macdonal d's (1975) "democr a ti c"
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evaluation and Parlett and Hamil ton's (1977) 'illumina tive l

eval ua tion bo th util iz e the case study approach in wor k in

the United Kingdom. In the United states, Stake (1978) and

Smith (1978) were using the approach to explore non

tradi tional forms of evaluation.

The form of case study research advocated by Walker

(1976) and used in the Study departs, from the traditional

approach (Smith & Geoffrey, 1968; Becker, 1968; Wolcott,

1967) through the researcher negotiating some authority over

the interpretation of the report with the participants.

Walker and his colleagues hoped that a greater credibility

and ~~ of the evaluation process could be achieved within a

set of ~~..o .r.e~.I),§.hi.PR between the researcher and

the participants. This approach was developed effectively

with the teachers at Warrawong.

The increasing unease about the lack of fit between

theoretical research and practice has been a major stimulus

to the case study approach where there is a concreteness,

detail and an exploration of the -nooks and crannieo D of a

phenomenon (Smith in Walker (1976). The definition of the

focus of an eval ua tion emphasis undertaken in the Stl.\dy was

considered to be a joint responsibility. While the case

study method does not preclude autocratic or bureaucratic

approaches, the availability of the inquirer in the se tting

and the progressive nature of the design can provide the

teachers with control of the use of their own data.
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Summaa

Drawing from a wide family of research traditions, the case

study is grounded in the decision to focus on the instance.

The specification of the case can either be: an instance

drawn from a class of phenomenon; or a bounded single

system. The methodology of the case study is eclectic,

depending on the purposes of the study for its emphasis.

The present research study began as a case study of a

-class of phenomena- (Multicultural Policy) and was

restructured as the study of the curriculum development

process within the -permeable- bounds of a single school.

5 • .ne Eyaluation Perspective

Purposes

The purposes of this section of the chapter are to:

(a)define an approach to evaluation which is compatible

with the theoretical and methodological po s.l cdcn s di:;;cu~sed

thus far in the chapter

(b) summarise the principles of program evaluation

developed by Kemmis (1982)

(c) review the approaches of the main evaluation writers

who have inflenced the design of the present study

(d) justify and outline an approach to collaboration to be

followed in the design of the evaluation.
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~~~ ~ DefinitioD ~ EvalgatioD

The evaluation perspective taken in the study

recognises the highly reflexive relationship between

evaluation, curriculum development and change within a

school environment. Accordingly, a definition of evaluation

for the purpose of this study must recognise the

pervasiveness of the evaluation function and not treat it as

a terminal or sep~~~te fu"~rion from curriculum change.

stake and Denny (1969) suggest:

Evaluation is the discovery of the nature of worth of
something••• to describe and to indicate its perceived
merits and shortcomings•••Evaluation is not a search for
cause and effect, an inventory of present status, or a
prediction of future success. (p.370)

Cronbach, Ambron, Dornbusch, Hess, Hornik, Phillips, Walker

and Weiner, (1980) question the appropriateness of an

inquiry that focuses exclusively on decisions. These authors

note Borich <1983, p.63) advance the notion that:

••• the process of decision making does not terminate in
a clearly defined decision but is a cumulative, never
ending process characterised by negotiation and
accommodation among members of policy shaping groups.

Evaluation (Cronbach et al., 1983) is not to service

decisions but to participate in the and contribute to the

negotiation process, raising issues and stimulating debate.

The focus should be on the implementation of policy, not on

specific alternatives of action.

When evaluations are commissioned (Kemmis, 1982)

"••• the conviviality of the informal critical processes
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within the settings should not be ignorea or supplantea" (p.

222). As evaluation forms a natural part of the critical

thinKing that guides curriculum and sta~f development in a

school, the thrust of evaluation should be tempered with

humane values rather than narrow technocratic or

bureaucra tic impera tives. Hence eval ua tion (Kemmis) must

attempt to draw together and refine "••• the ubiquitous

proces of individual and public judgement•••not a technology

of judgement" (p, 222). The definition by Kemmis <1982, p.

222) will be used in this study:

Evaluation is the process of marshalling information and
arguments which enable interested individuals and groups
to pa r tn cd pa tie in the critical debate about a specific
program.

Koppelman (1979) uses the term "explication" to

identify a model of evaluation which attempts to avoid the

=•••perj o r a tn v e aspects of ••• a process that is defined

positively by those who do it, and negatively by those

aunj ectied to it" (p. 60)" For Koppleman:

Eval ua tion should discover the strengths and weaknesses
of a program so that the former can be understooa and
built upon while the latter can be analyzed and and
modified. The final result should be an improved
program. (p, 60)

Seven Principles ~ ~rogra.~luation

To assist in a clarification of the imp,lications of

this interactive approach to program evaluation, Kemmis

(1982) suggests seven principles which are complementary to

the axioms and tests of trustworthiness developed for the
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wider naturalistic paradigm. These principles will provide

a general methodological perspective to the more specific

characteristics of Parlett and Hamilton's (1978)

·illuminative· model and MacDonald's (1976) ., democra ti c"

evaluation model which are discussed below and used in the

design of the study. Kemmis has in fact draw heavily fron

the wri 1:J.ngs and exper ience of House, Cronbach, Smith,

Stake, Scriven and MacDonald in the formulation of these

principles. The seven principles for program evaluation of

curriculum development and innovation contribute to program

improvement through the1r direct interaction with the

participants, and indirectly through the enrichment and

retining of the communication between the evaluator, the

program participants and their audience.

1. The pr inciple of .r.ati.o.n.ali..tY ~ .r.nagDab~

It is assumed that participants act reasonably

within the1r circumstances and opportunities. The taSK of an

evaluation is to illuminate and critically examine the

reasons which guide the development of a program within its

environmental and historical ccn cexc, Evaluators with this

brief must attend to the a wide variety of perspectives

involved in the negotiation of the programmes initiation and

implementation. Kemmis suggests that the quality of the

evaluation may be judged by its contribution to informing

the critical debate about the program. This position rejects

the notion of a set of rules to determine program adequacy.
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"Social truths are socially-negotiated and historically and

cut turally relative" (p. 225).

2. The principle of .a.u.tQ.DJ).Il\Y .and ..tUP.PDSibiJ,j,ti

Moral responsibility for a program can only be

ascribed to a person or group to the extent that they are

free to choose as autonomous agents. Because of the co

operative nature of innovation, sponsors can constrain the

choices open to those who implement a project.

Accountability is then bilaterali it concerns choice

provisions as well as the performance of a project. Kemmis

concludes that a program evaluation should be "sensitive to

historical and contextual issues which provide the

constraints and oppor cum Hea for a program" (p.. 226).

3. The principle of ..c.Q.!RUW.nitY ~~.=.iD.I&res.t

The evaluator has a responsibility to illuminate

the extent of agreement and conflict among the the values

and interests of the various stakeholders (Weiss, 1983) or

participants in the community of self-interests that develop

a r o un c a project. Sponsors are but one party to the

development of a project and its evaluation. Kemmis

main tain s that "sponsor ship conf e r s no e xc I usi ve r i gh t to

have their interests served at the expense of other

pa r t.r cd pan c s" (p, 228). Evaluation agreements emboding

conditions of "fairness" to all parties are imperative if
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there is to a sense of co-ownership of the information

genera ted by an eval ua tion.

4. The principle of .P~~.f .Y~.e.u\P.ectU.ea

An evaluation should identify the full range of value

perspectives in a- program and be responsive to the different

concerns they suggest. Stake (1981) is adament that "••• one

cannot do educational studies without at least implicitly,

and preferably explicitly, considering how people

sut>j ectively val ue ar rangemen ts and outcom.es of programs n

(p. 3). Kemmis suggests that evaluators inform the audience

about thelr own value perspectives.

5. The principle of the R.ill~~..Q~

Debate about the nature and worth of a program

naturally exists within and around a program. Kemmis

believes that it is the • ••• role of program evaluation to

harness this self-critical critique to more effectively

inform and develop the understandings of those associateu

with the project" (p.23l). Evaluation consultancy and

independent evaluation may enhance this self-critical

debate. Through a description of the program, identifying

part~cipant issues, collecting judgements and portraying

these in accessible ways to the participants, the evaluator

can contribute to the critical debate. This knowledge,

grounded in the experience of the participants, Kemmis

suggests, is the only sure basis for program improvement.
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Evaluation is a political process, affecting the flows

of information and the distribution of power in a situation.

Explicit principles of procedure are necessary to govern the

collection and use of inf orma tion. Principles of proprietry

requi re the establishmen t of an agreemen t which specif ies

the processes that will be used to write and distribute the

repor t, owne rship of the eval ua tion da ta and the findings.

Rules of confidentiality and the risks involved in

cooperating with the evaluator and the safe guards on the

use and misuse of information should be clearly outlined at

the outset to the stakeholders or project community.

7. The principle of .a.p.P~.P.iat.e~§

Evaluation design CKemmis, p. 238) is a practical

matter. An evaluation must be appropiate to the program

sett~ng, responsive to the program issues, part~cipant views

and the interested observers. Renegotiation of an evaluation

design may be necessary in the light of changing

circumstances, interests and the consequences of forma tive

feeoback. Evaluations, like the curriculum programmes they

illuminate, are negotiated interactions that ahouLd serve

the community of part~cipants inVOlved.

Evaluation Persuasions

Stake (1981) has advocateo the use of the term

persuasion instead of model when referring to various
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persuasion instead of model when referring to various

eval ua tion approaches. The persuasions (Borich, 1983)

provide a guide or heuristic for thinking about how an

evaua tion could be conducted. The con tri bution of the

writangs and evaluation traditions of Parlett and Hamilton

(1976) and MacDonald (1976) are particularly important for

the evaluation design that has emerged for the study.

Parlett & Hamilton's (1976) illuminative approach

to evaluation draws from the earlier work of Trow (1970).

Their own work arose out of their dissatisfaction with the

traditional paradigm to identifY the impact of innovations

in Schools Council projects (Tawney, 1976, p.ll) in the

ear~y 1970's. The original Rinstructional system- of

externally produced curriculum innovations became different

experiences in the -learning milieu· of the comprehensive

school. Illuminative evaluation (Parlett & Hamilton, 1976,

p.23) aimed to identify the ii••• most significant features,

recur ring concomi tan ts and cr i ti cal pr oces ses " of the

innovat10n in the setting of the school.

The strategy was both eclectic and flexible. Through a

process of progressive focusing, an information profile was

built up using observation, interviews, questionnaires and

document files. From this data gener~ principles could be

induced. While Parlett & Hamilton recognised the interactive

impact of the researcher in the study. Documentors were

cautioned to make no attempt to manipulate, control or

eliminate the situational variables. The trust needed for
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the evaluator to enter the data fields could only be

maintained through a clear clarification of role.

A recent illuminative evaluation stUdy by Shapiro (1983)

demonstrated the power of the persuasion to reveal

unin tended consequences of the program dur ing the ini ti al

implementation. Feed-back to participants allowed for

program modification which enhanced the success for the

participants. Perspectives that would have been overlooked

if the focus of the evaluation stUdy had been on decision

making and outcome measures.

The political nature of Inncvata on and its evaluation

has been a continuing concern of House (1979) and MacDonald

(1976). House (1974, 1979 & 1980) has developed three

perspectives for the classifi ca tion and in terpreta tion of

Lnn ovatn on studies. Each perspective has a distinctive

underlying image which is used as the basis of

interpretation.

1. The j,:..e~..bD.Q.l.Q..gj~..al.P..e..r~.P..e.c.ti.Y..e is based on the image

of production. Human relationships are related to concerns

of ra~ionality and efficiency. The research, development and

diffusion (RD&D) version of the persuasion dominated the

United states scene, while the centre-periphery model

dominted the United Kingdom curriculum development movement.

2. The .P~Jj~..al ~..e~~.P..e~~j'y..e is based on the image of
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negotiation. Conflict relationships between the factional

groups in a project are governed and negotiated by the

distribution of power and authority at the various levels in

the program.

3. The -'~ .P~R.P~.tiY.e is underpinned by the image

of community. Within a given culture, conformity to the

values is important as people are bound by sharea meananqs

and values. Across cUltures, relationships are relativistic

to maintain cultural autonomy.

House's political perspective provided the design of the

current evaluation with a number of general focus

perspectives during the latter part of the documentation

period:

(a) The interaction of competing groups for resources and

curriculum control

(b) Basic conflicts in values which are Dcamouflaged by a

common rhetoric" (p. 6)

(c) Gaps between project intents and classroom practice are

negotiated for program survival.

Differing expectat10ns about the style of the Draft

Report were highlighted during the negotiation of the Draft

at the end of the study. The very choice of priorit1es,

tends to commits the evaluator to a political positionr

"He's not with usl"

A number of teachers were concerned that some of the

political conflicts within the school were not given enough
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prominance, "••• that section is a real whi te-washl"

Others were happy about the strong sense of commitment to

the overall purposes of the new curriculum which was

retlected in the Draft Report. Some teachers witnin this

same group were agast about the way in which some of the

conflicts detai~ed in the report were presentea,

"We should have a positive and clean face to the
outside."

The isolat1on of the participants divergent "perspectives"

was anticipated through the use of MacDonald's (1976)

approach to evaluation.

MacDonald (1976) closely examined the inherent

political nature of evaluation. Three types of evaluation

are summarised in a political classification of evaluation

studies.

1• .B~~ .e'y~.D is a service to those in

control over the allocation of educational resources. The

evaluator is guided by the values of utility and efficiency

which are credible for the policy makers who own the

findings.

2. .AJJ...ts;>.s;~ .e.Y~.D is an external validation

of policy from the evaluator's perception of the the

const1~utional and mora! obligations of the bureaucracy.

While contractual agreements may prevent client interference

in tne statement of the results, the evaluator has the power

of ownership. If current policy is not validated, findings

may be rejected by the sponsor.
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3. ~~~~~~~~j~ ~Y~l~~j~D is an informational

service to the program communi ty about the characteristics

of the program. The evaluator recognises value pluralism in

the setting and seeks to represent a range of interests in

the report. The evaluator acts as a broker in exchange of

information between groups in the project. Techniques of

data gathering and report writing must be accessible to non

specialist audiences. Informants have control over the

information they provide and confidentiality is guaranteea.

MacDonald suggests that r e po'r t a be non-recommendary.

Perioaic negotiatJ.on of the evaluator relationsnip is

necessary with sponsors and program participants. The value

of the report is measured by the range of audiences that it

serves. Reports may aspire to the 'best-seller' status. In

summary, ..... the key concepts are 'confidentiality',

'negotiation', 'accessibil ty' and the 'right of audiences to

know'" (p.132J.

While tney are a number of internal contradictions in

the early formulation of the model, it did provide a

powertul alternative to the autocratic program evaluation

models which dominated the evaluation field in the 1970's.

As the Director of the SAFARI Project (Success and Failure

and Recent Innovation), MacDonald gathered an international

team to work on the evaluation of a number of major

curriculum innovations in the United Kingdom throughout the

1970's using variations of the democratic evaluation model.
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Philosophical, ethical and methodological issues from this

project are well documented in the Safari Papers I (1974)

and II (1979) and in Simons (1980). The Democratic model

provided the central platform position for the design of the

Warrawong Study.

Negotiation jD Evaluation

Simons (1979) in the second SAFARI papers, discusses the

negotiation of clearance and the giving control to

pa r ca cd pan t s over evaluation reports. The status posi tion of

researchers and the trust relationship they develop with the

participants may make it difficult for pa r ta ca pan t s to

obj e cz or suggest an al terna tive in terpreta tion of the

materia~. Giving control in a evaluation model requires

that people have access to the data, time to consider and a

context in which to judge a draft report. The process can be

complicated by some participants not wishing to exercise

the~r rights to review reports or the evaluator editing some

data to protect an individuals self-respect or professional

stanaing.

Kushner and Norris (1981) comment that the SAFARI team

restricted the process of negotiation to the clearance of

data for use in research reports for wider circulation. The

researchers accorded the participants the status of arbiters

both individually and collectively. Participants control the

content and use of the reports about their work by using the

cri t erLa of fai mess, relevance and accuracy.
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The key just1fication for the democratic approach is the

wider audience's "right to know". Jenkins (1980) suggests

that the advocates of the approach are "••• hopelessly caught

in the cross-fire between two conflicting aspirations"

(p.l52) Two arguemen ts against the SAFARI posi tion are

suggested:

The first is that within its own terms it is beginning
to look too much like a rhetorical con-trick••• The
second is that the whole notion of the 'imbalance of
power' between the research community and those studied
may be posed differently. (p, 154)

Jenkins describes a process. of "ethical quick-stepping"

which demonstrates the power of the researcher to develop

confidentiality and then to negotiate the release of data in

a form that clearly demonstrates the researcher's power.

The original justification being that others "have a right

to kn ow", The participants power and control of the1r data

is more apparent than real. Following the completion of the

Draft Report a number of other concerns about the evaluation

model used in the Study were raised by one of the teachers.

These issues wiil be discussed in the last chapter.

CollaboratiO,D

The following pos1tions are suggested as a tentat1ve

rationale for collaborative action between project

practitioners and evaluation facilitators:

1. As autonomous professionals responsible for

curriculum development within schools and school systems,

teachers as part of this enhanced role description should
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become involved in the evaluation of their own instructional

processes and program in ten tions.

2. As a consequence of this shift in the traditional

pattern of authority relationsips, the involvement of

practitioners in the process of evaluation should be

reflected in the design of evaluation studies and the use of

the data in program development.

3. Participation by all parties in the collection,

analysis and clearance of evaluation data may strengthen

teacher development and team co-operation witnin the

setting.

4. The elevation of practi tioner perspectives and

experiences will provide a richer interpretation of events

than the trac;ii tional outsider perspective.

5. From the reseacher/evaluator perspective there has

been a SUbstantial shift to a naturalist epistimology and

the validation of r epor t s from a participant perspective•.

While each evaluation is distinctive, the following

stages can usually be identified and will provide the

baseline for a discussion of role collaborat1on between

participants and outside evaluators. A number of decisions

are usually made at each stage and the deliniation of

responsibility between the parties involved has not always

been clear. The experience of (Kyle & McCutcheon, 1984~ Boud

& Donovan, 1982~ Ball, 1984~ Kushner & Norris, 1981~ Simons,

1979) have been incorporated into these categories.
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The negotiat1on of roles between pa r tn cd pan t s and

evaluators/outsiders is discussed in five stages:

l.~.D

The school is the logical focus for curriculum and

staff development. Traditionally, outsiders have formulated

questions from the literature or from bureaucratic or

systems needs. While both perspectives may represen t a

reasonable rat10nale for an evaluation, the part~cipants

must at least be involved as co-investigators to preserve

the1 r own unique perspective.

Practitioners seeking consul-tant support in an

evaluation endeavour may effectively tap a wider range of

resources and a literature that may not be appreciatea in a

local setting.

2. .F~..the~..tiQ.DR J'.Q boe u.lw1

The stakeholder approach suggests that this phase of the

evaluation must include the involvement of the sponsors,

program staff, client representatives and facilitators. The

quest10ns to be addressed include:

* Why do the evaluation?

* What are the priority issues?

* What are the questions for each issue?

* What type of evaluation best fits the tasK(s)?
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Boud and Donaldson (1982) suggest that in a school

setting this type of dialogue or meeting should be

facilitated by a neutral outsider. Carr and Kemmis (1983)

descri be thi s task "••• as the role of a 'modera tor', who

helps to build group understanding of the conditions

necessary for the organisation of enlightenment" (p.176).

Different perspectives (Kyle & McCutcheon, 1984, p.17S)

can have a posi tive effect, "•••enriching a study's focus by

Lnco r po r ata n q both inside and outside concerns." Cohen

(1983) however considers this interaction between the

skeptical outsider and the committed insider to be

"inherent~y destructive to the goals of the insider" (p.7 4).

3. ~~..tin.g .the .D.a.t..a

Collaboration about the types of da ta neeaed and theJ. r

method of collection is often an area where practitioners

feel the severe time restraints. Outside evaluators often

have access to time and human resources that can supplement

the often unorthodox methods used by teachers within schools

to create class relief to support eval ua tion activi ties.

4. ~.P~ .an,g ~~.as.i..D.g .the.F~

Procedures and responsibilities for the drafting and

presentation of data are crUcial to the discussion of its

meaning. When initial responsibility for the drafting of

findings is given to an outsider, constant feedback is

needed from participants to validate individual and

sectional group data and its relationship to the wider

con text of the school.
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The clear ident1fication and documenting of opposing

vested interests within a setting can lead to antagonism and

a loss of confidence in the evaluation process by some

par ti ci pan ts. Unless effective procedures are establi shed

through a formative fe~dback process to resolve a method of

discussion about the tOhe confli cts, the report will be

"wricten off" by the minori~y interest as another ploy by

the establishment to validate their own position of

preeminence.

As the Draft Report in the study was preparea by an

outsider, the negotiation of the interpretation will reflect

the control and power relationships between the school and

the evaluator. If the school has a strong provision for the

control of data built into the evaluation agreement, this

can provide a counterbalance to the eval uator' s traditional

power. This deliberation (Kushner & Norris,198l) should

provide an "••• ' athical spa~eo"' procedually governed, where

part1cipants can enter into an honest arguement witnout

prejudice to' the evaluation exercise or themselves n (p, 34).

Simons (1979) notes that "•••giving control to participants

is no protection if they do not exercise it in their best

interests" (p, 32).

The very nature of naturalistic evaluation (Kushner &

Norris, 1981) should produce reports whI ch afford
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part1cipants access to the process of interpretation. From

their research they have identified four types of

part1cipant negotiat10n roles.

(a) .Procedual negotiations allowed part1cipants to

exercise their right of veto over usable data which was

attributed to them. The participants were described as

(b) Product negotiation seeks to give the part1cipants

the opportuni ty to improve or extend the analysis, as well

as grant1ng approval for the accoun t. In this situation the

participants were described as ~~~~~.

(c) Negotiat10n of issues and hypotheses by the

participants gives the evaluator a clear view of what is

relevant to the part1cipants. The participants take the role

(d) Negotiation of meanings extends to the participants

an opportunit~ for them to develop and extend a range of

mean1ng and theory about the1r own context. Negotiat1ng

interpretations with participants involves them in

The current evaluation Study involved pa r tn c i pan t s as;

experts, plaintiffs and as collaborators.

The world of the evaluator must become not .l.iJs.e the
users' world, but must.p~ the users' world. We must not
only enter the world of our local clients, we neea to
ren t office space. King (1982, p. 176) (emphasis mine)
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The current view about the use of evaluation studies

varies from the gloom of Stake's (1978) question, n •••• ~s

evaluation going to contribute more to the problems of

education or more to the solutions?" (p. 7). A more

op~1mistic perspective suggests that evaluation results are

being used by decision makers, but not in the clear cut,

organisation-shaking ways that is often expected. The impact

on participants and decision makers may be much more

pervasive. Effects may not be immediately visible witnin tne

setting. Weiss (1979) cautions that if evaluation results

are flawed for methodological reasons or have been doctorea

to suit an institution's politics, a decision maker may well

be wise to.D.Q.i: use them.

Improvement in practice can come through~ tpe formative

and informal feedback processes, from the group concensus

about the final E,raluation Report or from the more general.

raising of awareness that comes through the participation in

the evaluation process. For junior members of an

organisation, the particpatory model can have a powerfUl

impact on them through an unfolding of the centres of formal

and informal power wi thin a school.

Hall (1982) applies the concerns-based model by viewing

eval ua tion utili sation as an innova tion. The focus in not

on the specific use made of a particular set of findings or

recommendation. Rather he considers the utilisation as a

process with a variety of long and short term effects.
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~licit Judgements~~

Rlf we can not have it today, don't bother to bring it
around. "

This approach to evaluation is.D.o.,t. being advocated in this

study. Some writers (Guba, 1981; Cohen, 1983) suggest that

the immeaiate use of evaluation results in decision making

should be the ultimate crieeria on an evaluation. Others

(Stake, 1983; Gold & Murray, 1983) stress the desire of

evaluators to contribute to the wided body of social science

knowledge. cr onnach et ale (1980) have argued that· the

decision making process is much more pervasive and complex

than to respond to specif ic challenges to established

practice. The latter view is taken in the Study to represent

the decision making process at the school level. Ongoing

feedback into a critical and reflective environment the

evaluator consides, provides the sounaest basis for

.effective change.

Summaa

Throughout the development of the ethnographic and

evaluation rationale for the Study, the non-judgemental

perspective has been advocatea. Cronbach (1980) and the

Standford Evaluation Consortium group (Nevo, 1983, p.118)

have questionea the judgemental nature of evaluation,

advocating an approach that perceives the evaluator as

"••• an educator whose success is to be judged by what others
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learn rather than a refree who is hired to decide who is

right or wrong." Wolcott (1982, 1983) takes a non

judgemental. line in the data collection but concedes that

the process cannot be val ue free.

For the purpo ses of the Study the purpo se was to prov ide

an evaluation which would portray the issues and practice

related to the curriculum innovation. Decision making

process can be infl uenced by the informal ongoing feedback

during the documentation process. A critical debate was

initiated in the school about the program. This process was

ongoing, but also generated in part by the evaluation

process.
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~RIII

DESIGN OP THE EVALUATION

The evaluation ·persuasionsa (Stake, 1981) which have

influenced the design this study include the writings of

MacDonald (1976), Partlett and Hamilton (1976), Stake (1980}

and Kemmis (1980). In addition, the "d e s c r Lp c Lcn of

cultural- approach to ethnographic inquiry provided the

methodological foundation to for the design of the

evaluation. The specific techniques and methodology

developed for this design emerged as a response to the

social and political features of the case study, the values

inherent in the innovation program, and the ongoing

f or ma ta.v e evaluation neeas of the pa r ea cd pan e a, In this

sense the design discussed below is both intention and

practice.

Each section of the design is discussed as a response

to one of ten key questions which have been adapted from

schedules preparea by Kemmis (1982) and Nevo (1983).

1.. llQ.Ji YOU ..the ~~ stuQy eyaluatioD defined?

The evaluation was a systematic description of the

development and implementation of a curriculum Innovatd.on,

The process of dccumen tanq and j ust1tying the formation of

the integrated curriculum was intended to raise issues and

enable interested individuals and groups in the school to
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participate in a critical debate about the curriculum and

staff developmen t in the school..

An explicit assessment of the worth of the curriculum

and the related staff development activites was not the

intention of this evaluation. The evaluation account

however, attempt to iden tify and reflect on the formal and

informal critical processes which were ongoing in the

school, as well as the val ues and circumstances which

initiated and gUided the development of the program.

2. lfha.t. JfJU.e .the fUDctions .1U J;he evaluation?

The case stUdy had two major evaluation functions:

(i) To pr ovi de .f.Q~JP.a,.tj.v.e .f.f:.e.db.a~Js to the par ti ci pan ts

throughout the period of documentation to the final report.

The written Evall1ation Report, negotiated at the end of the

two year documentation period, was a formative statement

about the ongoing curriculum development process at the

school.

(ii) To j~~~~ ~~~~~~ of the school's cumulative

decision-making process. A process that was continually

shaping the school's curriculum and organisational

character. Pa t ton (1978) and Bouse (1980) descri be thi s

function as a socin-PQlitical process to promote motivation

and to increase awareness about the "••• never-ending

negotiation and accommodation among members of the policy

shaping communi tyn (Borich, 1983, p.63) in the school.
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3. B~ ~~ ~ audie~~~ evaluation?

(i) The primary audience of the evaluation was the

principal and statf of Warrawong Primary School. This group

comprise the key "stakeholders" Weiss (1983), those who were

the program initators and participants.

(ii) Other audience groups included~

(a) The New South Wales Department of Education as

regula tions require all 'research' in government schools be

approved and reports made available to the Regional Off ice

and the Research Branch in Head Office. The letter of

approval is appendix G. A copy of the final report was

forwarded through the appropiate channels by the principal.

(b) The circulation of the preport (or sections of it) to

the interest groups in the teaching service, research community

and parents has been negotiated under the terms nf the

eva! ua tion agreement, appendix H. Provision was made at the

outset for the evaluator to use the data as part of his.

doctoral program.

4.~~~~ purposes ~~ evaluation?

The purposes were to document the innovation process

~n urder to describe the program's activities and the school

context in which it developed. Formative feedback to the

pa r ea cd pan t s from this process would hopefully enable the

~s~~j~j~9D~~ to assess the strengths and weaknesses of

program activities.
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Specific themes to be addressed in the evaluation

emerged as the documentation proceeded. Progressive focusing

within the wider purposes of the stUdy was undertaken

through negotiation with the principal and a representative

sample of the teachers. This process was undertaken at

several stages in the study. The specific interactions which

describe the negotiatJ.on process are discussed in some

detail in the evaluation biography.

This section of the design briefly states the

purposes which guided each stage of the evaluation. The

stages identified were discussed in the section headed

'negotiation of roles between participants and outsiders' in

the pr eceed.inq chapter.

(i) At the jD~j~j~D R~ the intention was simply to

document the curriculum development process related to the

introauction of the integratea curriculum at Warrawong

Pr imary School.

became more specific:

(a) to identify and describe the significant
antecedents and processes which have enabled
Warrawong Primary to plan and implement the
integration of the school's curriculum

(b) to describe the implementation of the curriculum
innova tion and the rela ted staff developmen t
process. (From the principal's perspective, the
two programs were interdependent).

(c) to provide formative feedback to the principal and
staff about the implementation process, with
partJ.cular reference to the:
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* teacher's commitment to the values and ideals of
the curriculum document

* the adequacy of the support for teacher
planning

* the pattern of classroom implementation.

Mid-way through the documentation period, a number of issues

were ident1fied by the executive (E), class teachers (T)

and the evaluator (Ev) as more specific concerns from the

above purposes. These issues were translatea into a number

of questions to be considered in the report. Some of these

quest10ns became self evident, others were refined and new

issues were identified during the subsequent negotiation of

the Draft Report.

* How is the energy of a curriculum change process
maintained? (E)

* How can you keep 'on-side' and still do your own
thing? (T)

* What happens when the sta~f agree to restructure
their K to 6 curriculum? (E)

* What happens when the principal attempts to
change or influence the curriculum? (T)

* What helps a teacher most in implement1ng a new
programming or eval ua tion plan? (E/T)

* What is the relationship between the 'boss' and
teachers throughout a change process? (T)

* How does a teacher cope with imposed change from
wi thin? CT)

* How was the change process ini tia ted? (E)

* Have school ini tia ted proj ects have a better
chance of being implemented and maintained than
external policy pressures? (Ev)
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* To what extent does the middle-level management
of the school (the executive) controltheshape
and pace of curriculum change? (Ev)

* Are teachers with a 'school wide' perspective
the most li kely ones to ini tia te and suppor t
change? (Ev)

(ii i) »J.Uj.DS ..t.h.e j.D..t~~.P~..e..t...ii..tj..9.D J).f ..t.h.e~ con si de r able

discussion was genera ted' over what had been incl uded,

omitted or given the "white wash ft
• Issues raised included:

* control of the school's decision making process

* the power of the executive

* progress toward an integrated, K-to-6
curriculum

* accountability for special purpose funding

* sensitivity to the portrayal of conflict in the
draft report

* the power of the integrateet planning approach.

It was hoped that the negotiation process would stimulate a

critical debate ~bout the decision-making and curriculum

change processes in the school.

5. B.llsLt kinds .J2i ilat.a. y~ needed?

The school as "the case" delimits the general bounds

of the data neeaed. Wider educational and social variables

are considered only as they directly relate to the internal

operation of the school. While a limitJ.ng assumption from

some perspectives, the decision was necessary to bound the

case study.
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The .D~..1U.aljR..t~ .p£r.adiJllIl discussed by Guba and

Lincoln (1983) and Stake (1981), the ~'y~.iQ.D .P~.rR~ll.DR

(models) outlined by MacDonald (1976) and Parlett and

Hamilton (1976), and·the ~~bD~~9.PbJ~ ~~~~j~.D wolcott

( 1975 ) an d Wi 1 son (197 7 ) pre s c r i be th at da t ash0u 1 d

demonstrate the following characterisics:

* comprehensive description of the contextual
setting

* holism of the description

* an attempt at cultural interpretation

* a representation of the multiple value systems
wi thin the case

*informat10n revelant to the concerns of the
various stakeholders

* classification of data using participant
catagories

* confidentiality of part1cipant data.

6. yhg cQllected~~?

(i) The collection of data was a sharea responsibility with

the primary responsibility residing on the documentor.

(ii) Data from a number of teacher initiatea evaluations

were available to the documentor, these included; two fUll

starf Surveys undertaken by the Total School Development

Committee: and a curriculum evaluation project for a

Bachelor of Education course by Alix ( one of the

kindergarten teachers. Several specific evaluations were

completea by statf to support submissions during the period.
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7 • .w..ut JIlethods .9.f .data. mllection JI~ appropiate?

Ci) The primary form of data collection used jD~~~~~~jy~

~~~~ of documentation:

(a) An extended pe r iod of ~..a.r.tj~iP.a.D.t .D.b~.e.ry..a..t.iDD

allowed the documentor to experience the social world of the

partlcipants and develop a trust with the various sub-groups

within the school. These trust relationships which enabled

the documentor to effectively use other interactive data

collection method&

Cb) ~ ~~~ ~y~~ing allowed the documentor to

develop historical and background da ta which would not be

otherwise available to an outsider. Key informants sharea

insights about internal relationships within the school and

willlngly reflected the divergent points of view that

created tension and frustration for the teachers and the

leadership. These insights were critical for an

understanding of the case. Key informants are also crucial

for the triangulation of observed phenomena and information

gained through interview and document reviews.

(c) Transcripts from ..inf..o~.lMJ. ~ R...t.~~ .in.t.e...rY~}{R

provided the documentor with a developing case record,

stennouse (1982) which were frequently reviewed during the

analysis.

Cd> Professional ~ ~..tQ~ of statf provided a rich

perspective on the experience of a that person in other
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schools and at Warrawong. Bench marks for comparison across

time periods within the school were developed from this data

to provide a richness to the description of the context.

(ii) Three forms of .lm.1>b.t..J,U;j-V..e .menJU'..e~ provided important

sources of data in the case study:

(a) Data from .t~~.he~ j~,g ~JU'-V..ey~ ~ ..e-v~~

provided a rich source of teacher feeling and perception of

the curriculum and staff development program.

(b) An liJf.hiy.e ,S).f MJf.J.1~D.t~ inc I uded ; stat: f mee ti ng

minutes, syallabi, working papers from various committees,

school notices to parents and staff, sUbmissions to various

external funding agencies (Commonwealth Schools Commission;

appenaix F and Regional Inservice Committee) and two drafts

of the school's integrated curriculum document (appendixes S

and T) 0

(c) Staff .I>.elP..OJ;U~.hiJf ..da.t~ allowed the movement of

teachers in and out of the school to be charted.

8. B.h$) contr,g.la~ evaluation?

The representation of the multiple perspectives on a

program in a case stUdy creates flows of informatior. which

may not have previously existed. Because particular groups

in a setting can be deliberately or inadvertently served by

an evaluation, the process becomes (at least), an implicit

political activity. By making the final report evaluation

non-re,commendatory, the documentor was not seen to have a

vestea interest in the specific direction of the curriculum.
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The evaluation agreement, (appendix H), attempted to

reinforce:

(a) the plurality of perspectives within the school

(b) individual's ownership of their data

(c) the anonymity of the school and individual's data

(d)participant contribution to the formulation ofthe
issues

(e)part1cipant validation and reaction to the draft
report

(d) the joint ownership of the final report.

The release of the Draft Report and the inclusion of

teachers' and the school's name required negotiation and

agreement between individual teachers, the staff of the

school and the dccumene or,

MacDonald's (1976, p.~34) just1fication concept of the

audiences "right to know· was followed up to the point where

a part1cipant's personal or professional integrity could be

threatened. If data appeared to prejudice an individual it

was not included in the Draft Report. This judgement was

initially taken by the documentor, and then checked through

key informants or the pe r sonta) involved.

The school's deci sion to use it's actual name, came

after a two month discussion of the Draft Report. Prior to

this the documentor had used the pseudonym "Melaleuca

primaryn, in all the written reports. The documentor

cautioned the principal and staff about the implications of

the decision, but followed their decision. As one teacher
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commented at the statf meeting that ratif ied the decision,

"We've done a good job. We should let our work be know,

'warts and all', otherwise it wouldn't be r e ar ," One of the

teachers who initiated the integration of the curriculum

insisted:

I think anyone should be able to read it. It would be
shame if it was just for us. I know we did not have
anything to look at when we commenced the project.

9. JlDy JlU ..the analysiB .mo participant validation achieved?

The reflexive nature of data collection, analysis and

feedback to the participants was a continuous process from

the beginning of the documentation process to the

publication of the Evaluation Report. Issues for

consideration arose from trends in the data flow, specific

questions or concerns requested by the participants and from

a conflict of expectatlons that arose from the consideration

of the Draft Report.

The positivistic tradition of using existing theory

and generalisations from the change literature to formulate

hypotneses for testing was .D's;)~ the pattern of this

eval ua tion. The eval ua tion questions emerged and were

negotiatea as the documantation process and the curriculum

program itself developed over the two year period.

The funct.ion of the ev a.l ua et on was not to arrive at a

specific set of terminal recommendations for decision

making; nor the production of generalised precept or

verifiable knowledge beyond the temporal bounds of the caseo
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(i) Was the evaluation trustworthy?

Several procedures were developed to demonstrate the

"trustworthiness n of the evaluation. Guba and Lincoln (1983)

have outlined four criteria; credibility, transferability,

dependability and confirmability as appropiate concepts to

examine the legitimacy or "trustworthinessn of studies using

the naturalistic paradigm. Transferability was not

considered an applicable criteria for this Study. The

application of· the three remaining criteria to the

evaluation are briefly outlined below.

(a) The $.r~.w..bjJj:j:'y of the eval ua tion was ar gued on the

basis of:

* the eval ua tor being invol ved in the school for a
period of three years

* the production of a sustained audit trail within the
evaluation biography

* triangulation of information and the validation of
primary data by the participants.

The documentors personal and professional qualities and his

mode of interaction within the case are documented in an

autobiographical statement in the evaluation biography.

(b) The ~~~D~j~j:'y of the documentation process was

demonstrated through the biography and the negotiation

processes with the participants (figure 2) throughout the

period of the evaluation.

(c) The $..9.D.f.i.r~.i.lii;y of the evaluation rests firmly in

the negotiation and subsequent validation of the Draft

Report with the teachers and the school leadershipo The
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criteria of nfairness n, "ac c ur acy " and "reLev an ce " used

throughout the validation process were drawn from

MacDonald's (1976) Democratic model. While unanimous

agreement cannot be expected in a setting with a plurality

of value positions, this same interaction was the very

essence of the intent of the evaluation process in the case

Study.

(~i) Structuring the report

Walker's (1971) Naturalistic Model of Curriculum Develop

ment was well suited for the task of providing both a macro

framework for describing the curriculum innovation process,

as well as a structure for discussing each of the Phases and

the related cur riculum episodes in the accoun t ..

The model complemented the ethnographic methodology used

to undertake the evaluation. As neither the teachers nor the

curriculum were directed by clear objectives, a traditional

"positivistic" or nsystems" curriculum mOdel would have

been inadequate to capture the richness of the develop:nen t

process.
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Figure 1. A Three Phase Modified Version of Walker's
Naturalistic Model of Curriculum Development

Walker's <1971> original model has two additional boxes;

(accepted precedents) and .o.a..1:.a (additional

information--sometirnes from outside the setting, external

policy and research data). For the convenience and simplicty

of the account: these two categories of the model were

subsumed into the ~~~~.
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Platform

Each of the Phases and episodes discussed in the

Evaluation Report (part II) begin wi th a description of the

context and the key participants involved. In some of the

episodes the ideals and values of the key curriculum

innovators were the driving force throughout the

deliberation and into to the implementation of the project

as it is described in the design. At other ti mes in the

account, issues were raised and the power of group concensus

in the deliberation phase provided the power for the

implementation of the design.

The platform includes an idea of what is and
a vision of what ought to be, and these guide the
curri~ulum developer in determining what he should
do to realise his vision.

Walker (1971, p.165)

The platform's components are; conceptions, theories and

aims. These aims or ideals may be ill defined "Lm aqe s " or

firm political positions. Ways to a purpose or nproceduresn

may also be an accepted part of an individual or groups

consciousness.

Deliberation

Walker (1971) notes, n The heart of the deliberation

process is the jus tifi ca tion of choi ces" (p.16 6). In the

development process some decisions were made with fore

thought and after considerable discussion. These decisions

make up the explicit designe Other actions were decided upon
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automatically from unconscious choices, these decisions make

up the implicit design. The deliberation phase of the model

attempts to ident1fy the dynamics of the decision making

process through the identification of key people and the

events that led to the various designs.

Design

The design is a set of abstract relationships, embodied
in the materials-in-use which are capable of affecting
students--rath.er than the materialS themselves•••In the
naturalistic model, the theoretically interesting
outpu~ of the curriculum development process is not a
collection of objects, nor a list of objectives, not
a set of learning experiences, but a set of design
decisions.

Walker (1971, p.166)

While it was a relatively simple documentation task

to identify the series of explicit decisions from the

transcripts of meetings, the unconscious choices and the

hidden agendas were more subtle (even to some of the

participants) and delicate to expose to the harsh realities

of print. The design is the apex of the model. Its reality

is interwoven through the deliberation and back to the

platform conditions and the personal positions of key

"actors " in the various episodes and Phases.

As a descriptive model it has a temporal flow. A

beginning (the platform), a process (the deliberation) and

an end (design). It was unclear whether the principal

talked to Decker Walker in a previous life or not, but both
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educators consider the search for better educational

programs as not requiring objectives to begin search for

"greater truth". The formulation of objectives from thea r

different perspectives was understood as a latter step in

the cur riculum maker's agenda.

The design in one phase of the curriculum development

process, became an essential part of the platform in the

next. In the account of the development and implementation

of the Integrated Curriculum at warrawong, three central

overlapping chronological Phases were identified in the

period. Around these central Phases the related curriculum

episodes were tied. The overlapping Phases are discussed

using a number of time-lines in chapter V/4.

10. Reporting.t9 Jf.hQJP .and Jf.beD?

The initial evaluation proposal, (appendix C) and the

"Discussion paper on the negotiation process ••• " (appendix

H) specify:

(a) inf ormal (or ar) feedbac k dur ing th e documeil ta ti on

period to the staff (teachers and school's leadership)

during school visits

(b) annual reports

(c) draft report of the entire project to be av a i l ab Le

for staff interpretation and verification before publication

(d) final report to be available to all statf and

others as negotiated by the staff and the evaluator
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(e) the reports to be forwarded to the Department of

Education (to satisfy the official research agreement after

its release by the school)

(f) publication for the wide educational community when

negotiaed by the school and the researcher.

Snpgnar;y

The design of the Study was an interactive and reflexive

process that continued through the documentation period. An

account of the design in action is an important part of the

evaluation biography in the next chapter.

Each section of the design has been discussed using a

key question, drawing from the literature and practice of

the naturalistic paradigm, ethnography, case study and

evaluation for the key platform positions of principle and

me t n od, Walker's Naturalistic Model of Curriculum

Development will be used to structure the account of the

integration of the curriculum at Warrawong Primary School.
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CBAftBR IV

DYNAMICS OF THE EVALUATOR'S ROLE:
EVALUATION BIOGRAPHY

The researcher is a social being no less than the
researched, doing fieldwork is a social process
with its own career structure, objective and
sUbjective. (Hughes, 1~37, p.404)

pgrposee

The purposes of the evaluation biography are to provide:

(a) An autobiographical statement about the documentor's

metnodological, theoretical and political commitments of tne

evaluator

(b) Anaccount of the reflexive nature of the evaluation

design used to document the Study

(c) A reflection on the rapport and trust building process

upon which the documentation for the evaluation depended

(d) An account of the evaluation process through the

following stages;

i. sponsorship into the case

ii. becoming a participant andgathering data

iii. analysis, negotiation and writ1ng the Draft Report

iv. withdrawal from the school.

The dynamics of the evaluator's role using an

ethnographic methodology are more complex then a

simple congruence or incongruence between the

evaluator's values and those of the groups within the
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case study. They arise from the personal and social

consequences of a lengthy social interaction. This

methoaological account will attempt to make explicit

the interactive or reflexive nature of the field

relationships in the documentation process.

This biography will trace the flow of the evaluation

process from its inception in August 1981 to the negotiation

of the report, three years later in August 1984.

Ball (1983b) suggests that these commentaries neea to

be subjected to the same scrutiny as the research to

which they refer. The function of this commentary is

to describe the problems and vicissitudes of being in the

field. Biographies of this style can not provide a

systematic account of the status of the data or its

interpretation beyond the bounds of the Study. These

conditions acknowledge the ethnocentricity of the

biographical account. For these reasons, the first person

has been used to present the account.

1. Documentor~ Autobiographical Statement

I commenced my current post as a Lecturer in Education

in the School of Education at Wollongong Insti tute of

Advanced Education in January 1981. This School is now part

of the Faculty of Education within The University of

Wo11ongong.

My teaching career began as a secondary social

science teacher at a Sydney high school in the late 1960s.
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Since that chalk-face experience, I have worked as a

Lecturer in Education over a period of twelve years in

four tertiary institutions in three nations. My experience

with primary schools was limited to the supervision of

teaching practice and through the ~esearch reports of

primary teachers in external curriculum courses.

Five teachers from Warrawong Primary School have

taken curriculum courses with me during the period of the

study. Before and during the study I did not meet with

any of the teachers through a regular social, political or

sport~ng association. I am a member of the same industrial

union as the teachers in the school. I am a caucasian

male with two primary aged children in a government

school. These personal attributes provided me with an

additional range of interpersonal parallels with some

members of the staff. Metz (1983) suggests that these

latent roles can have an important effect on the formal

role and perception of the participant observer wi thin the

evaluation documentation process.

Except for a number of relatively short

observational projects connected with my graduate studies

program, this was the first ethnographic evaluation I have

undertaken. The emersion into the professional

experience of the principal, statf and children of

Warrawong Primary School was a new and stimulating

professional experience.
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After returning to a lecturing position in Australia in

1981, my intention was to undertake a study of the

implementation of a curriculum innovation within a primary

or secondary school context. Two personal platform

pos1tions guided my selection of an area of investigation:

(a) Teacher development and curriculum change are

interdependent and most effectively undertaken within a

school

(b) While I exclude no methodological approach on

ideological grounds, it was my view that the naturalistic

paradigm had the inherent capacity to explore the inter

personal, political and specific context issues of

curriculum innovat10n and change.

A growing body of literature using a variety of

research tradi tions has focused on the place of the

teacher and the principal in school-based innovation. A

sample of these studies from three continents includes

(Brown ~ McIntyre, 1982; Finch, 1981; Leithwood, 1982;

Leithwood & Montgomery,1982; Lindbland, 1984; Northfield &

Ingavarson, 1979; Peretz, 1980) they have all focused on

school-level innovation.

Two slow moving fronts had enterea the climatic map of

New South Wales educa tion since the la te 197 Os.
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(a) Multicultural education had become a highly politicised

issue at both the state and National levels. Considerable

funding was provided from the National government

through State funding bodies to enable school and regions

to undertake multicultural programs. The initiatJ.ves aimea

to develop the awareness and knowledge of all pupils about

the nature of Australia's multicultural society. The

funding programs provided additional resources to those

schools wh~ch had a high percentage of pupils from ethnic

backgrounds where English is not the language of the home.

Funds for ESL programs, salaries for ethnic aides,

community officers, mother tongue maintenance" teachers in

the lower primary and transition programs were all

available at the cost of a submission.

After a four year sojourn in two plural societies (Fiji

and Hawaii), re-establishing ourselves in the cUlturally

diverse city of Wollongong was not a cultural shock! The

issue and many of the question that were of concern in the

other multicultural societies were reflected in the

curriculum and classroom reali ties of the wollongong area.

The setting was a natural continuation of an established

professional interes~

(b) School-based curriculum development of state

initiated policy priorities had become the pOlicy

position for N.S.W. government primary schools. While

some schools were able to seek additional annual funding
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for specific programs from the Federally funded DSP Program,

most had to initiate curriculum modifications from within

the~r existing recurrent grants and the inflexible statfing

formula.

Inservice programs have enabled a small proportion

of teachers to attend two and three day residential

courses to familiarise themselves with the variety of new

policy requirements. A larger percentage of teachers would

have attended short, after-school introauctory

experiences. In addition to the periodic revision of subject

based primary curriculum, a comprehensive range of

Kindergarten to grade twelve policy statements

(Multicultural Education, Aboriginal Education, Non

Sexist Education, Personal Development, Discipline and

Media Education; appendix Q) have been given limited

inservice funding in the period 1977 to 1983.

2. sponsorship;intD.the~

~..tJ.a.tj...D.9 .R. jl~.Q.P.QR.al

The interest of Wollongong schools in the

Multicultural Policy in 1980/81 had been stimulated

from a number of directions. Funding was generally

available for school-level projects, a Multicultural

Curriculum Officer was active in the city, bureaucratic

pressure through the Regional Office and the District

Inspectors was stimulatea by political activities from the
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NSW Minister of Education's Off ice. In the Wollongong area,

many of the schools had an enrolment which included

children from a wide variety of ethnic backgrounas.

My initial proposal (appendix A) was to investigate the

manner in which a centre-based policy initiative was

implemented into the ongoing curriculum of a number of

schools. The 1979 Multicultural policy adequately fittea my

requirements. In 1981 the program was a contemporary and

politicised area of innovation, the local consultant was

keen to have some research in the area and it suited my

professional interests in social education.

A draft proposal (appendix A) was approved by the

South Coast Regional MultiCultural Co-ordinating

Committee in July 19810 The Regional Director gave

his informal approval to negotiate the de cad i s of the

study with the Multicultural Consultant and school

principals. Formal approval to undertaKe any study in

departmental schools had to be approved from the Research

Branch in Sydney (appendix K).

Inservice workshops in multicultural education at that

time were designed to: highlight the requirements of the

1979 Multi-cultural Education policy; increase teacher

understanding of the nature of Australia's mul ticul tural

society; and to provide the participants with concrete

program suggestions for the imp1ementating the POlicy in

the~r own school.
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Through my pa r tu c Lpa t Lo n in a three day local

workshop, it was hoped to secure school contacts for a

study. The tentative plan was to investigate the impact

that these teacher-innovators would have on the

multicultural perspectives in the curriculum of their own

primary or secondary school. It was hoped to monitor the

long term modifications to the planned and actual

curriculum of a cluster of schools (a high school and its

feeder primary schcoj s) ,

Tentative approaches were made to a number of

schools through teacher contacts made at the workshop.

The sample was reduced to four schools within a school

cluster located ten kilometres south of the city. Each

principal provided an opportunity to present my proposal

(appendix B) to the staff or the school's executive. I

stated at the outset in each school thati the Regional

authorities were happy for the study to proceed, it was

important for the statf to consider a two year involvement

and that I was personally committed to the project

because it was to be my doctora~ project. The project

would be at no cost to the school.

Staff dfscus ai ca or surveys were unde r t aken in all

the schools. Negative responses were received from the high

school and one primary school after a considerable amount of

follow-up. The two remaining primary schools (Warrawong

and Banksia) were agreeable with the documentation and
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evaluation proposal and were happy for the study to

commence. All of the schools had some activities planned for

the beginning of term three 1981. Acacia Primary was located

in a somewhat different community and it was added to

the study to provide a comparison between the high

proportion of non-English speaking family backgrounds in

the first two schools and the higher Anglo pupil density at

Acacia.

Weekly visits to each school commenced in late September

and con tin ued un til the end of the school year. The

visits, which were scheduled around a full college teaching

load, enabled me to gather background data, identify current

programs and develop my personal credibility and trust with

each staff group.

Multicultural program initiatives at two of the

schools, Acacia and Banksia, did not include additional

starf, however they had recieved small resource grants in

the previous year. Warrawong Primary, the largest of the

three schools, had secured a full-time multicultural

resource teacher in addition to two part-time ethnic

aides, a LOTE (language other than English) teacher and

over a thousand dollars for resource materials~

The curricular environments at Banksia and Acacia could

best be described as steady-state and sleepy. Good

intentions were being stirrea by the prospect of having
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an outsider on the scene. In contrast, Warrawong

Primary was pulsing. A number of staff were actively

working on school curriculum committees, the mUlticultural

resource teacher was working on a range of programs

and two innovat~ve class teachers (Julie and Vonne) had been

released from regular classroom teaching for part of the

final term to concentrate on a revision of the school's

K-to-6 curriculum.

By early Novembe r the magni tude of the cur r iculum

innovation at Warrawong had become apparent.The entire

curriculum of the school was being reviewed and

restructured by a small group of teachers. The

contribution of the multicultural resource teacher was just

one perspective in a process tha t was planning to

themat~cally integrate the existing subject-based

curriculum.

~..tLu.c.t.u.llD.g~ 1>~isD ~.f ~ j:y~D

Regular visits to Banksia and Acacia were maintained

during term 1, 1982. On three successive occassions I

arrived at Banksia at 8.00 A.M. to find the regular staff

meeting had been cancelled without the courtesy of a

telephone call. Coupled with a decided preoccupation with

routine duties by other members of staI:f during my

visits, I decided that despite'the earlier agreement, I was

not r eaa Iy welcome.

At Acacia the senior executive through whom the

initiative to document had been arranged left to take up
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a promotions position in another school. Although the

initiatives at the school were moving I felt unhappy

about co n t a n u Ln q without the direct access and

sponsorship to the school's executive. I also felt more

isolatea in that setting than the other schools, despite

their warm hospitality. Metz's (1983) observation about

latent roles could perhaps explain my feeling. Except for

the mistress, all of the teachers were female and in

theJ.r twentJ.es. In addition, the school was over forty

minutes drive from home. By the middle of term 1 1982, the

original design of the documentation plan was in tatters.

Developments at Warrawong in contrast were attracting more

and mor e of my ti me and in terest.

The principal at Warrawong called me aside after the

staff meeting just before the Easter break in 1982:

There's enough action around here to keep you
scratching your ear. Why don't you spend some more of
your time here.

My initial contact and visit to War rawong was based

on a short discussion with the multicultural resource

teacher at the August inservice workshop. Entry was

through the principal who allowed me to discuss the

proposal at a sta:i:f meeting. He encouraged the statf

to consider the value of having "an outsider"

pa r t a cd pa t e in the life of the school over a

"reasonable period of time." The school, he reported,
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had e xper i e needanumbe r 0 fit••• ' qui c k for ay , type

researchers in the past and we've not seen 'hide nor hair

of them, nor the results of thei r work since."

Access to the school in term III, 1981 was

extremely fortuitous from a number of perspectives. Neither

the principal, the teachers, nor I had any clear idea of

just how extensive the curriculum innovation would become in

the following two yearsc

From the reflective perspective of a number of Itold

hands R (teachers who had been at the school for over seven

years) it was athe most exciting and taxing period of

their time at the school. 1t It would appear that I was

fortunate to enter th~ experience of a statf going

through a development crest. The unfolding experience

reconstructed in the next four chapters was a sopnisticatea

curriculum development project and a period of considerable

professional growth for the key teachers involved.

MUlticultural education became an intergral part of

the complex process of school-based change which evol ved

as the curriculum was integrated and reflected in the Draft

document and the revised Integratea Curriculum.

Ball Cl983b) suggests that the paticipant researcher

carries a dual allegiance into the field. On one hand,

the documen tor must share the socio-cul tur al relevance of
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the school, while on the other, he or she must satisfy the

expectations of the external research or academic community

in the mainstream social sciences. Ball concludes that the

motiva tional relevancies and cr i teria of the academic

communi ty will prevail. I have taken the challenge of the

first allegiance, a view shared by Walker (1974):

This would be a form of resesarch that would start with,
and remain close to, the commonsense knowledge of the
practitioner, and the constraints within which he
works.It would aim to systematise and to build on
practitioner lore rather than to supplant it. (p.26)

This section of the biography will focus on my initial

role in the school and the way in which it became more

reflexive to the needs of the school through the

documentation process. The formal and informal negotiation

of the specifics of the evaluation design emerged as the

breadth of the change process within the school widened.

The formal negotiation agreements (appendixes C & I and

figure 2) lagged behind the actual documentation practice

in the school. The .I.uR~.J.Ui~.i.o.D .I'.ap.e~ .Q.D ..t.h.e .N.e~li.a.t.i.Q.D

.I'~.Q~.eR~ (appendix 1) reflected the Democratic Evaluation

model of MacDonald (1976); the work of Walker (1974) and

Kemmis (1981).

Procedures were established (or confirmed) to~

'it Formulate the eval uation questions
* Verify the teacher's interview transcripts
* Interpret the Draft Report
'* Negotiate the release of thereportfollowingit's

consideration by the staff.
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The statf agreed to the proposal without amendment.

Copies were distributed to all staff and teachers were

requested to indicate a pseudonym for themselves and

the school, pending further consideration of their data

and the school repor t.

The Chronology of the Ethnographic Evaluation of the

Integration of the Integrated Curriculum at Warrawong

Primary School (figure 2) provides an overview of the key

curriculum events on the right-hand side of the six page

figure and the activities and related documents (appendix

referenced) on the left-hand side of the chronology, reflect

the negotiat10n steps and the methods of document1ng the

activi ties in the school. The interaction between the

documentor, the statf and the curriculum development process

was complex and difficult interaction to portray.

One of the most Lnt.er eatnnq comments on my role in the

school (discussed below),was an unsolicited "P.S." on the

back of one the comment sheets that was returned during

negotiation of the Draft Evaluation report in May 1984:

I don't know if you know how you were viewed when you
first came. Many thought you were a 'company spy'. That
a e tn t ude changed as the s e ar f got used to seeing you.. I
don't know if this has any relevance to you and your
role as an 'Exper t' and your task a t school.

I think you've done an accurate and unbiased account of
what's happened in the school. Some parts really make
one think.

A perceptive observation. By the end of the first year

(1982) most teachers saw me as "a part of the furniture.
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Figure 2. A Chronology of the Ethnographic Evaluation of
the Integration of the Curriculum at Warrawong
PriaaEY School

(July 1981 to September 1984)

Documentation and Negotiation i
Processes Between the Evaluator
and the School.

Maj or Curriculum and
Staff Development
Activities in School

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• tJ •••••••••••••••••••••••

1981

July

Initial research idea approved
by the Regional Multicultural
Committee and Staff (appendix
A).

Multicultural resource
teacher working on the
school HIC policy and
resources.

August

Informal contact with teachers
school-involved in multicultural
inservice workshop.

September

J Negotiations with a number of
schools for access to document
multicultural initiatives in
their curriculum. Three school
agree to be involved (appendix
B) •

Half day multicultural
inservice workshop.

October

Ini tial obse rva tion at the Review of school-based
three schools. Ongoing and State curriculum
discussion about my role with documents by Vonne and
the staff of each school Julie.
(October to March 1982). ..

November

[Weekly observation of the
8.15 A.M. staff meeting at
Warrawong; followed by one to
two hours of inf ormal
discussion. ]
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JUlie released from
class duties to work with
Vonne on the development
of the Draft document of
the integrated curriculum
proposal.



1981
December

[Participation as an observer
in: committee meet1ngs, TSD
Committee, inservice workshops,
P & C meetings, teacher
interviews and grade meetings.]

TSD parent survey.

Draft integrated
curriculum disussed
wi th the staff.

1982
February

Implementation of the
Draft.

1
Staff development day,
followed by regular
indvidual planning
sessions with JUlie and
grade meetings.

Invitational community
language sessions began.

March

April

Focus at Warrawong widened to
include the whole curriculum
change process. Documentation
at Acacia and Banksia schools
termina ted.

1
I
1

i Renegotiat10n of
documentation agreement
the principal and then
staff at Warrawong.

May

the Beryl appoan eec to the
wi th school.

the

Consulted on the review of the ---------1
Draft document. I

!
June

# Initial discussions with the
principal on the specific
questions to be considered in
the evaluation.
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August

September

July

Skills sequence checked
with the staff section by
section.

the

Rhyce becomes the
resource teacher.

Complete revision of
Draft.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

t Principal drafted 15
questions for emphasis in the
evaluation (appendix D).

I
I
I

Documentor classified the
questions and negotiated with
the principal ~~ to directly
include pupil outcomes as part
of the evaluation (appendix E).

October

Schools Commission Evaluation
Grant submitted (unsuccessful:
appendix F).

Discipline Policy
formulated.

November

Consulted with Julie and Beryl
on the format for the end of
yeay interview schedule.

I
I

Interview schedule completed

JUlie completed the
rewrite of the Integratea
Curriculum.

Draft Language policy
(appendix N)
briefly discussed.

(appendix G).
I
I December
I

Interviews with all teachers TSD Needs survey for
about their implementation of 1983.
the Draft curriculum document
in the1r classes. Relatea arts happening.

Consulted on policy issues
penaing for 1983 on several
occasions by the principal.
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1983

February

Parallel grading of
grades commenced.

Publication of the
Integrated Curriculum.

Introduction of community
language program.

March

Worked on a second unsuccessful
grant application.

April

ESL class organisation.

Assistance was requested by the
TSD Committee to: (a) Discuss
some wider issues related to
pupil and school evaluation;
(b) help in the design of a
sta~f questionnaire on pupil
assessment (appendix 0).

1
Talks to classes. 1

1 May
1-

Invited to participate in a
forum with members of the
NSW Education Commission.

J~e

Negotiated with Cambourne to
work in the school.

Talks to classes.

July

Application successful for an
evaluation grant.

TSD Pupil Evaluation
Survey.

August

Invitation to participate in
executive meetings. Considered
a major breakthrough in gaining
access to the central policy
making deliberation in the
school.
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October

SeptemberI
I

Closer
but one

relationShip with all
grade coordinator.

I
I

* Invitation to grade meetings.
* More frequent requests for
profession guidance re tert1ary
courses.
* Regular visits to four
teacher's rooms (September
to December).

I
I
I

Closer cooperation with all but
one grade coordinator.

Four cambourne school
based workshops (Sept. to
Nov.).

Assemblies debate.

i Discussion paper on: The
negotiation of the Draft Report
of the evaluation, its
verification and control of the
release of the data. Discussion
with: executive and then the
starf (appendix I).

:
:

i Clarification of the
evaluation questions with the
executive (appendix H).

November

i Clarification of evaluation
questions with the starf
(appendix H).

Consulted on DSP submission.

Draft writing evaluation
policy.

Interview of all teachers:
* curriculum change
* ~ role
* energy in the school.
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Second related arts
experience.

[End of documentation;
except for the the
evaluation of the
assemblies project.]



1984

February

First rough chapters of the
Draft Report to principal and
two members of the executive.

Major curriculum
initiatives in the
evaluation of process
writing.

March

April

Evaluation of the
Assemblies project.

Completed Draft Report to the
principal and D.P.!.

i Detailed feedback from Roy,
Beryl, Julie and Vonne.

Suggested corrections and a
number of revisions made.

Jooe

i Copies of the Draft Report
available to all statf.

I
I July
I

i Feedback sheet (appendix J)
used as the basis of informal
discussion with those 20
teachers who had read the Draft
Report.

Final edit.

August

i Approval of the Evaluation
Report by the starf (including
the name of the school).

September

Publication and distribution by
the schoole
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A casual teacher on a junior class who had only been

at the school for term three of that year thought I was a

upper-grade teacher! Only one teacher was unsure of my role

and felt that it could have be-en clarified further. All

knew that the project was also part of my doctoral program.

A fuller discussion of this issue is covered later in the

chapter.

The initial documentation agreement (appendix B)

specified an observational role in all the formal group

m~etings in the school. While the regular Friday staff

meeting was an open forum for all staff, access to grade

and committee meet1ngs was negotiated with each

coordinator or chairperson involved. Access to the most

powertul decision-making venue, the Thursday executive

meeting was made until midway through 1983. I did not

request permission to attend the executive meet1ngs. The

invitation ,carne after I had helped in the design and

formulation of a school-initiated evaluation of the pupil

assessment program. This program culminated my gradual

involvement as an informal process consultant in a

variety of activities around the school.

I did not resist the gradual process of involvement

throughout the documentation period. The more I informally

helped on committees, became a visiting speaker in
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teachers' classes, facilitated the visit a number of

colleagues from the College, or answered an inquiry about

the University the closer the relationship I was able to

develop with individual teachers and their grade colleagues.

This reciprocity built the trust upon which the gathering of

data was built.

On some Friday morning statf mee tn nqs there were

sixteen agenda items, while on others there were two

major topics and a number of quick reminders. Whatever

the number of agenda items the· regular 8.15 A.M. staff

meeting was seldom the dull experience endured by so many

teachers. Roy's, "Let's make a start," would ri tually begin

the agenda which had been written up on the white board the

previous day. Many of the items would have been discussed by

the executive on the previous day. Individual and committee

reports by a wide range of staff would be given,

forthcoming events discussed and the opportunity for

comments on the various issues raised.

Roy invariaD~y sat on a stool in one corner of the

packed staff room. Late commers would usually have to seek

out a little first grade chair from the next room or use the

floor! The pace was brisk and the agenda as always tight

for the time available. Incoherent Or rambling personal

positions were not part of this forum. Un-scheduled

issues raised during discussion were usually

rescheduled to a grade or later staff meeting.
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The mood and pUlse of the school were established during

these Friday morning staff meetings and the hour that

followed when ma.ny of the teachers were free for thirty

minutes. During the weekly scheduled scripture period,

various religious education teachers came to the school to

take denominational classes. Informal contacts were made

at that time, opportunities were finalised to meet with

committees, times arranged for me to be a visiting speaker

Bali was a speciality for sixth grade) and

friendships with key informants were developed.

Through my observer status in the school I was

drawn informally into the deliberation of the TSD Committee.

Regular attendance and thei r expecta tion of my expe r tn se in

the evaluation area enabled me to provide a clarifier

role when called upon to contribute ideas and

opinions. From the outset, Roy frequently sought

informal feedback on my perception of meetings, visits by

outsiders and specific situations which I had observed

within the school. Informal feedback was always given,

but in such a way as to protect individual positions,

part1cularly if the data could in any way be used to the

disadvantage of my informants or the people discussed.

Confident1ality (MacDonald, 1976) was a key value in the

eval ua tion agreement discussed in the design. The task of

conveying the truth and protecting critical or

sensitive perspectives was not easy, particularly when

responding to questions from my key sponsor.
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Throughout the en t a r e documentation process the

intention was to respond as much as I could to the

format1ve evaluation neeas of the principal, the executive

and staff. The clarification of the evaluation questions

was undertaken at several stages during the documentation

period (figure 2: September, 1981, appendix B; August,

1982, appenaix D; and October, 1983, appendix I). The first
.

negotiation process after becoming a participant observer in

the school came toward the end of July 1982. I requested Roy

to identify specific evaluation questions he would like

considered. Just before the August holidays, he presented

me with a list of fifteen questions (appendix D) which I

took the liberty to reclassified under four heaaings

(appendix E): Curriculum Document; Teacher Development;

Teacher Practice; and Pupil Outcomes.

At tha t stage of the documen ta tion process, I f el t

unable to include any maj or assessment of changes in pupil

outcomes. I t was agreed, f rom my suggestion, that I would

not directly cover the questions relating to the evaluation

of pupil outcomes. It was agreed that the focus would be

on; describing the process of changing the school's

curriculum documents, the staff development program, and

teachers' implementation of the Draft and Integratea

Curriculum documents. The gathering of data was to be my
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en t a r e responsibility as I did not feel in 1982 that I

could expect more than cooperative access.

In collaboratLon with Julie, who had full class relief

for the first two terms of 1982 and Vonne, an interview

schedule (appendix G) was developed f rom the work of Heck,

Stiegelbauer, Hall and Loucks (1981). Their "innovations

configuration" model was used as the basis for the

development of the interview guide which was used in the

informal teacher interviews held in the last two months of

1982. These interviews were conducted whenever possible

in the teachers' r ocm s r more often it was a sunny corner

of the staff room during a scripture period or recess break.

The teachers verified the transcripts of their interviews

as part of the negotiation process discussed in the design

of the Study.

The deliberation process relating to the evaluation

question to be incorporated into the Draft Evaluation

report were further refined in September 1983 (figure 2).

I isolated a number of questions which I felt reflected

the developments in the school during the previous two years

(appendix H1 items 1 to 11). Drafts of these questions

were discussed with the all eight members of the executive

in September, and a representative sample of eight

teachers. Three questions (items 12 to 14) we~e added from

my discussions with the teachers and the wording of a

number of others items was changed before they were

incorporated into the 1983 informal interview guid~ The
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1983 teacher interviews were more flexible than the

structured interviews completed in 1982. Sections of the

1982 (appendix G) interview schedule were used in 1983, in

conj unction with the eval ua tion questions discussed above

and in the Design (chapter III, 4).

Alix completed an evaluation report in May 1982, as

part of her B.Ed. program. While the data was no~

specifically used in the evaluation, her report about the

teachers' feeling toward the new curriculum was discussed in

a statf me e t a n q in June. The individual teacher's

responses to the TSD Committee's Needs survey in 1982

(appendix L) and 1983 (appendix 0) were made available to

me after the results had been reported to the staff.

The TSD Committee identified evaluation as one of

the priority areas for staff development in 1983 (chapter

V!3). As I had regularly attended committee meetlngs and

was assumed to have some expertise in the field, I was

invited present some ideas that would help the group to

identify some specific directions. I assisted with; some

thoughts on the role of pupil assessment and curriculum

evaluation in the school; the design of an evaluation and

assessment practices survey based on the TSD approach
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to problem solving; the analy sis of the da ta, and the

drafting of the proposed action options to be discussed by

the stat:f. As a consequence of the staff's deliberat~on

on the matter, I facilitated the funding and involvement

of Brian Cambourne, a colleague from the University, to run

a school-based inservice program on the evaluation of

process writing.

The cooperative work on this project required my

attendance at several executive meeeting from August,

1983. A reflection from my field notes indicates the

importance that access to this group provided:

So much has come out of the past two weeks. Access to
the executive meeting has allowed me at last to
experience the tensions, bitterness and exasperation
that are part of that groups' experience. Value
posi tions and emotions are openly expressed and
feelings vented in a way that would surprise many
members of statf who tend to be critical of the
executives' closed cabinet style. The overall pattern of
change in the school seems to be formulated here. The
setting of staff meeting agenda items represents Roy's
metnod of getting discussion going or closing off
options for open discussion.

The process consultant role was extended through term

III with both Roy and Beryl seeking specific comments and

feed-back about statf issues and program submissions.

Roy regularly initiated discussions relating to pressing

stat:f issues which were of considerable concern to the

school's leadership. Options were discussed on staff and

program issues for 1984 and detai~ed suggestions were

made on the 1984 DSP Submission.
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Several. teachers made inquiries about professional

development programs and opportunities for further study at

the University. I discussed promotion possibilities with

two teachers after confirming my feelings with Roy and

Bery1. The emphasi s of my role dur ing the last five months

of the documentation process was clearly that of

R~iP~/observer.

Requests to visit grade teachers' rooms in term III

(1983) were effetively channelled through grade

coordinators. Several members of the executive had become

more open in discussing sensitive issues that were often

hedged on previous occassions. This closer relationship, I

consider, was a factor of time in the school and my

willingness to effectively part1cipate in the "real. life"

of the school. From some of the teacher's comments, I'm

sure their respect for me was related to the degree that I

was a participant in the life of the school; ."It's good to

see you doing some 'real' work around the place!" was more

than a cas ual asi de.

In an attempt to develop some measure of my specific

impact in the school, I asked twen ty teachers dur ing the

1983 interviews; "What do you feel has been my impact in

the school over the past two years?"
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Two distinct perceptions emerged from the responses:

(a) Approximately half the teachers perceived me in a

R~~jy~, observer type role

(b) The other half (including all the executive quest:ioned)

said my role was j.n.t.:U~.tJ..y~ in some form or another.

·You're just there." While hardly an encouraging star t

if I had considered myself a ·organisation development

consultant·, but a fair description for my role as an

etnnographer. Mike embellished the description a little:

I think you're pretty casual about the whole deal••• you
came in with your bag over your shoulder, and you
looked li ke you'd just got off a motor-bi ke•••you
looked the part. You blended in fairly well, even
though I knew what you were here for. You didn't come in
like an Inspector.

For others my presence was part of the scene: "I think

you were here the day I arrived, so you've seemed part

of the furni ture really l •••you were somebody looking at

what was going on" (second grade teacher). "You were

around and taking and interest in what has been going

on••• YOu seem to relate to Roy and other individual teachers

qui te informally· (4th grade teacher).

A number of teachers defined my role in the school as

being interactive in a variety of ways:

* A sounding board
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* Provider of encouragement~

I think it's always helpful to have someone from
the 'outside' •••you're looking at it from a different
angle. Other people may even feel that what we're doing
is really worthwhile if someone else is willing to
takethetime and effort to study and help us.

( Grade 4 teacher)

* Source of subconscious motivation and reflection~

You've made people look more closely at themselves and
think more about things ••• or as deeply into
themselves.

(Deputy principal)

Hang on1 I surppose it's made you think what you're
doing, right?

(Grade 2 teacher)

You're being around is a subconscious motivation.

(Grade 6 teacher)

* Broker~

As well as your own contribution, you've been able
to bring people into the school.

(Deputy pr incipal)

* Source of feedback to influence policy~

Other people were definitely drawing things from you,
butldidn'tknow what they were.

(Grade 1 teacher>

Last year I spoke to you about the pace of change.
Well, this year has been much better. I guess you
must have given some feedback to them about how people
fel t .... I know you s po xe to Roy about it.

(Grade 6 teacher)

You've given us inklings when the brakes needed to be
put on, or to reach out and help a teacher more than
we've been doing.

(Beryl)
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Julie (J) and Vonne (V) differed a little as to my impact

in the situation: Julie was more emphatic1

ar felt that you had a lot to contribute••• from those

first stages right through to the revision. R

T. RDid I say anything?-

V. -Just the smile test1-

T. "Or was I just a sounding board?R

J. Oh, I think you said a lot. I was really grappling with
the concept of curriculum to go into the document. Being
able to talk with you about some of my ideas and then
get some of your ideas, really triggered off some new
ideas. I wouldn't have come up with what we did if it
hadn't been for you.

T. RAnd I tried to remain as neutral as I cou Ldt"

(In te rview with Julie and
Vonne 19.7·.1984)

Implicitly retlected in both perceptions of my role in

the school was the trust the teachers had in me as a person

and as an evaluator. Only one or two teacher attempted any

strategy to avoid my requests for an interview1 one

rej ected the presence of the tape recorder.

aWhen you first came, some of the staff thought you

were a ~~mp~ R~. That attitude changed as the statf got

used to seeing y ou" (Grade Teacher, 17.7.l984).

nYou've been completely non-threatening to people who might

have looked for a threat•••you used a lot of diplomacy and

tact, and were nice to people" (Roy, 6.12.1982).
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My key informants were equally balanced between male

and female teachers. All the political positions were

represented; the change protagonists, the middle ground and

the anti-establishment group. Each informant had a special

personal interest that formed the basis of the

relationship that was ~enerally beyond the school.

Keeping a confidentiality of accounts was perhaps

the most diffi cur t aspect of the da ta collection process.

In the dynamic process of cross checking information,

providing informal feedback to teachers and negotiating

access to a class or some documents; it was all too easy

to slip a "Roy said••• "» or "Did you know II
••• into the

flow of a conversation and break a confidence.

Confirmation of ~y R~~j~jR~D~ status was reflected

during the celebration of an old Australian tradition; that

stops the pens of commerce, slows the wheels of industry,

and causes minor chaos at 2.45 P.M. in schools around the

nation; the Melbourne Cup (a horse race). On the "form

sheet" by the teacher' sign-on book the "staff starters"

were posted wi th ·Teddles" (affectionately yours) having

drawn a good inside posi tion.

The form sheet read:

~~: Breeding; By . pops-up' out of • wood-work'.

Form; Well credentialed stayer ~:lith good
overseas form. Prefers to have the pace
dictated by others. Has studied the
field and should have their measure.

Cl.ll.1983)
It sounded like a good bet to me!
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4. AnalYsis. B(itj,ng AD.d Begotieting ..the Report;

The development of a chronology of the curriculum

development process, and the identification of themes from

the da ta f low we r e the main th rusts of th e analy sis.

(a) Key events, announcements, decisions and staff

movements were plotted on extended time lines from field

notes and the document archive. The distribution of

staff meeting minutes (often a few weeks after the

meeting) provided an interesting cross-check to my record

of the proceedings. The three key phases identified

(discussed in detail in chapter V, part 4) in the evol ution

of the Integrated Curriculum (appendix T), were not clear

cut time periods. Walker's (1971> Naturalistic Model of

Curriculum Development (chapter III, figure 1) provided a

powerful organising schema for the data. As the Draft

curriculum (see the design of Phase I) was being

implemented t the Draft document became part of the platform

of Phase II. The overlapping, cyclic nature of the

curriculum process (described in chapter V) was

effectively represented by the three modified Walker

models in tandem discussed in chapter III (figure 3).

Phase III of the Report drew it's platform positions

from both previous Phases. Evaluation concerns were

presen t from the outse t of the Phase I, but became the
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focus of much of the curriculum deliberation in 1983.

The related curriculum episodes that were included in the

repor t were selected because they; descr ibed i mportan t

staff development experiences, related the integrated

curriculum to the organisational structure of the school,

tied in parents and exte~nal pressures on the school and

it's curriculum, and amplified the wider concept of the

curriculum that was held by the school. Those experiences

that were focused at the grade level were omitted mostly

because of a lack of consistent data.

(b) Themes were notea as they appearea to be coming

through the data. The set of questions negotiated with the

starf in 1983 (appendix Hi was an attempt to use the

reflexive power of the eval ua tion desi gn discussed by

Hammersely and Atkinson (1983) in chapter II, section 3.

Interview transcripts, log books and the document file

were coded with coloured liners on several occasions to

iden tify themes, episodes and trends wi thin and through

the chronological phases discussed above and in the account

to follow in part II. While it would have been relatively

easy to pull a number of established generalisations from

the innovation and organisation development (0.0.)

literature to provide a structure, this process was

resisted throughout to allow the data and the participants

to shape the direction that I tOOK in writing the

descri ptive eval ua tion.
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The Phase boundaries were like dirty, variable tide

mar ks on the tw 0 metre long, time line tha t hung f rom my

office wall. New data seemed to emerge from transcripts.

Rechecks with key informants and feed-back from the first

rough drafts that were circulated in February 1984 (figure

2) produced new or expanded accounts of events and personal

positions. The mountain of data was overwhelming.

Much of the early writing was done in the final three

months of the' documentation process (term I, 1984).

Tentative ideas were discussed with key informants

(including Roy & Beryl) during that period. The supporting

episodes were separated from the three key Phases to reduce

the complexity and overload on the developing narrative. The

decisions on the time scale of the Phases and the decisions

on which of the related episodes to include (with one

exception) were entirely my own.

Copies of the first draft of the early chapters were

given to Roy and several members of the executive in

February and March. No objections were raised and the

wri ting proceeded. Mul tiple copies of the Draft Report

(less the last chapter) were distributed to the principal

and the development team in early May (figure 2) for their

ini tial con ai.de r ata on, This action was felt appropia te as
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these were the statf who were quoted most frequently and

whose names appear beside their ideas and comments. A wide

·range of helpful corrections were suggested and these

were attended to bef ore the Draft Report was made

available to the teachers for general comment.

A bundle of single page comment sheets (appendix J)

was attached to the folder with the (162 page; single

spaced) Draft Report. Copies were circulated through the

good favour of one of the class teachers and the comment

sheet could be left unsigned in a designated location. In

the three months allowed for the consideration of the Draft

Report twenty of the thirty-six professional staff read the

report and had made written and/or verbal comments to me

about their response to the report.

Several substantive and style issues raised by the

teachers warrent discussion. The intention of

stimulating a critical debate was achieved through many

of the comments made by the statf. First the style issues.

(a) Two found it too long, although all found it

easy to read; "I finished a couple of chapters at the

dentist n, while another female teacher reported reading it

successfully at the footnallc The question about the length

of the report was discussed with several other teachers.

Their response was a little surprising; "If that's how long

it takes to tell the tale, then dont t make it a word
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shorter!" and • ••• the development of some of the

personality characteristics gives the report a "living

feeling·, you shouldn't cut that material out."

(b)·I thought there would be more analysis about

the context at the start of the program, for instance the

role of school-based curriculum in a high migrant area.·

As a consequence of this comment that area of the report

was stren9thened through addi tional in te rview ing. The

issue, however was not a part of the actual deliberat10n

process, though it was covered in the Introduction to the

Integratea Curriculum (appendix T).

(c) Sensitivity to the portr.ayal of conflict in the

report caused the greatest polarisation of views. "Several

chapters were a real white-wash!" represented one extreme;

whiJ.e a number of teachers were very concerned that the

principal might be viewed in a negative light because of

some of the incidents reported. The great majority

considered it to be a "balanced account." A key informant

suggestea that I went ·too easy" on some the disruptive

infl uences in the school. Tha t may have been so f rom the

principal's perspective, but I j~dged that some individual

actions on balance did not materially infl uence the

direction of the project for them to be characterised in the

report in such a way that it would make it difficult for

those people in the teaching service. Individual sta~f

eval ua tion and the imposition of professional sanctions was
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not the concern of the documentor; this responsibility was

the business of the principal and the District Inspector.

(d) The power and controlling influence of the

school's executive was frequently mentioned as an

important issue highlighted in the report. ·Quite often

new pOlicy is a fait accompli by the time it reaches open

discussion." "The powerf ul role of the grade supurv isors

was clearly discussed."

(e) "You gave plen ty of space to the two language

teachers! What about seventeen percent of the staff--the

ESL teachers, who kicked over the regulations and taught

the ESL in a way which made educational sense to the kids!"

Peter was correct in his agitated response to the Draft

Report. "Against the Grain: ESL Class Organisation" (Phase

III) was written and added to the Evaluation Report

following his representations. The episode actually

complemen tea "Shots from the Top" in Phase II which

discussed another form of external policy pressure .on the

school. After reaaing a draft of the new chapter, Peter

commented, "You summed it up 0.1;:'''

(f) Whose perspective was most representea in the

report? The responses were approximately equally shared

between:

* "The principal and his cabtne c,"

* "Good balance between the executive and the staff."

* "You're the 'quiet observer'--you didn't miss a

trick!"
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With one exception all the teachers who reaa the report were

happy wi th the accuracy, fai rness and relevance of the

discussion in the report. These were the criteria used by

MacDonald (1976).

(g) The usefulness of the report to the ongoing

work of the teachers was an important question, as it

underpinned the utility rationale of the evaluation.

* "It gave mea real sense of accomplishment." Five

teachers indicated that the report errcou r aqed them to

"per sevare" with application of the curriculum.

* It gave appropriate credit to those "who were

particularly involved in the new curriculum." Six

teachers felt that the report gave the key people "good

coverage" for their work.

* "Now I have all the strings together, I think it

will consolidate my thinking about my work in the

classroom, on the executive and in school committees."

For seven teachers, the report lifted their

consciousness about the wider 9peration of the school in

their mind. "••• wh i l s t the report is still fresh, the

staIf .wi~l be a little more vocal in having their views

presen ted in the .. policy making' business. II

* For two of the executive it provided a basis for

future policy action. "Let's examine our successes and

fail ures and determine the f ucur e,"
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* Roy commented that it was .....compulsory reading for

all new staff in the school." Two new executive members

who came to the school in 1984 were some of the first to

request a copy to read. "I wish lid read this report before

I 'tooK on l the Integratea Curriculum, the report gave

a wonderful perspective to the development of the

document and the organisation of the school•••The school

is lucky having such an experienced executive and a strong

leader who can get things done" (Interview with a new

member of executive, 16.7.1984). Five teachers identified

the value of the report for new teachers in the school.

* "I think it should be pUblished ••• It would be a

shame if it was just for this school ••• there must be

other people interested in the world of curriculum change."

"I'm proud of what happened, and I think we ought to have

our name on it" (Julie, 6.7.1984).

"It's to our credit that this has been written••• I'd
just as soon see our name on he cover••• and our names
on what we said, it was extremely hara; no one ever
thought it would be a rose garden without
thorn s· (Roy, 12.6.1984).

5. jjithdru.iDs U9JP~ School

The curriculum life of a school never ends. At the

outset of the study, I had somewhat arbitrarily doubled

Wolcot~s (1983) one year in a school rule of thumb, on the

basis that that period seemed a "fair slice of the action"

to discuss the process of curriculum change. When my
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second full calendar year in the school was a few months

away, I looked anxiously (as Roy had often in a staff

meeting) for closure.

The evaluation workshops in the writing area (design

section of Phase III) had become the platform for a planned

revision of the writing sections in the Integratea

Curriculum; Phase lY by my chronology was in fUll-swing!

While there were invitat10ns to visit classrooms to see

the process-writing program in action, requests to react

to draft writing evaluation schemes and a willingness to

share the excitment that their work with Brian Cambourne

had generated. I tried to withdraw slowly. Cambourne was

no help! "You've got one of the best group of professionals

out there that I've ever had the pleasure to work with.

Great data, get into it!" (Staffroom discussion, 4.5.1984)

Except for the documentation of the evaluation phase of

the assembly project (an episode in Phase III) which had

commenced in 1983, the primary documentation process

concluded at the end of 1983. However the revision and

negotiation of the Draft Report required additional

interviews with staff which necessitated almost weekly

visits to the school from March to August 1984. Some of

the staff appreciated that an end was necessary, as Vonne

1amentea, iiI think i t i S a shame that i t i S not going to go

on!ft How do you break a fine affair?
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After three months of informal discussion and revision

of the Draft Report, a staff meeting on 27.7.1984 approved

the document in principle for publication with the school's

name on the front. The Report was edited again before it

was pr esen ted to the pr incipal for pr in ting in th e second

week of September, 1984. The staff approved the wider

circulation of the document. The school arranged for

Evaluation Report to be printed and they are handling the

distribution of copies to interseted people and schools.

Summary

The reader may have pondered during this account, as I

did, ·Was it worth the time and energy invested?· I believe

the school and the individual teachers conf irmed the

val ue of the associa tion~ The Eval ua tion Report was only

part of the evaluation agreement; the informal feedback

and my involvement as a participant observer in the life

of the school have become part of the history of the

school.

The evaluation biography has attempted to make explicit

the evaluation's design in action. Professional

associations of this nature develop special relationships of

trust between the evaluator and the participants. An account

of this developing relationship was a crucial part of

establishing the trustworthiness of the account in part II.
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PART II

SCHOOL EVALUATION REPORT
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Cll.APrER V

INTRODUCTION TO mE SCHOCL REPORT

1. RJlrpose.aDd Method

pgrpos.e

The main purpose of the study was to document the

development and implementation of the Integrated Curriculum

at Warrawong Primary School through an ethnographic

eval uation. The eval uation had two main functions:

(a) to provide format1ve feedback to the principal and

staff about the curriculum development project through

informal discussion and a written report;

(b) to increase the awareness about the decision making

process which stimulatea and maintained the curriculum and

staff development program in the school.

The ini ti al in ten ti on f or the study was to ask the open

ended question:

Bow does a school go about the business of school-based
curriculum development?

Coupled with this question was the dccumen t.or ' s belief that

a change in curriculum was essentially a change in people.

In a whole school setting, a period of two years was thought

to be the minimum time f or an inn ova tion to nego tia te the

route from the idea to classroom practice.
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It was the hope of the documentor, that the evaluation

process would stimulate a critical reflection on the process

of curriculum change by those who were most intimately

involved; the staff of the school. For other readers it is

hoped that your own tacit understanaing of schools and

change wi thin a professional setting will be enhanced

through an account of the experience of the sta:l:f at

Warrawong Primary.

The design of the study emerged through the

documentation period.which commenced in August 1981 and was

concluded in April 1984. The evaluation questions and the

data to be collected were negotiated in broad terms at the

outset with the principal and starf. Modifications were made

as it was necessary throughout the period. Discussion of the

Draft Report of the study was an important step in the

negotiation process discussed in chapter III.

The relationship between the school and the researcher

began as an informal discussion with Bev, the multicultural

resource teacher at an Multicultural Inservice Conference in

August 1981. From this chance meeting, the study of the

development of the !ntegratea Curriculum began. Neither the

teachers nor the documentor were aware of what the next two

and half years at Warrawong Primary School would entail.

The devolution of responsibility for curriculum

development to individual schools was state policy in the
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late 1970s in New South Wales. The transfer of

responsibility for specific curricula design to the regions

and school s si gnif ican tly incr eased school aut onomy in

curriculum decision making. For many teachers, this autonomy

generatea stress, anxiety and a feeling of overload. Few

studies had been undertaken in Australia to document this

process. This case study is an attempt to provide a

perspective on the business of school-based curricul um

design, implementation and eval ua tion.

Ini tially, Warrawong was part of a small group of

schools in the ear~y stages of a study on the implementation

of the 1979 Multicultural Education Policy. Logistic

factors encouraged the documentor to refocus the stUdy at

the beginning of 1982 at one school. The invitation to spend

more time at Warrawong to document the development and

implementation of the ,L).L.a..f.t was attractive because it

enabled the documentor to extend the breadth of the stUdy

and to be become totally involved in the life of one school.

The first research agreement with the teachers was extended

to include the documentation of the school's total

curriculum development process. The audaence for the study

was ini tially the principal and staff of the school.

Midway through 1982, Roy (the Principal) and the

documentor discussed the type of questions and inf orma tion

he and the school could find usetul from my observations.
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From a list of fift:een questions, four areas were

identified;

1. How flexible and useful is the ~~JJJJ.un.Q.D~~

2. To wha t exten t has the .t..e~~U,J; .de.Y..e.l.o.P.I1l..e.D.t program

within the school assisted and encouraged the teachers to

develop a commitment to the ideals of the curriculum

document? How can the level of teacher support and

leadership be maintained in the school?

3. What aspects of the document are reflected in the

tea.cher' s ~~R.I.P.PJIl 'p,J;~~..e?

4. Have the .PJ.l..Pj~ changed as a result of the new approach

to curriculum planning?

Method j).f Collecting Info~.mation

The negotiat10n process was cont1nued throughout the

study. Early in the study it was agreed that the documentor

could not adequately address the pupil change because of

limited resources and the readiness of the teachers to

address the issue concurrently with the new curriculum.

Negotiation ensured to some extent that the questions being

asked of the data and the informal feedback that was being

given, were relevant and appropriate. Questions about the

important questions for the study were surveyed from a

random group of teachers and from members of the school's

executive in 1983, to provide a basis for the emerging

themes which are interwoven in the following chapters.
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"A case study is the examination of an instance in
action. "

Walker (1974, p.176)

In the beginning the teachers had little idea about the

magnitude of the curriculum initiative that was begun by a

small core of teachers at the end of 1981. The ethnographic

case study design used in the evaluation fitted comfortably

with the evolutionary development of the curriculum and the

associatea professional development activities. As a

participant-observer in the dynamics of the change process

the documentor became involved over the two-and-a-half year

period as a visiting speaker, a source of information (about

the university, resource people and courses), a confident, a

process consultant and someone with whom to "sound-off".

The documentor attempted to remain as neutral as

possible, while being also positive to the efforts of the

starf to improve the quality of instruction that the

children were able to enjoy. One can not be a part of a

dynamic setting like a school for nearly three years and not

be a changed person. JUli,e and Vonne reflected on the

documentors role as a paticipant at the end of the period:

Being part of the school adds to your effectiveness.
The school is about kids and people and personal
perspectives. If you cut that out, you miss the forces
that come into play in a school. We are not instruments
of change--we are people--so that I think you have to
evaluate us as people, not as a computer or whatever 1

You had to be there a lot in order for people to be
able to be honest with you and talk about how they
really felt. You have to get involved to appreciate why
people are doing certain things or why they feel the
way they do.

Interview (6.7.1984)
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The process was perhaps analogous to being a camera

person and narrator on Mao's 'Long March' through China in

the 1930s. The ideals, the key actors and the~r modes of

operating, though challenged through the difficult terrain,

retained their integrity through the dynamic landscape of

changing episodes. Those who completed the journey had a

commitment to the ideas and skills they had learnt along the

route.

Ethnographic evaluation a t t.em pt.a to apprehend the

various perspectives in the school that are held by the

starf. The political nature of this task requires the

development of trust relationships with all participants in

the setting. One key informant suggestea with a smile, ·You

better get it right!- A veiled threat, encouragement or

both?

A wide perspective on the operation of the school was

achieved through; the regular attendance at staff meetings,

informal discussion with statf and parents, a presence at

grade meetings, assemblies, Parents and Citizens (P & C)

meetings, teacher interviews, and teacher planning sessions.

The documentor was often present when visitors came to the

school to talk with statf and he attended all the school

inservice activities. Opportunities were provided for me to

sit-in on a number of committees and at some executive

meetings. RegUlar visits to several class teachers' rooms

were made and the documentor had the chance to talk and work
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with the children. These experiences enabled the documentor

to develop some insight into the -daily grind- of the

primary teacher as well as a glimpse at some of those

moments of joy when it all came together.

The ideals, hopes, feelings, fears and prejudices of

the staff were observered, felt and noted through this

associat10n. Two semi-structured interviews were held with

most teachers, one at the end of 1982 and the other in 1983.

Interview transcripts were checked and validated by each

teacher. The final source of data used to reconstruct the

account was over a metre of documents and field notes which

were gathered in the two-and-a- half year period.

As an ex-secondary teacher who had spent the previous

eight years in schools of education in three different

countries, the documentors primary school experience was

through the supervision of practice teaching and working

with teachers in an external B.Ed. program. The immersion

into the professional life of the principal and teachers,

and· to an extent the experience of the children and

community of Warrawong was a new and stimulating

professional experience.

Document1ng the implementation of the new curriculum

document, ini tially appeared a well bounded case study

within the context of the school. The bounds of the study

quickly became somewhat permeable. While the Integrated
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Curriculum innovation was the central focus of the

evaluation portrayal, the process of implementation and

revision incorporated the en t a r e curriculum, s e ar f

development and administrative effort of the school.

Pressures from outside the school created tensions and

demands on the school's established priorites. The interplay

of personalities, conflict and the leadership style of the

principal became crucial ingredients in the change process.

Which ~~..deR were to be included. in the account? Two

incerrelated criteria explain in part the selection of

issues, events and processes discussed in the report.
-

Ca) The main focus of the·study was on curriculum change

from the introduction of the Integratea Curriculum.

Cb) The documentation process concentrated on the teachers'

development and change across the school.

It quickly became apparent that the whole life of the

school was being influenced and it was difficult to bound

the extent of the interactions that surrounded the focus

activiclesG The documentor did not however, become involved

as a participant in the life of grades groups, or to any

great extent in the details of the children's experience.

While some important developments originated in the grades

and the importance of the children's experience as the final

consumers is not denied, unfortunately time constraints

rescricted the documentors capacity to enter or effectively

document these two areas of the school. The decision not to
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document the children's experience was discussed in chapter

IV.
Episodes within the report attempt to reflect the

chronological development and revision of the Integrated

Curriculum and the organisation in 1983 of parallel classes

within the school. Related episodes discuss the impact of:

external pressures on the school; the integration of

external funding programs into the mainstream; and staff and

parent support programs to encourage a holistic approach to

the school's curricul urn.

JJ..b.Q .o.lt.U .the Report?

Ownership was sharea between the statf and the documentor.

The evaluation contract (appendix I) guaranteed the

pr e se rv a ta on of individual and school anonymity. After

consideration of the Draft Report, the school decided to

specifically ident1fy itself in the title on the Evaluation

Report. While no teacher requested that data be excluded, a

number did not wish to be identified by name. These teachers

are referred to as a "grade teacher w in later chapters of

the report.

WI feel it's our own report."

"I felt I was reaaing what ~~ been involved in and
what we'd been doing as a school."

Summary

The purpose of the evaluation was to document and

describe the development and implementation of the

Integratea Curriculum at Warrawong Primary School from 1981
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to earlY 1984. The formative evaluation process was designed

to provide feedback to the principal and staff throughout

the documentation period. The Draft Report was discussed

over a ten-week period bef ore this document was negotiated

for publication and general distribution.

2 • .c.o.mmunit¥, School ADd Teachers

Community

Warrawong is a working class suburb within the City of

Wollongong. The area is located just south of the major

heavy industrial area of the city. The grimy dust from the

heavy steel industries settles by the tonne when the wind

changes from the south. The business area of the suburb acts

as a regional shopping centre for the southern suburbs of

the city. Increasing unemployment has hit this community

harder than most in the city. A school based survey in April

1983 revealed that over thirty-five percent of the school

population came from homes where nobody was employed (either

on unemployment relief or a pension).

Approximately fifty percent of the community were born

overseas and one or both parents in seventy-five percent of

the families speak a language other than Englishu There is a

low educational attainment status among the adult

population. The retention rate for sixteen and seventeen

year olds cont1nuing to years eleven and twelve at the
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ad j ace ntH i g h Sc h 0 01 is un de r for type r c e n t Yo ut h

unemployment (16 - 21) was in excess of twenty-five percent

in the district (1983, appendix P).

~.1l.l

Warrawong Primary is a 700(+) pupil government school.

The school's enrolment mirrors the community. The 1983

English as a Second Language (ESL) survey showed that sixty

eight percent of the children in the school were from a non

English speaking background. Chil dren from twen ty-one

national groups were represented on the school's roll. A

large number of the children were of Macedonian descent.

There was a1 so a small but rapidly grow ing n umber of

Vietnamese children in the ~choo1. Many of the children

experienced cultural tension as they moved between home and

school.

While community and parent pa r tn cd pa td on in the life of

the school was not overwhelming, there were substantial

links which had been progressively established over the

previous five to six years. Extensive use was made of the

school by community language groups, and the ethnic aides in

the school had forged a meaningful link between the parents,

the children and the teaching statf. MUlti-lingual signs

around the school indicated the location of the office and

the main buildings.

Regular monthly meetings of the P & C drew between

twenty-five and sixty parents. A thematic meeting program
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was used to present a range of curriculum topics~ language,

personal development (PO), mathematics and process writing.

Meet~ngs were followed by regular classroom visits which

were very successful. Parent involvement improved in 1982

through a concertea effort by the statf to involve parents

in a variety of classroom activities. Parent representatives

made a mean~ngful contribution to the school's 1983 and 1984

Disadvantaged Schools Program (DSP) submissions.

Prior to 198~, the school had been organised as two

distinct departments. Primary teachers had little contact

wieh the statf in the Infants Department. Classes were

streamed by grade and the curriculum was organised along

traditional subject lines, using centrally prescribed

syllabi.

Teachers

Teachers came to Warrawong Primary during the

documentation period rather than departed. If 1981 was used

as a base year, there was (excluding maternity leave) one

transfer to a promotions position and one transfer to a

school closer to a teacher's home, during the three calendar

years covered by the study. In 1982 there were thirty-eight

starf with teaching qualifications and twenty-nine organised

classes in the school.

1979 was a turning point for the school. In that year

Roy, the principal throughout the study, and two new members
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of the executive--Vonne and Rhyce--arrived with three young

teachers. Roy came to the school after a period of being the

Professional Assistant to the Regional Director. His

intimate knowledge of the workings of Regional Office

provided a val uable base of personal con tacts, and an

awareness of the available supports for s cho o.L based

ini tiat1ves.

Nine new members of statf arrived during 1981. Only

thirty-six percent of the staff in 1983 were at the school

before 1979. Ten of the teachers (twenty-eight percent) had

not taught in any other school and another twenty-two

percent of the teachers had less than two years at another

school before coming to Warrawong. The substantial influx of

'oldl and 'new' hands provided a vigorous base for new

ini tiatives.

The school was fortunate in having a wide range of

specialist professional expertise among the teachers. Music,

physical education, the related arts, communi ty languages ,

as well as the language and mathematics curricula areas

were well represented. During the period from 1981 the

school gradually integrated into a Kingergarten to 6th Grade

(K-to-6) operation. A common statf room was established

which provided a friendly and usually jovial atmosphere 8

Mail boxes, the duplicating facilities and adjacent store

rooms made it a natural focal point for the staff. Most

teachers would spend at least a part of either recess or
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lunch time in the statf room. To some statf members'

chagrin, it was the only really acceptable place for

teachers to have a smoke during the day.

Leadership in the school was through a "cab Ln e e s tyLe "

executive. The executive was composed of the principal,

deputy principal I (infants mistress) and the grade co

ordinators. This included the deputy principal II positions

in the infants and primary divisions. Under Roy's

leadership, the executive had become the central pOlicy

making group in the school. All significant policy proposals

were first consldered by the executive before they were

presented to the staff for consideration. cabinet solidarity

was expected.

The grade supervisors, in most cases, provided the

middle-level leadership and professional support within the

school. Those grades which sharea their resources and

talents had a very supportive professional experience.

Within these informal networks, teachers undertooK numerous

innovative activities. Unfortunately, many of these exciting

class and grade orientatea activities were not documented as

part of the wider school curriculum innovation. Process

writing and the gross-motor program were two initiatJ.ves

that had their origins at the grade level, but later became

school wide activities, the latter being discussed in

chapter VIII.
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Formal organisation within the school was based on the

hierarchy of the principal, deputy principal I (both non

teaching pos1tions), grade co-ordinators (classroom teachers

who held a list 1 or 2 promotion status), and class

teachers. The executive met regularly to establish POlicy

and to co-ordinate the general running of the school. A

number of school committees tOOK responsibility for variOUS

curriculum interest areas (sport, language, mathematics) as

well as the TSD and DSP Committees which drew

representatives from across all grade and status levels

within the school.

Informal friendship networks within the statf were

varied and were based on the usual age/gender factors, as

well as sport, church, part-time stUdies, the pub and

regular staff and family socials.

Parents relatea directly to class teachers, individually

and through the P & C Association to the principal or the

depucy principal. There were parent representatives on the

DSP Committee. External consultants and visiting resource

people initially made conract through the principal, but

then worked directly with individual teachers or the groups

concerned without formality.

In i t i a ti vesta ken by th e .x.s» ~j).IDJlljj:j:.e.e have

significantly contributed to the effective professional life

of the school. Following Roy'S strong encouragement to get
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the process initiatea in 1979, Jack, Rhyce, Arthur and many

others have made a significant contribution to the quality

of the life of the school through the work of the Committee.

Each year, representatives from each grade were elected to

the Committee. An interactive cycle of concern

identification, problem solving, consultation and the

cons1deration of action opt1ons has resolved a number of

school-wide concerns through group action. As part of the

movement toward a R-to-6 school, the TSD Committee in 1980

successfully facilitated the establishment of the common

sta~froom. Parent involvement, and the evaluation program in

1983 (chapter VIII> were aspects of their work discussed in

the accoun t.

A view of the school as a K-to-6 organisation has

developed progressively since 1980. The common staff room, a

themat1c K-to-6 integratea curriculum from 1982, the TSD

Committee, contact classes across grades, and the

intermixing of grade classrooms around the bUildings.

School-wide staff activities included; inservice workshops

and Teachers' Federation Branch meetings.

The appointment of Beryl as the deputy principal I

(infants mistress> in 1982 was fortuitous for the promotion

of this concept, as well as support for the integration of

the curriculum begun the previous year.

The executive and a small number of teachers considered

the1r professional responsibility to extend beyond the grade

to curriculum committees and school level responsibilities
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such as sport organisation. Most teachers however, were

primarily concerned for their own children and the full

range of class duties and related responsibilities.

Smpmaa

The school is located in a diverse mUlticultural

community which had felt the brunt of the economi~ downturn

in the adjacent steel industries. Staff movement was low and

the school became an effective K-to-6 uni t during the

evaluation period. Leadership within the school was

coordinated through the executive; however there was a wide

distribution of responsibility and initiative in school-wide

committees.

Major starf movements into the school between 1979 and

1982 infused a talented mix of teachers, most of whom were

keen to initiate a wide range of changes within classes,

grades and across the school. The principal was energetic

and keen to get the school moving. Roy had the experience,

the energy and the contacts to facilitate the ideas and

talents of the statf from all grades of the school.
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3.0 pescript1Y~~~

Rurpose

The purpose of this section of the chapter is to

outline the descriptive model that has been used to

organise the data and present the evaluation report.

Walker's (1971) Naturalistic Model of Curriculum

Development (figure 1) was well suited for the task of

providing a framework for describing the over ail

curriculum innovation process, as well as a structure for

discussing each of the episodes wi tnin the accoun t. The

model complemented the ethnographic methodology used to

undertake. the evaluation. As neither the teachers nor

the curriculum operated in practice from clear

objectives, a traditional ·positivistic" curriculum

model would have been inadequate to capture the richness

of tne development process.

Walker's (1971) original model had two additional

boxes; ~~lj~~ (accepted precedents) and ~~~ (additional

information--sometimes from outside the setting, external

pOlicy, and research data). For the convenience and

simplicty of the account, these two categories of the model

were subsumed into the ~~~~i~~~. The key features of the

model are illustratea again briefly in figure 3 belOW.
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section ,gf .the ~odel

PlatforJI

Each of the Phases and curriculum episodes discussed in

the case study begin with a description of the context and

the key part1cipants involved. In some of the episodes, the

ideals and values of Julie, Vonne and Roy (the key

curriculum innovators) were the driving force throughout the

deba teo The revision of the assembly program, discussed in

chapter VIII was a interseting example of the power of

individual personali ties in the deliberation section of the

mOdel. At other times in the account, issues were raised and

the power of group concensus in the deliberation phase

provided the power for the implementation of the design.

The platform includes an idea of what is and a vision of
what ought to be, and these gUide the curriculum
developer in determining what he should do to realise
his v isi on. (Wal ke r:, 1971, p.165)

The pIatf orm' s componen ts are: conceptions; theories;

and aims. These aims or ideals may be ill-defined images

like the shape of the Draft curriculum in September, or

firm political pos1tions sucn as Roy's insistence on the

confidentiality of executive discussions. Ways to a purpose

or procedures may also be an accepted part of an individual

or group's consciousness. Roy'S belief in the power of a

little success at generating teacher confidence was perhaps

a pertinent example of his way of getting teachers going.
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DESIGN

* set of decisions

* relationship of ideas
and materials

* explicitly and implicitly
stated outcomes/procedures

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r
I
I

••••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••

DELIBERATION

* just1fication of choices

* debate

* politicking

I •••• o •••••••••••••••••••••••• I
A

I
I

••••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••

PLATFORM

* ideological/political
positions

* ideals and beliefs
* internal/external policy
* images/procedures
* research data

I ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• I

Figure 3. Key elements of Walker's Naturalistic
Model of Curriculum Development
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Deliberation

Walker (1971) notes n Th~ heart of the deliberat10n

process is the justification of chot ces " (p, 166). In

the development process some decisions were made with

forethought and after considerable discussion. These

decisions make up the explicit design (figure 3). Other

actions were decided upon automatically from

unconscious chof ce s r these decisions made up the implici t

design. During the revision of the Draft document, each

section was reviewed and refined by both informal and formal

processes. Debate about th~ full con~equences of the

parallel grading of the classes in each grade level was

firmly based on a number of ideological positions held by

Roy and a number of the teachers, which were not made

explicit until they were challenged in an unplanned staff

meeting debate which is carefully detailed in the

deliberation section of chapter VII/3.

The deliberation phase of the model attempts to

identify the dynamics of the decision-making

process through the identification of key people and

the events that led to the various designs.
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Design

The design is a set of abstract r e La e r on an i p e ,
embodied in the maee r Lat s-dn-euse which are capable of
affecting students--rather than the materia.Ls·
themselves ••• ln the naturalistic model, the
theoretically interesting output of the curriculum
development process is not a collection of objects, nor
a list of objectives, nor a set of learning
experiences, but a set of design decisions.

(Walker, 1971, p.166)

While it was a relatively simple documentation

task to ident1fy the series of explicit decisions from the

transcripts of meetings, the unconscious choices and the

hidden agendas were more subtle, even to some of the

teachers who had been in the school for a number of years.

Some pc sa eLon s were too delicate or damaging to expose to

the harsh realities of print.

The design was the apex of the descriptive model. Its

reality was interwoven through the deliberation and back to

the platform conditions and the personal pos1tions of key

nactors ft in the episode. As a descriptive model (figure 3)

it has a temporal flow. A beginning (the platform), a

process (the deliberation) and an end (design). The design

in Phase I of the curriculum development process became an

essential input of the platform in the next. In the account

of the development and implementation of the Integratea

Curriculum at Warrawong, tnree overlapping chronological

Phases were ident1fied (see figure 4 below). It was around

these three curriculum development Phases, that the related

curriculum episodes were tied. The overlapping Phases and
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the relatea episodes are discussed with figures of their

time-lines in the next section of the chapter.

4.0 .:.u.me PrUWJ .2f .the EyaluatioD

Purpose

The purpose of this section of the chapter is to

outline the three chronological Phases and the related

curriculum episodes which were identified in the curriculum

development process at Warrawong.

Curric~»§velgp~ Phases

The documentation period for the evaluation extended

from August 1981 to April 1984. Within this period three

overlapping curriculum development Phases were identified

using Walker's (1971> Naturalistic Model (figure 3

above). Each phase had an identifiable platform

position, a deliberation period and design. In Phases I and

II, the design became a working pos1tion as part of the

platform of the next cycle of the model (figures 3 and 4).

A number of related or supporting curriculum episodes

were integrated into the central time-line. The related

episodes vary in length from four months to over a year.

The "Getting the Parents Up" project actually extended

across the time periods of the three phases. Each episode
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highlights a part1cular initiative which influenced the

Integrated Curriculum aSi a staff development program, an

external pressure or the integration of external funding

into the total curriculum effort of the school.

The teachers at Warrawong would probably have thought

of the documentation period in terms of calendar years,

classes taught, or major school events. While the curriculum

implementation cycle followed the calendar year for the

introduction of major policy changes, the actual

deliberation process varied from a few months to over a

year.

When asked if there was a "beginning and an end" of the

school's curricul um-building process, several of the

executive gave me the standard axiom: "It never ends!"

Although the process of curriculum change at Warrawong

was cumulative from the beginning of the 198us, distinct

Phases in the overall process of change have been

ident1f ied f rom the data and structure of this account. An

outline of the time frames for the three Phases and their

relatea episodes are detailed below in figure 4.
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1981

- Aug X
X
X
X
X

1982 X
X
X Phase I (X)
X (Design/lmplementa tion)

y X
Y -June X
y X
Y X

PHASE II {Y} Y
{Revision Y Z
of Draft} Y -Nov Z

Y Z
Y 1983 z
Y Z
Y Z

Z
Z
Z

-June Z
Z Phase III (Z)
Z (Eval ua tion)
Z
Z
Z
Z

1984 Z
Z
Z
Z

-Ap Z

Tiiile-line of the three Phases Qf the design
and implementation of the Integrated
Curriculum

(Documentation period: August 1981 to April 1984)
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Phase~: The Draft Integrated Curriculua

"Trying to tie what we do together."

(August 1981 - August 1982)

1981

y
y
y
y
y
y

Phase II Y
Y

- Aug X
X
X
X
X

1982 X
X
X
X
X
X

-JlD'le X
X
X

Phase I {Xl
(Design/Implementation

Figure 5. Time-1ineof PhaseI: Designand
implementation of the Draft Integrated
CurriculUII

(August 1981 to August 1982J

Phase I traces the genesis of the curriculum innovation

from the concerns and interests of severa.1. executive

members in 1981. The curricUlum work that had developed in

the school from the late 1970s and the increasing flow of

pOlicy statements from the state Department of Education,

established the framework for the changes described in the

account.
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Phase .ll

nIt's terrific. But which way is up?"

(April 1982 - February 1983)

Revising the Draft curriculum document (appendix S)

was the cen tral curricul um activity in Phase II (figure 6).

The revision was preparea and written-up by a small starf

team. All the staff had the opportunity to contribute to

the revised document from the1r experience of trialling the

Draft.

0 1982 X
0 X

REVISING THE DRAFT 0 X
0 X
0 X
0 Y X
0 Y X

i 0 y X
I 0 y -June X
i 0 y X

* # 0 y X

* # 0 y

* i 0 y Z
* i 0 y -Nov Z
* # y z

y 1983 Z
Y Z

Y Phase II (Z Phase III) y Z
o 'Gett1ng the parents up' Z
i Discipline POlicy Z
* Relatea Arts Proj ect I Z

-June Z

Figure 6. Ti.e-lineofPbase II: Revisionand
i.pIe.entation of the Draft Integrated
Curriculum and the related curriculum
episodes
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B.e~,g ]:..p~.Q.deR j,n .1'~~ .I.I

(i) .w~ ..s..o~ .f.lYJ..Ds~~.Q~ ~U': .1'.r.ipR

is an account of the first of two related arts projects.

Preparation for the performances reinforced the pup1ls'

creative and musical skills as well as developed the

teachers' confidence in a range of teaching skills set out

in the Draft document.

(ii) .:?M.t.s t..I".9J!l ..!:b.e ~lt is an ac.count of the formulation

of a school discipline in accordance with Department of

Educa tion policy. The futility of the process, despite the

energy invested in the task, reinforced the position that

initiat1ves inspired from within are more likely to be

successf ul ,

(iii) »~~»s ~~ .1'~~~ DR describes the effarts of

the Total School Development Committee to involve the

parents with the teachers in a variety of classroom

activities. Positive parent-school relationships were felt

to contribute significantly to success in school but too

uch energy for the teachers to maintain the program.

Ebase .l11

"It's working for me in my special way."

(October 1982 to April 1984)

"How do we know what the kids have learnt?" The central

theme in Phase III (figure 7) of the account was the

development of a pupil evaluation policy. Some elements of
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the pupil eval ua tion process, that were discussed by the

staff in detail in 1984, were implemented at the beginning

of 1982 with the Draft curriculum. The guiding

philosophical orientation to pupil assessment was a ~~~~~~~

rather than a .P..t.P~~ orientation.

The reorganisation of the grades into parallel classes

at the beginning of 1983 and some significant changes

in the language area of the curriculum, extended the

deliberation period in this phase of the overall curriculum

design.

z
z

1983 z
z
z
z
z
Z

-June Z
Z - Phase III (Z)
Z (Eval ua tion.)
Z I &
Z I &
Z I &
Z I &

1984 Z I &
Z & - DSP
Z & I Relatea Arts
Z s

-Ap Z & s Assemblies

Figure 7. Time-lineofPhaseIII: Design and
i.ple.entation of; pupil evaluation
processf organisation of parallel
classesf and related episodes
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( i) .!ossU..DR..t .t.h.e .G.x~.D.1 nL ~.lUR .o.LS.anj..s.ai7.i.o.D with in

the school suited the the needs of the children and the

teachers. The episode describes attempted imposition of

external guidelines that did not give due account to the

professional expert1se of the teachers involved at the

school.

(ii) ,j,b..e ,i..aj.D lJ.D9 ~!}::l .oi ~.ej.D.s .DjR..a9Y..a.D..t..a.,g.e,g: DSP

submission writing and the successful attraction of funding

supportea, anq reinforced, the implementation of the

Integrated Curriculum.

(iii) 'p~.J).miD.g .Ani~~ .D~.IU? was a follow-on at the

end of 1983 to the successful related arts project held in

1982.

( i v) .!o~R.eJl\b.lj-S!R.1 .!oD ..a~..t.£ »s lJD.o..t.b.e.x .P-'U..t .o.f ..t.h.e

~.lU.xll.u.JJ.\m1 examines the staff evaluation of the place of

assemblies in the curriculum at the end of 1983 and the

trialling of a draft assembly policy in term I, 1984.

A two-and-a-half year slice from the life of a large

and active school like Warrawong Primary revealed a complex

series of human and organisational r e.la td on snapa, From
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an eval ua tion perspective it was a fortuitous time to be

available to documen t the life of the school. Wal ker' s,

(1971) model (figures 1 and 3) provided an appropriate

structure for the description for each phase and the related

curriculum episodes.

Three phases were iden tif ied in the chronological

development of the Integrated Curriculum: the design and

implementation of the Draft dccument r the revision

of the Draft and the implementation of the Integrated

Curriculumi Development of a pupil evaluation policy

and the in troduction of par all el class organi sa tion.

Within each Phase there were a variety of related

curriculum. episodes that supported the main curriculum

endeavours of the school.
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Cll.APrBR VI

PHASE I: DRAFT INTEGRATED aJRlU,COLUM

1. Design ~ ~ Draft Curriculum

"Trying to tie toge ther what we do."

(August 1981 to August 1982)

Phase I was essen tially concerned wi th the condi tions

which stimulatea the design and implementation of the Draft

Integrated Curriculum. No related episodes are discussed in

this chapter, although the TSD parent project (discussed in

chapter VII/6) was developed during the same period.

Platform

1981 was a propitious time for a cur rd cui um innovation

at Warrawong Primary. A description of the platform

conditions will identlfy some of the professional positions

held by key members of the staff, and the organi sa tion

arrangement for curriculum development which existed in

1981. The tide of external policy pressures from the

Regional Office and state Department could well have

constipated the existing subject orientated program of the

school.

In the two-year period leading up the the development of

the new curricUlum, sub-committees of the staff had reviewed

and in some cases revised the major subject curriculum
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documents in the school: Mathematics (1978); Social Science

(1979); Natural Science (1979-80); and Handwriting (1980).

The Mount Gravatt Language Scheme was implemented in grades

one and two in 1980.

Curriculum development efforts in the school during 1980

and 1981 were supported by a resource teacher who had been

released from class teaching by each teacher agreeing to

take an extra two children to cover the release position.

Vonne worked as the resource teacher during 1980 and 1981.

Mick and JUlie acted as the resource teachers in 1982.

Without the time of the two resource teachers it would have

been impossible to facilitate the revision of school-based

documents, the development of the Draft integratea

curriculum, and the related staff development experiences

in the twelve-month period.

Multicultural Education was a manaatory policy document

issued to all schools in 1979. This document was one of

many: Media Studies; Non-sexist Education; Personal

Development; Discipline; and later: Aboriginal Education;

and Computers in Educa tion policies which have pressed on

the school's curriculum during the documentation period. In

addition, new curriculum gUidelines have been issued'or

updated in Investgating Science, Social Science, Personal

Development, and Language K to 12. This .P..o.1j.&~ .i.D..u.D.,g.a.!:j.Q.D

took place at the same time as primary schools were ~freedn
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from the prescriptive syllabus statements which have

dominated primary education for many decades.

No single reason can adequately answer the question. Two

compounaing ..e~ .f.il&..t1>~R were:

Ca) the general expectation that schools would develop their

own curriculum statements

(b) a response to the policy press which was being focused

on principals.

(a) an awareness of overlap between many of the individual

subject curricula that the school had recently reviewed

(b) teacher knowledge of the imminent press of more policy

statements to be incorporated into programs

(c) the press on teachers' programming time to meet these

needs

Cd) the individual aspirations of severa~ of the sta~f to

provide the best possible structure for organising the

educat10nal experience for the children.

Discussion among the executive during 1981 identified

the problem of content crowding in the existing curriculum.

Although there had been some effective work in a number of

areas, the demands did not seem to abate.

We need to try to tie everything we've been doing into
some manageable framework so there is coverage of the
requirements of the school and State curriculum
documents.

Julie C151121 81)
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The pressure for the curriculum revision was traced to

concerns expressed by Vonne, JUlie, Rhyce and Roy.

We propose an answer is INTEGRATION. With this goal in
view we set about investigating the learning process to
specify what we saw as being the components that all the
areas had in common••• The framework of understandings
and concepts must be chosen for a part1cular group of
children and is dependent upon their environment.

(Integrated Curriculum, 1983)

There was no debate about where the ideas and expert1se

would come; curriculum development as far as the principal

was concerned, was a school-based process. A r a ta onal e for

school-based curricUlum development was included in the

introauctory pages of the Integratea Curriculum. The

forma tion of the TSD Committee process in Royl s first year

at the school was indicative of his belief that

participation and a sense of ownership was the most

effective way to ensure full commitment.

Royls earlier experience in Regional Office had alerted

him to the support-systems which were available for a

school-based integration project. A Regional Committee on

Integration had made litt~e heaaway, despite the Regional

Directorls personal interest in the approach. During the

early stages of term III 1981, Roy generatea sufficient

interest from Regional Office to secure twenty release days

on the basis that the project would have wider regional

application. Credibility for the idea was established
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outside the school (where time resources were controlled)

and the first breakthrough in facilitating the initiative

was achieved. Julie was released for a month at the end of

1981 to work with Vonne on the project.

Philosophically, Roy believed the only way to manage the

increasing array of State and Regional policy priorities was

to integrate the traaitional sUbject-based curriculum. He

considered that effective change could only be achieved when

teachers felt confident and had a measure of success from

some previous experience. External pOlicy 'pressures were

threatening teacher conf idence and mor ale. The school, he

believed, was the place' for effective curriculum change

because tha~ was where the the skills for doing the job

were located. Roy believed:

"Teachers are just waiting for the appropriate encouragement."

In response to the mUlticultural nature of the school's

communi ty and pupil popula tion, the TSD Committee in

conjunc~ion with the principal and the Parents and Citizens

group successfully attracted a 1980 Multicultural Education

grant for the employment of a multicultural resource

teacher. Bev was employed f rom the beginning of second term

1981.
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Deliberation

The demountable classroom used by the community

language staff and the multicultural resource teacher was

rearranged to provide a planning area for Julie and Vonne to

review all the existing school and state curriculum

documents and associatea resource guides.

We didn't start with any specific objectives, and it
wasn't untll we'd been working on the project for a week
or so that we were organised enough to say what we
wanted to do.

Julie (15/12/1981)

In the early weeks of October, Roy supported the teachers in

the hectic task of reviewing, synthesising and reorganising

the exten sive range of documen ts and pOlicy sta temen ts

relatea to the school's existing curriculum. The recent~y

completed school documents which had been painfully

sequenced and arranged were cut-up in a massive cut and

paste exerci see

Julie and Vonne believed that an integratea approach to

learning would best suit the individual needs of the

children. Roy consldered that attempts to correlate content

weakened the rigour of the learning experience for the

children. The concern for posltive attitudes to learnlng

was critical to their thinking. However, the reality of

bringing together the wide range of sUbjects in the existing

curriculum redirected their attention to the integration of

key ~~n~~ ~~~~~j~n~~~ This approach, however, proved

unmanageable. In those early weeks, a number of Regional
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personnel were invited to interact with the development

team. The school's District Inspector suggested that they

take learn1ng skills as the basic building block (the

Investigating Science document provided a useful model). The

idea worked.

The retocus on ~DlDg~ enabled the development

process to move ahead quickly.

In the basic subjects like mathemat1cs and reaaing
people are very aware that there is a progression of
skill development.In the expr easave areas of music, art
and drama, people often selected activities to fit in
with a theme or the content, and were not aware that
there were skills to be progressively developed.

Vonne (15/12/1981)

During this period there was a full program of

complementary curriculum activities in the school. The TSD

Committee was actively involved with Bev in a

parent/community involvement project. Bev organised a half

day, school-based inservice in September to highlight the

multicultural perspectives required in the 1979

Multicultural Education Policy Statement. The staff

development day stimulatea the overall consciousness of how

the staff could incorporate the intent of the pOlicy into

the1r classroom plann1ng and teaching. Discussion during the

te rm had al so final i sed the PE/Heal th Poli cy whi ch was

ratified by the starf at the end of October.
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As the development team of Julie and Vonne was free from

regular class teaching, the pace at which they were able to

work acted as a stimulant to the review. A wide variety of

philosophi cal posi tions were drawn toge ther as option s in

the developing form of the integratea curriculum.

A number of teachers paid visits to the curriculum work

room to discuss the progress of the project, others

discussed the work with JUlie and Vonne in the staff room.

Bev, as the multicultural resource teacher, provided input

from her perspective on the skills and themes being

con sa der ec, The full implications of the changes that were

emerging from the review were not canvassed widely with the

staI:f at that time.

A number of the key ideas in the emerging curriculum

were professional views held almost implicitly by the

development team. The concept of the curriculum was not seen

as an isolated experience in the school life of the child.

I think curriculum is everything we do in school. It's
when the kids are in the playground, at sport or in
assembly. We've tr ied to bring out the idea tha t the
child is also learning outside the s c ho oI ••• We'd like
them to develop inquiry skills which flow into everyday
life.

We cannot control what happens to the children when
they leave school, but if we can make the parents aware
of the philosophY of what we're doing at school, they
could talk to children and encourage them to observe
things closely. As I like to get them, · ••• to listen
to the noises in the thunder storm'.

Hopefully, the attitude of the separation of home and
school can be broken down with parents, otherwise it's
hara to break it down with the children.

Julie (15.12.1981)
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The neea for the integration was not an issue of debate

as far as JUlie, Roy and Vonne were concerned. They held it

as a central theme in t.h e i r overall intentions during the

process.

As a grade supervisor and resource teacher, I'd like to
have a framework where you could tie the curriculum
together •••and offer {it} to teachers for programming.

In many cases teachers were spending a lot of time and
effort in their work,> but there was not the
satisfaction. From another perspective, the more you did
the more there was to dO!

Vonne (15.12.1981)

Choosing the framework to tie the curriculum components

together provided> the first maj or design decision. Ini tial

attempts to use major learnlng experiences proved to be too

unwieldy. The Social Science Consultant suggested the use of

concepts, howeyer it was felt that sucn an approach would

make the structure Warrawong specific. Advice from the

District ~nspector redirected the planning group to the

major learning skills in the Investigating Science document.

The statement of skills, attltudes and content in this

document provided the model from which the school document

was subsequent~y structured. This decision immediately

allowed the investigating skills in the Social Science

document to be incorporated into the basic skill list. All

the available school and State documents were then reviewed

and the first list of skills identified.
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By the beginning of December (1981) approximately forty

skills had been identified and listed on sheets of newsprint

on the back wall of the curriculum room. The reading skills

were reclassified under a single heading and thirty of these

skills were subsequently listed in the Draft document

(appendi x S).

The language focus from the Mt. Gravatt maee r I e.r s

provided the basis for the initial sequence of themes in the

infants grades. Concerns about the appropriateness of some

of the Mt. Gravatt language themes had been expressed by a

number of the infants teachers. As a consequence of these

view s, extensive discussion was undertaken by the team wi th .

grade supervisors and teachers on the desirable themes to be

included. The whole issue of balance was in part resolved by

ident1fY1ng themes on the planning board as being: language

orientated; social science-orientated or science-orientated.

Initially, most of the themes came from the school's

existing Mt. Gravatt Language Development Programme, the

Social Science or the Science curriculum documents. From the

list of themes, approxima tely ninety were eventually

selected to make up the thematic (content) sequence of the

Draft.

tihile~ were subsequently r epo r t.eu by the team

to be the most important part of the Draft, their

f c r muLatn.on came after the skills generally had been

organised.
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We started with a list of attitudes from our Social
Studies and other documents that we'd used in
ident1fying the skills.

We then involved a number of statf who suggestea some
addi tional val ues. Bev suggested some val ues f rom the
mul ticul tural perspective.

The list was rea.1ly compiled from a wide range of
sources and views.

Julie (15.12.1981)

Roy, in addi tion to his usual responsibili ties as

principal, discussed each phase of the project with the team

and provided the link,to the external consultants throughout

the period. Rhyce and Bev were constant sources of ideas. As

the ideas were drafted feedback f rom interested classroom

teachers was sought.

The concern for the external credibility of the project

was reflected in the wide range of people who visited the

school in November. The steady stream of consultants,

teachers, parents, tertiary personnel and principals were

more often than not, overawed by the process. Some asked

useful questions or made a useful comment about the emerging

design. Others had some difficulty in corning to grips with

the basi c in ten t of the proposal:

Yes, it looks O.K. It might work for your kids, but it
wouldn1 t work for ours 1

(A High School teacher f rom the adj acen tSecondary School)

At the informal level Inspectors, Regional Consultants

(especially in Personal Development and Multicultural Educ

ation), as well as visiting teachers provided a critical

perspective on what the emerging curriculum meant to them.
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The initial visits by our Inspector worried us the
most. He initially expressed some skepticism about what
we were p1ann~ng.

The Inspector responsible for inservice was supportive
from the start.

When they both expressed their confidence in what we
were doing, that provided us with a great boost of
confidence.

Vonne (15.12.1981)

Some of the visitors who came were a frustrating waste

of the teachers' precious time. However, it encouraged the
.

team to ge t thei r act toge ther to pr esen t a clear and

concise case to inquirers. At the end of the year, Vonne and

JUlie reflected on the value of having so many visitors. The

stream had added to the hectic pace of their work.

The flow of people into the room has provided us wi th a
wide range of questions and points of view.

I t has he1 ped us clar ify our thoughts. I'm really
excited about it and would defend it to the end.

The justification process really developed our sense of
commitment.

Interview (15.12.1981)

Parents were not directly involved in the initial

plann~ng of the new curriculum. However, the development

team held a firm belief in the need to include the parents

in the curriculum process.

In most cases, the parents appreciate being given
information about what the school is attempting to doo

The work of the TSD Committee in bringing parents into
the learning situation will be very important.

Vonne (15.12.1981)
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staff discussion about the proposed curriculum had been

limited to informal consultation and reports to the

executive. In early December (1981>, a regular Friday

morning staff meeting was held in the curriculum workroom.

The starf meeting minutes reported that:

Teac'her s were asked to commen t on the concept and the
possibility of introducing the programming philosophY in
1982. A proposal to provide assistance was outline~

This would involve Julie being released to assist all
teachers on a cyclic basis. Teachers would be released
by using the Disadvantaged situation. A program of in
service would be required early in 1982 with release
days b€ing prov Lded b=t' trle Region.

No significant ideological issues were raised in the meeting

follow ing Julie and Vonne's presen ta tion.

At the next staff meeting, a number of admlnistrative

arrangements to support the new curriculum were announced.

These included Julie's role in supporting a programming

cycle for grade co-ordinators and class teachers, while

Mick was nominated as the second resource teacher in 1982.

Part of his responsibility was the organisation of

resources.

The executive's planned relocation of an infants grade

(of tnree or four classes) in the primary block and 3j~~=

ssxs» caused a lengthy and stormy deba tee Those pr otesting

cited inconvenience and safety reasons as the main concerns

against the proposal. Members of the executive (Vonne and

Authur in particular) argued the need to implement the K

to-6 curriculum policy with concrete examples for the

children to appreciate that Warrawong was ~~ ~~~~~.
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If there are any further strong obj ections, get them
to me by Monday. (That would be the last week of the
year) Roy (11.12.l981)

If there were objections, they were of no avail. The changes

were made through the allocation of classrooms for 1982,

before the end of the week.

Design

Decisions discussed in the deliberation were embodied in

the docu men t ]:D'yj.I.QD.m.e.D.i:sJ,=.b.9'§~.d j.D.t§..gJ;s.t~~ Us.I.nj.n.g

~~.I.I~~~J,~~ ».Isl.t~, 1982 (Refer rea to as the Draft,

appendix S) and the organisational arrangements to support

the teachers' programming ac t Iv t ea e s in the first term of

1982.

The thematic sequence of approximately ninety units ran

from Kindergarten to 6th grade (K-to-6). Next, forty one

values were listed, followed by detailed listing of the

skills. At ~he end of the Draft, an example unit was

included.

A number of decisions about the philosopny of the

curriculum were written into the Introduction to the Draft

document under the heaaing: "Some basic premises on which

thi s in tegra ted approach to learning are based. II Ther e

appeared to be no debate that:
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* children develop through stages not ages;
* within a learning activity many skills can be

developed;
* planning based on skills allows for

individualisation; and
* planning based on skills allows content

planning to be more dynamic.

(Draft, 1982)

A n umber of impli ci t deci sions rela ted to the new

curriculum and not specifically stated in the Draft

document. Several of these positions will be discussed later

in the discussion.

(a) The rapid movement toward the concept of an integratea
K-to-6 school.

(b) A disinclina t1.0n toward the sta temen t of clear and
attainable obj ectives.

(c) The sUbmergence of the mUlticultural perspective into the
body of the Draft document.

ed) The involvement of parents.

The principal distributed copies of the Draft to the

grade co-ordinators during the last weeks of the 1981-82

holidays. It was hoped that this would expedite the grade

planning meetings for the first day. Each teacher was

presented with a copy of the 150 page Draft curriculum

document on the first morning of term.

On the wall of the curriculum workroom where the statf

meeting was held, the details of the Draft were clearly

displayed. Stacks of theme resource boxes developed during

the last weeks of 1981 lined the side walls of the room.
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These unit boxes were assembled to provide the teachers with

a readily-available set of materials to commence their

preparation of the first thematic unit.

Agenda items for the first detailed explanation of the

implementation of the Draft curriculum included:

Cal. Suggested classroom activities which foster a child
centred curriculum

eb) Infants/primary contact classes

(c) Arrangements for playground happenings

Cd) Guidelines for the development of the evaluation unit
to be plannea at the grade level. This unit was to be
implemented by each teacher before the planning of the
first thematJ.c unit

(e) The suggested starting uni ts for class each within the
thematic sequence Cto avoid resource pressures)

Cf) An outline of the school and grade inservice days to be
held in the first term

Cg) The program of individual planning sessions to be he.i d
wi th Julie.

The most critical part of the curriculum's design from

the teachers' perspective was the cycle of planning sessions

with Julie. Julie's release from regular class teaching was

funded from thirty Region Inservice release days, which had

been negotiated with the Regional Inspector on the basis of

the "con tinuing regional si gnif i cance" of the proj ect•.

Coverage for the teacher's class for the time of the in

school planning sessions was provided by Sue who was

supported by DSP funding to implement a Personal Development

perspective within the curriculum.
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Grade co-ordinators initially met with Julie to plan the

grade inservice planning sessions. These meetings were held

on a monthly cycle and were followed up with individual

planning sessions. If a teacher had opted .to have

invitational community lessons in Italian or Macedonian,

the community languag~ teacher would attempt to be present

during the individual teacher's planning session with Julie.

Teachers who had a regular arrangement with one of the

communi ty language teachers ccntanued in the program i spot

visi ts did not continue.

The regular allocation of Regional in-service days

allocated to the school were used in part to provide relief

during the grade planning seSS10ns. However, some after

school and scripture period meetings were held to cover the

considerable planning time neeaed during the first term.

During March and April, no fewer than fifteen Regional

Inspectors and Consultants visited the school to discuss the

project. One inspector was heard to comment that it was,

"••• a wisely and f lexibily devised cur r icul um , making

possible a significant innovation and staff development

project."

The Personal Development Consul tan t provided some very

practical assistance. The ~ 2j~, which was suggested as a

form of archive for student-controlled evaluation, was

adopted and continues to be an integral part of learning

environment of most classes. Ideas for extending the

personal development perspective in the classroom were
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discussed and reinforced through an after-school workshop

in Apr il.

Parent consultat10n in line with the curriculum

philosophy outlined in the delibera tion was undertaken

through the regular monthly P & C meetings. Roy arranged for

the parents to visit tnree or four classrooms after a basic

explanat10n of an aspect of the program. Attendances varied

from thirty to fifty for the 9.15 A.M. meetings. The

opportunity to visit their children's or grand-children's

class continued to be a popular draw-card to develop the

parents' awareness and knowledge of the detailed activit1es

of the school.

Parent awareness in the work of the school had been

activated through the TSD Parent Survey. The data was

gatnered during the parent-teacher interviews at the end of

1981. Data from a number of grades was discussed during term

I and reinforced the interest that the parents had in the

wor k of the school.

Throughout term I, Mick, Julie ,Bev , Sue and Barbara

(wi th her library team) buil t up the range of resour ce

materials in the themat1c unit boxes. The purchase of fifty

addi tional unit boxes substan tially reduced the congestion

and added some order to the hectic environment of the

resource/curriculum room. Without the resource boxes, the

thena ta c sequence would have foundered.
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By the end of term I (1982), all grades haa adoptea, to

a greater or lesser extent, the planning format advocated

for the implementat10n of the Draft. The themat1c un1t

sequence provided a little more trouble for the upper

primary teachers who were not accustomed to thematJ.c

teaching using the Mt. Gravatt language materials.

Well rea~ly, it's been a total change. I've had to
change my ideas about integrating subjects; I thought it
was sometning up therel

It was hard initially, but I had help.
Grade 2 teacher

I know a bit more of .w.he..r.e I'm going and.w~ I'm going
there. Grade 3 teacher

Despite a fair amount of frustration, a lot more time

and some hara thinking about what they were reaJ.ly doing in

the class, most teachers were getting the fee~ of the new

system by the end of the first term. The news that something

was happening at Warrawong had spread on the "teacher

telegraph". As one teacher recounted on returning from an

inservice course,

Oh really, you teach at Warrawong?
What's it like there now? I heard•••

Summary

The Ln t e q r a t.a o n of the curriculum arose from a

culmination of external and internal pressures that were

focusea in the school. The revision of the existing school

based documents was undertaken by two grade co-ordinators

with the full suppor t of the pr Lnc LpeL, The pr incipal
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facili~ated time from Regional resources, ideas, space, and

the support that enabled the review and the design of the

Draft curriculum document to be completed in under two

months. Despite considerable strain on the time resources of

the school, the new programming system was implemented at

the beginning of 1982 in all grades.
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CBAPRR VII

PHASE II: RlNISIR; mE DRAFT

1. Introduction

"Itls terrific: But which way is up 1"

(April 1982 to February 1983)

Purppses

Terms II and III of 1982 were frenetic. In this

introductory section to the account of Phase II, the main

events of the Phase will be overviewed before the five

curriculum episodes are summarised.

For many teachers at Warrawong, the implementation of the

Draft integ~ated curriculum was a difficult task to manage.

In addition to the new programming procedures there were

three other major initiatives in 1982: (a) The parent

involvement program which had been initiatea in the previous

year by the TSD Committee was implemented; (b) Related arts

were given an emphasis through a program initiatea by Vonne

and Rhyce; (c) Roy pushed through the formulation of the

school Discipline policy to meet external policy requirements

of Head Office.

In addition to this daunt1ng list of activitles, small

groups or commit.tees worked on: (a) a revision of the Draft

curriculum; (b) a Language Policy; and (c) materialS

development in Personal Development, physical education and
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mathematics. Throughout the year a number of teachers and

classes worked on improvements to the school environment.

Some teachers considered the implementation of the new

curriculum as being unnecessary. A number reacted or tended

to balk at the new proposals as they were floatea by the

school's executive. Occasionally the feelings came out in

statf meetings, more often they were reflected personally or

shared by small groups of teachers.

I'm pretty heavily involved in a number of other areas
and I just haven't got the extra time and energy to
devote to school. I feel that Warrawong is a very
progressive s chcoL, but they're always going from one
thing to another.

I think people are starting to get a bit tirea of sort
of jumping from one area to another. They want to settle
down for a while.

Grade teacher (November, 1982)

I don't think the program is wrong, it just hasn't
made a great deal of difference to me. Programming wise
I'm not happy.

Grade teacher (November, 1982J

I've found that the easiest way is to say 'Yes',
then do what I want to do.

You can get verbal at a statf meeting and object, and
say you don't like it for this reason or that. That's
O.K., but then you're seen as the type of person that
just finds cause to fuss!

Gradeteacher(November 1982)

From teacher interviews and informal discussion, it

became clear that most of the teachers trustee the direction

that the curriculum development team had suggested. Vonne
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and Julie were part of the school, personally respected, and

known to be very competent classroom teachers.

In the early days, many of the staff weren't fUlly
awar e of what we were getting at. I felt that the staff
trusted what the development team were doing because
of past successes in things the school had done.

Roy (August,1982)

Growing CQnfidence

The number of teachers directly involved in the design

of the Draft was somewhat limited. However, the

implementation of the new programming cycle from the

beginning of 1982 involved everyone on the staff. There were

some who found it an e xc i ting pr o s pe c t , Most were a li t tle

daunted by the scope and complexity of the curriculum

document, but accepted the assurances of the support system

that had been planned.

The new cur r i cur urn has been a total change in my
thoughts about integrating subjects••• lt was quite
hard at first, even though I'd been teaching for a
while.".

It would have been hard to implement if I had to do it
myself, but I've got other people to help me, so it's
not such a hard task.

Grade teacher (November,1982)

The entire teaching staff contributed to the revision

of the Draft through the regular grade meetings and the unit

planning meetings with JUlie. Through her contact with every

teacher in the planning meetings, the strengths and

weaknesses of the Draft became apparent.

Beryl took up her appointment as Deputy Principal I

(Infants Mistress), at the beginning of term II. Initially
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(Infants Mistress), at the beginning of term II. Initially

Beryl worked on consolidating her relationships with the K

to-2 teachers and enriching the resources in the unit

boxes. The task of reviewing each phase of the Draft with

Julie began in earnest in July. While Beryl brought a

distinctive range of ideas to the development team, her

views were complementary to the direction that the

curriculum project had taken thus far•

.o~~~

Curriculum sub-committees in Mathematics and Physical

Education met during the period and provided informal

feeaback to Julie and Beryl during the revising of the Draft

document. The TSD Committee continued its work on the

parent part1cipation project which culminated in the parent

wor kshop in mid-June.

Vonne and R~yce completea the1r involvement in a series

of musi c in se rvi ce wor kshops in June. Within thei r own

classrooms they worked on a number of sections of the new

Visual Arts Policy which the school had been asked to trial.

The idea of using a relatea arts project to implement the

Multicultural POlicy was first raised by Rhyce at a staff

meeting in late April. The demands of this project became

an issue of concern for some teachers as the pressures in

term II increased.

Alix reportea on the trialling of the new writing

program she had observed at a local school, in an October
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starf meeting. Soon after, Carol and Beryl attended a

language inservice workshop where Dr. BrianCambourne

(Language specialist from the Centre for Studies in

Li teracy, The Universi ty of Wollongong) was the guest

spease r, This experience sti mulatea the1 r thinking about

the language skills in the document. Carol reported the

practical suggestions from the workshop to a statf meeting

in November.

Qui te a few teachers asked me questions af ter the
meeting. They've borrowed my stencils and several
started the1 r own wri ting folders. I haven't done that
much, but I have started with the writing. Next year
I'll get stuck into the process a bit more.

Carol (28.10.1982).

The summary sheet of the process wri ting approach that

was distributed following the statf meeting stimulatea a

change for many of the infants teachers in their approach to

children's writ1ng.

A Staff Development Needs Survey (appendix L) was

conducted in early December by the TSD Committee. The

evaluation of the children's skill development and the

wri ting process in particular were frequently listed. These

two areas were subsequentlY ident1f ied f rom the analysis of

the teachers' responses to be the recommended priorities for

starf development in 1983. The evaluation concerns in

relationship to the new curriculum were expressed at the

be qd.nn a nq of 1982. This issue is discussed further as part

of the Phase III account (chapter VIII: ftHow do we know what

the kid's have learnt?").
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Doug's encouragement of the tree plant1ng program gained

impetus and some support from class teachers and their

children. The ravages of poor soil, vandalism and the

drought seemed to frustrate some of the physical planting

work that was completed by the children, but not the1r

learning about the environment.

~2JlU\P~.u

Bev's work as the multicultural resource person required

frequent consultation with Julie and Beryl. Wherever

possible, the multicultural perspective was retlected in the

planning and implementation of thematic units. She also had

the responsibility of co-ordina ting the involvement of the

ethnic aides and the community language teachers with the

classroom teachers. Multicultural resource materials and

unit outlines were regularly distributed at staff meetings

and at plann1ng seasacns,

Bev coorainatea the preparation of the school's Language

Scatement (appendix N), which outlined the role of community

languages in the context of the revised Integratea

Curriculum. However this document was never fully debated

with the staI:f.

The organisational pos1tions taken in the Draft Language

Scatement (appendix N) and several grade coordinator's belief

in the value of paraLlel (heterogeneous) class organisation

coalesced to provide two of the key pIa tf orm posi tions in the
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debate about how the classes and grades should be organised

in 1983.

The implementation of the Draft document (appendix S) in

term I proceeded as the main thrust of school policy

throughout 1982. Class organisation continued on the 1981

pattern of streamed groups based on English language

cri teria. The Disadvantaged Schools Programs and moves

toward a total K-to-6 school environment were maintained

throughout 1982.

~ Episodes

The ac t LvLca e s and documents that are part of Phase II

are linked backwards and forwards to events and decisions in

Phases I and III. In the discussion of Phase II (April 1982

to February 1983) that follows, a number of related

curriculum episodes (numbered by chapter section) are

documen ted:

2. The Draft into Action--the plann1ng and implementation

of thematic units through the programming cycle was

estaDlished to support the introduction of the

currf cut um.. This section complements the design section

of Phase I discussed in chapter V above.

3. Revising the Draft Integrated Curriculum--the revision

and rewri~1ng of the Draft Integratea Curriculum was the

major curriculum activity during the second half of

1982. The revised Integratea Curriculum was available to

teachers in the first week of 1983.
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4. Water, Sounds, Flying Chi1dren and other Magic Trips:

Related Arts Project !--a project designed to develop

the teacher's skills at integrat1ng a wide range of

related arts skills into the thematic sequence.

S. Shots fro. the Top: Por.u1ating a schoo1 discipline

policy --the school's curriculum development response

to a politically insp1red, external directive to have a

Discipline Policy.

6. Getting the Parents Up: TSD parent involve.ent project-

an initiative in response to the school's mUlticultural

community and the desire to communicate and share the

intentions of school with the parents.

2 • ~ Draft .i.JW) Action

(February 1982 to December 1982)

The implementation of the Draft integratea curriculum in

term I proceeded as the main curriculum endeavour for

Warrawong in 1982. Essentially, the platform for the

implementation of the Draft was described in the design of

Phase I. This section of the chapter will describe the

teachers i feelings and reactions about the Draft document as

it became the~~ curriculum of the school.
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Platform

Funding of the personal development program from the

1981 DSP submission allowed the employment of Sue, and later

Nare.lle, to develop ma ee r La.i s and class-based activit1es

that integrated with the attitude section of the Draft

document.

Other schools might have difficulty with the attitude
statements in the document, so we are now in the process
of developing a strong personal development pos1tion and
related resources.

Rather than saying 'kids should be open minded', there
will be activities that will go with the themes. It is

. hoped that the children will develop t.h e a r own
a tti tudes, ra ther than have them imposed f rom the
teacher.

Roy (6.5.1982)

The implementation of the program in each classroom allowed

the class teacher to part1cipate in a cycle of short

planning sessions with JUlie, and later Beryl. This release

time was essential for the support of the teachers in the

development of the ne ro'1 programming skills.

The frequency of outside visitors want1ng an account of

the curriculum initiative did not steady in the first term

of 1982. Those who sought to discuss the early initiation of

the curriculum included representatives from the

Commonwealth Department of Education (Curriculum Development

Centre, Canberra). Curriculum consultants from the

Multicultural Centre in Sydney came to discuss the community

language program. Two consultants responsible for the draft
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Visual Arts Policy requestea the ass1stance of the schoOl in

trialling the policy, but without any resource documents!

The school-wide process of change created a pervasive

tension across the staff. Particular points of view and

personal prioritaes did not always reach an easy consensus.

Sometimes these issues were raised at the staff meetings; at

otner times they were reflected informally over a cup of tea

or at anyone of twenty five-staff meetings held during

Phase II.

The basic rationa!e for the curriculum model haa been

fairly clearly established from the ideas and beliefs of the

development team. During the course of the first term these

views were transformed into teacher programs through the

grade planning meetings and the consultation sessacns with

Julie.

Roy summarised the r ata ona.i e qui te clearly in early May

in a discussion with Ian Welch from the Curriculum

Development Centre.

We were under pressure, like everyone, because teachers
were saying that we cannot get everything done. We have
an hour for science, for social science, and so on. How
can we possibly run all of these activities within the
school day.

The answer was. obviously~D and by that we
did not mean ~~~~~~~D••• To integrate successfully, you
must pay due regard to the skills and the stages of
development of the kids. We decided, after much
agonising, that we would base any work we did upon
skills ••• not content.

Skills to us are defined as; 'a physical, intellectual
or emotional process.'
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Most important of all are the attitudes. Without the
proper attitlldinal development in the kids, the
teachers and the parents, the rest becomes impossible to
implement.

Roy (6.5.1982)

The expectations about pupil evaluation were raised by

Mick during the orientation day in term I.

"How do we provide for individual differences when it
comes around to the uni t l s assessment?"

At that point in time it was left open to the grade groups
.

to decide the1r own expectat1ons. For most teachers at that

stage of the year, summative evaluation of the children or

the units was not a presS1ng quest1on. The whole issue of a

school-wide pupil evaluation policy was not resolved by the

end of 1982.

Deliberation

During the period April through December 1982 a number

of facets of Warrawong's curriculum were completed and

tria11ed. Most of the fundamental thinking and decision

making behind the Draft were completed before the start of

the 1982 school year. The decision making witnin the

implementation process was directly related to the specific

pl.annanq of units within the thematic sequence.

While unit evaluations were not formalised, impressions

and feedback from the previously taught theme were always

discussed at the planning sessions with Julie. Decisions to

mOdify the scheduled thematic sequence were made informally
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by the grade and sometimes by the individual teacher. Most

teachers included some work on the Commonwealth Games and a

few highlightea Easter, with a strong mUlticultural

perspective and some parent involvement.

Design

Curriculum plann~ng is an example of practical
reasoning--necessarily done under conditions of
incomplete information, and aimed at actions whose
effects cannot be fully anticipated.

Lei thw ood (1982, p.2)

The ~.e"pj,g.D is considered to represent both the

theoretical structure and the manner in which those ideals

and organisational_ plans are worked out in practice.

The actual desi gn of the .D~.af.t j1.D.Y~"s).DJll.e.D.W.=»~~

.lD..t&9J;~.e~ L.e.u.D.iD,g ..cJu.IllJ.1.lJ.tJll (1982) took its form as the

teachers, in conjunction with theJ.r grade supervisors and

Julie, planned the thematic units and implemented them in

thea r classes.

Each grade and teacher interpreted the document from

their own perspective in the light of the particular needs

of tnea r children. From the end of year interviews it became

clear that almost all teachers had grasped the new

programming style qUickly and were able to refocus theJ.r

teaching around the skill-based activities. Five or six

teachers ini tially tr ied to maintain the1 r old mode of

planning within their unit programming format.
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Whatever the pace of transition to the new approach,

each teacher had to establish their position as part of a

grade team. While most grades began to develop a cohesive

working relationship between the teachers, one continued as

very loose plann1ng group which did not effectively support

the teachers involved or the intents of the Draft curriculum.

As part of the documentation process, the documentor

interviewed all but four teachers towards the end of 1982.

There was a pos1tiveness from almost all the teachers in

response to the question; ·Comparing last year to this year,

how has the new curriculum made a difference for you ?ft A

selection fr~m the teachers' responses gives something of the

range and feel for how the new curriculum was working for the

staff at the end of 1982. The overall trend was toward a

pos1t1ve acceptance and use of the Draft document and the

unit planning processes.

At the beginning I didn't like it at all. Oh, I've got
to do this, tha t and the other.

I liked to use my own ideas and felt very restricted
with it at first. Later on I realised that you can bend
the rules a bit and put what you want in.

It works very well now, but it takes a lot of work.

Grade 1 teacher (28.10.1982)

Oh, stacks! I really got motivated this year, getting
the themes and skills going. It was hare at first to
plan, but it made it a lot more interesting.

Once I worked out how to plan and se tit out, it was
really good.

Grade 2 teacher (28.10. 1982)
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Initially I was pretty apprehenSive, because of the
feeling that I wasn't going to be able to do things that
I usually do. But I found the system was flexible, and
you can do things that you want to do.

Yes, it has worked. The children really appreciate
seeing everything being tied together, they really get
quite excited.

Time, of course is the real problem, particularly time
.to plan. Overall its been a good experience.

Grade 4 teacher (29.10.1982)

The document's a load of bullshit !
We should be going . back to the old ways and doing it
like that.

Why should I have to teach like that ?

Grade teacher (6.10.1982)

At fir st I thought, 'Oh, we're not going to be able to
figure this out 1'. Now I know a bit more about where
I'm going and why.

My number work is better sequenced now, particularly
wi th the help I've had from Vonne and Rhyce.

Vicki (3.11.1982)

It answers my question, 'Where am I going and what to do
next?' •

The resource boxes for the themes are there so I didn't
have to run madly about looking for materials. I've been
able to add stuff that somebody else might need••••

The flexibility was always there to do things like the
Commonweal th Games.

Nyla (5.11.1982)

Grade inservice days were held in term I to support the

programming cycle and to introduce new skill areas. In term
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II each teacher was able to plan generally with the grade,

bef ore a detailed planning session wi th Julie. Planning

seSS10ns were usually scheduled on a monthly cycle, with two

uni ts being considered in a session. Release time was

arranged when Sue (or later Narelle) took the class for some

specialist Personal Development activities.

The programming sessions, from the teachers' perspective,

provi ded the most val ued support to their understanding of

the intent of the new curriculum. Feedback from the teachers

about the progress of previous units enabled JUlie to plan

more effectively. The information about particular activities

allowed her to gauge the amount of detail that teachers

needed, to translate the skill statements into worthwhile

classroom activities.

Those teachers experimenting with the invitational

community language sessions were usually able to involve Lina

or Maria in the planning session. The co-ordination of the

intent and content of the Italian or Macedonian language

activities into the uni t' s activi ties was appreciatea by the

teacher and the children. Many pupils felt free to use their

bilingual skills in other lessons of the day.

While no specific unit planning model was outlined in the

Draf t documen t, the "0r gan i sa ti ona l, Plan n in the D,raf t

(appendix S) did however identify:

* the thematic sequence,
* a tti tudes,
* learning skills and
* a guide for the translation of attitudes and

skills into individual programmes. Draft (1982)
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Julie initially developed an informal systematic

planning model from the experience of the individual planning

sessions. The procedure was devised to handle systematically

the volume of teacher consultations. On some days she

completed four one hour sessions in addition to other duties.

In the Integrated Curriculum document (1983), the model was

formalised as the 'Overview of the Environmental Based

Integrated Learning'. The approach used reflected a

traditional objectives-based model, with a set sequence of

planning steps:

SELECTION OF THEMES ------->
SELECTION OF ATTITUDES ------->

SELECTION OF SKILLS ------->
SELECTION OF CONTENT ---->

~ELECTION OF ACTIVITIES ------->
EVALUATION

While in any planning session all of these components

would be covered to a greater or lesser extent, the practice

was a far more eclectic process than the sequence describes.

The school level support for the teachers in their unit

planning was an integral part of the implementation of the

Draf t.. From the early weeks of the first term a monthly

planning schedule was arranged by JUlie to support the work

of the grade supervisors in their grade planning meetings.

Insight into the intricate curriculum processes used by the
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teachers to translate the curriculum document into a

thematic teaching unit is illustrated in the following

account of a planning session held in mid-June, 1982.

Despite the cold westerly wind which swept across
the playgrounds, Room 42 was comfortable from the low
winter sun which warmed the room. Beryl continued to
work on the tabulation of the contents of unit boxes
which were stacked in piles around the curriculum
workroom. Several easy chairs and two low coffee tables
packed with books and other resources served as the
teacher conference area. Along the back wall of the room
the key sections of the revised curriculum were
displayed on floor-to-ceiling charts. The resource room
had become the focus of the teacher support and resource
service for the staff.

Carol's appointment was from 1.30 P.M., with Narelle
taking her class for the afternoon. During the ini tial
phases of the curriculum's development Caro~ had been
somewhat ambivalent about the extra work needed to
implement the new program. However she had approached
the previous planning session wi th some prior planning
and thought. This would be her final fUll planning
session with JUlie except for special consultations
during the redrafting of the curriculum which was
planned to commence in July. Maria, the Italian
communi ty language teacher would be available to si t in
for some of the time during the afternoon session to
integrate the work she was doing with Carol's class.

Julie had already completed three planning sessions
before lunch and the strain of having to plan units with
two teachers who hadn't given too much prior thought to
their new units was evident. Lunch had been a
cup of coffee and half a sandwich. There had not been
ti me f or any mor e as she had spen t some of the break in
the library looking for some tapes and books for the
af ternoon session.

Carol puffed in to the room wl th a large bundle
of books under her arm;

I think I'll plan two units ahead this session,
since they're related and this is our last planning
session. I've quite a bit of stuff this time. I
feel good about being sort of organised today.
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Julie identified the two themes from the thematic
sequence on the wall display and gathered two plastic
unit boxes to the area were they were sitting. Following
the settling of the overall task for the afternoon both
the teachers sorted through some of the material in the
first resource bOL

carol proceeded to identify a list of skills from
a collection of Slips of paper from the top of her file.

-What are you actually going to do to achieve your
objectives, Carol ?-

The discussion which followed focused on the use of
the Mt Gravatt resources for language concept
development and how the related skills tied in with the
intentionsofthe previous and current units. At this
point in the discussion, Carol returned to her skills
list and proceeded to identify each skill individually
and discuss with Julie the appropriate sub-skills that
could be covered in the two week unit, 'waiting forthe
Ice-cream Man'.

Before more than four skills were discussed, the
discussion refocused on the various resources spread
around the table and in the theme box. Maria joined the
table at this stage and confirmed that she was thinking
of doing types of Italian ice cream and a play about
meeting theice-cream man. Maria hadtoexcuse herself
to go to another class. carol then started to list pupil
activities on the back of each of the skill ~lips which
had been amended during the discussion about skills and
resources.

While Carol moved through her suggested activities,
Julie freely added suggestions about resources and
supplementary activities. The atmosphere was relaxed and
light quips were passed between the teachers at the
table and Beryl who continued to work at the desk on the
other side of the room. Maria returned and proceeded to
work with Carol through the details of the Italian to be
integrated into the theme unit which had just been
outlined.

The planning process wen t for well ove r an hour.
It concluded with a brief discussion about how the
second uni t would be easier to plan as it used the same
language structures as Ice-cream Man. In conclusion,
Carol noted how the forward thinking was essential when
the uni ts were so short. Carol sighed,

-Just how many uni ts are there to Christmas?"
Notes from a planning session (10.6.1982)
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Throughout the planning session there was easy

reciprocity of ideas and perspectives on how the units could

be approached and taugh t. The cur r i cu i um componen ts

identified in the discussion were not in the cycle of the

traditional objectives-driven model of curriculum design

(selecting~ attitudes/skills, content, methods•• illustrated

above). Rather the reality was represented by a highly

interactive process. Planning elements were not covered in a

linear sequencer rather they were as a series of

overlapping loops. Evaluation was an implicit step in the

discussion. Carol constantly made inferences about how

successful a particular activity or resource had been in a

previous unit, moved to resources and then back to skills

tha t seemed to fit.

The translation of a thematic unit from the document

into a set of experienced classroom activities was the kernel

of the design process. For each teacher, the implementation

of the planned or programmed activities was the acid test of

how successful she or he had been in the diagnostic

eval ua tion of the children's prior skill development.

In an attempt to capture this process, the following

composi te account is drawn from the experience of a number

of teachers who shared thei r planning and classroom

experience with the documentor during October, 1982:
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Red and gold splashes of paint filled the space
paintings hanging from the display wires across the
centre of the room. Most of the wall space was covered
with a profusion of displays about space travel,
posters of the solar system, man on the moon and other
wonderful intergalacti c possibili ties.

Mary's desk was a tangle of books, pen boxes and
papers, held securely in place by a large paddle-Pop
stick model of the Eagle moon landing craft. In the
other back corner was a small well-stocked reading area
with a tatty red carpet and two weIr-used bean bags.

It was about 11.30 A.M. when the children moved into the
room and resumed their seats. After a quick reminder,
most of the pupils had their maths work-sheets out and
had commenced thei r activiti~so Mary moved toward the
left-hand table cluster and focused the attention of two
boys on their sheets. Two rather crumpled sheets had
been reluctantly salvaged from under a paper-crammed
desk. Three children moved towards a range of measuring
equipment on a side table and began work using an
understood procedure.

When questioned about the paintings, the two girls with
whom. I had sat took great delight in relating the story
that the class had written together about a moonshot.
The expedition had become lost with three astronauts
aboard. The account was terminated when the teacher
passed by, • O.K.gi rls, but how about some mathe. n

After about five minutes into the lesson, Mary indicated
that those with problems should come to the front. A
small group of children quickly gathered and three
example questions were completed before she moved to
the back left-hand side of the room. The group there had
become somewhat restless. Moving back to the front, she
discussed the work with another group of children.
Attention was given to individuals and groups when their
noise level or restlessness indicated a need for help.

The group was called together after fiftuen minutes and
a blackboard explanation was given about the concept of
'equivalence'. Pupils were asked to come to the board
and fill in sectors and explain their work. The three
pupils working on the measuring activity continued with
half a glance to the work the teacher was doing with the
balance of the class.

When I planned this unit I started off with the
skills. I went back and cheeked the skills we'd
developed in the last uni t, . and the ones that
weren't successf ully learnt I've repea ted. In
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addition to the ones I'm carrying on, I've got to
think about the new skills that are particularly
appropr iate for this unit•••

Then there's the con tent. That's the biggest change
with this new system. Even now I still wan t to do
my content first. I've got to make myself go
back.

Mary

A week or so earlier, the documentor had the opportunity,

while visiting the class, to inspect Mary's program. The

objectives page of the unit listed the following sequence' of

headings and points;

* Knowledge and understandings - 6 items,
* Skills, Reading - 4 skills

Talking - 5 skills
Measuring - 2 skills
Writing - 2 skills
Mapping - 1 skill
Organising - 1 skill
Graphing - 1 skill
Illustrating - 4 skills
Listening -3 skills
Manipulating -1 skill
Researching

* Appreciating.

There was no specific mention in the program as to which

were the new skills and which skills were being reinforced

from the previous unit.

My objectives are what I want the children to have by
the end of the unit. Even if it's only some specific
content, if some of them only come out knowing that the
sun is bigger than the earth and some extension to their
vocab., I'll know that they've learnt something.

I usually list the maths separately; however in this
particular unit on "space", I was able to integrate the
maths skills into the uni~
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Reaching behind the desk Mary pulled out the red resource

box f or the uni t.

We've had a couple of grade meetings about the unit
scheduled for this term, but we didn't really get into
the nitty-gritty. Mostly we organised not to do the same
thematic unit together, so there would not be any
pressure on the resource boxes like last term.

Once I'd identified the skills, I had a good look
through the stuff in the box to see what was there.
The story for the reading was there, along with some
really interesting booklets on the solar system from
which I designed the measuring activity.

One of the hints Julie suggested to me was to use the
language ideasfrom the M~ Gravatt while using other
readers that fitted with the theme. I've tried to keep
this up. I tend to enjoy those units that have plenty of
my activities in them.

At the moment we're concentrating on the value of
'perseverence'. Narelle comes in once a week for an
hour and works on attitude activities that we've decided
in advance. Sometimes we work together and at other
times I've done some curriculum planning or consulted
with JUlie or Beryl•••
I usually write down the attitudes that she's done, as a
reminder. Often I don't get to do it until a bit later,
but it's done. But really, every lesson has attitudes
coming th~ough.

Mary

The documentor cross-checked this description of Mary's

planning and recording of attitudes in her program folder.

The attitude activities were in the form of two worksheets

and a page of activities. This material was sequenced after

the main listing of the activities in the program.

The activity section of the program had a list of twenty

four sequenced activities, some of which had been ticked.

There were several short annotations beside a craft activity,

in addition to some notes about vocabulary building beside
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two of the language skill activities. Most of the activities

commenced with an active verb;"Read·, "c om par e ", IIplan",

·publish", "constir uce " and "measur e" were examples from the

first few activities that were listed.

When questioned about where she listed her teaching

strategies, Mary responded;

My activity sequence includes all my strategies. I
don't think anyone else would be able to pick it up
and teach it, but that's not important. When I plan
an activity, I know how I'm going to teach it, so
there's often some resource notes with it.

It was the Friday of the following week. The

activity for the pre-lunch session had been explained by

Mary, just prior to the little-lunch (recess) break. A

set of model planets were testing the strength of the

display cord, which had been strung across the back of

the room. Several blank charts were spread on the desks

around the room. Metre rulers, pens and set squares were

in piles ready for the lesson. Mary exclaimed to a pupil

who was unable to find her text,

"Don't come to me with a load of old garbage like
tha t f or an excuse III

Mary did not accept any behaviour that was less than

the best that the children could give. She was firm, but

responded warmly to their individual needs and

reasonable requests. The lesson this morning involved a

wide range of measuring, mapping, drawing, graphing and

researching skills.
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Later, when checking back to the skills listed in

Mary's program, the documentor noticed that there was a

strong correlation between the intent of the skill objectives

and the activities that stretched through to lunchtime. Some

of the children had to be prised from the room after Mary had

completed her weekly tidy-up before the afternoon sport

activities.

Eight or nine visits were made to the classroom during

the three-and-a-half weeks of the unit. The richness of the

wall and room displays seemed to almost block the passage

around the room of anyone over 140 cm. During class

discussion, turn-taking was usually well regulated by the

children themselves. During group and individually orientated

activities, the class had a busy, but not distracting noise

level. Social relations were relaxedi however pupils that

pressed beyond the limits became the subject of Mary's

conci se rebuke:

·You haven't done a thing all lesson! How do
you expect me to know when you're having
troubleif you don't let me know you've got a
problem."

The question of pupil assessment was raised with Mary

during an interview some weeks after the unit had been

completed.

I had the skills for the unit listed on an
assessment sheet for the whole class. As we went
through the unit I would tick those skills that I
felt they had achieved. If I thought they needed
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improving , I would just wri te 'not very well done'
or 'needs more help' - just little notes to myself,
more than anything.

At the end of the uni t I did a brief summary of the
uni t overall, you know, a few suggestions f.or
activities I didn't have time for. Also some ideas
that occurred to me during the unit. Each of the
individual pupil profiles went into their 'Me
Files'. I guess I'll have to sort the files out a
little before the end of the year. When it goes to
their next teacher, there will be a great range of
things in it.

The new teacher will be able to have a look and
say,

'Well, that's the kind of written expression I can
expect from Sasha, and that's the level of math
that has been reached'.

Exploring the area further, she was asked if the

children have access to their ~ ~~.

Oh yes. They take stuff in and out.I some times
hear them say,

-Oh, Idon't want to leave that for nextyear.- or,

-I don't want my teacher next year to see that 1-

Before the parent interviews, I went through
their folders and made a few notes on each child.
If the parents wanted something written down I was
able to give them those notes. It usually included
those little feelings you get about their work,
areaswherethey were developing, and those skills
that needed more attention. Some parents that
didn't make it to the interview asked me for some
comments.

The word must have gotten around to the parents.

I felt by doing it that way, I made it personal
and simple for them to understand. If some of the
parents get a form with all the jargon and ticks
they start say ing,

liMine's better than so-in-so, or that subject's
not as good as that one."
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That's the impression that I donlt want them to
have. The overall picture is what I want them to
get.

The final question posed to Mary was related to the

feed-back that was given to the children.

Well, I dig up little awards now and then. They
get a kick out of presen ting some of thei r work to
the assembly. But really, I'm encouraging them
throughout the day, whenever I can.

Spmmary

To what extent is the above account representative of the

teacher's approach to the design and implementation of the

Draft curriculum?

From the 1982 interview data about teacher planning, it

would be impossible to portray the diversity of practice

within a single typical account. However, in terms of the

planning phase of the design, most teachers had become qUite

skilful in uni t planning by the end of the year. Over one

half of the teachers reflected that their unit planning in

term III (1982) was more time efficient than it had been

bef ore the in troduction of the new curriculum.

Unit planning sessions with Julie were frequently cited

as a very important support when they were having trouble

getting started with the Draft curriculum document.These

initial planning sessions were remembered over eighteen

months later in the 1983 interviews as one of the most

meaningful staff support they had experienced in the schoole
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The pupil evaluation and parent reporting procedures that

Mary was using at the end of 1982 reflected what most

teachers would be doing in lj~~. Ber evaluation procedures

reflected a future policy direction. Almost all the teachers

at the end of the first year of the new curriculum were still

struggling to establish a manageable yet comprehensive

evaluation program. An extensive discussion of the teachers'·

evaluation concerns and the formulation of a school

evaluation policy will be undertaken in chapter VIII/2.

Personalised staff development was the key to the

successful implementation of the Draft integrated curriculum.

All of the teachers found the re-skilling a difficult and at

times threatening process. The threat to a few teachers

remained causing frustration and in some cases bitterness.

The school-based support networks provided each teacher with

access to: individual planning con f e r en cea r grade group

support; system of resource boxes on each theme; after

school workshops; and the individual help of Roy; Beryl. or

their grade co-ordinator.

Having the same teachers lead the interlocking curriculum

and staff development programs encouraged teachers to seek

assistance from colleagues they could trust. The key ideas

for the innovation carne from a small section of the staff.

Identification and commitment to the new programming approach

(as it was generally perceived by teachers) developed quickly

through 1982. While there were still some teachers who felt

unhappy about the changes, many of the initial fears had been
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resolved or worked out during the first two terms of 1982,

through discussion and consul tation.

At the school level, the joint development and

implementation of a curriculum change had an immediate

credibili ty as both initiators and implementors are part of

the same network--a network that was based on close

professional and interpersonal attachments. The strength of

this close interpersonal network was the key to the positive

attitude changes that a number of the skeptical teachers

experienced during the first year of the Draft curriculum.

(April 1982 to February 1983)

The revision of the Draft curriculum document and the

formulation of the school's Language Policy were ini tially

considered to be distinct activities. Parallel grading

~heterogeneous grouping) of the grades was a direct

organisational consequence of providing; (a) the children

with a choice of learning a community language, and (b) the

implementation of a philosophY of parallel class

organisation which was advocated by the c u r r i.cuLu m .

initiators on the executive. The integration of the two

proposals was considered somewhat apprehensively by a few

teachers.
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j!latform

Prior to 1979, there had been an extensive system of

graded mathematics groups in each grade. Classes in 1982 were

streamed primarily on English language criteria. The movement

away from streamed class organisation was clearly related to

Roy's inf1uence in the school.

-I could give you a couple of thousand reasons why
parallel classes are better!"

Roy (Staff Meeting, 3.12.1982)

-It's been my experience, that children developa
better attitude to each other in parallel classes.-

Vonne (Staff Meeting, 3.12.1982)

Beryl took up her appointment at the beginning of term II

(May, 1982). She quickly developed her professional rapport

with the kindergarten, first and second grade teachers. While

Beryl's grade responsibility was primarily with the infants

teachers, she perceived her curriculum responsibili ty to be

s-ee-s.

"I think it's better to support what has already been
started and helping where I can, than to start more
initiatives .A

Bery1 (3.11.82)

The review of the Draft document itself was not a

controversial matter for the teachers. All the staff were

involved through the individual programming sessions, grade

meetings and informal discussion • Julie and Beryl undertook

the primary responsibility of the coordination of the review;

both teachers were free from regular class responsibility.
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Staff had undertaken to suppor t Julie in 1982 as a resource

teacher in the same manner as Vonne had been released in

1980/81. Roy and other members of the executive provided a

dialogue of support and feed-back at each step of the review.

Bev provided many of the the key philosophical Positions

in the draft language statement. The Draft Language Policy

(appendix N) was reviewed--after the revised Integrated

Curriculum had been finalise~

Deliberation

The revision of the Draft and its implementation became

an umbrella activity for two more con troversial curriculum

issues: (a) sc ho o I Language policy; and (b) parallel

organisation of classes in each grade. These two issues were

central to the deliberation process but not widely discussed

until the very end of the year. These issues raised a number

of value positions which had to be justified to enable some

form of staff consensus on the 1983 implementation plan for

the revised Integrated Curriculum.

Issues that were considered during the revision process

included:

(i)

(ii>

(i i i)

(Lv)

Whether there should be a theoretical framework for
the curriculum

The usefulness of specific curriculum objectives

The adequacy of the skill sequences and the
thematic uni ts

The format for a pupil evaluation process.
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The concern for some form of .f..r.am.e}{J:).n, theory or model

for the school's curriculum became evident to Julie and Beryl

through the demands of the teacher consultation (discussed in

the previous section of the chapter). Explaining the concept

to outsiders, as well as the need to enhance the

documentation of the revised curriculum, created a climate

for -theory development-.

We were concerned to have something at the front to
show the basis upon which it all hangs together. Things
need to be theoretically based. We used the inea from
the language arts curriculum--but it applies to
everything.

We believe that theory contributes to the classroom•••
Rather than definite 'hows' and 'whats', we felt a

series of philosophical views or thoughts to consider
when formulating your personal position was more
useful.

Julie (12.8.1982)

Beryl and JUlie worked through a number of drafts

(figures 8 and 9 below) before deciding on the .G.lJ..i..O.iD,g

.I.D.diYj~ J)~'p~.nt l1Q.de.l (Figure 10) which became part of

the final document.

The basic rationale of the curriculum model had been

fai rly clearly establi shed f rom the impli ci t belief s of the

development team. During the course of the first term these

views were effectively transformed into teacher programs

through the grade planning sessions and the consultation

sessions wi th JUlie.
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Roy summarised the rationale quite clearly in early May

in a discussion with Ian Welch from the Curriculum

Development Centre:

We were under pressure, like everyone, because
teachers were saying that we can't get everything done.
We have an hour for science, for social science, and so
on. How can we possibly run all of these activi ties
within the school day.

The answer was obviously j~..a.t:...i.o:D and by that we
didn't mean ~.P.I.I.e~.tj.Q.D...

To integrate successfully, you must pay due regard to
the skills and the stages of development of the kids. We
decided, after much agonising, that we would base any
work we did upon skills.

Skills to us are defined as; 'a physical, intellectual
or emotional process'.

Most important of all are the attitudes. Without the
proper attitudinal development in the kids, the
teachers and the parents, the rest becomes impossible to
implement.

Roy (6.5. 1982 )

There was scant attention to ~~~ ~bj~~.e~ in the

curriculum documents. Between the statements about the

designers' view of the nature of curriculum and the detailed

skill and sub-skill statements, there is little detail about

general aims in the Integrated Curriculum (1983). I~ the

Draft document a number of 'basic premises' were listed

(discussed in Phase I, chapter VI). These ideas reappear as

five sentences in the Integrated Curriculum (1983) document
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(appendix T) under the heading; "What are the overall aims

and objectives of this approach to learning~

The statements are guidelines for planning instruction,

rather than overall objectives for pupil learning. On a

number of occasions members of the development team expressed

personal views about the value of general objectives.

I personally rejected a listing of aims because it
seemed a meaningless exercise. Most curricula people
might browse through them once and they'll never really
consider them again.

Julie (12.8.1982)

Objectives are often only trite cliches--terms used
without meaning, often for outside people.

I'm a non-objective type person. We have success and
then go back and justify why it happened. Teachers want
things they can get their hands on, something of value
to them in the classroom. Then they can pause and ask:
"Why did that work, and why did we do it?'

From my observation there's little [esemblance between
the ideals in the massive aims documents from the centre
and what's going on in classrooms and the playground.

. Roy (12.8.1982)

Roy and JUlie's implicit position about the usefulness of

general aims appears. to have been carried through into the

final document. While there was one-third of page devoted to

.. over all ai ms and obj ectives'; the normally expected words

were not there. However, there was ample information if

readers were interested in the specific skill of

"manipulating" and its various sub-skills. The Integrated

Curriculum document provided ample documentation to inform an

inquirer about what could be expected of a teacher in the

programming of the various skill and atti tude areas.
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(iii) .5.Jti.ll .5.esw.eM.e

Julie and Beryl worked on the revision of the ~.P..e..c.i.f~

R.Jti.ll~MU and the ..t..be.ma...t..iJf R.e~~.e from the Draft from

the beginning of July. Regular consultations were held with

Roy and the other interested members of the executive. An

agenda of skills to be reviewed at a ser.ies of staff meetings

was established by JUlie. Despite the magnitude of the task,

the revision of each skill cluster was discussed and ratified

by the staff. Figure 11 above from the Integrated Curriculum

(appendix T) clearly illustrates the clustering of the~

mobving, music and mathematics skills. The attitude were

clustered under nine themes and were fully detailed in the

document.

The south-westerly seemed unusually biting that morning
as I scurried past the Library and into the warm
protection of the bUilding and staffroom. It wasn't
qui te 8.10 a.m., but already a dozen or. so t.eachers were
si tting around the tables having thei r first' caffeine
shot' for the day or chatting about the staff 'footy
comp. '

A few lively cross-jibes were traded between the
'corner group' by the heater and a female member of
staff who happened to be wearing some mUlti-coloured leg
warmers.

Eleven items were crammed on the agenda board. All the
chairs were taken by 8~15 as Roy made his characteristic
opening, "LetBs make a start.~

Roy opened the meeting with a brief report on the
progress of the discipline policy. Barb followed with
an outline of the activi ties planned for Book Week.
Julie moved toward the overhead projector and started
her review with a few general comments:
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Many of the changes and additions I'd like to
presen t thi s morning come from commen ts I've
gleaned from your ideas in the planning sessions. I
have appreciated your comments, particularly after
we looked at the thematic sequence last week.

About twelve teachers had their copies of the Draft
curriculum document open in front them as Julie put up
the first overhead showing the skills of 'controlling'
and 'testing;. There were no comments after Julie had
finished her e:planation, so she went on to 'inferring'
and 'estimating'.

Her explanation of the changes and how they related to
the Investigating Science document were crisp and
authoritative. Julie paused and one question of
clarification was aske~ There being no further comment
orquestionstheoverheadslide for 'organising' was
proj ected. Julie began:

We considered putting this skill in with other
ca tegories, however, in the end we deci ded to
include it to highlight the area.

Roy responded, wI feel it should be left in w•

Nods greeted Julie's glances around the room.

A few staff members had turned their attention to
their own papers or gazed absently out of the window.

, Hypothesi sing' , "gener ali sillg' and lor gani sing'
followed with.a few comments and a question about the
difficul ty of hypothesising for primary aged children.
Julie looked somewhat exasperated as she placed the last
overhead slide on the projector. She had been on her
feet for about seventeen minutes.

Next week I'd like you to consider 'talking',
'inferring', 'estimating'and 'investigating'.
Thanks for your patience; however, I feel its
important that we review these skills as a staff.

;;Rhycev the Lebanese Appeal.· Roy shifted on his
high stool to redirect attention toward the centre
of the room.

The 9.00 hooter had already sounded as Arthur announced
several changes to the morning's scripture roster--item
16 on the planned agenda of eleven points.

From field notes of a staff meetin~ in late July 1982.
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The fulltime release of Julie from class enabled the

Draft to be completely revised before she commenced maternity

leave at the end of term II (August, 1982). At the final

staff meeting of the term, Julie described the yj,~}/ ,S).f

~~~ that the development team recommended the school

adopt. The curriculum models (figures 10 and 11) were

presented for staff ratification and were accepted without

cri ti ci sm or deba te.

Roy congratulated Julie for her significant contribution

to the school. Everone warmly seconded his comments with

smiles and acclamation. Roy wished her well during her-leave

and pondered how he would survive without her!

(Iv) jiy~.D

In contrast to the agreement about what skills and

attitudes were to be included in the revised document, the

debate about an effective .P.JJ.P.i.l ~Y~J.t..a.tll.D ~..oli~.Y was

protracted and fraught with problems. During Phase I, the

primary evaluation concern of the development team was to

assist teachers in correctly diagnosing the skill needs of

the children before planning thei r thematic units.

Short, two-week ~.Y~~.i..o.D .l.l.D.i..tR were designed and

completed at the beginning of term I. The units had about

eight major skills for the teachers to assess. Teachers were

successful in achieving a diagnostic evaluation of the

children in each class before major planning of thematic

units began.
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The expectations about ongoing pupil evaluation were

raised by Mick at the end of the orientation day in term I

(1982) ;

-Bow can we practically provide for individual
differences and know that we are doing it adequately?-

At that point in time it was left open to the grade groups to

decide their own expectations. For most teachers at that

stage of the year the summative evaluation question did not

appear relevant. During the first term, a wide range of

individual pupil assessment procedures were used.

Ian Welch, a visitor from the Curriculum Development

Centre (CDC) in Canberra posed the question about, evaluation

to a number of the executive during his visit in May 1982:

O.K. Bow do you assess the kids? Is there some sort of
checklist of things in each theme that they should be
able to demonstrate they can do?

Roy responded:

Not associated with a theme, because a theme doesn't
have set- activities. The skills determine what
activities will be done within the theme, so the
evaluation is done in terms of identified skills that
all the children need.

The skills may be differ en t for each class, even
though they will do the same theme.

Welch continued his inquiry:

How do you know what skills the kids have gathered in
that period?

Roy responded:

We've tried to make most of the skills in terms of
some behaviour so that at the end of each activity the
teacher could say that the children have successfully
done these activities, exhibited this behaviour and have
those skills or facts.
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For the time-pressed classroom teacher the idea seemed

fine, but it did not provide a clear guideline for a

systematic pupil evaluation scheme. Soon after her arrival in

the school, Beryl identified evaluation to be an area

weakness in the implementation of the Draft. During a

discussion wi th her in early November, the documentor

commented about the teachers' evaluation practices

(following a number of the teacher· interviews).

From my perception, the planning areas were generally
going well but the evaluation area was tottering. There
were some valiant efforts, but many teachers weren't
following the skills through.

Beryl responded to my observation:

That was the worrying area when I first came and
started to look at things. I believe the original
intention was for teachers to write-up a diary type,
run-down of each child. That seemed very time consuming
from my experience.

Evaluation is something I think many people feel
uncomfortable with because they're not sure why they're
doing it. A lot of people say, 'O.K. I've finished this
uni t, let's start some thing el se', without seeing the
need to use any evaluation measures. In many cases it
was just overlooked.

I spoke initially to Julie about a format which might
make it easier for teachers to focus on individual
children. Originally the three junior grade co
ordina tors tal ked about the proposal bef ore it wen t to
the staff meeting. At that meeting two grades agreed to
give it a trial. Unfortunately, there was almost a
complete block from one co-ordinator.

A trial evaluation sheet was prepared for each child
in each class. I know two of the grades have talked
about it for their neKt unito The next theme on my grade
is Water, which will allow us to focus on the skill of
'conservation' •
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We had to start somewhere, and if you can come up with
something, that gives you a basis for looking at other
alternatives. Some teachers are putting so much detail
into their programs, I wonder whether the program itself
couldn't become more of a working document.

Interview (3.11.1982)

The details of a school-wide pupil evaluation pOlicy were

not resolved by the end of 1982. The Related Arts project;

the preparation of the 1983 DSP submission; the completion of

the school discipline policy; and the executive's

deliberation over the class organisation proposal for 1983

took priority.

Staff concerns, surveyed by the TSD Committee's 'Needs

Survey for 1983', (appendix L) clearly identified the concern

for; •••• the development of a meaningful and easily achieved

method of evaluating all areas of the curriculum.-

Over seventy percent of the teachers who completed the survey

(ninety-five percent response rate) indicated that the

evaluation area needed improvement in 1983. The TSD

Committee acted on this data and prepared a recommendation

for consideration by the executive and the staff. A fUll

discussion of the December 1982 TSD Survey will be addressed

in Phase III (Chapter VIIII 2).

Bev acted as the coordinator of the communi ty language

program. Initially, the program allowed teachers to have a

short "invitational language lesson" in Macedonian or Italian

on a r e qu l.a r weekly basis. Whenever it was possible, JUlie
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attempted to have Lina or Maria (the community language

teachers) present for part of the unit planning sessions

during term II. Regular language lessons were established

wi th about half the classes in the school.

On every possible occasion, Bev sought the opinions and

feelings about the progress of the program from the teachers,

children and parents. The first attempt to discuss the issue

of having community languages in the scnool with the P & C

was not totally successful. One meeting late in 1981

degenerated into an intra-national ·shooting match" with much

shouting, foot stomping and fist-waving between two of the

Yugoslav ethnic groups.

From that early experience, Bev planned the explanation

of the current community language program with some care. The

August 1982 P & C meeting was considered to be very

successful from the reports which were gathered from the

parents after the meeting. Beryl and Roy planned for three

teachers to have invi ta tional language classes in progress

f or the paren ts to visi t af ter Bev's expt ana tion. Many

positive comments were made and a number of parents who had

children in a class where the teacher had not opted to have

the invitational classes, requested if their child could

have the same experience.

It's a good school, so I like to come a r oun d, It's
just fine that my son is learning a little Macedonian
language, the more languages he can learn the better.

A parent of Italian descent.
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I'm just waiting for the letter with the time and the
da te f or me to come and hel p. I'm at home and so wan t to
be active and working.

The most antagonistic parent
at the 1981 P & C meeting.

My daughter seems so much happier this year. She
enjoys school and Miss Lina coming to her class.
Especially when she can speak some of her own
language.

Parent of Macedonian descent.

(From notes taken during the coffee break,
a taP s C Meeting, 12.8.1982)

The Draft Language Statement (appendix N) was tabled for

discussion at the staff meeting on 29th October,1982. The

document was structured around four key questions:

* Why learn another language?
* Why bilingual education ?
* Why begin early?
* Which languages?

The aims and proposed organisation of the community language

program were clearly outlined and its relationship to the

Integrated Curriculum defined. Discussion about the issue had

taken place in meetings of the executive from as early as

late August. It was suggested by a reliable source that no

effective school-wide debate about the full implications of

the policy was undertaken.

Before the tabling of the Draft policy, ROy had already

formulated a tentative class organisation for 1983. The

proposal would allow for the establishment of at least two

community language classes in each grade. To provide the

children and their parents with a choice of Italian,
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Macedonian or no community language, required the

restructuring of the grades into essentially ~~~~~~~l

~~R~

The proposed change was favoured by Roy. Several key

members of the executive also had a strong ideological

commitment to parallel class organisation. It was proposed to

leave the ESL classes, OA (special education class) and the.

intensive language class outside of the organisa tional

change.

Funding of the community language classes--Languages

other than English (LOTE), was expanded by the State

Department as a political priority in 1982. Lina's permanent

appointment as the Macedonian LOTE teacher had been confirmed

and it was anticipated that an Italian LOTE teacher would be

appointed in the new school year.

Representations about the organisational pattern were

made to the Regional Director in early December. Invitations

were also extended for the Sydney-based Language Consultants

to visit the school 0 Roy believed that the best

advertisement for the school was for people to come and see

for themselves the progress in the classrooms. He argued that

the real action was in the classrooms, not in the documents

and submissions. Documents provided the guidelines for

action; submissions provided a second best accountability and

were the means to continue the support of classroom

ini tiatives.
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When the Draft Language Statement and the proposed

organisation for 1983 were presented in early November there

was no open dissent. The debate during the staff meeting was

balanced, with concerns and advantages being argued by a wide

cross-section of the staff. Agreement was reached to survey

the parents to ascertain their views. Notes in four languages

were sent to every family in mid-November.

Grade coordinators arranged for the collation of the

student/parent preferences. Most of the data was ready for

. discussion by the firt week of December. The key components

were discussed at the executive meeting and presented by Roy

to the staff meeting on 3rd December. Class distribution

included an ESL class of approximately twenty in grades K-to

3. Both community languages would be available in all grades.

Roy continued his outline by referring back to the parent

survey:

Approximately eighty percent of the parents responded
positively and want their child to be involved. We want
to ensure that there is a 50/50 ratio between native
and non-na tive speakers in each class to avoid the
'ghetto' situation that we've discussed before.

In each class we'll a ttempt to have a balance of
attitudes, personality and language models.

I think we all appreciate some of the undesirable
social attitudes that have sometimes developed in our
top classes.

I could give a 'couple of thousand' reasons why
parallel classes are preferrable to streaming.

Roy (3.11.82)

Roy requested that the 1983 class preference sheet be

circulated and returned within a few days.
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Looking for closure on the matter, Roy called upon Rhyce to

report on the results of the TSD Needs Survey.

Rhyce reported the results of the Survey which included:

* the need for discussion about pupil evaluation

* assistance in the teaching of mathematicss skills and
concepts

* physical education

* inquiry teaching.

The first two of these issues were actually acted upon,

the total press of activities in the school was exhausting;

from all perspectives. Roy thanked the committee for thei r

report. As was the custom, he asked f or any commen ts.There

was a momentary lull before the reaction.surfaced.

"I doni t agree that we can do the best for our kids in
parallel classes 1

The kids work out who are the bright ones whether you
have them in different classes or not."

Teacher A

"Sure, ki ds need to know where they are, but they al so
need to know where they can get help wihout being put
down~ I believe that parallel classes make the best
sense. II -

Teacher B.

"I believe there's a need for the children to develop
patience. I'm for parallel class organisation because
they can develop that attitude through helping one
another. II

Teacher C
Teacher B stands:

"It's really the attitude development that comes
through for me. In my experience, the children
do learn to appreciate differences in capacity in a
positive and not a derogatory way. ~
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"I agree with A. With the language differences being so
wideit's almost impossible to cater for the full range
of needs."

Teacher D

"I sort of support A because of parent expectations. All
parents like to have their kids extended. How often do
you teach much beyond the middle range?"

Teacher E

" Even if you get a streamed class, you still teach the
middle, so you're still disadvantaging some childreno

From my experience it can be done so that it does
benefit all the children. You only need to look at the
experience of small schools. 1I

Teacher B

"Is it an academic or is it a personality question for
the children ?"

Teacher E

"I don't -agree tha tit's one or the other; it's a
personal view that you as a teacher hold about providing
kids wi th an opportunity.·

Teacher F

Roy rubbed his face and with a look of exasperation exclaimedl

"Let's talk about it during the week I"

During the entire interchange, which included a number of

other comments and posi tions, no teachers from K, 1 or 2 made

an o~al contribution to the debate. After the meeting Roy

talked briefly with both A and F in an amicable and friendly

manner.

Design

One and half years elapsed between the initial discussion

for change and the implementation of the Integrated

Curriculum in 1983. The needs were identified, the Draft

prepared and trialled, the revision complemented and
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supported by a restructured school organisation. Given the

usually slow pace of curriculum change the staff of Warrawong

Primary School had accomplished a significant achievement.

The evolution of the curriculum and its ideals from the

initial development team, refined through the staff

development process, to the revision had progressively

involved all members of the teaching staff, some parents and

the support of Regional Officers of the Department of

Education.

Discussion within the executive and meetings at the grade

and staff level contributed to the revision and ratification

of each section of the Integrated Curriculum document. While

the time available for each section of the revision became

somewhat compressed toward the end of term II (1982):

adequate notice was given by JUlie for both informal and

formal discussion before each section of the revised

Integrated Curriculum was finally ratified by the staff.

Beryl and Julie worked solidly on the redrafting from

August and into term III. Much of the rescripting was

completed by Julie during that term while she was on leave.

Except for the introductory sections of the document, the

entire document was written in script (appendix T). The

revision team believed that this style of presentation gave

the document a better Rteacher credibilityR.
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The most significant changes between the Draft (1982:

appendix S) and the Integrated Curriculum (A guide

to•••Environmental-Based Integrated Learning: 1983; appendix

T) were:

1. An introduction to school-based curriculum development

2. A listing of the professional development activi ties

associated with the curriculum

3. An account of the school's history and philosophy

toward school-based curriculum development

4.A thirteen page guide on 'How to Use the Integrated

Curriculum Document.' Particular sections included;

* components of the 'GEBIL',
* the thematic sequence,
* attitudes,
* skills,
* planning a uni t,
* classroom implementation,
* evaluation.

5. A conceptualisation of the curriculum (figures 8,9

and 10)

6. A relationship model of the curriculum's attitude and

skill components (figure 11)

7. A curriculum design model (appendix T)

8. Grouping of the attitude objectives into ten attitude

clusters (figure 11)

9.A resource guide to Personal Development materials in

the school relating to the attitude clusters(appendix T)
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lO.Revision of the skill statements in the Draft,

including a model of the lauguage development process

(appendix T)

11. Addition of a number of skills not included in the

original document, includuing a section on health

12. The addition of a second sample unit at the back of the

skills lists (appendix· T).

The document was printed during the Christmas vacation

and distributed to each teacher at the first Friday staff

meeting in term I 1983. It had the advantage of being in a

loose-leaf format which would allow for subsequent

amendments. New teachers however, would find some difficulty

finding their way through the document as it lacked a page

index or section identif ication tabs.

Following the curriculum developments in 1983, and the

changes in the writing area of the language area of the

curriculum in the first part of 1984, a new edition will be

needed in early 19851

Vicki was never short for a few apt words. At the

launching, she was heard to whisper:

nI think it looks absolutely terrificl-

The selection of classes and grades for 1983 was

completed prior to the 1982 Christmas break. Those teachers

who wished to have a community language class were

accommodated. While Lina was there from the previous year,
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the Department dragged its heels on the appointment of the

Italian teacher until the beginning of term II 1983.

Unit programming skills developed from the experience of

1982 provided a more substantial basis for skill planning,

especially in the junior grades. Team planning of units was a

interesting feature of the kindergarden teachers

organisation. Other grades planned their work to a lesser

extent as a grade group. Grade co-ordinators in the primary

area had a more difficult task of providing support to their

team because of their teaching respon sib ili ties. Those

teachers in K-to-2 grades had the general and specific

support of Beryl with their. various planning concerns.

While the majority of teachers followed the spirit of the

thematic sequence and the development of the skills from the

document, from interviews and observation, three or four

teachers initially went their own way with little detailed

reference to the provisions of the curriculum. Themes were

covered, but the units often lacked the content integration

through the skills and related learning experiences. An

assessment of the pupils progress varied from •••• some

mathematics marks and notes in my head·, to detailed

personal records of ~~~~ ~~~ progress in the new and

recurrent skill areas as well as attitude notes.

The advantages of the having parallel classes was

expressed by an increasing number of teachers. Less than five
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of teachers, however felt the provision of a challenging

range of pupil activities for the wider range of ability

levels in each class too was taxing; a few considered it a

challenge.

Spmmar;r

The revision of the Draft curriculum during 1982 was an

interactive process that involved all the teaching staff

through their participation in the implementation of the

Draft. While Julie and Beryl had responsibility for the

process, informal consultation through grade meetings and

planning sessions identified many of the weaknesses in the

original document. The formal ratification of changes through

the staff meeting process was a necessary but tiresome

process, particularly for Julie who carried that

responsibili ty.

The formulation of the Language policy and the proposal

to parallel grading became complementary positions in the

planned implementation process. Debate on both issues was

somewhat limited until the executive's plans for 1983 class

organisation were well in hand. While there were few

substantial teacher concerns and significant parent support

for the language program, there was significant division of

opinion about the educational merits of parallel classes.

It was suggested by some teachers that the community

language program had been used by the executive to mask the
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introduction of parallel classes. There was some truth in

that position;, however the sharp though belated debate was

unable to change the executive's proposed class organisation

plan for 1983.

The Integrated Curriculum (1983) that emerged from the

revision was a sophisticated document that addressed most of

the problems that had been encountered during the 1982 trial

of the Draft. Evaluation concerns still remained, and changes

in the writing area projected for 1983/84.

4. Jiater, SQundau PlYing J:hildren
ADd~bL~ Magic Trips~

Related.AU1S Project ~.

(August 1982 to December 1982)

The proposal for the related arts project created the

greatest initial tension and grumbling of all the initiatives

announced in 1982. While the early plans were ambitious, the

staff deliberation process modified the final design to an

acceptable proposition. The CUlmination activity, which

reinforced the skills sequences, was a great success for the

children, teachers and for those parents who participated.

Platform

Rhyce and Vonne were both highly committed to the place

of music and the related arts components in the curriculum.
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As talented musicians, they had both made a significant

contribution over a number of years to the school choir,

assembly work and grade-based musical activities. The initial

suggestion f or a proj ect of linking the mul ti-arts and

multicultural areas through" an activity was aade by them in

April, 1982. A number of options were discussed by the

executive during the middle part of term II. The proposal

envisaged a substantial project to develop the visual arts

and music skills of all staff.

Deliberation

At the last staff meeting in July, Roy posed something of

a rhetorical question about the benefits of having two

resource teachers. There had been general agreement in the

school about this practice for a number of years. No

obj ections were raised and Roy proceeded to discuss aspects

of the Integrated Curriculum:

In the past we've tended to cover the related arts
area of the document in the usual way with other skills.
My view is that we need more staff development in the
related arts area and its relationship to our document.

I suggest that we release Rhyce for the third term.

Roy (30.7.1982)

Roy immediately gave the nod to Rhyce who was on his feet and

into an enthusiastic explanation of the possibilities of a

nK-to-6 performing arts e xpe r i en ce ", without a thought

gathering pause:
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As the co-ordinator of the project, I feel it could
involve music, moving, craft, drama and art. We can
develop a sequenced program leading to an end-of-term
pe rf 0 rmance ,

I see my responsibilities as:

* planning integrated arts with each grade;
* assisting teachers with music programs;
* school-based inservice;
* helping with singing,~.9 .w.e.l.l ~~~ the

responsibilities of arranging assemblies,
junior excursions, scripture and sport.

While a n umber of staff looked a t each other or shook thei r

heads in slight amazement, it was Doug who characteristically

initiated the debate.

singing?-

RDon't we already have enough

Rhyce explained the proposed change in the role of the choir

and checked back with Doug to ask if it had answered his

question.

-Not really 1"

The discussion opened in earnest with more advantages for

the teachers being ci ted by Rhyce and Roy. Vonne joined the

discussion and pressed the need for improving the teachers'

ability to put the related arts skills into correct

sequences. Roy continued to emphasise the importance of the

teacher development component of the enterprise through the

involvement of Directorate of Studies Consultants.

Only one other teacher made a comment in the interchange.

However, from the expressions around the room, there was an

obvious skepticism to Vonne's comment:

"It will not involve any more than you're already
doing."
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Roy pressed hard for a conclusion. He looked unsuccessfully

around the room for the usual non-verbal consensus that

usually characterised the making of a staff decision. JUlie's

skills report was still to come and it was already twenty to

nine:

·What do you all think? We must all benefit•••
O.K••• We go ahead.·

After the meeting a number of teachers commented that

they thought the idea was qui te good. The only problem they

felt was that it had been ·rushed through" without sufficient

time for discussion by the staff ~~ grade groups.

·We all tend to neglect the area, and I know Rhyce will
work hard at it."

Grade teacher (30.7.1982)

Rhyce had successfully co-ordinated the successful parent

invol vemen t proj ect during term II 1982. There was no

question about his capacity to provide an effective support

role to the project. The concerns expressed were in terms of:

BHow can I find the time and energy for another
ini tiative?B

No mention of the project was made at the next three

staff meetings. Roy, however, did mention the project at the

last P & C meeting of the term. The item was introduced in

connection with Julie1s taking leaving and Rhyce taking her

resource position for term III. Roy continued:

He is dedicated to work with the teachers on a number
of school productions at the end of the year. It was a
sacrifice for him as it meant leaving his class. He's
very attached to his class, but was willing to become
the resource teacher.

Roy (P & C Meeting, 12.8.1982)
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Considerable discussion about the project occurred within

grade groups and at the executive meetings during the last

weeks of term II. A modified proposal was outlined at the

last staff meeting of term. Rhyce suggested a grouping of

grades to work on different themes. K and I were to focus on

'sounds· related to their theme units in term III. Grades

two, th ree and f our would do "Mary Poppins" while five and

six would take a "magic carpet trip around the world". The

music, art, craft, drama and movement would initially be done

at the class level. Rhyce continued:

"It's the experience along the way, rather than the
final performance that matters."

This position was reiterated several times during his

explanation of the plans for term III. There was a neutral,

exhausted sort of response from the staff. No questions were

asked, no supportive comments were made. It was the last day

of term!

Following the two-week vacation, the staff returned

refreshed and relaxed. An almost frivolous atmosphere

pervaded the beginning of the first staff meeting. ROy

quickly moved down the pre-set agenda: promotions~ fete;

preparation of DSP submission; fleXibility in using the

thematic sequence; and the visit of the Visual Arts

Consultant from the Directorate of Studies. This announcement

led into a report on the related arts project.

The project had planned to incorporate aspects of the new

Visual Arts POlicy Statement. A reassessment had found it to
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be un sui table because there was no suppor t rnaterial. Vonne

requested the assistance of two or three teachers to trial a

number of activities -to keep square- with the consultants.

The activities would be planned to fit in with the thematic

units and the skills in the curriculum. Several indicated

that they would be willing to work on the project.

Rhyce followed this discussion with an explanation about

how the related arts initiative was now considered a ..c~R=

.
b~~~~ ~~~j~..c~ A core of songs would be selected by each

grade cluster and these would be arranged and reproduced for

each teacher. Related art, drama, movement and dance

activities would be the responsibility of the class teachers.

Rhyce indicated that he was avai~able to pro~ide any

assistance he could.

Vonne reported that the music resources would be

finalised over the weekend. Carol requested the confirmation

of a meeting time to finalise their grade's song list. Two

other comments were made which indicated that the project had

gained acceptance from a wide range of the teachers.Vonne

concluded the discussion:

I'IThe activities are not extra work; it's just enriching
what is already part of the document.-

nIs everyone happy?n
Staf f meeting notes (17.9.1982)

Ten more items were covered before the meeting concluded

at 8.55 A.M.
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Design

In contrast to the implementation of the Draft document,

the rela ted arts proj ect evolved as a set of inf ormal

intentions and working propositions. The design was implicit

in the experience of Rhyce (as the resource teacher for the

term) and each individual teacher. No explicit policy or

written statement was ever produced. The design emerged

through the cumulative experience of each class.

At the beginning of term III 1982, the focus of the

project had been modified from a performance-type experience

to a class related experience that reflected the

multicul tural experience of the school. From the executive's

perspective there was a deep concern about the skill

progression in the related arts area of the existing

document. For many of the teachers there was concern about

their professional skills and personal confidence in teaching

the related arts skills. Rhyce clarified his perspective:

There are many skills in the related arts area which
lend themselves to the various themes. However, in terms
of music, art, dance and drama etc., there are sequences
of skills which aren't accounted for when we try to
match an activity to a theme.

We are concerned that there was no sequence for the
development for the child in terms of his or her art,
music, or dance~ We felt that the teachers needed the
programming skills in the related art~ area, just as
they have in mathematics and language.

The idea is to provide the children with an experience
at their own class level that fits in with the rest of
their thematic activities. The secondary goal is the
opportunity to share, though we don't see it as a
performance type of thing.

(Interview, 7.10.1982)
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Some of the initial songs that were considered by

teachers did not really fit, in a meaningful way, the culture

they were aiming to portray. Several of the national language

songs were too difficult for the children. Vonne and Rhyce

provided advice and located alternative resources in both

these cases.

The close tie to the current, natural science based

thematic units of ·Water", "Spring" and ·Sounds· gave the

project a strong natural science inquiry base in the lower

two grades. "Mary Poppins", and the "Magic Carpet" provided

the basic grouping for teacher-support activities for the

learning of group songs in the upper grades:

Because of my expertise in music, I feel my role is more
than just co-ordinating the project. I would like to
give the teachers a successful working experience in the
area.

The hope is that it might provide a stepping-stone to
looking at some of the componen ts and philosophies
behind what the 'curriculum in music is about.

Rhy ce (In t e rv i e w 7.10.82)

The first maj or task to be completed was the

classification of all of the music resources in the school.

Concurrent with this activity, each grade team met and chose

their songs and music. Rhyce and Vonne had prepared the

music in the form of overhead masters and accompaniment, and

had ~ecorded the songs on tape. Two after-school workshops

were held in weeks 6 and 7 of term to practise their songs,

work on dance skills, and to develop ideas for the use of the

percussion instruments and chime-bar sets.
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Regular reports were made to staff meetings during third

term. Progress on resource material development was

considered, requests from staff seeking help in specific

areas were noted and details about the wor kshops were

announced. On every occasion the process and not the product

was reinforced. It was almost as if some staff still did not

believe the stated intentions of the project. Until late

October several teachers had not requested any of the music

resources that had been identified by their own grade.

The ex~ctations and pace set by Rhyce himself created a

tremendous strain on his time and his own sense of coping.

Mick had started to wonder if he was a teacher or a tape

copying machine 1 By early November in terest in the proj ect

had spread to most classes; musical and related activities

were in progress all around the school. The resources and the

wor kshops had s t.Lm uLa ted the teachers in terest in planning

activities with their children.

Rhyce commented that the music was getting a

disproportionate amount of the time at the workshops. However

other teachers were starting to share thei r particular

skills:

Vicki was really good. She did some work on movement
and took a couple of new dan ces whi ch allowed the
kiddies to explore space and movement. Through listening
to the music she allowed them to experience the concepts
of form and structure through dance. It was inquiry
through movement.

It's exciting, because usually music has been seen as an
end in itself, Now it can be seen as a means of
developing so many other skills. She's brilliant at
that. Rhyce (22.10.1982)
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Both afternoon workshops were well attended. Following

the workshops, the number of requests for sets of instruments

and specific help increased to the extent that a booking

sheet was necessary for the chime-bars and the percussion

sets. By the end of November, Rhyce had completed most of the

resource preparation and had time to help many teachers with

specific activities in their own class. A stroll through the

school on any day in November would find a number of classes

working on some related arts activity in conjunction with

their thematic unit of work.

Each class had the difficult decision of choosing the

particular activities and songs they were to share with their

group. The sharing days in early December were filled with

frantic classroom activity. There was excitement and movement

everywhere around the school. The morning activity was for

the children themselves. On the three afternoons, parents

were invited to participate with the children in these three

most successful and enjoyable experiences.

At the last staff meeting of the year, Roy introduced

the related arts project as an agenda item immediately after

the heated debate about the language program and the

organisation of parallel classes in 1983.

Roy's perplexed look changed to a wily grin:

We experienced a sharing activity this week involving
750 kids. It was really excellent. There were hundreds
of stars, and everyone developed a real pride in
themselves and their class.
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Nyla con tinued:

I had more satisfaction on Tuesday, than I've had for
a long time with my kids.

Roy asked?

Are there any other comments? This is the time for you
to make your evaluation of the project,

Vonne reinforced Roy's request for feedback:

Martin continued with his usual nine-to-three grin:

The outcomes for my low range kids was fantastic.
"We were fantastic Mr Pronk·I'" "If we continue this

style of activity, they'll really consider themselves
something.

Martin.

I found that it gave every child an opportuni ty to do
some really good things. Kids who considered themselves
as dregs came up to some real levels of competence.

The important thing for me was that it wasn't the
teachers on stage I Crea tivi ty was given a real emphasis.

Doug.
Roy smiled.

Kids need to develop the Sk~llS for creativity, it
doesn't just happenl There are discipline skills for
choir type work, percussion, class singing ond so on.

Vonne.

I don't mean the forced "sit-up' type stereo-type,I
mean natural creativity.

Doug.

Roy attempted to draw some closure on the debate:

It! s a philosophical question, and I take your points.

Our very special thanks to Vonne, Mick and
particularly Rhyce.
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Warm applause and smiles from the staff affirmed Roy's

comments. The intents of the project had been effectively

realised.

Sn-aty

The episode reflected one of Roy's "principles of

opera tion "--develop small succes ses on the basis of a

previous success. With the energy that Rhyce and Vonne

could be depended upon to put into a project, the project

succeeded when there were many competing pressures on the

teachers. Informal deliberation after the announcement of

the project modified the more ambitious plans that were

ini tially suggested.

From being an unenthusiastic additional demand on the

teacher's time, the project expanded the confidence and

skills of many of the teachers in developing related arts

skills. Al though the co-ordination strains fell heavily on

the two initiating teachers, the expressions of satisfaction

from the teachers' account of the children's experience,

hopefully justified the investment.

The project skilfully blended a traditional end of year

experience with the ongoing thematic sequence while

pr ovi ding an enj oyable cl ass-based teacher devel opmen t

activity in an area where many of the teachers did not

profess talent or expertise.
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5. Shots.u.oJp.the.%DR.: Formulatj.ng ~

School Dj.scipline pplisr.

(May 1982 to December 1982)

An external policy directive to establish a School

Discipline Policy was given due process and time. However

when a change from outside does not fit the conceptualisation

that the school has given the same concern, the new policy

is destined to be impotent and irrelevant to the teachers'

reference system.

Platform

I don't feel we have any discipline problems at this
school; we just have a few kids with problems!

Roy (P s C Meeting, 7.10.1982)

Significant attention was paid to Personal Development in

the revision of the Draft curriculum. The Personal

Development Program wi thin the school was successfully

implemented through funding assistance from the Disadvantaged

Schools Program. During 1982, 0.6 of a teacher (thee days per

week) had been funded to give the initial impetus needed.

Sue, and later Narelle, had worked successfully in this role.

During the revision of the Draft document, a significant

integration of the ini tial atti tude statements was achieved

through the clustering of the values statements. In the

Integrated Curriculum (1983) document the attitudes and value
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clusters were cross-referenced to approximately two hundred

activity cards and resources available in the school (see

appendix T).

The need for a separate discipline statement had not

arisen from needs expressed in the revision process. In the

main, individual teachers handled thei r own discipline

concerns in their classrooms or in consultation wi th their

grade supervisor. More serious breaches of school rules were

referred to Roy, Arthur or Beryl as the case required.

Reconsideration of particular school ru.Les were handled as

the need arose, through discussion and concensus at staff

meetings.

The publication of the Thomas Reper t (1980),.:.I:he .Re.P~.Lt

~i ~ .cD~ ~i ~..Y .QD~ .I>.u~.iP.llD.e .ms; ~U..tJ).I.9.l

~ was a response to a range of community pressures that

had been exerted on the Minister for Education and the

Department of Education over a period of time. Following the

distribution of the Report, a circular from the Regional

Director in early 1982 instructed principals in all

government schools to develop a discipline policy before the

end of 1982.

Inservice courses on Self Discipline and Pastoral Care

were hurriedly mounted throughout the Region in the first

half of 1982 to support the directive. In late March, Arthur

and Roy attended an inservice courses on Self Discipline and

Pastoral Care. Arthur's report to a subsequent staff meeting

concluded with the opinion:
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••• it was about what good teachers have been doing for
years. Weill need to put something down on paper after
we have some staff meetings and discuss it with the
community.

Encouragement and pressure on principals to implement the

policy edict was reinforced through the Region's 1982

Leaders' Conference, entitled ·Self Discipline and Pastoral

Care in Schools.· Principals returned from the JUly

Conference with the clear directive to complete their

discipline policy. A substantial range of background papers

was provided to support the principals in their task.

Deliberation

At a staff meeting in late July, Roy introduced the need

for the staff and parents to formulate a school discipline

policy in line with the expectations from the Department. Roy

suggested that the first step would be the reduction of the

various school rules into four or five maxims. After some

informal. discussion over several 'staff meetings, the" maxims l

were reduced to:

* school rules

* a code of behaviour

* rights and privileges, responsibilities, consequences

* acceptable and unacceptable behaviour

* consequences of unacceptable behavLour;

Draft Discipline Policy (appendix M, 1982)
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*

Roy carried the responsibility of initiating the various

discussion sessions related to the formulating of the pOlicy.

At a number of staff meetings in August and September, the

various maxims were discussed.. By the end of September, the

draft was ready for consideration. Attachments to the policy

were selected from some of the documents that Roy had

gathered at the Leaders' Conference. The attachments were:

Implementing a Mutual Respect Psychology Program

* Recommendations from the Thomas Committee for
Discipline·

* Points to be Considered when Formulating a Discipline
Policy

* Glasser's 'Ten Step Discipline Plan'.

At the last staff meeting in September, the draft

document was only briefly discussed. Roy spent most of the

time working through Glasser's 'Ten Step Discipline Plan'.

Roy requested staff comments on the consequences section of

the draft. This was followed by a question from Doug, who

asked if the parents had been consulted, to which Roy

replied:

"Not yet, but it's scheduled for the meeting
next Thursday."

As planned, the P & C Meeting to discuss the draft

Discipline Policy was held the following Thursday. After a

protracted and difficult discussion about school uniforms,

Roy reported the steps that the staff had taken thus far in

formulating the draft:
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Perhaps the most important thing the staff has been
doing is the revision of the attitude aims of our
Integrated Curriculum.

This really is the core of what we're trying to do for
the children. The development of our Personal
Development Program (with the assistance of Sue and now
Narelle) was a more effective way to help .th.e ~.h.i..l.dI.e.D

develop thei r own eel f discipline.

It's the teachers' responsibility to develop these
personal characteristics. However at this stage we're
particularly fortunate to have the resource teachers to
help develop resources and to assist the teachers in
their classrooms.

A number of overhead transparencies were discussed. These

ill ustra ted examples of the Rights•• > Responsibili ties•• >

Consequences continuum from the policy. There were no

objections to any of the points presented and Roy concluded

with the announcement that a letter would be sent to every

family seeking thei~ views about the proposed policy. It was

well after eleven and the meeting had gone for over two and

half hours. There was no energy for further discussion,

although a number did stay and talk informally over a cup of

coffee.

The response of the parents to the RmandatoryR survey was

not overwhelming. While there were less than twenty

responses, the range of views was quite extensive. Two

examples are cited to illustrate the range:

"Dig a big pit
Throw them all in,
Bar the top.
Post an armed guard
and presto !
Perfect kids.
It's amazing what a few bursts from a sten
gun can do 1"
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An excellent paper with many great points
that need to be well defined and rigidly, yet
flexibly reinforced. Rigid in that there are
no exceptions to the rule , even the teachers,
and yet flexible, to take into account the
individual child and the roots of the problem
that has caused the deviant behaviour.

Thank you for the opportunity to give my
comment. I wish you luck with these rules and
hope to play my part in enforcing them at
home.

A number of small changes and additions were made to the

draft before it was reprinted. The attitude clusters from

the Integrated Curriculum were included with the final

Discipline Policy (appendix M). No sUbstantive full-staff

discussion on the modifications to the policy were

undertaken. The staff meeting agendas toward the end of the

term were packed with items, some of which are discussed in

other sections of the Phase II account.

The discussion process undertaken to formulate the policy

statement raised a number of issues concerned with the way

the school r u.l e s were phrased. The debate about appropriate

consequences for specific anti-social behaviours was

frustrating for those teachers who wanted unambiguous

solutions. The "who, when and with whom- variables, it was

argued, made each si tua tion specif ic; specif Lc consequences

could not be prescribed•

.D.,esign

A copy of the policy was forwarded to the Regional Office

within the time-period required by the Memorandum to
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Principals. Copies were also made available the P & C early

in the following year.

Aproximately twenty percent (five teachers) identified

discipline in the December TSD -1983 Needs Survey· (appendix

L). The emphasis was clearly a lack of clear action from the

new Poli cy' s in ten t.

I don't think any major changes have occurred since
its introduction.

Kindergarten teacher.

When will it be put in to practi ce? Or wor ked upon to
the i mplementa ti on stage?

Grade 2 teacher.

There needs to be more con si stency and a grea ter
emphasis on the children's self control.

Grade 4 teacher.

The documentor did not hear the Discipline Poli~y being

called upon to guide a decision in the following eight

months. While this may not reflect the true situation, my

feeling was that 'kids with problems' were still handled in

the same way and teachers continued to respond individually

to the personal development needs of their children.

There's a real slackness in playground supervision at
the moment. There's no clear follow-up of poor
behaviour.

Martin fired this heavy salvo at the apparent end of a short

staff meeting in early August, in J~~J. Roy had done his

wind-up: nThat's my agenda-, after advertising that transfer

forms were now due. Roy did not seem to be expecting this

criticism and responded somewhat neutrally,

"What are your suggestions?n
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Martin suggested a discipline register, the withdrawal of

privileges such as going to camp, and threats. Vonne

suggested that a "••• number of the measures didn't have a

clear pattern of con e eq uen ce s ;" A number of teachers

commented:

Camps are not the place to' enforce a discipline
sanction. Neither are team or sports areas.

Many times it's a teacher problem, not the kids! .

Doug joined the discussion;

Often kids are being treated in five different ways.
The policy doesn't seem to work in that area.

Beryl came into the debate:

We obviously need a team approach to playground duty.

A number of teachers cited examples of destructive

behaviour, thuggery and poor behaviour while playing

interschool sport. Parent concern was expressed by another

teacher. The interchange continued with a number of strong

negatives being expressed from both sides of the floor:

"Society is shot!"

"In the end,we're powerless. Just bluff it
out till the kids leave the school."

"There's only one direction for that group;
just lock them upl"

"Appeals to fair behaviour don't seem to work. A bit of
stick 'worked in the pasc;"

Slowly the group pUlled out of its pessimistic spiral.

Commen ts swung about:
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"Bosko can get it together, sometimesl"

"What about some of the success stories?"

"They were different times. We're doing much better
things for the kids now. n

Even with the positive note at the end, Roy was not happy

with the outcome of the exchange.

"Time's up. Thanks for the discussion."

The issue was not formally raised again.

Summaa

The "shot from the top" required that every school have a

Discipline Policy. It was done, but the teachers' commitment

was not there. The Policy was an adj unct to the cur r Lcu Lum

which covered the issue in another way.

within the classroom, personal development (discipline)

wa~ essentially the teacher's professional prerogative and

tied to the discussion of the values clusters outlined in the

Integrated Curriculum. In the .P.la..Y-9J.QJ.U)~ this strongly

individualistic' posi tion came unstuck in 1984 when a common

policy was not always followed.

External ·shots from the top" can be satisfied, but never

effectively legitimised in practice if the intent of the

policy is out of frame with the school's conceptualisation of

the issue or concern.
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6 e !jetting .the brentji ..I1.Pu ~
Parent Involvement PrQje~.

(October 1981 to November 1982)

The TSD Committee was formed in 1979, with

representatives from each grade and the executive. Through

the leadership of Rhyce and Jack and the support of the

staff, the Committee had successfully completed a number of

school-wide projects. The involvement model used by TSD

follows a cycle of problem identification through to action

and evaluation. During 1981 the Committee identified the need

to have better parent/school contacts. The program that

developed had strong ini tial support from both teachers and

parents. By the end of 1982, many of the teachers were no

longer involving any parents as they felt the extra effort to

have parents in the classroom on a regUlar basis was not

worth the eff ort•

.Platform

A range of TSD projects including Inquiry Teaching Across

the Curriculum, the Assembly Hall Curtain Project and the

establishment of a common staffroom, had all strengthened the

K-to-6 relationships wi thin the school. The staff's ownership

and responsibility for the process had ensured a full

commitment to the projects undertaken.
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An application for a MUlticultural Education grant in

1980, was, in part, a reflection of an increase in awareness

of the specific needs of the community. A staff survey was

conducted mid-year to identify the forces supporting and

opposing the realisation of better parent /school relations.

The highly-ranked forces considered by the staff to be

opposing changes were:

* lack of parent understanding of changes in
modern education

*
*

the parents' experience of school authority

the parents' lack of appreciation about the
school

* difficulty in communicating with parents,
culture gap and different expectations

* knowledge of how to involve parents.

Second ranking forces were:

* children's feeling of parental inadequacy
in the school situation

* limited teacher contact with the communi ty

* insufficient parent contact with school

* the limited use of the ethnic aides.

These forces were then rated by each teacher as being hard,

medium or easy to change. Forces supporting the change:

*
*

*

*

*

staff desire for change

parents wanting the best for thei r
children

increased parent involvement in the P & C

availability of the ethnic aides

the children's desire to see their parents
at school
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* the diverse cultural experiences of the
children.

Parent input on the school/parent relationship was not

ascertained by the Committee at that stage, except informally

through discussion with the two ethnic aides. A full

consideration of the parents' views was to emerge as the

Committee continued its discussion.

DeliberatioD

Through the supportive leadership and encouragement of

Rhyce and Jack, the Committee met regularly on Wednesday

mornings at 8.15 A.M. Nu~erous large charts were prepared with

options and lists of action priorities. Bev, in her role as

the multicultural resource person, provided regular input

into the group's deliberation. Carol, Arthur, JUlie and Mick

made up the core of the group at that time.

Towards the middle of October 1981, the magnitude of the

task seemed to bog the group down. So many pressing issues

seemed to creep into the discussion and demand attention. The

provision of interpreters at parent/teacher interviews and

the clarification of the key responsibilities for the ethnic

aides were two such issues which were reported to staff for

consideration and action.

By the end of October the way of getting parent input

into the debate about teacher/parent relationships seemed to

firm.
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We seem to have lots of ideas, but not a clear idea of
what we're trying to achieve.

Mick

There seems to be quite a divergent set of
expectations between parents and teachers in some cases.

JUlie

Why don't we research parents in the pre-school and
the Kindergarten?

Carol

The idea of a full parent survey emerged and at the

subsequent meeting was firmed up as a proposal to present to

the staff on 30 October 1981.

The first draft of the questionnaire reflected the

ca tegories establi shed by the Commi ttee f rom the staff

survey:

* school notes,
* social get-togethers,
* helping in the classroom, and
* helping in other ways.

A representative from the P & C participated in the revision

of the questionnaire. A number of concerns about the ability

of the parents to understand the questions was noted and

infl uenced in some way the manner in whi ch it was

subsequently administered.

The final draf t in both English and Macedonian was a four

page document with yes/no answers; with the provision for

parent comments at the end of the various sub-sections. Five

areas were surveyed:

*
*
*

communica tion,
social get-togethers,
helping in the classroom,
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*
*

helping in other ways, and
can the school hel p you?

Plans for the survey were discussed with the parents at the

regular P & C meeting in December. It was planned to

interview the parents as part of the end-of-year

parent/teacher interview program. Interpreters and the ethnic

aides were organised, along with every available person in

the school, to complete the interview using the survey sheet

as an interview schedule. Those families not contacted

through the parent/teacher interviews were sent a

questionnaire for completion.

Because of pressures relating to the implementation of

the Draft curriculum, very little was done with the survey

forms in the first month of 1982. By early March the enormity

of the tabulation task had become evident. Jack reported to

the staff that the Committee had prepared an application for

a Schools Commission grant to assist in collating the

findings.

From an analysis of two grades, Rhyce reported that it

was evident that parents were willing to help in classes.

However, the upper grades had a lower response rate than the

junior grades. From the responses collated the Committee

listed ten ways parents felt they could assist in classes.

Grade groups were requested to consider ways that their grade

could use parent help: To conclude the report to the meeting,

Carol reported the way in which she arranged Friday afternoon
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parent visits. The case clearly reinforced the possibilities

which were being suggested by the TSD Committee.

Parent Workshop Planned

By mid-April 1982, Rhyce reported information that he had

received, that a number of parents had not really understood

parts of the survey • The Committee proposed that each grade

consider its needs and bring them along to an inservice

workshop with parents in term II. Roy briefly recalled the

history of the project in support of the proposal:

We committed ourselves from the floor to involving
parents, so we need to follow through.

Golfing analogies were usually reserved for serious

business. While there was a commitment, the pace around the

school had not eased from the first morning when the Draft

curricul um had been introduced. Term II was to be even more

hecti c •

The Schools Commission submission to secure additional

funding was finalised by the beginning of term II. Jack

summarised the main features as:

* development of teacher/parent contacts,
* skills in working with parents,
* developing parent confidence and skills,
* extension of parent involvement, and
* the extension of parent/teacher/communi ty

education.

A parent/teacher workshop was planned for mid June. Those

parents who expressed an interset in helping from the

questionnaire were written a personal invitation to the

wor k shop,
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All grades reported the areas where they would like

parent assistance to the first staff meeting in June. The

letters to parents had been distributed, and a general

invitation had been sent to all parents via the regular

parent bUlletin.

Design

Despite the cold June evening, over forty parents and

twenty-six staff attended the evening workshop. The program

commenced with an overview of the project. ~he parents and

teachers then participated in a wide range of class-type

activities that the parents could use in the classes. Times

were arranged that suited individual parents and teachers.

During the informal supper that concluded the evening, a good

mixing of teachers and parents was achieved.

OVer thirty parents became involved for at least a month

of class-based activities. At the August P & C meeting, Roy

asked how the parent involvement in classes was going. A

number of the mothers present reported that they were still

involved with thei r child's class:

Oh I didn't realise what a great range of abilities
there were in the class. Some of them are so quick while
others seem to have a mental black-out!

Just to see my daughter in the class with her friends
in that informal sort of way was really nice. Now I know
who she talks about at home.

Mrs W.

Half-an-hour is so short, I wish I had an hour. But
the 11.30 to 12.00 time is really not very convenient
for me as it really breaks my day.

Mrs J.
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I've been working with Mr Cowan's class in art, craft
and pottery. I felt it wasn't helpful, but he encouraged
me. He said it allowed him to work with other children.
My own daughter seems much happier and contented this
year. She really enjoys school.

Mrs B.

I have no hesitation in talking with a teacher now, or
Mr Williams for that matter ! (Laughter around the
meeting)

Mrs Z.

I'm just waiting for the letter with the time and the
day for me to come.

Mrs S.

I came and enjoyed working with the children for a
month, but I wasn't invited to come after that.

Mrs P.

Roy frowned and glanced across toward Beryl:

Thanks very much for your comments. I know the
teachers and children have greatly appreciated the
time and effort you have put in.

For most of the teachers, the involvement of parents was

a fine idea. However after a month or two, most found the

consistent effort required to involve parents effectively to

be not worth the trouble. When the teachers were interviewed

in November 1982, they were asked if they had any parents

coming regularly into thei r class.

I had one mum come in after the meeting we had last
term. She was frightened to do it, but she came in and
was terrific. Rather a bit lenient on her own child! The
children enjoyed having someone else, and the girl
commented, 'Gee, she's not so bad after all!'

But I found after a while that she wasn't reliable.
Quite often I found that it was more effort than it was
really wor th, whi ch is a te r r ible th ing to say. I just
didn't have the time to explain to her what was
important on a particular day. I could quite easily
juggle a couple of groups, whereas when having someone
in I tended to be distr acted.

Grade 2 teacher (29.11.1982)
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We did last term. We had a couple of pa r en ts com ing in
to help with craft which the children loved. It was the
term's project, so everyone was keen. This term I
contacted them but they were kinda busy. It's a bit like
the language class, you'd have to organise the class
time around it. ShoUld anything happen around the
school or something special come up in class it proved
very inflexible.

Grade 3 teacher (10.11.1982)

I had a parent from a child in another grade who came
up for about a month. The kids liked it, but they tended
to play up a bit. Then the parent became very bitchy to
the children and I had to be on the ball all the time.
oh, she was a lovely woman and did a fantastic job, I
just felt the children took advantage of her.

It wasn't really worth the effort.

Grade 1 teacher (18.11.1982)

No parents came. In fact I'd rather use senior
children within the school to come and help and hear the
Ii ttle ones read.

Grade 1 teacher (5.11.1982)

I've had parents coming in regUlarly over the past two
terms. They've been helping the children by listening to
them read or some other type of activity that happens to
be on. You get to the stage after the holidays where you
forget to get motivated about a few things and I haven't
encouraged them to come in as I had been doing. We have
had a couple of afternoon teas and stuff like that,
where they've just joined us in a little activity like
the ice-cream melt!

Grade 2 teacher (10.10.1982)

We had a few helping last term with reading and so
forth. It worked well for a while, but when some didn't
keep corning it was a bother. So I allowed it to finish
at the end of term II.

Grade 1 teacher { 18.11.1982}

With Kinder, you see the parents all the time •. I've
got two mothers who come regUlarly for pre-reading and
another who comes for games. Last Friday we had three
mothers help with an excursion. It was a dream, seven
children in each group. We had a lovely day.

Kindergarten teacher !4011.1982}
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In our grade we finished up with four parents. They
were the ones who were already around and helping out.
So we didn't attract any new ones. Many of the parents
both work and I really think that many of them think,
'Oh, what can I do?'

Grade 4 teacher (29.10.1982)

Summary

Considerable time and effort went into the TSD project to

involve parents in the life of the classroom by some of the

hardest working teachers in the school. For those parents who

became involved there was a very posi tive experience.

Teachers initially made the effort to provide a variety of

activities which the visiting parents could usefully

contribute to the classroom experience. However, when other

pressures confronted the "teachers, the extra time to prepare

or brief a parent helper was a certain casuality.

The teacher/parent links were strongest in the infants

grades and became less frequent toward the sixth. The three

parent/teacher interviews enabled most parents to make

contact and for teachers to discuss pupil and general class

issues with the parents.

Even with the concerted school-based project, the energy

needed to maintain ongoing parent involvement in the

classrooms was more than could be sustained in the school;

even for those teachers who were committed to parent

participation and had fUlly participated in the TSD project.

When the pressure of time became acute the teachers found it

quicker and easier to do it themselves, despite the ideal.
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CllAPftCR VIII

PHASE III: PUPIL EVALUATION

ARD PARALLEL CLASSES

1. Introduction

For both the "old hands" and the "new chums", 1982 was a

taxing professional experience. There was a good feeling

around the table at the wind-up social when the staff made it

to the cl ub on the last day of term (December, 1982).

1983 opened with no staff losses. The executive had met

before the commencement of term to consider the

priorities for 1983, as well as the format for the pupil-free

first day.

1983 will be a year for stabilization. Whole school
initiatives that we've been working on this year will be
reinforced at the grade level. There will be time for
more discussion of school issues such as assemblies,
the use of the ethnic aides and the role for the
resource person.

Roy (Last staff meeting in 1982)

While term I was free from school-wide ini tia tives, the

TSD, Mathematics, School Environment and Physical Education

committees were working on a range of continuing and new

tasks that would involve the whole staff later in the year.

The whole question of pupil and unit evaluation became a

pressing concern toward the end of 1982, after the new

programming approach had become a regular part of the

teachers' planning routine. The concern for evaluation
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reflected the state of the curriculum at the end of year one.

Within the general ambit of evaluation, the work of the TSD

and Mathematics committees will be considered, as well as the

on-going development of process writing through the grades.

Neither of these areas answer the focus question, however

they do explore where the staff started to investigate some

of the fundamental questions related to learning•

.EY~.D became the pivotal concern in 1983 and is the

focus of the Phase III account. The last four sections of the

chapter discuss a range of related curriculum episodes.

Four episodes (numbered by chapter section) which link

into the widt:! curriculum process of Phase III will be

discussed:

3. Against the Grain: ESL class organisation-- what makes

good educational practice at the school level does not

always conform to the centralised gUidelines!

4. The pain and joys of being .. disadvan taged '-- the

development of the 1984 DSP submission and its

relationship to the Integrated Curriculum.

Dr~~=ing ~~imalQ ~nd Dragons: Related Arts Project II--a

follow-up staff development program to the successful

music and related arts program held in 1982.

6. Assemblies: An act, or another part of the curriculum?-

an eval ua ti on of the assembly program in the school,

and the action plan for trialling changes in term I 1984.
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(October 1982 to April 1984)

.P.Y~.i.l .eY.aJ.Y.a.1:.i.o.D was a central theme within the

theoretical structure of the Integrated Curricul um from the

outset. The teachers' practical progr~mming was based on the

diagnostic -eval uation unit- which began the school year. The

platform stage of Phase III will outline some of the personal

positions that were held by executive members and the views

of the teaching staff as they were surveyed in 1982 by the

TSD Committee.

The strong professional views of several members of the

executive were instrumental in the development of the

evaluation concepts that were implemented through the

In tegra ted Curri cul urn.

Throughout the period there were a number of staff

discussions which raised the ev,,~luation issue. At times there

was confusion about the various purposes of evaluation. A

number of staff reflected a desire to have an evaluation of

components of the ~~J.i~~~~ such as the organisation of

parallel class or the communi ty language program. Other

teachers wer e parti cUlarly interested in a .P.lJ.PJJ. eval ua tion

scheme which was practical for the new curriculum. The

present discussion will focus on the school's devising of a

scheme for the assessment and eval uation of pupils' R.k.i~

.a..D.d~
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.Pl.atfotJP

In the view of Julie, Vonne and Beryl, the evaluation of

the children should be R~~~~ based:

Evaluation should be both incidental (step-by-step) and
of the overall development of the six or so skills and
attitudes in a unit. A individual pupil profile would be
less cumbersome than a diary on each child. Standardised
tests will not be required. We feel that this format
would provide an ongoing record for future years and a
resource for parent interviews.

Ini tially there was confusion between skills that were
being consolidated and those that were being currently
developed. Some teachers had a hundred skills! There was
no way that they could be individually assessed. The
idea now is to encourage teachers to identify three or
four focus skills, as well as being aware of the skills
that were being consolidated.

Records should be available, for the grade coordina tor
to see individual pupils' progress. This would allow
detailed program adjustments for. extension or
remediation activities to be discussed. If parents want
written records, I see no reason why it couldn't be
copied and given to a parent as the basis of a
meaningful discussion about the chil d. 'This is where
your child is--you could help here by doing these
activities ••• ' We should be educating the parents
through this discussion period.

Interview with Julie and Beryl (18/8/1982)

During an interview with Ian Welch from the Curriculum

Development Centre, Roy was asked if there was any way of

knowing what skills the children had learnt. Roy responded:

We've tried to make a list of the skills in terms of
some behaviour so tha tat the end of each teaching
period you could say, 'the children have done these
activities, exhibited this behaviour, hence they have
these facts and skills'.

Follow ing a further discusion about the communi ty language

and mUlticultural activities in the school, Welch suggested

that the curriculum was be h ev Lo ur Ls t Lc,
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Welch continued his inquiry:

How do you handle the expressive curriculum and the
values in the curriculum? How do you know if you are
achieving tolerance, for example, or equal opportunity,
or caring?

Roy responded:

The teachers have developed a sensitivity toward these
areas. We attempt to have the parents at the school as
much as possible. We do not have school reports, but we
do run parent-teacher interviews three times per year.
Interpreters are used extensively as many of the parents
don't speak English.

At P & C meetings we arrange to visit the classrooms so
the parents can see first hand the sort of values which
are being developed. Teachers are structuring the
lessons to involve the parents and some have generated a
tremendous amount of activity. Parents think it's great.
This is an important part of our accountability.

I fail to see the value in standardised tests. The
problems of cultural and ethnic bias are very real and I
feel they are mostly invalid in our situation.

We had one very aggressive and domineering lady who
caused all types of trouble before we arranged for her
to visit the classroom. She now feels very happy about
the school. Recently she reported that her daughter was
practising some of the communicating skills at home,
which had changed their home life for the better. The
school was given the credit for initiating the change in
tha t si tua ti on.

Roy (6.5.1982)

After Beryl had been working with the Draft document

for a few months in term II of 1982, it became apparent to

her that the evaluation of the pupils' learning was in

critical need of development and support. ~eryl continued:

••• this was the area that was really worrying me when I
started getting into things. The original intention, I
believe was to writeup a diary-type record of each
child at the end of each unit.
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I knew from experience that you don't get time to
complete that sort of thing. Evaluation is something
that most people feel uncomfortable with and they don't
see the value of spending too much time on it.

'O.K., I've finished the unit, let's get started on
something else, without seeing the value of using the
evaluation as the yardstick for the next unit. The one
page format I suggested to JUlie was perhaps a starting
point that would make things easier for people to focus
on • .

It's an individualthing that only required a tlck or a
short comment, rather than the end-of-unit, 'it went
well' That tells you nothing. The three infants grade
co-ordinators discussed it and two agreed to trial it
with their grades from the beginning of term III.
Sufficient sheets were duplicated for each child in the
infants grades.

Interview (3.11.1982)

The proposal was not unanimously accepted. Some teachers

argued that it was useless to pass on information to other

grade teachers who ·wouldn't read it anyway1". It was also

argued that teachers should not be pushed into trying things

that they had not commited themselves for in advance. At the

beginning of term III 1982, all the teachers in grades K, 1

and 2 discussed the use of the individual pupil evaluation

sheets.

In November 1982 the TSD Committee surveyed all members

of staff to identify the "needs/target areas for discussion

at the school level in 1983· (appendix L). The teacher-

perceived school needs were listed as specific practices

which could become a target for improvement and staff

development. Thirty-three of the thirty-six professional
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members of the staff completed the questionnaire. The survey

sheets were completed in the teachers' own time.

Four general categories were listed in the preface to the

survey: resources, cur ri cular/s taff development, pupil

welfare and organisation. The greatest number of listed con

cerns were under the curricular/staff development category.

Within the curricular/staff development category, the areas

(and frequency of mentioned) were:

* evaluation (12)
* mathematics (8)
* programming (8)
* physical education (7)
* inquiry (6)
* related arts (5).

The distribution of concerns about evaluation was not

shared equally by all groups on the staff. While the mean

number of recorded concerns for all staff was four {there

were five spaces on the sheet}, seventy percent of the seven

executive members listed this concern in comparison to a

thirty percent listing by other members of the teaching

staff. Executive members more often listed an nimage~ of what

might be considered, while the assistant teachers were

overwhelmingly concerned with "procedur es ",

Three ~~~~jy~ responses to the TSD survey were:

(a) Insights/exploration into the:

*initialdiagnosisofchildren'sskill
levels

* activities to evaluate sub-skills
* individual children's progress
* K-6 and year 6 to 7 records.
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(b) Finding out where children are initially

Evaluating individual children and units

Recording eval ua tions

Compiling evaluation activities.

(c) Exploration of methods for evaluating children.

The assistant ~~I responses were:

·A method of eval uation which isn1t bUlky and
time consuming.·

"There is a need to look at 'evaluationl--to
make it more manageable a task."

·Help in all forms of evaluation."

"More specific types of activities to
evaluate sub-skills."

"An easier way of keeping records."

Some ~~ type concerns were also expressed by teachers:

••••would there be a standard throughout the school?"

"I don1t think the evaluation sheets would be
useful for next year1s teachers."

Pupil evaluation practices were discussed in the teacher

interviews which were conducted at the end of the 1982. The

overall impression was one of great variation and diversity

of style and commitment to pupil assessment and evaluation.

The interviews reflected a range of assessment and recording

practices which can best be illustrated by some examples of

the t eacher s' response to the question, "How do you know what

the children have learnt?"
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If som eone asked me wha t th is chil d ne eds to
concen tra te on, I can remember where they're up to•••

Grade 5 teacher

I'm always getting into trouble from my supervisor for
keeping too much in my head.

Grade 5 teacher

Some things you can observe while others you need to
test. I keep a little book and write down their errors,
tick them off when they're going O.K. They're a good
class so I don't have to write down much.

Grade I teacher.

I evaluate for me, not for someone next year. What I
write may not mean the same to another who reads it some
time in the future.

Grade 2 teacher.

It's basically ongoing assessment of their skills
through observation and small tests and stencils.
Examples of the children's work is constantly going into
thei r folders.

Grade 3 teacher.

We've been having regular tests across the grade in
language, maths and reading in getting the children
sorted out for the High School. I've found that there
wasn't the time or I'd forgotten to go back and check
off the sk ill sat the end of the uni t. We al so have our
spelling tests from 'Words in Action' which are separate
from the unit every week.

I started on the B..e j'll..e..s at the beginning of the year,
but they've gradually gone missing.

Grade6 teacher.

Apart from maths I mostly use observation to look back
at specific skills. We all seem to push the language
side and maths seems to get a fairly hard time. I have a
check list of my ten or so skills, and just tick them
off when I think the ki ds have mastered them.

Grade 4 teacher.

The whol e of the Kin de r has the same ty pe of form and
we just write in our own comments for each child. They
also have their own 'Me File' for stuff they want to
keep."

Kindergarten teacher.
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Whil e the teacher's ideological posi tions were not

surveyed in the interview, it was possible to infer a varied

commitment to pupil evaluation from the responses to their

reports of their current practice. Most teachers identified

evaluation as an integral part of their teaching/learning

environment. For the minority, it was almost a burdensome

af terthought:

Just run-of-the-mill type tests in the various areas
every two or three weeks. I tick various skills in the
language area and make comments. I don't have to have
si x pages f or each chil d Ii ke we di d a t the beg inning of
the year to work out what each child is like. This way
doesn't take up a lot of time or room.

Grade 2 teacher

Eval uation is really important, but you don't want to
be spending all your time doing it either. So I feel a
simple ticking a r rangemen t from observa tions of a
child's readiness is fine.

Kindergarten teacher.

From the beginning of the Integrated Curriculum project,

the language area provided the core of the curriculum

. development model (figure 11). The everyday language needs of

the children in this high migrant density school reinforced

this perspective in the teachers' programming and classroom

practice. Carol and Beryl attended a number of in-servive

workshops during 1982/83 in the language area. Vonne, JUlie

and Beryl appeared to have a stronger interest in the

language area at that time.

The work in the language area was moving toward a process

orientation, while mathematics area was moving toward a

systematic product orientation. A conflict developed later in

the chapter e
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Arthur considered his curriculum strength in the

rna thema ti cs ar ea. He had wor ked con si s ten tly with the

Mathematics Committee for a number of years. During 1983

became familiar wi th the Australian Co-operative Assessment

Project (ACAP) project which provided competency based

testing materials in mathematics and other skill areas.

Parent expectations in the evaluation area were not

evident in the parent and teacher discussions that the

documentor was able to record. The regular reporting to

parents via the parent/teacher interviews appeared to provide

an acceptable form of feed-back to the parents. Written

reports were available on request. Parents of the infants

children had a direct informal access to teachers through the

morning assembly. It was not uncommon to have fifty to

seventy parents watching the children move to their classes

from around the outskirts of the assembly area on a sunny

mor.ning.

Prior to the commencement of term I 1983, Roy arranged

for the executive to meet to discuss the action priorities

for 1983. The K-to-6 school projects were:

* Ma themati cs
* P. E./Fitness
* Related Arts
* School Environent
* Playground Happenings
* Contact Classes

Eval ua tion was only listed in the "professional development n

section of the 1983 action plan. Supervision and a know ledge

of the new curricula were the other priorities listed.
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Copies of the new edition of the Integrated Curriculum

arrived for the first Friday staff meeting in 1983.

Evaluation" provisions were outlined in the Document in the

following areas:

(al as part of the curriculum model

(b) as an integral process within the planning model

(c) summarised in a comprehensive fifteen line statement
under the heading "How do I evaluate ?- at the end of
the section on classroom implementation.

The evaluation ideals reflected in the Document could be

summarised as:

* progressive evaluation
* individualised assessment and recording
* sUbjective and incidental measuresd
* cumulative and diagnostic assessment of

skills for future planning and the reporting
to parents.

The explicit assessment and evaluation of .Y.a.l.1.'le and

~~ out~omes was not mentioned in the teachers' accounts

of their evaluation procedures and needs. In the Integrated

Curri cul um, a tti tude outcomes were men tioned, but not

highlighted to the extent that the skill outcomes were

discussed. During the interviews at the end of 1982 and ISS3,

teachers were asked to summarise the key things that they

would like the children to take from the year in their class.

OVer half indicated a set of values or specific attitudes.

Roy's hope for 1983 was that the TSD Committee would:

••• develop an overall evaluation scheme for the
chil dren' s development, teacher 5' self eval ua tion and
curriculum evaluation in conjunction with Ted (the
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writer). We're going to work on the language evaluation
area with Dr. Brian Cambourne to begin with.

Extractfroma discussion with
members of the N.S.W. Education
Commission. (27.4.1983)

A grand scheme, but it foreshadowed a concern about the

complexity of the problem as it was being identif ied by the

TSD Committee. Just prior to the visit by the two

representatives from the Education Commission, the TSD group

had completed a series of meetings to prepare an eva! ua tion

action plan for staff consideration.

peliberatimJ

The evaluation concerns expressed in the 1982 TSD staff

survey (appendix L) were followed up at a number of levels

from the beginning of 1983. At the executive level, the

discussion involved the formulation of a proposal for a

Schools Commission Evaluation grant (appendix F). The TSD

Committee followed up its 1982 survey with a specific Pupil

Evaluation Survey (appendix 0) for all staff at the beginning

of term II.

Debate over the use of standardised tests in the school

simmered throughout the year, despite attempts by the School

Counsellor to defuse the issue. Internal pupil assessment

using I.Q. tests was no longer used in grade four. Pupils

proceeding to year seven (high school) were tested until the

end of 1983.

A gentle tension developed between those who felt that

the writing process should be used to translate the
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theoretical positions about pupil evaluation into practice

and those who were keen to use mathema ti cs, The tension was

never openly discussed. The writing area became the main

focus of staff development in 1983. Mathematics assessment

was supported by the efforts of Arthur and the Mathematics

Committee.

As part of the orientation to the new Integrated

Curriculum at the first staff meeting of term I 1983, Vonne

was asked to suggest some guidelines for eval ua tion. In her

preface to the evaluation proposal she outlined her own

preference fot individual, rather than unit evaluation. Her

discussion was illustrated using an overhead slide of the

objectives page of one of her own units:

You will remember that the infants grades trialled an
evaluation sheet for each pupil in term III last year.
The proposal is to use the objectives list from the
front of your unit as the basis of an individual pupil
profile. The attitude, skill and knowledge objectives
are listed and copies can be made for each pupil in the
class. This will enable you to keep a check-sheet for
each pupil by ticking the skills, making comments, or
designing a marking scheme of your own.

This will be particularly helpful with the mixed ability
classes this year. Especially if you keep your 11..e
~jl..e~ as an additional source of data about the
children's progr esse

Maxine suggested that the sheets would be useful for

parent-teacher interviews and asked: "Could I do a couple of

uni ts together 1"
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Roy nodded and went on to summarise:

The proposal meets the criteria of being:

* not too much work
* of value to the parent/teacher interviews.

Vonne continued, ·We'd like to trial this evaluation

sheet throughout the school.·

A number of short comments were made by other staff

members, including a request from Doug for the provision of

a parent report sheet. Roy suggested that the issue be raised

at a later date. The proposal was confirmed on the nods.

There was no call for a vote on the issue.

At the next staff meeting the evaluation issue was again

raised, this time in connection with the three parent/teacher

interviews that had been agreed upon for the year. The range

of reporting styles was immediately raised. Kindergarten's

pictorial report was praised as being appropriate, however

the form of report for the other grades was keenly debated.

Doug suggested that a written report •••• acted as an

encouragement.· Martin's suggestion of teacher check-lists

was met with a spontaneous howl of ·nol". Vicki's ·little

floating clouds" seemed to appeal to some. Nyla agreed with

Roy's "eo.blank sheet approach" as it "••• really made me

think about each child."

Roy's attempt at closure; "Let's leave it at that!" was

premature. Vonne continued:

I think we need some policy as Doug has suggested.
However, how you do, it should be left open.
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Nyla continued to tie the discussion back to the

reporting process:

I believe we need a sheet with interview items listed
as a guide, such as excursions, community languages.

Roy agreed to arrange a sheet; however no final agreement was

resolved as to what the acceptable reporting options were.

During the first part of term I, the TSD Committee met on

a monthly basis and worked on ideas for the ·contact classes·

(where an upper and lower grade planned a shared activity).

Although there was an overlap of membership between the

executive and the TSD, it seemed that the Committee had lost

its capacity to initiate action. Early in March the findings

of the 1982 TSD Survey were again reported to the staff.

Rhyce indicated that the ••••evaluation area was the biggest

need area-, but its resolution was perhaps beyond the

Committee:

We'd like your suggestions, so please use the space
on the new white board; (whi ch had re cen tly been
in"stalled on the back wall of the staff room).

Early in 1983, the documentor became aware of the Schools

Commission Small Grants Program for school-based evaluation

proposals. The idea was floated with Roy who suggested that

the school was in a position to apply for funding following

the 1982 survey carried out by the TSD Committee. An

afternoon meeting of the executive was arranged in March to

discuss the drafting of a grant proposal. The account of that
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meeting provides some insight into the range and diversity of

views which were held at that time by the five members of the

executive who attended.

After the main criteria for the grant were explained,

Roy opened the discussion:

At the last TSD Committee meeting they identified a
number of areas of evaluation which could be explored.
What were they carol?

Carol responded:

The eval uation of the K-to-6 skills was the main area,
along with the evaluation of units and the year 6 to
High School selection process.

Arthur con tinued:

I think we need to evaluate our whole maths program.

Vonne, looking a little perplexed, questioned Arthur:

So if it's an eval ua tion of the actual curriculum, how
do we eva! uate the children?

Arthur responded:

Something that's not too cumbersome that can be used
from K-to-6.

Roy summarised the areas with an emphasis on the condition

that any evaluation should be manageable.

Vonne then proceeded to develop her personal position:

I think that it all ties in with the evaluation of our
children in accordance with the Document. Even if you're
going to be looking at number work, surely the
evaluation will be in line with the skills from the
document and the children's individual progress?

We want teachers to use and evaluate the children in
accordance wi th the Document. It doesn't matter if it's
P.E. related arts or language, it should tie in with the
skills as they are set out in the curriculum.
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Arthur continued:

In time to come, there s h c u Ldn ' t be a need for
evaluation at the beginning of the year. There should be
a straight follow-on from the year before.

Vonne reaffirmed her position:

An individual evaluation section should become a part
of the Document.

As a .specific example of her concern, Vonne continued:

How do you evaluate writing?

Roy discussed two possibilities but concluded that they were

either too simple or too complex. Beryl extended the

discussion of the options:

Even if we get down to having a manageable K-to-6
schemei lid like to see it continue to the High School.

Carol continued:

I don't think there should have to be a separate form
of assessment for the children going on to the High
School. We should make available our individual report
on each child, because that's what reflects our teaching.

Arthur raised a concern:

The main concern is that there are three schools
feeding into their Hi gh School, and theyl ve got to
compare the children somehow••• However, because the High
School doesn't see eye to eye with what welre doing, I
don't think we should stop doing what we believe in.

Roy moved on to expound on one of his top professional hates!

The use of standardised tests to place the children in
year seven classes is totally invalid. Not only is it
invalid, but it also labels the child in a most unfair
way. The labelling of children as G.A. (slow learners)
to boost their staffing can scar a child for the rest of
his/her life.

At that point in the discussion the documentor summarised

the possible range of evaluation options that were available
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under the provisions of the grant scheme. The transition

aspect of the pupil evaluation process was reinforced as a

possible important component in the submission application.

The group were asked to specify activities and expertise

tha t they fel t would need to f or the task. Suggesti ons

included:

* afternoon .workshops (for sharing of our ideas)
* the evaluation of teachers' strategies
* evaluation of the content of the document
* evaluating the wide range of pupil abilities (as

in the parallel classes)
* the eval uation of the resources available for

the uni ts.

In an attempt to draw together a wide range of positions, it

was suggested that the school had already clearly identified

its priorities. The TSD Committee had noted the need for

skills in the evaluation of language and mathematicss. Should

these specific areas need input, the services of specialists

such as Brian Cambourne were available.

The group was able to identify a Secondary Mathematics

Inspector who had shown an interest in the work at the

school, the School Counsellor, the Regional Language

Consultant, staff at the High School and a number of other

people who could contribute to the process.

Discussion quickly moved to consider the range of

consumables that would be needed and possible workshop

arrangements that would satisfy a four-figure submission. Roy

confirmed his desire for the documentor (facilitator) to

draft the proposal to present to the next staff meeting:
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Basically welre going to evaluate our curriculum and
the assessment of the pupilsl skills. youl re as familiar
with what welre doing as anyone.

The proposal (appendix F) was prepared, costed and approved

by the staff by the end of the week. In the submission, both

pupil evaluation and the evaluation of curriculum components

were included. After presenting the grant outline to the

staff, several teachers approached the documentor to take up

concerns that they had not raised in the meeting.

Two teachers expressed the difficulties they were having

with the wide range of abilities in their classes. They

wondered if the parallel class organisation and the related

community language program would be evaluated under ~he

provisions of the grant. Another teacher was concerned that

the gross motor-skills and the chil dr en! s behaviour in the

playground had not as yet been effectively evaluate~

The reply to the grant application carne some months

later: nDue to an unprecedented number of applications, it

was not possible to fund your application•••• •

While the funding had not materialised from Commonwealth

sources, the process had initiated debate within the

executive and the wider staff. Funds were sUbsequently

obtained from the Regional Inservi~e Ccre~ittcc to rec~~t =
series of workshops, but at a substantially lower level of

funding.

Prompted by the continued rumblings from the grade six

teachers about the sixth grade assessment process, Roy

invited the School Counsellor (Roger) to speak to the staff
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in late March. Roger explained the sixth grade assessment

process and the instruments that were being currently used by

th.e Coun sellors to make up the year seven classes. The

problems of language assessment were discussed at some

length. Following a question about the validity of the tests,

Roger outlined the provision for retesting for those students

who had a disparity between their teachers' assessment and

their test scores. While the overall explanation was clear

and practical from my perspective, most of the teachers were

unconvinced about the adequacy of the whole procedure.

Informal discussion between several TSD members stirred

the Committee into renewed activity. At the first staff

meeting in April it was announced by Rhyce that the Committee

would be meeting to establish its role in the evaluation

area. The concern was held that members were now almost

entirely grade coordinators; this prompted the enlist of

other grade representatives to the Committee. At the first

meeting of the recostituted Committee the group discussed the

existing evaluation policy which had been developed by

executive. There was still a considerable overlap in the

membership of these two groups. The concern that teachers

appreciate the )Jl~ as well as the Mji' of evaluation was

reinforced. It was Jack who suggested an approach via a

specific curriculum area as a possibility for a practical

plan of acti on.
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A few days later, the Mathematics Committee, under

Arthur's chairpersonship, met to discuss the revision of the

mathematics statement. While a number of wider issues were

mentioned, most of the time was used to look at the ACAP

norm-referenced test material which had been secured by

Arthur. Rhyce was the only member of the group who had

attended the earlier TSD meeting. He expressed concern about

the lack of attention in the test items to basic concepts.

This approach he argued was the strength of the approach

taken in the Integrated Curiculum. Considerable discussion

ensued about the appropriateness of the algorithm tests and

the statement of the mathematical concepts in the Document.

It was proposed that the material be discussed in grade

meetings before a decision was made.

The next meeting of the TSD Committee in mid-April

included four non-executive members. Initially the discussion

moved between various ways of keeping assessment data. Rhyce

drew the group back to its task by suggesting the need to

clarify the current staff concerns. Jack and Carol extended

this direction through a composite suggestion to determine

the current evaluation practices at the grade level, plus the

perceived needs. The group agreed to meet the following week

and Mick was delegated to report the progress at the next

staff meeting.
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At the request of Jack and Rhyce, the documentor (now a

process consultant) presented a short summary of some of the

key components in the evaluation process at the next meeting

of the TSD Committee. Nine teachers were present and the

basis of a teacher survey discussed previously was developed.

The components included:

* existing evaluation practices
* teachers' ideals
* areas where they felt that they needed help.

It was argued that the survey should be completed

individually, but at a grade meeting where clarification

could be given by the TSD representative if necessary.

Jack and the process consultant worked on the draft

format which included two main sections after an

introduction:

* Your present classroom evaluation methods

* Your thoughts on evaluation.

The Committee suggested that two sides of the page be used

and tha t the "presen t practi ce section" be expanded to

include a bigger space for comments and a frequency column.

Five open ended questions were listed on the reverse side of

the sheet (appendix 0):

1. What do you feel would be a practical classroom

evaluation scheme?

2. What sort of evaluation should happen at the school

level?
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3. Are you happy with your present methodes)?

4. I have tried other methods such as •••

5. I would like some specific help in •••

The TSD Evaluation Survey (appendix 0) was handed out at

the fi rst staff meeting of term II. Rhyce reported the

consultation process that had been undertaken in the

preparation of the Survey and indicated that it should be

completed at a grade meeting and passed back within two

weeks. Questions about the Su~vey should be initially

referred to their grade TSD representative. At the end of the

staff meeting, one member of staff was observed handing his

blank form back to Rhyce.

The grade meetings dedicated to the completion of the

Evaluation Survey raised a wide range of perspectives and a

considerable variation in expectations for both teachers and

the school poli cy.

An account of a grade meeting in early June (1983) will

illustrate the procesL

Two teachers walked in without any sheets or documents.

youlll have to complete them for Jack, hels expecting

them you know I" admonished the grade co-ordinator in a

half joking tone.

Each teacher in turn discussed the way they had

handled .p.a..r~.n.tfu~.h.e..r .iD.t.eJ:.Yll.l!{~ Another sai d;

I didnl t give them anything••• Each ws.:s given a writing

sample and the marks for maths and language. Anyway,

what does a mark mean!
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~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ were explained in terms of:

"I usually record my stuff in a mark book, with

comments," through to comments such as, "Well its vert

difficult to say, but most of the information is in my

head. I find it impossible to keep a page on each

chil d. "

On th e q ue s t i on of a ~.PJIlll~.D ~.c.h.o.P.l ~.Y.al~.P.D -P.P.l.i.c,y

there was a little more agreement:

"I'd like to see a K to 6 pO'licy, but I don't think it

should be tight." This view was confirmed, but I feel

with a somewhat more liberal interpretation:

"I agree about the variability!"

The advantages of ~.a.r.al.l.el over R..t.r~.,g classes was

discussed at length:

It's fine by me, except when it comes to the maths and

evaluating their progress. It seems like I'm teaching

about three grades!

The problems of labelling has really been reduced, but
it's a pain when it comes to evaluating their skills.

They all agreed with this position and the discussion

moved to discuss ways of working effectively with a

mixed range class. Conferencing seemed to be the most

effective way of handling individual concerns and

monitoring their work.

All the teachers on the grade subsequently completed and

handed in a survey sheet (appendix 0). A cross-check of

their survey sheets reflected the same candid comments that
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were expressed in the grade meeting. At least for that

particular grade, the answers and comments presented to the

TSD Committee were as reliable a reflection of the teachers'

feelings about evaluation as could be expected in a

professional forum.

Jack and Rhyce, with the assistance of members of the

Committee, collated the twenty-four completed returns. This

represented eighty percent of the classroom teachers in the

school. Jack sUbsequently reported the findings to a staff

meeting in mid-June. The results of the Survey indicated

that:

* all teachers were currently using a skills checklist
(usually at the end of each theme),

* 80% of the teachers were using spelling and maths tests at
least once per fortnight,

* 55% said informal observation was part of their evaluation
method,

* 42% employed anecdotal records at the end of each theme or
whenever time allowed,

* 35% collected samples of the chil dren' s work tusually at
the end of the theme) 1 and

* a variety of other measures were employed including oral
questioning, comprehension tests, writing folders, and
participation activities.

The 'other methods tried' included (by frequency of mention):

checklists(5), standardised tests(3), and a number of other

methods listed by one teacher.

Twenty-one of the teachers indicated that they were happy

with the methods that they were currently using. The others

tempered thei r sa tisfaction with comments such as: "usually",

or n I f eel I'm not doing enough".
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The teachers' criteria for a practical classroom

evaluation program were:

* practical
* not time consuming.

from:

"Teachers should be able to use their own evaluation
scheme." to,

"A common policy with slight variations, depending on
the level/g rade."

Most of the teachers who answered this question opted for

some form of uniformity of expectation with an option for

individual variations. The suggested form of the evaluation

generally reflected current practice; checklists (with or

without comments-lO), written profiles (2), samples of work

(2) and test resul ts (2).

Only thirty-eight percent (9 teachers) responded with a

specific request for help in the last question. The most

frequent request was for assistance in evaluating children's

writing (6), reading (1), and maths (2), followed by skills

for making anecdotal records (2). The staff meeting minutes

summarised the position in the following terms:

Invite Ted and Brian to hold workshops. People
interested in reading/writing areas.
2 workshops proposed - we may get a feed?
Where are we going? Do we proceed? Not compulsory
attendance.

staff rneetingminutes (17.6.1983>.
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The minute-keeper for that meeting was not one of the newly

converted "process writers" awaiting confirmation by the guru

of process writing him or herself!

Two teachers in early JUly indicated in separate

discussions the unfortunate state of affairs with the TSD

evaluation project:

The evaluation thing is dead! The Mathematics
Committee's checklist assessment approach has killed it.

1)j'y.u~ ~.Y.alj,1"gJ;j...o.D .diJ~.1".i..o.lUl":L.aJ).g~L~~~

~.c..tJ~.

The process/product tension between the emergent

assessment processes in the language and mathematics areas of

the curriculum-created a dialectic that influenced the pupil

assessment· expectations within the school. The direct tension

was reduced when Arthur sought a transfer to a school closer

to horne in 1984, however there were a number of teachers who

found the published ASAP tests quick and convenient to use.

Parallel to the concern about pupil evaluation had been

the steady development of process writing. Carol and Beryl

had made the first reports to the staff in mid-1982 and had

worked on developing the approach in their own respective

areas. At the commencement of the 1983, Carol had given a

follow-up tal k on how she was using inven tive spelling,

publishing folders, publishing circles and pupil conferences.

A number of other infants teachers shared their experiences
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with the staff at that meeting. In mid April, Roy reported

enthusiastically about a talk given by Brian Cambourne to the

Pr incipal s' Council.

Elaine Vine, (an ESL Lecturer from the University) had

been visiting and working for a number of months on a process

writing project with a number of the infants teachers. Beryl

invited her to speak in April to the staff on "strategies for

Phase II Learners D
• Elaine's talk reinforced the concern for

the individual development of each child, the importance of

the language base for all lear.ning, and the power of positive

language models in the child's everyday experience. The

process writing approach to written language was advocated

with the caution that greater time was needed for pupil

conferencing. The suggestion of having a range of teacher and

pupil exchanges with other schools was taken up later in the

term.

The emphasis on writing was reinforced at the end of term

I with a report from Alix on a process writing inservice she

had attended. Her report made the powerful claim that both

writing and reading required the child to explore and

experiment, just as they do with verbal language. A number of

helpful handouts were provided with her report. Following up

a visit to Coniston Primary School i it was reported by the

visiting teacher that programming concerns were the most

frequent difficulties encountered with the introduction of

process writing. In the light of the programming process at
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Warrawong this was hardly considered a problem. The planned

revision of the spelling policy in 1985' was felt to be the

only possible frustration that could cause some concern on

the local scene!

Arthur continued his work with the Mathematics Committee.

A range of materials were developed for the junior grades,

and data was gathered from the staff on thei r teaching

methods of the basic operations. The ASAP criterion

referenced test material was circulated to all the grades for

consideration during term II 1983. Arthur systematically

reinforced the use of the evaluation grids and algorithm

test banks. A number of afternoon workshops were held on ways

of organising mathematics evaluation activities and a set of

Rigby mathematics texts were requested by some teachers and

subsequently approved for purchase.

The introduction of the ACAP scheme was formalised at a

staff meeting in mid-July when Roy announced Arthur's

propc'sal for the evaluation of mathematics. Arthur commenced

with an overhead slide which summarised the advantages of

criterion-based testing for:

* teachers
* reporting to parents
* students
* the school.

In addition to the algorithm tests he reported there were

tests in the same series on study skills (finding

information v dictionary skills and pictorial referencing) and
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reading skills (interests, c i c e e , reading vocabulary,

syntactic knowledge and phonetic knowledge).

Roy frowned throughout the presentation and interjected

at the completion of the basic statement:

From my impression of the language skills, that's our
document in brief. I support the use of criterion
referenced testing to provide data to parents and as a
way of demonstrating skill development.

Roy attempted his closure strategy: -What Arthur is

saying is not new. Is it agreed ?-

But Gary interjected:

I felt we were trying to move away from checklists?

Roy backed up Arthur's case:

It follows our Document's skills.

Arthur reinforced the practical aspects of the proposal:

It doesn't take long, just a few ticks.

It'.ick had not been convinced at an earlierCo!!!.!!litteemeeting:

From my observation so far, teachers are not completing
it systematically.

Gary returned with another line of comment:

I may as well move back to the old Maths Syllabus.
Doesn't it show what you have to do?

Arthur did not seem to have expected such a reaction to his

proposal:

Here are some examples. I think it tests the skills and
covers areas we often tend to miss.

Roy followed with another supportive position:

The proposal is obviously trying to make the evaluation
process easier and more effective.
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Vonne joined the discussion for the first time:

Is this policy or just a trial? From my understanding,
it's based on skills and not concepts. I feel we need to
set a time and evaluate it.

Rhyce agreed that the process was a useful summary; however

he thought that it didn't really assess the children's

understanding of the underlying process.

Martin suggested that children may have the concepts but

.....not the language to express it in an algori thm,"

Roy again attempted to bring the debate to some form of

concensus:

I support criterion-referenced testing. Shall we trial
it f or a pe riod of one year? Do we need to have a vote?

Strung between his personal/professional view and his

support for his Deputy's proposal, Roy was not comfortable in

the' chair. While supporting the proposal on the day, the turn

of events were to show that the principal had pressures for

other people and priorities to receive his sustained

encou.ragement. It became obvious tha t the proposal did not

have the principal's fUll support.

It may have been purely coincidental that the next item

on the agenda was Beryl's process writing report. An elective

with Brian Cambourne at the recent Leaders' Conference had

stimulated the work that she had been encouraging in the

school:

I carne away inspired.
posed were:

The three focus questions he

* Do you like writing?
* How much do you write every day?
* Do you think you're a good writer?'
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Beryl outlined the substantial sections of the Cambourne

presentation with practical asides and an enthusiasm that

sustained her opening remarks. Her report was cut short by

the bell and the press for four or five procedural messages

that needed to be communicated before the meeting adjourned

for the teaching day.

Approval of the funding for a Regional Inservice Grant;

Within and Between Schools, (WIBS) was received in late JUly.

Roy had already approached Cambourne informally to determine

his availability to conduct a number of after-school

workshops. He announced at the staff meeting that "••• the T::)D

has successfully arranged funding for a series of workshops

on evaluation through writing." A week or so later he noted

that Brian Cambourne would be coming to the school on the

first day of term III to arrange the workshop series.

The balance of term II was as hectic and taxing as ever.

The preparation of the 1984 DSP submission preoccupied the

end of term for most of the staff interested in the

evaluation project. A number of after-school mathematics

workshops were held to prepare materials for classes in the

junior school. Arthur continued to support teachers using the

ASAP maths checklists through his role as the resource

teacher in term III and the grade six coordinator.

About five or six teachers during the term became

involved in a "writers interest group" which had been

promoted through the Inspectorate. A successful language-
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oriented inter-school visit was held with Nareena Hills

Primary. Feedback from the recently completed parent/teacher

interviews suggested that the 'writing bug' had started to

filter into the home environment.

-My kids are driving me crazy with wanting to
write all the time."

Parent comment reported at
P & C meeting (29.7.1983)

Negotiations with Brian Cambourne on the form and

di rection of the workshops was completed at a meeting on the

first day of term III. Representatives from the executive and

the TSD Committee briefed Brian about the school and the

processes tha t had been used by TSD to determine the view s

and concerns of staff. Brian explored the way language was

taught in the school. The group discussed the movement from

product to process evaluation and the difficulties that had

arisen with the evaluation of the children's writing and

maths skills.

Dr Cambourne stated his own premises about learning:

* learning should be fun
*learning the written form is parallel to the

oral form.

The criteria that the staff had established in the Survey

for a school-level evaluation scheme were outlined. Examples

of the unit programming and skills evaluation sheets were

shared and di scussed. The CUl: ren t ini tia tives with process

wri ting and parallel classes were described to complete the

description of the schools' major initiatives in 1983.
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Roy's expectation about the style of the workshops was

clearly stated: "••• the teachers must develop a sense of

success from what they do."

Brian summariseq his thoughts towards the end of the

session:

I think we need to start by thinking about learning.
All forms of learning would be considered, but the
language area and the writing focus would spillover in
the discussion.

The school-based approach is important as the teachers
need to feel in control. I think the teachers need to
reflect on what they're trying to do.

I think we should then have some input on the language
area inCluding your request to consider Phase II
learners. Let's see what goes from there.

The discussion with Brian was reported to the executive.

Four sessions; two long (with dinner) and two short were

arranged. The workshops were to be about two weeks apart,

and were scheduled to start from the end of September.

Staff were informed of the dates once they were

finalised in mid September. One member of staff asked if they

were compulsory and was given a gentle "fact of life":

You'll miss out on an important professional development
activity. Evaluation is the basis of everything we do;
for your pupils, and for yourself.

I know we've got problems with the 6-to-7 assessment
process, but if I don't have a viable, well documented
alternative to present to the District Inspector, there
is nothing much we can do.

Prompted by the questioner, or perhaps it was just the area

under discussion, Roy concluded:

Grade co-ordinators are checking the evaluation of
units at the moment. Remember, it was agreed at the
beginningoftheyear to give the pystemaone-year trial.
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Throughout the deliberation process the emphasis on

general teacher and pupil evaluation skills had been narrowed

to focus on the language area and process writing in

particular. The narrowing of the focus of the staff

development plan was the culmination of a number of

infl uences and pressures.

A number of teachers, including several members of the

executive, had been developing their knowledge and expertise

in process writing through a special interest group and

inservice courses. This aspect of the state K-to-12 Language

Policy was a popular innovation area in the Region. The

availability of an eminent researcher in the language field

to work in the school was very an attractive opportunity not

to be missed. All of these forces worked to narrow the focus.

of the staff development project.

Design

(October 1982 to April 1984)

The "•• how do we know what the kids have learnt?"

question emerged as a complex dialectic. Mathematics

assessment had been implemented through the ~~~~~~~

~~~~~~ criterion-referenced algorithm tests. Checklists

and numerical scores were the means of communicating this

information to the children, their parents and the children's

new grade teacher. In the language area, the assessment

process had moved away from a reliance on crude checklists of
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I felt a firm persistent tug on my

skill attainments, to anecdotal notes and samples of the

children's work which focused on their learning ~~~~~~~R.

In this section of the account, the discussion will

include:

* the staff development activities which were undertaken in
term III of 1983;

*the writing evaluation procedures which were trialled
across the grades at the end of 1983;

*the modification of skills evaluation procedures which
had been developed throughout the preceding two years; and

*the implementation of the new pupil evaluation policy at
the beginning of 1984.

The design process of the pupil assessment scheme

associated laTith the evaluation stage of the Integrated

Curriculum was not unlike documentor's first waltz class in

those joyous adolescent years:

"Big, small, small•••• called the instructor.

·Come"on you oaf!R encouraged my nimble-footed and
attractive partner.

I knew it must be good for me, and getting it.right was
a prerequisite for the next date; but somehow I kept
making it small when it ought to have been the big
stepl

RI've got it 1- I cried, feeling both a sense of
relief and nervous achievement as I edged myself to the
wall.

ROh, come on 1ft
jacket,

ftThey're going to do the foxtrot now. R
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~ .Yu.ie.tY .Q.f .P.r~..t~~R .P.e..tR.iR..t~.o

While the annotated, individual pupil checklist had come

into general use by most teachers by term III, the "pace

setters" had worked through that format. They were now

looking for a more sophisticated instrument to explore their

chil dren' s wri ting processes. This overlapping effect of the

change process generated some tensions within the staff.

The advantages of the school-based approach to staff

development were appreciated by all the teachers, but the

curriculum innovators in the school often felt frustrated

because their own particular needs were not being adequately

met. There were the demands of thei r grade and the

responsibilities of school-level initiatives that usually

left little time and energy for additional personal

development.

As part of the implementation of the Draft curriculum,

each teacher on a grade basis prepared a diagnostic

evaluation uni t to commence the year in 1982 and 1983. On the

basis of the children's performance in the key skill

activities in the evaluation unit, skills were chosen for the

subsequent; thematic units.

The evaluation policy, which had been established at the

first staff meeting of 1983, required teachers to prepare an

individual pupil prof ile using the skills summary sheet from

the teacher's unit (or small cluster of units). While

document samples were not specified as part of the

requirements, most teachers had established a ~.e ~j~ for
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each child where items of work were filed by the child (and

sometimes the teacher). These files provided an inval uable

resource for informal evaluation between the teacher and the

child, and the basis for providing concrete data for

discussion at parent/teacher interviews.

While not every teacher was into ·wal tzing" (eval ua tion)

in a big way, the basic expectations established for the

evaluation of pupil skills from the Document, were being

carried out almost all teachers at the end of 1983. From data

gathered from the TSD survey (appendix 0) and the end of year

teacher interviews confirmed a substantial improvement in the

quality of pupil assessment in 1983 compared to 1982.

Positives changes were evident from the number of teachers

following the policy guidelines and the comprehensiveness of

the pupil assessment approaches that were being used by

teachers.

By 3.40 P.M. the staff had assembled in the library. The

atmosphere was warmed by the rich display of print and book

displays which had been prepared for Book Week by the

librarians and members of the school a few weeks earlier.

There was an atmosphere of anticipation which had been

fostered informally through the preparations for the

workshops.
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Roy introduced Brian Cambourne and briefly discussed the

links between the work of the TSD Committee, the teachers'

concerns and the school's long term commitment to school-

based teacher development. Brian commenced with a summary of

the teachers' concerns that he had perceived in the planning

meeting before the workshop.

Before we get to talk about the strategies to evaluate
the language process and other areas, I'd like to return
to step I, by you tipping out some of your concepts
about how kids learn. It's essential that we sort out
what you're trying to do.

Then I want to challenge you:

* What is the process writing?
* How do kids go about learning how to write?

I'll do that by asking three focus questions:

1. Do you like writing? .
2. How many pages do you write each day' ?
3. Do you think you're a good writer ?"

While there were a few questions, Brian tried to put them

on hold until he had established a platform of his own. He

moved quickly into discussing why he believed that writing

was a key to learning through a development of the various

language functions and the perceptions he had about good

wri ters:

I believe that the view of learning held by most
teachers is suspect!

Psychologists of the behaviourist persuasion carne in for

a fair caning before he developed his own three axioms about

learning:
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* The learning process should be as simple as possible
*The written and spoken forms are parallel conditions

of the same phenomena
*The principles of learning a language are the same

for all forms of the language.

The evening ended with everyone writing.

The. feedback from the teachers the following day was very

positive:

I learnt some things because I haven't been into this
ar ea bef ore.

I've been doing process writing for a year, so I
already had a few ideas. I'm looking forward to the next
sessions.

I wouldn't have missed it, though I was a bit skeptical
at first.

The nods at the staff meeting were supportive. Roy thanked

everyone for their attendance.

The second workshop covered:

* the nature of process writing
* how ESL and non-ESL kids learn
* ways of organising a classroom.

The barriers to effective writing were held over to the next

meeting to allow time for the teachers to be involved in

thei r own wri tinge The group members were learning by

experiencing the very personal joys and frustrations of

wri tinge

Conferencing and evaluation dominated the agenda of the

third workshop. Through the use of a video extract, the group

explored the characteristics a good conferencing. The writing

conference was described by Brian as:

* a sharing of equals
* a conversation and not an interrogation
* getting the pupil writers to ask the questions.
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Three areas of inquiry were then suggested to discuss the

concerns of eval uation:

l.What growth is there in the knowledge about
the writing process?

2. What are the attitudes towards writing?
3. What would be included in a product file?

Brian discussed the use of a pupil questionnai re to

determine a pupil's knowledge about the writing process. The

group then moved into a discussion about the specif ica tions

for an instrument that would tap knowledge about, as wel~ as

attitudes towards writing. While the written retelling

exercise was thought to be a "quick evaluation fix", the

challenge of the problem was clearly focused for Beryl and

Julie.

Before the final workshop in mid-November, Beryl and

Julie had synthesised the two example survey sheets that

Brian had used; identified their own areas of interest; and

drafted a trial two page survey. A sample of fourteen

children was drawn from across the grades, including a number

of ESL and children who were expected to respond somewhat

negatively. Beryl and Julie (on her class release day)

interviewed all the pupils using the trial form. From the

five attitude and eleven knowledge questions, the trial

suggested that:

* most children liked writing;
* most children nominated a person in the same class as

the best writer; and
*children do not necessarily go through the same

processes of writing that we tend to think they do.
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The survey form and the results of the trial interviews were

discussed at a staff meeting; the form was left in the staff

room for comment and one was passed to Brian before the final

workshop.

The November P & C meeting discussed process writing.

Parents were able to visit a number of classrooms after an

explanation about the value and the way writing was

organised in the curricul urn.

In the wind-up workshop (twenty-six of the thirty-six

staff were present) the attention focused specifically on the

process and product evaluation of writing process. Following

a summary of the tria~ writing survey, Brian suggested areas

for consideration and posed questions about the use of the

instrument. The question of what as pe c t s t of the child's

writing product to consider for evaluation purposes was

thrown open in a brain-storming session. Suggestions for

handling spelling, punctuation, grammar were discussed.

By the end of the session there was some apprehension

about the difficulty of the task. Brian was both encouraging

and pragmatic in his advice to conclude the session:

The way to do it is to try it out and see if it works.
Don't be afraid to toss it out if it doesn't.
Write about it.

Many of you have come a great distance. You're on the
edge of some important q ue s t f on s , so I'd like some of
you to be involved in sharing this work with other
teachers next year at the inservice level.
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The Writing Evaluation Survey was redrafted in December

with an attached sheet detailing the questions which

identified the attitudes and steps in the writing process.

As part of the regular supervision of the eval uation

process, an amended pupil evaluation sheet was trialled in K

to-2 during terms II and III. Th~ individual assessment

sheets provided for the evaluation of three units by:

* attitudes being specifically developed;
* skills being specifically developed; and
* understandings (knowledge about punctuation).

This form of recording proved more acceptable to the teachers

as the infants units were shorter in duration than the units

in the primary grades. The overall impact of the change was

to reduce the frequency of the teacher having to prepare a

new individual profile, without losing the integrity of the

individualised assessment process.

If there had been any misapprehension about the

expectations about the end-of-year pupil assessment process,

it was clarified by Arthur at a staff meeting in early

December. He indicated that evaluation folders were to

contain the last unit evaluation for each pupil, samples of

their work in their ~~ ~~~~ and an individual maths

evaluation sheet. For the school records f each teacher was to

provide a list of the units completed and a photocopy of ~ne

uni t from the year.

Executive decisions early in 1984 drew together a number

of evaluation procedures that had not been adequately

integrated at the end of 1983. The ACAP mathematics tests for
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some teachers began to be seen as the~.f~.i:J) mathematics

curriculum. As Arthur was no longer at the school, there was

pressure to return to the skill sequences outlined in the

Integrated Curriculum. Provision was made in the planning of

the 1984 priorities to evaluate the mathematics component of

the Integrated Curriculum in term III 1984.

From the beginning of 1984, the math skills in the

Integrated Curriculum document were coded and teachers were

advised to make a cut-and-paste program of the skills and

learning activities on a weekly basis. Evaluation checksheets

or stencils of the pupils number work were to be placed in

their evaluation folders.

In the language area, writing evaluation (SAP) had three

components: the wri ting survey (S); anecdotal records (A);

and product records (P). The procedures were formalised by

the end of February 1984: writing Survey (S) was to be

completed for each child at least twice per year; Anecdotal

records (A) were to be maintained of the children's writing

processes; At least two product records (P) of the children's

writing were to be filed in their folders every term.

Ideas for spelling evaluation policy were introduced in

February, but no formal requirement was decided upon. Reading

was the next planned area for detailed consideration. Other

sk ill areas were to be eval ua ted using the same forma t tha t

had been used in 1983. Phase ~y of the curriculum process had

started.
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While the sophistication of the process writing

ini tia tive and its eval ua tion poli cy reached a hi gh 1 evel,

the very same process had made some of the language skills in

the 1983 edition of the Integrated Curriculum obsolete. The

change process, at least in the time emphasis in the language

area, had almost gone full-circle in a period of less than

two years. The loose-leaf fol de r approach to cur r LeuI um

documentation was already useful.

Summaa

The reflexive character of the curriculum design process

was very evident in the deliberation over the theory and

practice of the pupil assessment policy. A strong dialectic

emerged between the personalities and the assessmen~

principles that they advocated. Elements of both approaches

continued into 1984, but the departure of a valued and

respected member of executive defused the contradiction that

had developed between the two curricula areas.

The strong influence of key executive members in charting

the direction of change in the school was particularly

evident in Phase III. Their platform positions have had a

significant influence on the direction and pace of idealised

change.

The approach to the complex issues of evaluation through

the evaluation of the children's process writing was a

concrete and meaningful direction for most teachers. Roy's

criteria; =that teachers must develop a sense of success from
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what they don was clearly demonstrated through their own

success as "writers" and through their ch Il.dr en s' efforts as

writers. The action research undertaken by Vonne and Beryl,

on the writing evaluation process was shared at a number of

Inservice Workshops which attracted State-wide interest.

While there was no definitive design to answer the

question, "How do we know what the kids have learnt?" the

deliberation in Phase III had developed some sensitive

instruments and procedures to assess the childrens· writing

processes. These were evaluation procedures which were based

on an individualised approach to assessment with an emphasis

on the childrens· learning processes ra ther than product

measures of attainment.

The tensions between the two approaches resulted in both

process and product measures being incorporated into the

pupil assessment policy for the beginning of 1984.

3. Against ~ G(gin: ~ Class Organisation.

(January 1983 to May 1983)

Early in 1983, two Language Consultants from Head Office

visited the school to discuss the community language program.

The organisation of parallel classes and ESL groups were

incidently discussed during the visit. After the visit, one

of the Consultants wrote a scathing report to the Regional
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Off ice clai ming that the school was mis using thei r ESL

designated staff. The school was not given the courtesy of a

copy of the letter. The issue broke with a please explain

visi t from the District Inspector.

Platform

Approximately sixty-eight percent of the children at the

school came from a non-English-speaking background in the

. home. While the number of new arrivals with no English (phase

one learners) had decreased significantly in recent years,

the proportion of children who require specialist help in

meeting the requirements of regUlar class activi ties (phase

two learners) was still substantial.

The ESL needs of the school had previously been organised

on a withdrawal system which proved un sa ti sfactory for both

the children and the teachers. To alleviate the structural

and alienation problems of this approach, the school

allocated four of its ESL staff to parallel grade class of

phase two children from Kindergarten to third grade. The

fifth teacher was available to work with new arrivals (phase

one chil dr en) and in team teaching si tua ti on s in other

classes as require~

Teacher morale and pupil satisfaction improved with the

new organisation:

Once they get some conf idence in the class, they'll eat
anything alive! When they first came in I heard one say,
'We're in this class because we're nogoodat language'.
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After a couple of months of confidence-building, they
believe they're the best kids in third grade.

'Well, I'm pretty good at this, so I'm going to
have a go.'

It's the old thing about teacher expectations and the
kids feeling good about themselves and their language.

Grade 3 ESL teacher

Another ESL teacher reflected the frustration caused by

the external pressures on their way of teaching the children:

They're on our backs again about the way we organise the
children. Once, people thought these children were dumb
or retarded, children needing remediation! Many of them
are really very bright and the only thing holding them
back is their language.

Grade 1 ESL teacher

The selection and organisation of the small ESL classes

in each grade (K-to-3) was fUlly supported by the Principal,

the grade coordinators and the ESL teachers. Parent

complaints about class placement, and teacher concerns about

the constant moving and time lost in the withdrawal scheme

were reduced substantially.

D.eliberation

Our ESL organisation appears to be out of step with
the guidelines! The teachers involved want to document
their program. For next Tuesday, would you be prepared
to take a few chil dren to enable them to plan and
document the case?

Roy, Staf f Meeting (18.3.1983)

Follo\'ling the initial afternoon meeting, the five

teachers worked individually and at a number of before-school

meetings to draft a paper on the ESL organisation of the

school. Sections of the paper addressed:
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* The nature of the community
* The role of the ESL teacher
* Possible organisational strategies: Advantages

and disadvantages
* Composition of the classes
* Relationships to the school's community

language program.

The report (appendix P) argued that the school was a

mirror of the community and as such, needed to take into

account the cultural diversity and economic insecurity of the

commmunity. Any reduction in the level of teacher support to

the pupils would be to further disadvantage their chances

for educational succes~

The role of the ESL teacher was to influence the

awareness and sensitivity of .all teachers within the school

to the needs of these pupils. Particularly at the grade

level, it was possible to identify and place children in an

appropriate learning group. As the ESL teachers were in grade

groups, they could provide a support network to the other

teachers' with information about resources and learning

activities for children with specific language difficulties.

During the development of the unit boxes for the

Integrated Curriculum, the ESL teachers were able to provide

an ESL perspective to th,e selection of resources. Provision

was also made for the multicultural perspective to be

reflected in suggested learning activities.

A detailed case (for and against) was made for;

withdrawal groups, intensive classes, parallel classes,

integrated and team teaching. Parallel class organisation had

the advantages of providing an across-the-curriculum language
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approach that was integrated for the fUll school experience

of each child. Pupil confidence and security was fostered in

the single-teacher relationship. Time was saved and there was

no unnecessary movement of children around the school.

Positive parental support for the organisation was gauged

informally through parent/teacher interviews and at a number

of P & C meetings.

Class composition was argued on the basis of:

* Most new enrolments wi th no English now start in the
Kindergarten. Classes in this grade are located in
adjacent, interconnecting rooms. Group planning and some
team teaching occur in this grade.

* Older new arrivals with no English are catered for in
au intensive (six to ten pupil) language class for a
flexible period, depending upon their needs. At other
times, this teacher will be assisting in grades 4 to 6
with written and some oral language.

* In the parallel classes in years one to three,
children •••• who are not achieving their poten tial
solely because of a language deprivation", will be
selected for placement in the ESL class.

In early April (1983), the five ESL teachers presented

their case to the staff for comment and support. A number of

comments were made which supported the concept of the ESL

teacher as a "whole t e acher ", not just a teacher of "I i ttle

bi ts n• The staff acknowledged the depth of analy sis that had

gone into the report and gave their unanimous support to the

document, and the justification for the organisation of ESL

teaching in the school.
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J2ei;ign

Copies of the report were sent to the District Inspector,

Regional Office and to the Head Office Consultant who had

initially raised the issue. Aa courtesy reply was received.

Class organisation during 1983 proceeded smoothly. The

community language program in Italian and Macedonian operated

in separate classes within each grade, (except for

kindergarten). A child in an ESL classes could move across

into another parallel class in the grade if he/she gained

confidence and adequate skill in the use of English.

At the beginning of 1984, Roy received word from the

Regional authoritiies that the organisation of ESL teachers

within the school was again unacceptable. Apparently, they

believe that we are "••• no t catering for the children in

forth, fifth, and sixth grade."

II ve tr ied to explain that the chil dren with language
difficulties in English come to us in Kindergarden. We
don't get people off the boat in sixth grade. We pour
our resources into the earliest years, where it has a
real impact.

Roy, (1.5.1984)

The Department could have ordered the Principal to change

the organisation of classes within the school. Threats of

staff withdrawal could have been made, but they would have

been against the stated better interests of the children

and the community. With the staff solidly supporting the

organisation,. and any attempt to reduce staff levels would

have precipitated a diffiCUlt industrial situation.
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The staff successfully worked against the grain of

administra tive authority. From the teachers' perspective the

central authorities had been unable, or unwilling to listen

to reasoned response of the professionals working wi th ESL

chil dren in the school se tting. The school had placed a

tension on the controlling influence of the central

bureaucracy by exercising its curriculum decision making

power. While staffing sanctions would have been serious for

the viability of the schools organisation, the episode did

illustrate the political power that a school can generate to

pro~ect its hard gained resources and curriculum

or gani sa ti on.

4. ~ .b.iD .aDd~ .9.f being ·Disadvantaged~

(1983)

The character isti cs of the school's popula tion had

enabled it to qualify for supplementary Commonwealth funding

under the Disadvantaged Schools Programme (DSP). Warrawong

has been funded since the program was established in the

early 1970s under the Whitlam Labor Government. After some

early management problems, DSP has been progressively

refining its requirements for school-based project proposals.

During 1982 and 1983 the school was successful in extending

its funding level.
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While the preparation of the annual DSP submission and

the monitoring of implementation of the individual projects

within the school is an ongoing task. This section of the

chapter will discuss the formulation of the 1983 submission

to illustrate the interaction and impact that DSP funding has

had on the wider curriculum endeavours at Warrawong Primary

School.

Platform

The central tenets of DSP were generated over ten years

ago as part of the political ideology to reduce the

inequality of opportunity that children experience because of

geographic isolation, their economic circumstances or from

their particular socia-cultural experience. For many schools,

the funding process has provided opportunities to address

effectively the 'disadvantaged experience' that many of their

children face. While this awareness may have always been a

conscious concern for some teachers, the need to consult with

parents, prepare and justify funding proposals, has

significantly extended this awareness at Warrawong.

Arthur had a long association with DSP through his

invol vemen tat the school and as a membe r of th e Reg ional DSP

Committee. His membership of the Regional Committee gave him

a clear insight into the changing direction that DSP funding

had taken over the past years. Beryl was almost immediately

asked to take responsibility for the school DSP Committee
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after her arrival in May 1982. Other members of staff

actively involved in the Committee or in the preparation of

proposals included Roy, Vonne, Rhyce, Mick, Marg(pre-school),

Nyla, Alix and Barb.

Projects funded in 1983 from the 1982 submission were in

large part a follow-on of previous years projects. A number

of ongoing projects had developed a tradition of strong

support in the school's submission program. The language

area, the playgroup, ethnic aides, supplementary in-and-out

of school experiences and photography have all maintained

their importance in the submissions over the past three

years.

Changes in the specifications for proposals in 1983

required that each project have:

* a clear identification and analysis of needs
* its rationale tied to the DSP philosophy
* objectives that related to the details of the program
* a whole school (K-to-6 ) approach
* community participation on the school committee
* a statement about the evaluation procedures to be used.

In short, requests for resources which were not tied to a

specific curriculum program in the school stood little chance

of funding supper t.

Beryl, Arthur and a parent representatve attended a two

day inservice that reinforced the new guidelines in June,

1983. Details of the new guidelines were discussed with the

DSP Committee and the whole staff when the ini tial requests

for project proposals were called for in July, 1983. The DSP

Consul tan t visl ted the school in July and discussed aspects
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of the pr ev ious years' proj ects and plan s for the 1984

submission. Expert advice and plenty of lead-time was

available for all teachers considering a proposal for 1984.

Deliberation

Beryl reported at a staff meeting in late-July that the

$36,000 grant for 1983 was as requested except for the

funding of the staff component of the living skills project.

The 1983 proj ects were reviewed and three addi tional areas;

wri ting, school envi ronmen t (extension of the existing

Committee's work); and a reading area were noted as possible

1984 projects. Up to this stage it appeared that the

gathering of suggestions had been done informally and through

the executive. A number of suggestions were made at the

meeting, with the follow-up request that proposals this year

would need to be written up by the end of term II.

In early August, Beryl reported that no new submissions

had been received by the Committee. She reported that there

were release days to assist about five teachers to write up

proposals. Mick S. made an additional suggestion from the

meeting:

We (it was not completely clear who else was included
in the prerogative!) need to have a shower!"

The kinders (the children it was presumed) often need
it after painting and water play.

Karen.
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Some discussion followed understandably as to the program

to which it could be attached. A search of the 1984 nsp

documents failed to locate any programs with a consideration

for plumbing!

A comparison of the 1983 and 1984 projects (figure 12)

below gives an indication of the continuation of programs and

of the proposers who worked on the submissions.

The nsp proposal writing day was held in mid-August, but

there were many aspects of the individual proposals which

were not finalised until the September holidays. The formal

type and script-written proposal was completed in the first

week of term III. All involved in the final preparation of

the individual projects worked under considerable pressure at

the end of a long and busy term. Beryl reported to the staff

meeting on 16 September that a total of eleven submissions

had been received and ranked by the Committee.

Roy thanked Beryl, the Committee members and all those

who contributed to the preparation of the submission. The

Lmpor cance of the nsp funding for the school was emphasised

by the principal to sum up the discussion which wandered into

a variety of topics including the location of the 'reverse

garbage truck' card, fifty guinea pigs at someone's inlaws,

and Martin selling some goods on consignment! Nyla had the

final postscript:

nYou've got to do it to realise how hard it is. n
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1983 1984
(Priority) $ (Priority) $

1. Communicating K-6 (3900) 1. Writing (5200)
Arthur/Nyla Arthur/Roy/Beryl/NYlalVonne

2. Ethnic aides (9200) 2. Experiences (5300)
Roy/Beryl Roy/Mick/Rhyce

3. Living skills (8000) 3. Communicating K-6 (2000)
vonne/Rhyce NylalBarb/Vonne

4. Play group ( 750 +S) 4. Ethnic aides (8800)
Barb/Be ryl/Ali x Roy/Beryl

5. Experiences (3600) 5. Play group (12900)
Hick/Beryl Marg/Beryl

6. Gross motor (1200). 6. Reading adventure room (750)
Aliz/Marg/Be ryl Arthur/Beryl/Barb

7. Photographic (760) 7. Gross Motor skills (750)
Ro:z."/Mick Alix/Beryl

8. Computer awarer.~ss (2200) 8. School environment (550)
Roy Alix/Marg/Mick

9. Computer education (2500)
Roy/Phil

10. Photographic (820)
Roy/Hick

Figure 12. 1983 and 1984 Disadvantages Schools Programs

The completed document weighed in excess of nine-hundred

grammes (only four-hundred grammes in 1982) and provided a

systematic and clearly documented account for each of the ten

project submissions. Photographs and appendixed materials

providing an informal evaluation of existing programs and

enhanced the total presentation. While the attractiveness of

the document helped, the quality of the submission attracted
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funding in the order of $40,000 for 1984. This was $12,000

more than the actual 1982 allocation. A commendable figure in

a year when many schools had thei r funding cut. A number of

schools reported that their submissions had been cut because

of poor documentation. All of Warrawong's programs were

subsequently funded, with only a couple of minor deletions.

Desism

Developments in ~~~~~~~ YJ~~ns, which had their

initiation in the junior grades, were supported with

consumables from the first priority DSP project. Display

boards, two typewriters and the equivalent of forty typis-t

days were also built into the submission. The evaluation

policy discussed in section 3 of this chapter was backed up

by classroom resources from this DSP program.

The priori ty given to this submission reflected the

professional interests of the curriculum leaders in the

school and the language focus of the Integrated Curriculum.

The staff evaluation and process writing workshops were be

closely tied to this program. Changes in the classroom were

supported from a wide and diverse range of resources. All the

inputs worked toward a more effective curriculum for the

children.

The ~z.p~~ .P.L.9j~..t was one of the most flexible DSP

funded aspects of the curriculum. In addition to the regUlar

program of camps and excursions, the funds were available to
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enrich the thematic units within the curriculum, both at a

grade and the whole school level.

~~~~~~~~=~=~ allowed the flexible purchase of

library resources such as books, video and computer software

across the curriculum.

sections of the »X~~~ ~~~x $$jlj~ program have been

progressively developed by Alix and a number of other

teachers over the past two years. The work has supported the

skills section of the Integrated Curiculum. The small amount

of resources requested reflect the continuing ini tia tive and

development that had taking place in some of the infants

grades.

The ~~i~ ~j~ program has been in progress since the

inception of the DSP at the scheel. It would be diffi=ult, as

the program proposal suggests, to quantify the value of the

aides to the endeavours of the school. The bridges between

the Portuguese, Yugoslav and Vietnamese communities in

particular, have been soundly developed through the work of

the aides. Parent-teacher interviews and a wide range of

school, parent and community links have been developed

through the presence of the aides. When the aides were

located in the library, they became more accessible for

informal parent contact and it drew the library and its

resources to the immediate attention of the parents. In many

ways the multicultural perspectives across the curriculum was

maintained and renewed through the contribution of the ethnic
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aides in a wide range of class based and school wide support

services.

Trees and the school's §ll.Y.i.I.mun.eD..t were the concern of a

number of staff for some years. Efforts in 1982 were reported

above, and the submission for 1984 concerned the tree

plan ting program suggested by the planting sub-Committee of

the School Environment Committee. Developments in the area of

playground markings and equipment were implemented from the

1983 submhH:iion.

"Toys for the boys"; perhaps there was a "byte" or two of

truth in this jibe in 1982. However, the expertise,

experience and enthusiasm in -the use of ~~~~~ are now

developed in the school. Phil and Mick became the resident

gurus. While the first Apple 'appeared' with little staff

consul tation, three computers are now almost fully utilized

for publishing children's writing and some simulation and

drill and practice. The development of the expertise and

hardware base during 1982 and 1983 provided the basis for a

successful school-based staff development program in 1984.

SUJIlJIlSU:Y

The opportunities to initiate, as well as the expertise

to assist Ln, the formulation of a program were present in

the school. There was even the possibili ty of some 'time' for

those who wished to prepare a proposal. Proposal writers

however in 1983 were mostly from the same core of curriculum
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innovators who had been involved throughout the period of the

evaluation. The DSP process has allowed a range of

individuals and Committees to undertake activities that they

felt a commitment toward and at the same time contributed to

the total experience of the school.

The process gave teachers the freedom and some resources

to initiate a program and see the results in the faces and

experiences of the children. Despite the time and energy

required to prepare the submissions, DSP was considered by

the staff involved to be a valuable and vital aspect of the

school's curriculum development process. The strength of the

DSPpr_ogram at Warrawong Primary was its complex contribution

to the Integrated Curriculum and the overall curriculum

endeavours of the school.

5. Dreaming ADim~~ Dragons~ ~ted~ ProjeGt ~

(August to December 1983)

Platform

"Water, Sounds, Flying Children and Other Magic Trips',

the related arts experience at the end of 1982 (Phase II),

was a successQ The proposal to have a similar type of end-of

year experience in 1983, was not greeted with the same

apprehension that accompanied the planning of the 1982

proposal. Late in term II, the executive discussed options
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for an end-of-year related arts type experience. Vonne and

Rhyce had secured resources for grades three and four. They

had discussed some ideas and were ready to go ahead with the

proposal. Nyla pressed ahead with the theme of 'Dragons',

which she had developed for the grades five and six.

DeliberatioD

The organisation of the project was developed through the

grade meetings and informal personal contacts. Roy requested

a report on the 'state of the art with the productions' at

an executive meeting in mid-September. The executive

considered the project to be a continuation of the teacher

development process in the arts which had begunin 1982.

Vonne considered the R~~~, rather that the end of year

performance, to be the most important outcome. The resources

developed could be used in the thematic units.

Early in October, Vonne and Nyla; who were the

coordinators, reported to the staff meeting about progress

with the productions. Animals for grades three and four was

reported to be shaping-up as a set of twelve choir songs

without a lot of dialogue. Mick was doing something with

puppets; Jack was working on some drama; Pete was

'percussioning'; Marg was elephant dancing; while Lynne's

group was doing some art! Vonne and Rhyce were working on the

music book, plus overheads transparancies which would be

available for use later.
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Nyla reported that the seniors were going for a journey

into books. Choir items, acting parts and special class

activities would be integrated. Some of the classroom

"action' reported and observed included: Gary and Phil were

working on puppets: Yvonne and Vicki were working on

individual dance activities: Wayne had paper and paint

everywhere in his room (with a backdrop or two in mind):

Rhonda was doing some verse: and there was the possibility of

a "Latin' Little Red Riding Hood.

Design

Class activities and choir practices became more frequent

in November. Rhyce was already reported to have ~~ worn away

his finger prints on the piano, that a major 'light fingers

Job' was likely, if he could fit it in between the Cambourne

workshops and practice sessions. Masks were taking shape:

costumes were starting to hang from store room shelves: large

cardboard shapes poked up through class-room windows and hall

bookings increased in frequency.

Typically, exasperation characterised the dress-

rehearsals:

It wasn't meant to be a Town Hall production, but it
is going to be as good as we can do it.
That wasn't good enoughl

"Dreams and Dragons' went through three performances, each

one developing on the one before. The Senior Citizens who had

been invited to the event went away thrilled--first that

someone had invi ted them, and second about the vi tali ty and
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energy of the children. Well over 120 parents attended the

production (only a quick count).

'Animals and Other Things' experienced the same

development of the children's confidence and quality of

performance. The evening experience under the 'lights'

developed a certain magic for the choir and the individual

items. This was the most satisfying performance for both the

children and the teachers involved. Things seemed to happen,

even when the torch went out and the script could not be

seen !

In both performances there was a kaleidoscope of feelings

and impressions. In 'Dreams and Dragon s' the mul ti cuI tural

perspective was truly represented in costume, song, dialogue

and theme. Boys and girls played multiple roles. Even in

those difficult songs for 'Animals' that had been practised

over and over, there was a confidence that nothing could

fracture.

The childrens' writing and movement were blended with

teachers' ideas through the productions. In dance, the

symbols and feelings of anger and freedom, power and release

were harmonised in a very fluid expression of movement to

music. The power and enthusiasm of the cho i rs was a credi t to

their teachers and accompanist.

It was suggested by one teacher that "Darwin would turn

in his grave at the suggestion that God put life into the

t.u r t Le ;" Even if It had, they've been pacing themselves

pretty well over the last 10,000 years! The quality of the
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music that had been learnt, the enthusiasm of the

performances and the idealism of the sentiments being

conveyed carried the day.

Summary

The skills and atti tudes developed by the children

related directly to the intents of the Integrated Curriculum.

Teacher confidence was enhanced through either the sharing of

skills in a particular area of dance, music, drama and art or

through the learning with the children a new mode of creative

expresion. The staff development experience built on the

success of the previous related arts program. There were

fewer complaints about the extra work as the impact of the

previous years experience was keenly remembered by many of

the teachers and children.

Colour, texture, form and feelings about materials, song

and movement the costumes and backdrops, puppets and masks,

each in its own way through the children's efforts reflected

a sense of pride and achievement.
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6. AgsemblieEO.:. .AD .as:r.. jU another .PAU. ~ .the ;;urriculum?

(August 1983 to May 1984)

Assemblies as a consequence of this curriculum episode,

were established as an integral part of the intended

curriculum of the school. The account reinforces the power

of the informal negotiation processes that regulated the

deliberation processes in the school. Confrontation was not

perceived by the majority of the teachers to be an effective

strategy for changing the policy direction within the school.

Platform

An active discussion about the need, form and

organisation of school assemblies did not commence until the

end of October, 1983. Like many of the traditional routines

in a school, the weekly school assembly just happened like so

many other things in a bu sy week. For some members of staff

the weekly sharing of songs, class work and the presentation

of Merit Awards was an important part of the class's week.

Others who were not directly involved in the presentation of

the assembly quite enjoyed the opportunity to have a ftCUppaR

in the staff room or to attend to a small matter or two

before the return to classo

Early in March 1982, the teachers' arrangements for

several school assemblies became an issue. Some "regular

teacher habi ts or Ii kely tendencies", were dissuaded by
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Arthur's insistence that each teacher take personal

responsibility for his or her class's "discipline and quiet."

Roy's follow-up left little room for ambiguity:

-All teachers will attend assembly."

staff Meeting (19.3.1982)

The issue was not rai sed again un til the TSD Survey

(appendix L) in November of that year. Three teachers

mentioned assemblies as a specific practice which they felt

"••• could become a target area for improvement.- A sixth

grade teacher, who was often concerned about the childrens'

behaviour in the school was,

••• worried about the loss of time at the morning
assembly f rom teacher la teness, unnecessary pupil
messages and harangues which are both boring and
unsettling for the children.

A fifth grade teacher expressed a related concern about the

time wasted from the three assemblies in the playground each

day. While these concerns were not specifically discussed, I

recall Roy remarking on one occassion at a staff meeting that

"•••when all teachers could get themselves to class on ti me",

he would do away with daily assemblies.

Only two teachers commented about the Friday assemblies

in the Survey. The sixth grade teacher again commented that:

••• most children become restless due to the length or
perhaps the need for some more relevant content. Make
them shorter or perhaps fortnightly.

Another fifth grade teacher suggested an increase in the

frequency of opportunities for the children to contribute to

an as semb ly.
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The next formal mention of the concern came as a result

of an executives planning meeting, held prior to the

commencement of 1983. Item 4 on the school organisation sheet

for term I 1983, was:

K-2/3-6 Projects:
* Assemblies
* (blank)

No discussion took place on the item as far as the documentor

was aware.

Somewhat late in a staff meeting (agenda item 13) in

early-February, Roy raised the issue of participation in the

primary assemblies for the first time:

How can we get more kids, more frequently involved in
assemblies?

A numbe r of suggestions were floa ted incl uding; open

participation in each assembly to a full grade (not just one

class), have two classes each time1 or by having two

assemblies per week. Vonne Ii ked Martin's suggestion of

having two classes per week, while Mick suggested grade

assemblies. Time elapsed and no consensus was reached.

The immediate concerns were about the number of children

participating at anyone assembly and the teacher's

responsibility for moving their class in and out of the hall.

Behind these logistical concerns were a number of perceptions

about the nature of the school and its curriculum. Late in

1981, when the Draft document (appendix S) was in its final

stages of preparation, Julie and Vonne were questioned about

their concept of the curriculum:
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I think curriculum is everything we do in school. It's
when the kids are in the playground, at sport or in
assembly••• We'd like them to develop inquiry skills
which flow into everyday life.

Julie (15.12.1981)

Vonne's and Rhyce's commitment to the value of group

singing was reflected in their regular taking of a large

scripture group in the hall every Friday morning. (This also

freed other teachers from supervision duties at that time.)

The value they held for music in the curriculum of their own

class and the school was also clearly demonstrated in the

leadership and support they provided for 'Water, Sounds,

Flying Children and Other Magic Trips' in 1982 and 'Dreaming

Animal s and Dragons' in 1983. Lyrical though not musical in

disposition, the principal supported all the teachers who

contributed their time to music festivals, productions,

assemblies and related arts type experiences across the

school and in the classroom.

Despite some of the expressed concerns, assemblies were

usually an interesting and "fun n time for the children.

The skills and courage necessary to come up-front to
do your thing is sometimes forgotten, except when it's
your turn to teach a new song or to take the assembly
yourself.

Reflectionsof a 'shy' teacher.

DeliberatioD

Prior to the main series of staff discussions in term III

1983, an interchange at an April staff meeting indicated the

range of alternative positions that were held by staff. Rhyce

initiated the discussion:
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Vonne and I are scheduled for the Anzac week assembly.
As a number of kids are on the 'they won side, Sir', we
fel t that a theme Ii ke 'working together ' might be a
little more appropriate.

We could pickup caring themes from the school, nation
Cbush fires) and so on. People who give of themselves.
Merit awards could be for children who show caring and
sharing type attitudes. We'd only be able to fit a small
number of representatives from the year 2 classes
because of the squeeze.

Gary took up the discussion:

I feel we need a time for a national remembrance. There
have been wars and soldiers died, so we should remember
the those who gave up thei r lives.

Those type of themes could be done at another time.

Maxine added her support for the approach suggested by Rhyce.

Vonne looked across at Gary:

We can go back to the old style if you like" It's just
that we wanted to do something a bit different.
If anyone else feels like Gary:

Vonne looked around the room,

Please say what you feel.

Doug expressed his view:

I don't like the idea much. I think we should have a
proper Australian type day.

The discussion moved fairly strongly against a 'blood and

guts' recount of the Anzacs. This, however, was not suggested

by ei ther Gary or Doug.

Roy tried to push for consensus as it was just about bell

time.

Are we happy with Rhyce's suggestion?

The nods had it.
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For those who participated in the Anzac Day assembly and

the class-related activities; the singing of "And the Band

Played Waltzing Matilda" was a moving cUlminating experience.

Toward the end of September, the executive briefly

discussed the amount of music that teachers were doing at

assemblies. It was noted that there was little routine or

consistency in what was being done. The responsibili ty for

the outdoor assemblies, (after the recesses) was now being

taken on a roster system. One of the "regulars" at this job

before the change, commented:

This nasty task is now shared around ~ the staff!

The assemblies issue was subsequently raised at another

executive meeting in early October and appeared as the third

agenda item for the staff meeting the following morning. Roy

initiated the agenda item:

I believe we need to straighten out some problems with
the assemblies. They are a valuable part of the
curriculum, so we need to get out of the 'procedural
rut' •

Vonne has some ideas, which will allow us to explore
our aims and the purpose we see them achieving for the
children.

Roy then passed the floor to Vonne who went to the overhead

projector:

Next week we'd like to work in groups on some of these
questions," she explained ,turning on the overhead:

Grade/School Assemblies:
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* who ?
* con tent ?
* resources ?
* format ?
* when ?
* where ?



I'll put the areas on the white board for your
reference for next Friday.

The next executive meeting discussed the strategy for the

staff meeting. It was resolved to have five composite groups

with representatives from K-to-6 with group leaders not being

executive members. At least twenty minutes was to be allowed

for discussion with the group summaries going onto overheads

transpancies for immediate feedback.

"Why have assemblies?" effectively started the full

group brainstorming session:

* To share; class activities, teacher talents, ideas,
information

* Learning areas; reading, singing, moving, performing,
reporting

*Developing attitudes of; tolerance, patience and
caring.

Children's aims werementioned:

* being an audience
* speaking in public
* using technology
* having an enjoyable experience.

Staff aims included:

* managing large groups
* confidence building (laughter from the 'infants table')
* working as a team.

The groups were arranged prior to the meeting by Roy and

Beryl. On the morning the group leaders were; Belen, Robyn,

Caterina, Wayne and Peter. The reports had to be held over as

time ran out. The group the documentor joined felt that Rhyce

and Vonne had been overused and other staff needed to accept

greater responsibility if assemblies were to continue.
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In the agenda of the next staff meeting, each group leader

reported the major outcomes of their groupls discussion using

an overhead transparency. Helen talked about

Iresponsibilityl; Robyn spoke about the need for variety in

the content; Caterina listed a wide range of suggestions for

format, including the splitting of the 3-to-6 assembly; Wayne

listed the human resources available and some need areas

(some new talent was said to have been observed at the IOpen

Hearth Talent Quest' (the teachers'local drinking

establishment). The final report was given by Pete who listed

a range of content suggestions. The postscript was that he

would not be playing his recorder if Vonne or Rhyce should

leave the school!

Following the individual reports and Royls thanks to the

reporters, a n umber of suggestions were floa ted. Doug

suggested an outside amphitheatre may help the kids to see.

Gary was concerned that assemblies would become

'productions', but was assured that was not the intention•

. Time cut the discussion until the following week. Julie on

her 'resource day'; compiled all the material that had been

discussed in the previous meetings. An assembly committee of

Vonne, Rhyce, Martin, Doug, Ann B., Beryl, Nicki, Rhonda and

Nyla were commissioned to outline the assembly organisation

for 1984.

Most of the committee met at a number of before-school

meetings in November. The recommendations were reported to
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the last staff meeting in the month. A six-page document was

prepared by Julie to represent a summary of the discussions

and the recommendations for assembly organisation for term I,

1984 (appendix R). The organisation and ideas were accepted

for a one-term trial, with the provision for an evaluation at

the end of that time.

Design

An assembly should be a time for a pleasant, stimulating
and educational gathering of children and teachers. It
should not stand out alone, but be an jll.t.e.g.r.al :p.a..r.t .s>X
~ ~~~J ~~~~~ It should be a consolidation and
devel opmen t of ~n..& ..P.kllJ.B .a..o.o .l.'lD.de..r.B.t.aD.d.iJl.g..P
developing in the classroom.

1983 Assemblies Document
(appendix R, emphasis added)

Not' -an act-, but an integral part of the curriculum. The

ideals were clearly set out in terms of the aims for pupils

and teachers. There was appropriate guidance in the document,

with sections on planning, running and the recording of each

assembly's proceedin gs.

The design in this curriculum episode has been

conceptualised as the trial period (term I, 1984) as it was

reflected through the teachers; evaluation of the project.

In addition to the schedule of the tr adi tional K-1-2

and 3-to-6 assemblies, a series of combined assemblies

involving a selection of grades from 1 to 6, were allocated

to the Tuesday 11.20 to 12.00 noon time slot.
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* Week: 4 (grades 2/3/4), 5 (516) , 8 Cl/3/5), 9 (214/6)
12 (1/4/5) and 13 (K/2/3/6).

* Playgroup twice per term with the K/l/2 group.

Twelve assembly formats were included in the document to

complement the ideas that teachers might wish to use. For

each grade and the main compilers of the document, a bound

file with over sixty songs (some with music) was prepared.

Included in the resource file were songs in Italian, French,

Vietnamese, Spanish, Greek, Yugoslav and Portugese.

Nyla accepted the responsibility for coordinating the

organisation during term I. At the first staff meeting of

1984, the schedule of meetings was confirmed and the ftgreat

new ven eure" began. There were some great successes, some

noisy episodes, a little teacher apprehension and lots of

smiling faces. In mid-April, Roy announced that the assembly

trial was up for evaluation before the end of term. The date

was set for the first staff meeting after Easter.

As a backdrop to the staffrqom debate, a policy decision

about playground r uLes (in Apr il), had not been seen as

practical by a number of staff. This situation had created

some ill feeling (though not stated publicly as such) ,toward

the executive. A small number of teachers felt annoyed at

having to implement the new restrictive playground rules

about ball-games ft•••when the ones who 'pushed them through'

did not have to 'police' them on regular playground"duty.ft

(Executive members were not expected to do yard duty).
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Roy appreciated that there was opposition to the

playground rUling and the trial of the assembly program. He

was also aware of some ill feelings that existed between a

number of the staff. Be led the assembly evaluation

discussion:

Nyla has done a great job in co-ordinating this 'grand
new venture'. The assembly record books tell of some
good work.

(The books, labelled K/6, Year 1, year 2, K/2 and 3/6 were

beside his chair on the deak.)

This has been a one-term trial. Let's build on the
positives by having a quick look at where we intended to
go.

The overheads transpancies which had been prepared by Julie

at the end of 1983, were quickly reviewed. Roy gave the

inkling that he might accept comments as he went down the

list of headings:

* Why do we have assemblies ?

DIs there any thing to add?n

* When ?

* How long ?

·Some have gone too long, that became obvious.-

* Areas of responsibility?

nThere are some things in the primary area that
have not pleased me greatly.n

* Planning meetings ?

"I have a few suggestions:

i K - 2 roster as per term I* That there be a teacher in charge and a pianist
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# That the person in charge be responsible for the ;
preparation of the room, movement in and out, and
supervision between items.

i Two teachers and their classes be rostered for
each assembly (one turn per teacher per term).

Ok, what do you think?R

Wayne opened a quick succession of comments:

The numbers in the hall are still a problem with the
3-to-6.

The ones at the back still cann1t see.
(Gary)

The combina tion of juniors and seniors is working out
fine.

(Martin)

My kids thought it was terrific, especially when they
saw thei r little brother or sister. They enj oyed it.

(Maxine)

The story talk wasn't always appropriate.
(Belen)

One of the songs took to long to learn and other items
had to be left off. But educationally brilliant!

(Doug)

Increase the frequency of combinations and less of the
3-to-6. There are some real advantages of a whole
primary assembly.

(Mick)

OK, We'll have fewer 3-to-6, that will overcome some of
the crowding concerns.

Roy gave a half smile bef are continuing:

Responsibility! There must be someone in charge.

Doug initiated a discussion about hall bookings which took

the debate away from the main issues. Ball booking procedures

were settled by a decision from the chair.
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Vonne took up the issue again:

There's still need for a person to supervise the coming
and going and the gaps between items.

There was not an enthusiastic cry of volunteers offering

their services; rather, a silent acceptance of the need for

someone to take responsibili ty in the cited situations.

The last notation in one of the assembly log books was

concl uded with:

'I object to this extra work•• '

Oui te a n umber of teachers who had con tri buted to tha t

particular volume were upset about the comment being written

as part of their corporate record. The debate was opened by

another teacher with the comment:

I don't like the idea of the recording book.

Roy suggested that it was important that there be a record of

the songs learnt. Nyla felt the record helped those wanting

some ideas for an agenda:

The record is an essential part of what we're doing.

Beryl reflected that it was an integral part of the

curriculum and as such should be appropriately re~orded.

The initiator of the issue reflected:

I agree with some of the things tha t have been sai d. I
can see that the record doesn't have to be a
production.

Roy looked up: als it agreed, we record?a

nThe song content is too long. a This commentor did not find

much support in that view. Reactions came quickly rejecting

his position:
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"songs are a unifying theme. n

"They're important breaks between items."
"Music is the very reason why I support assemblies."

The documentor was a little surprised that the debate

had gone the way it had. The ideologi cal and poli ti cal

posi tions were clear from the outset. Many of the issues had

been canvassed before the meeting. Plenty of notice had been

given to resolve differences of opinion informally; before

the staff meeting. The fact that Roy had led the debate

indicated to the documentor a decisiveness of purpose.

Snppnaa

The notion that the school's curriculum included all the

class and non-class experiences which develop the pupil's

skills and attitudes was reinforced during the episode. A

more equitable sharing of teacher responsibility for

assemblies was achieved through the trial.

While the staff meeting is the formal venue for dissent

as well as the ratification of policy, the experience has

been that sUbstantive changes in direction, intensity or

emphasis in a program must be negotiated informally through a

grade coordinator, Beryl or Roy, if it is to have any

influence.

Assemblies, follow in9 this eval ua ti on, had established

themselves as an integral part of the conscious curricul urn.

As one teacher after the staff meeting summed it up:

Sometimes its dead boring, but the kids get a real
thrill out of what they're doing. We've had the trial

and the evaluation. The benefits are going to be worth
it."
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KEEPIR; mE ENEIGY GOIlI;

The energy for change and professional growth came from

within the dynamic of the school. External pressures have

had thei r play; however the locus of control was

effectively wi thin the overt and covert infl uence of

principal and the staff.

This chapter explores two questions:

1. Where was the energy in the school?

2. What could be done to maintain and promote the level of

energy and commitment to the school and the children?

Much of the data presented in this section was drawn from

teacher interviews held in December, 1983.

1. Bbere lI.a§ ..the Energy?

-It comes from us!-

Two grade teachers (11.11.1983)

The 'big energy'" comes from a small group in the
executive and flows backwards and forwards to the class
teachers. It's my responsibily to enthuse Roy or Beryl
about something I want to do in my class or in our
grade.

Grade 3 ceache r (12.11.1983)

The energy is in the policy framework that has been
set-up. It comes from us because we carry it out. This
is the first school that I've been in where I haven't
shoved the policy in a cupboard!

Grade 1 teacher <16.11.1983)
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It's the willingness of people to just work. I cannnot
believe the amount of time some of the teachers spend on
thei r professional work.

Kindergarten teacher (12.11.1983)

Members of the executive provide a lot of stimulus as
far as I'm concerned. Beryl has provided us with a lot
of help. On the other hand, it also comes from
yourself. The fact that you're keen about what you're
doing itself provides that stimulus, which in eucn
provides the energy.

Kindergarten teacher (29.11.1983)

In the executive we've a core of people who think
alike. There's conflict, but that's how growth comes. I
believe we've been able to come to an agreement on a
direction and support one another.

Executive membe r (18.12.1983)

There are key people who inspire me. They help to
maintain my interest and enthusiasm. The curriculum
itself has so much in it that could be developed
further.

When you're working with people who are interested and
have a real commitment to children, it keeps you going.
There are those who work primarily within their own
classroom. There are other teachers who aren't on the
executive, but show a willingness to participate on
committees and throw themselves into some of the
'happenings' around the place.

Beryl (6.12.1983)

Recent research (Leithwood, 1982) on school climate and

change have given considerable emphasis to the role of the

principal as a leader and facilitator. Many teachers

mentioned at some stage of the discussion some reference to

the role played by Roy.
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I've never met a person like him. He's f r Len dLy, very
concerned for all the children, and all his staff. I've
found that a bit unusual in my casual teaching
experience. I believe the school has a real image
because of the variety of things going on.

A 'new hand' a t the school (12 .. 11.1983)

The boss is a real live-wire. He's got just the right
touch. Things are happening the way he would probably
want them to happen, but there's no pressure. You
haven't got the feeling that it's coming from the top
all the time. He's got good back-up all the way.

The buildings are still more or less the same, but
it's hard to know it's the place when I think back to
the first years I was here.

An "old hand" at the school (21.11.1983)

The documentor asked a number of the executive to describe

Roy's leadership style and the process he used to energise

people.

He's got lots of good ideas. There's freedom to pursue
your own ideas. He's also a sounding board. If people
have ideas on something, he'll listen to you. If there's
a need for some money, it's usually there as well! He
provides opportunities and allows things to happen. He
sets things up and provides the necessary back-up.

Executivemember (6.12.1983)

Throughout the documentation period, a trend was

observed of an increasing participation on the part of non

executive classroom teachers in school-wide initiatives.

Groups such as the TSD Committee, DSP Committee, Assemblies

Committee, Sports Committee, Mathematics and Language
Curriculum Committees and the initiation of school level
social events have all provided opportunities for individual
teacher contribution to school level organisation and policy.

Within the school there has been a strong affirmation of

the teachers ownership of the energy which has pervaded the

school's experience over the period of the documentation.
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The sense of professional commitment to both children at the

classroom level as well as school-level responsibilities has

been demonstrated· in the accoun t. The role of the school as

the basis for professional growth and development is

supported through the teachers' reflection on their own

sources of stimulation.

During the 1983 interviews, two questions were asked of

teachers to explore this concern. IIIf you were the

principal, what sort of things would you plan for 1984?1I and

"How would you keep the energy flow ing?" Only one teacher

challenged the basic assumption of the question.

Teacher responses tended to be either;

Ca) practical suggestions for change, or

Cb) a support of the communication and interaction processes

currently operating in the school.

Not everyone was keen for more change:

I wouldn't be trying to do so much. I think I'd let
teachers enjoy what they're doing instead of trying to
cram any more on! I'd like to consolidate the quality of
some of the new things that I've started this year.

If I had control, I'd recognise these facts and say,
'Right, we're still going to continue with this. Off you
go, just enjoy itl'

Grade teacher (16.11.1983)

Staff workshops were the most commonly-cited activity that

teachers felt would be of benefit to maintain the energy
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levels of the staff. Two teachers felt that a follow-up to

the Cambourne workshops on process writing and evaluation

would be most helpful. several staff considered that a

number of the new teachers who had not -experienced" the

development of the Integrated Curriculum would need to have

some s chool-in se rvi ceo

Four teachers mentioned the importance of a regular

rotation of grades. Two conceded the importance of changing

rooms:

I really have to keep a check on the amoun t of junk I
collect 1.

I think the structure of the school, as well as the
teachers themselves, has benefited from the movement of
teachers between-grades and the movement of second grade
in to the 01 d pr i ma ry block.

The movement benefits the kids, because their teachers
get a feel for the flow within t he school. Now, if any
of the teachers have any thoughts for promotion, they
must have experience teaching across the whole school.

Arthur (8.12 •• 1983)

Roy needs to be more involved in supervision. He needs
to be even more visible in the classrooms, helping with
programming and unit writing.

Grade teacher (5.12.1983)

The second line of suggestions for maintaining the energy of

the school were related to ..c..o.III.lll..J.U)j..c~j..Q.D 'p~J)~~~J$J;~. Time

was considered to be the scarce resource in the school.

I've found that anyone I'd sought help from has been
really helpful; but it's finding the time, and finding
them with some time to really work my problem through.

To do a professional job, it takes more than five
minutes at lunch time with fourteen interruptions!

Grade teacher (17.11.1983)
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"How do you think the energy can be maintained without

people burning out?" the documentor asked:

By the INTERACTION. We! ve had some very stormy times
here this year; but to me that's an indication of the
strength of the school, not a weakness. By bringing out
the differences and discussing them it stops some things
from always simmering below the surface. When I first
walked into one of those fiery meetings, I couldn't
bel·ieve my ears.

The energy is there because you're free to talk and do
something if you want to. If you had an old crab of a
boss who say's, 'No, I don't think you can try that.
Justify that in wri tingi' why bother to try 1

Grade teacher (18.11.1983)

The role of the executive and the communication networks

within the school was raised by several teachers:

I'd like to see the minutes or some record of
the executive meetings ~~rculated. I guess it's none of

my business really, but the door closes and it's a
secrecy-type thing. I don't think it would hurt to
circulate the issues that are coming up for wider staff
discussion.

Grade teacher (2.12.1983)

This feeling was reflected to one of the grade coordinators:

Yes, I guess that's a concern. I know some ideas are
generated at staff meetings. For suggestions that come
from the executive there=s a lot of interaction before
it reaches the staff meeting. I t takes time to discuss
many of the finer points of getting an idea into
practice. I respect the concern that has been shown. We
need to strengthen those channels where people can share
important ideas.

At the same time, you've got to be able as an executive
to discuss the needs of our teachers in such a way that
their confidentiality is respected.

Grade coordinator (8.12.1983)
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The energy that was in the school had come from

cooperative team work in grade groups, the variety of school

commi ttees, and the school's executive. The energy was from

within the staff and the school's leadership. Effective

communication channels had been developed across the school.

No one person or group had a monopoly on the ideas that

enriched the life of the school. The school's leadership, had

effectively encouraged many of staff to fully parti ci pate in

the life of thei r grade and school.

The Integrated Curriculum provided a powerful set of

intentions, ideas, resources and ways of meeting the needs

of the children of Warrawong Primary School.

"Without our energy and entbusiaslB there's nothingl

Grade Teacher (12.12.1983>
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CBA~R X

CONSEQUENCES OF mE INNOVATION AND

mB EVALUA~IOR

pgrposa

The aim of this chapter is to provide a formative

account of the curriculum development process at Warrawong

Primary School: two years on. The observations and summary

accounts presented in this chapter should not be seen as a

summative evaluation of the schools' achievements over the

two-and-half years. The four purposes outlinea in chapter r

will be reordered and used to structure the discussion in

the chapter. The specific purposes of the chapter are to:

(a) Re-identify the antecedents and context of the of the

curriculum innovation

(b) Summarise the Phases and outcomes of the curriculum

and staff development processes

(c) Develop two which draw together issues raised by the

principal and staff from the Study:

Ci) control of change, and

(ii> development of a K-to-6 school

(d) Examine the consequences of the evaluation process in

the school from the school and the documentor's perspective.
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The innovation for the purpose of this discussion

incorporates the integration of the curriculum and the

development of the related curriculum documents; it also

includes the related curriculum episodes which have been

documented in conjunction with the three Phases in part II.

This section of the chapter will briefly review the

school setting before the documentation period, some

preconditions for change, sources of change within the

school, and the changes that have resulted from the

implementation of the integrated curriculum and the related

curriculum episodes.

!1'.b.e .s~M..o.l .s..e.i:.i:j.oS ~..e.f~x~ .t.b..e
.I.o.t..e.suAt.j..o.o ..o.f.t..b..e ..c.lU.tj~J.1.JJ.t.lll

Warrawong Primary School is located in a high migrant

density suburb in the City of Wollongong. The school is

close to a major industrial complex and unemployment in the

community is well above the national average (ten percent in

1983). Over twenty-one ethnic languages are spoken by

children in the school. Seventy percent of the children come

to school with weak or no English language skills.

In 1981 the curriculum was subject-orientated, and taught

in streamed classes. While there were school-based

documents in the major subject areas,

successfully programming these guidelines
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practice rested heavily on each individual teacher.

Pupil evaluation was grade or teacher-based and was mostly

concerned with product outcomes, rather than the children's

learning processes.

Warrawong was fortunate in the professional skills that

the staff, as a group, possessed. The current principal and

a number of the curriculum innovators were appointed to the

school between 1979 and 1982. The principal from the outset

encouraged teachers to develop ideas and projects within

the school. Proposals were generously supported within the

means of this -disadvantaged- school, provided that the

intent of the proposal was in general accord with the

overall direction that the school was taking.

The executive of the school was comprised of; the

principal, deputy principal I and the grade coordinators.

This group met weekly and provided the central clearing

house for ideas and monitored the general operation of the

school. The executive worked as a cabinet and cabinet

solidarity was expected after a decision was made.

Meaningful dissent from executive decisions was accepted,

if it was initially discussed through the informal

consultative process.

A number of standing committees provided leadership and

operational support for a variety of projects within the
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school. The Total School Development Committee was

established under Roy's strong guidance in 1979 and has

provided the staff with a teacher based avenue for problem

solving, internal evaluation and has initiated major staff

development projects in the school such as the Cambourne

evaluation workshops in 1983. Parent representation on the

Disadvantaged Schools Program Committee strengthened the

links between the parent group and the teachers handling the

program submissions for supplementary Federal funding. In

1984 the nine programs in the DSP submission attracted over

$40,000 into the curriculum activities of the school. There

was certainly pain in developing the submissions, but a

certain joy was experienced in having the resources 'to

enrich the learning and staff development processes in the

school.

Roy's knowledge and experience as a principal and his

time in the Regional Office gave him a sound basis to decide

what could be done with the available resources in a school-

based initiative. He was personally committed to the id~a

that the school is the most effective platform for school

change.

For years I've seen the inservice dollars go down the
drain on fancy Regional projects that were the pet
concern of someone or other. People don't seem to
realise that good teaching begins when teachers are
supported in their own classrooms by the expertise that
most school I have coming out thei rear s'. Unf ortuna tely
many principals can not use a mirror!

(31. 9 • 1983 )
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Roy acknowledged the perception and curriculum expertise

that a number of his teachers possessed and based the

curriculum change process firmly within the school.

The transformation of the curriculum and staff

development were seen as interlocking and dependent

processes through time. Roy believed change in classroom

practice came only when teachers had a positive feeling

about what they were doing. The knowledge that colleagues

within the school were there to provide a support

network was a vital ingredient in the venturing process.

There were many creative and talented teachers at

Warrawong Primary. Warrawong was a school where ideas were

encouraged and when-ever possible supported. The greatest

source of ideas that made the difficult route into classroom

practice, came from within the school. However,there was no

shortage of pressures and demands from the Region and the

State Department (appendix Q).

School leadership throughout the documentation period

was firmly based on the principles of "guided

consensus n
• The executive acted as the cabinet through

which all major policy decisions were vetted. Important

issues were usually opened for informal discussion between

teachers and within grades, before being formalised into

a poli cy recommenda ti on by the executive for staf f
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ratification at a staff meeting. If there were any major

disagreements about an issue, it was usually too late to

"raise a fuss" when it came back to the staff for final

approval. Most staff, with one or two exceptions,

appreciated the "hidden-curriculum" of policy making in the

school.

The overall impact of external curriculum demands was

more implicit than a direct threat to the reasonable mental

heal th of the classroom teachers. Roy fil tered the options

whenever he could. Sometimes the pressures, as with the

discipline policy, required immediate action.

The personal and professional ideologies of Roy,

Beryl, Vonne, and Julie were the most influential in the

direction of school policy and the form taken to a large

extent in the formulation of the Integrated Curriculum. A

comparison of the sources of initiating ideas was undertaken

of the interview and observational data. Vonne's personal

and ideological positions were reflected in every major

ini tiate undertaken in the two-and-half year documentation

period. Vonne held strong positions on; the centrality of

attitudes in learning, removal of subject barriers which led

to the integration proposal, a K-to-6 school organisation,

child centred instruction and individualised evaluation,

importance of music and the related arts, and the key role

of language in the curriculum of Warrawong Primary. The

subsequent influence of Beryl in process writing and
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mathematics for the younger children became very powerful in

1983 and 1984.

Individual sponsorship of programs through an executive

member was crucial if a particular program was to be well

funded and given a staff development priority. The capacity

of individual initiate was particularly evident in the

curriculum in the related arts (Vonne, Rhyce and Nyla);

motor skills (Alix and Mick); the school environment (Alix

and Doug in his own way) and in the core skill areas of

ma thema ti cs (Arthur, Julie and Beryl) and language (Beryl,

Vonne, Julie and Carol). Roy was always around as a

stimulator, facilitator and organiser of resources, people

and opportunities.

Internal school evaluation and· problem solving was

effectively handled by the TSD Committee. The strength of

the K-to-6 orientation of the school would not have existed

wi thout the concerted action of the TSD group. Later in the

Study they facilitated the parent project and the initiation

of the evaluation review and subsequent staff workshops.

Other committees in the school, grade-groups and

individual initiatives undertaken in the Library and in

classes provided a vigouous base for ideas from all levels

of the school. The contribution of the multicultural

resource teacher in 1981/82 had a pervasive and lasting

influence on the Language POlicy (appendix N) of the school.

The mUlticultural perspective became naturally woven onto
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the whole fabric of the school's experience. The inf ormal

personal relationships developed within the school

supported a wide range of K-to-6 support and information

networks.

2. Change process

What changes occurred in the school between 1981 and

19841 While it would be presumptuous to be comprehensive, a

number of projects warrant a brief review. The integration

of the curriculum will be considered initially before

mention is made of a number of .~he curriculum episodes

discussed in part II.

Focus questions for this brief review have been drawn

f rom the questions posed by Roy and the teachers in 1982/83

(appendixes D, E and H; also listed in chapter III). Data

about the implementation of various curriculum programs has

been drawn from teacher interviews, observation and key

informant interviewing. These three main forms of data

gathering have naturally triangulated each other.

The evolution of the Integrated Curriculum has continued

beyond the Draft and the 1983 edition discussed in chapter

VIII. A new section on writing in the central language

section of the document was completed in September 1984.

Spelling will be the next section to be revised; following
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the changes that have been made in the writing skills area

of the document.

The proposal to review the structure of the curriculum

in mid-198l followed the reviews of individual subject

curricula which had been completed by school committees in

1980. Vonne and JUlie were the curric:lum initiators. Vonne

had been released from class teaching through a staff

decision to take two or three extra children into their

class for the year. Julie was released through a Regional

Inservice grant which Roy had arranged on the basis of the

wider regional signif icance of the cur riculum proj ece, The

innovators were also the respec~ed teaching colleagues of

the rest of the staff. Outside advice and f,inancial

support were important for the success of the integration

project, however the ownership and responsibility for the

program was firmly within the school.

!ni tially the suggestions for the revision of the

curriculum came from Roy, Vonne and JUlie. The initial

development work did not involved all the teachers. It was

the documentor's observation that the staff were never

really given the option of rejecting the idea before it went

in to trial in 1982.

During 1982 all of teachers worked with Julie and Vonne

on the revision of the Draft document in some way or

another. Through the implementation process, Julie was

able to share the feelings of each grade~ as well as
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support workshops and planning sessions related to the

introduction of the thematic sequence. The movement from

content to ..G~ and~ as the basis of programming

was not without its frustration. Without the regular

planning sessions with grade coordinators an d

individual teachers, the planned innovation would not have

effectively commenced. For many teachers it was a

fundamental change in the way they approached their

teaching and the children's learning.

Through a well planned school-based support system, each

teacher could avail him or herself to individual, grade and

school-wide support people and inservice experience. The

resource boxes for each thematic unit were constantly

enriched by the library staff and the teachers themselves.

The documentation process began and concluded

with evaluation. ·We're trying to tie it all together,·

was the initiating rationale for what became a fundamental

change in the curricul um and its organisation at Warrawong

Pr i mary School.

While the external documentation process was concluded

in early 1984, the staff had moved into a new Phase of

the curriculum change continuum. By the end of term I,

1984, the school had passed through a full cycle of

curriculum change.

Teachers were now working with:

Ca) Parallel classes on a curriculum that was structured

on skills and attitudes
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(b) The learning process was divided into a sequence of

over ninty thematic units

(c) A prescriptive, yet flexible thematic sequence which

took cognisance of the K-to-6 learning experience of the
. ~

pupil.

By the end of 1983, two years after the introduction of the

project, all the teachers were working from the thematic

sequence and planning their units around the skills

sequences in the Integrated Curriculum.

As part of the 1983 interviews, the documentor asked

twenty of the teachers what the most helpful support systems

had been during the year. Sixty percent indicated their

U~~ ..ej,l.P~.L.Yll.Q.L, Roy or Beryl (who was a Lso s upe rv Ls Lnq a

grade).

Roy, he's involved with the c h Lld r e n , the
teachers••• He's always encouraging each person to
follow their ideas through. Beryl's the same. They're
both ready to make time to help you with a little idea
or a problem.

Grade 2 teacher.

Vonne/and Rhyce are both very interested in the
children and the curriculum. There are a lot of ordinary
teachers that just do their job. At this school I feel
there are a lot more teachers who are more involved and
go a lot further than just teaching their class.

Cas ual teacher

The J.m.ii: J:~..e..QJ.U:~~ ..b..QAeR were ci ted by thi rty per cen t of

the teachers as being very helpfUl, "I know that I've got

the resources available--1 don't have to go and dig out
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resources ever time I change a unit." (Grade 6 teacher)

The ..c~.lJ.l.J.un .do..c.l.l.llleD.t was mentioned by twenty-five

percen t of the teachers, "I no longer have to si t down and

think.'Oh m¥ goodness', what next! Where's my Document?"

,lU.iaJ) ~JIW.Q.l.lJ:~ ~'y~.D li..Q.t'UM'pR were also cited

by twenty-five percent of the teachers as being a meaningful

support, "He sparked me off! I'm putting down my thoughts on

the children a little more concisely than I had done

before." (Grade 1 teacher)

Two teachers were stimulated by the .f~bilitY .t.ha.t .the

R..c.b..Q.Q.l ~.D'yj.t'..Q.DJIl..e.D..t provided for them; •••• nobody breathes

down yourrleck and says••• There's a tremendous amount of

democracy involved and a lot of support." (grade 2 teacher)

"If there was ever a democracy in a school, it would be

~..;~. I'm not saying it's completely democratic•••You can do

what you want--just go out and win it!"

Collaborative grade planning, the quality of

professional expectation and the uniformity in the overall

curriculum were cited by other individual teachers as being

supportive for them.

Within each grade, teachers were sharing their ideas

and skills. The new curriculum had stimulated group

planning, even though units were not always taught at the

same time. Barb and her library team maintained and

enriched the unit boxes over the two year period, in

addition to having the computers use the scarce library
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space as their home. Without this professional support, the

thematic units would not have been adopted as readily as

they were by the teachers.

Another sample of twenty teachers were asked if the new

curriculum made any difference to the experience of the

children. Seventy percent said that the experience for the

children was more meaningful. Some of these teachers

however, had not been at the school before 1982. One "old

hand" seemed to sum up a number of feelings for those who

had made the change:

I'm a better programmer. When I first came in, nobody
was any help at all. The integrational approach works
well for me•••Right (clapped hands}, Social Studies now!
Stop work on that math, you can do that tomorrow. Things
flow and individual subject areas don't seen to get left
because they're picked up in the various themes.

It's giving the kids a wider range of experiences and the
teachers are picking up a few more clues--like the
related arts work we're doing now.

If teachers' programming is improving; kids are going to
benefit!

(6 ..12.1983)

Eva1 ua tion of the childrens' learning was the most

difficult area for change. Chapter VIII/2 discussed this

area in some detail. Comprehensive individualised pupil

assessment does not have any short-cuts! Some teachers were

working very hard at providing a meaningful record of the

development of the children's learning processes in the

major skill areas in each unit or set of thematic units.
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From the experience of being in the school for over two

years, the documentor observed that those teachers who had

made the greatest progress with the new programming format

were the same ones who first tried the process assessment in

writing and used the individual pupil evaluation sheetL

There was a good deal of rethinking about the value of

parallel graded classes between 1982 and 1983. For those

teachers who had often been allocated lower ability

children; " I love it••• You don't have so many discipline

problems because the bright ones just enjoy thei r work."

A more skeptical teacher at the end of 1982 had rethought

the matter:

My children came from five different classes last year
and it's getting to the stage where it's difficult to
say who came from where. There are a couple who haven't
changed much all year; with some I'd have to look at the
records to tell you the streamed class they came from in
1982. It's dramatic how good things have rubbed off on
the "unlikely ones".

(Grade 4 teacher, 8.12.1983)

Some expressed a concern that they were were still

experiencing difficulty catering for the range of skill

levels in their class. At the end of 1983, a generally

posi tive attitude was held toward parallel classes and the

associa ted communi ty language program, whi ch had been

implemented in tandem with the grading change.
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By 1983, the community language program enabled any

child not in an ESL class to choose either Macedonian and

Italian from grades l-to-6. Within many of the units in

the thematic sequence, attention was given to the values and

experiences that the children brought from their

distinctive home and communi ty backgrounds. Benea th the

planned experience were a range of teacher a tti tudes which

had become more sensitive to the needs and home experiences

of warrawong's children.

In a related response to the needs of the school's

distinctive community, the ethnic aides program provided an

ongoing liaison with the parents. Interpreters were

available for the regular parent-teacher interviews. Over

the two years of the Study there had been an improvement in

parent interest in the affairs of the school. Indicators

inc 1 ud e d th e n urnbe r of pa r en t sat P & erne e ti n 9 s ,

the participation of parents on school curriculum

committees, some parent assistance in classrooms (chapter

VII/6), good attendances at parent/teacher interviews and

the school Aperf ormance s" (related arts expe r ience s I and

II) •

..Re~ ~nculuJll .sn.Q ,S.till .D..eY~JWl.t .Ep.ia.Q.Du

When curriculum development and staff development were

interrelated good things tended to happen for the teachers
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and the children.

The ..r~.az..b ..e.Jr.P~~..eR (Water, Sounds and Flying

children and other Magic Trips: chapter VII/4 and Dreaming

Animals and Dragons: chapter VIII/S) enriched the teaching

of these skill areas in an enjoyable and stimulating way

for the children. It was tough going for some teachers, but

the process was evaluated by the teachers as being very

worthwhile.

The development of the U,1;..e.mt>.J....i.u .D..o~ (appendix R)

was a powerful example of the initiating role of Vonne, Roy

and Beryl in the achcoI , The revision of the assembly

procedures and tbe trial of the new program in term I 1984

reinforced the powerful concept of curriculum (figures 8,9

and 10 in chapter VII/2) that had been developed by JUlie

and Beryl during the revision of the Draft document in

1982. After the trial and evaluation of the project,

assemblies became a central feature of the children's

weekly learning experience.

Curriculum was defined as the total experience that the

school provides for tbe enrichment of the child's life.

Links with the home, assemblies, playground happenings,

camps, music and choir work as well as the encouragement of

community languages were all seen by many' of the staff, as a

central part of the learning experience for children in the

school; along with the English language and mathematics

skills.
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Un1 e s s .ez.t.e~.D.a.l ..c~.t.tj..c.lJ.l.lJlP de man d s co u1 d be

conceptualised wi thin the ongoing framework of the school,

they stood little chance of being translated into the

learning environments of the classroom. The imposed demands

for a discipline policy was not attuned to the way personal

development was handled in the school.

The organisation of ESL classes within the school had

not been influenced by the veiled bureaucratic threats which

had accompanied the call for compliance to a set of

centrally determined organisational criteria. Criteria which

did not mesh with the what the school considered to be

effective practice. The school exercised it's curriculum

decision making power against the resource allocation

powers of the central bureaucracy.

Roy had consciously regulated the tide of new state

level policy imperatives (appendix Q) into the school'~

curriculum development process. While external and internal

criticism could be easily leveled; ·Where is your Aboriginal

Education Policy? • and at least four other pressing policy

demands from the Department, Roy took the position; "If you

think we've been sitting around doing nothing, come into the

classes and have a look!" Few bureaucrats or inspectors

would wish to face the power of that kind of challenge. As

an experienced principal, Roy was aware of the political and

industrial heat that could be generated by a direct

staffing sanction from the Department over one of their
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3. Issu~~.JIl~ StudY

A number of questions were identified as being important

to the teachers during the negotiation of the evaluation

questions (appendix H and the design, chapter III). Several

were concerned with ways of handling imposed change and the

nature of relationships with the school's leadership during

a change process. The executive, in contrast, identified

questions which were mostly concerned with the support of

the change processes and feedback on the teachers'

implementation and commitment to the innovation.

Two themes have emerged in the previous chapters of the

Study. First the strong initiating power of the executive

and the four innovators within that group.

Second the teachers perception of thei r own power and

initiating capacity, -It comes from us!" discussed in the

previous chapter.

In addition to these two overlapping perceptions of

power that were held in the school was the influence and

respect held for the work of Rhyce and Jack on the TSD

Committee. Throughout the documentation period the Committee

held two staff-wide evaluation exercises (appendixes L and

0). It is important to note the strong influence that

executive members, but not Roy, held on that Committee at

certain times during the Study (see chapter VIII/2).
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Many of the teachers during the interviews reflected the

posi tive impact tha t the execu tive' s deci sive deci s i on

making influence had on "••• getting things done around the

school." A few felt out of the action, and a little

resentful that their feelings were not always considered.

The strength of this position was tested with a number of

the documentors key informants who were not grade

ccondinators, ·You've got to convince people that you're

serious," was one response. Another was a little less kind,

"••• if you don't pull your weight around the place, how do

you expect to have the respect of your fellows!" The message

was clear.

During the late part of the winter term of 1982, the

proposed related arts experience (chapter VII/4) was

considered by many teachers to be beyond the reasonable

bounds of the teachers to handle. By the beginning of term

III the proposal had been substantially modified by informal

pressure through grade coordinators. The new proposal

outlined by Rhyce (chapter VII/4) progressively gained wide

teacher support.

The TSD surveys were seriously considered by Roy and the

executive as a true reflection of the teachers' feeling and

in terest in parti cular staff developmen t activ i ties. From

the documentors perspective these priorities were generally

followed, often using the grade coordinators to undertake

particular individual's concerns.
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Following the taxing experience of implementing the

Draft integrated curriculum in 1982, the documentor

reflected back to the principal that there was a strong

feeling for a period of stabilisation in 1983. At the last

staff meeting in 1982, Roy announced just that. Term I 1983

(figure 2.) was free of major initiatives. Plans for terms

II and III (chapter VIII) indicated that it was time to move

along; pupil evaluation was the difficult concern.

The Lnc e r pe tia t Lcn would seem to sustain the strong

controlling and initiating power of the executive. While the

this group set the targets for school-wide activities, grade

groups and individual teachers were aware of the informal

processes for negotiating a change of pace or direction.

The emphasis that Roy placed on the importance of the

K-to-6 concept was not immediately apparent in the early

period of the documentation (appendix H). The school had

been run on a two department basis for many years before Roy

was appointed. The infants mistress (D.P.I. in current

terminology) had little communication with the primary

department (or the principal), there were separate staff

rooms and no joint activities of the staff or pupils. The

transition for a child from infants to the primary grades

(three to six) was not unli ke the ri tual passage from

primary to the secondary school (grades seven to twelve).
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There were frustrated teachers in the infants department

who were restricted in their curriculum designs and

expertise and kindred souls in the primary department with

no inf ormal linkages to ini tia te the action. From the

principal's perspective in 1980 there was duplication of

effort and under utilization of human resources throughout

the school. The TSD were successful at initiating as their

first project, a common staff room.

Through a consistent process of joint school activities

for staff and the children the school had become, in 1983,

an integrated school. Roy's principle of a little success as

the platform for the next step was the guide for the

process. The range of activities was considerable; joint

staff meetings, a K-to-6 Integrated Curriculum, school wide

curriculum committees (including TSD and DSP), ·contact

classes· (between an upper and a lower grade class) required

teacher talk, open playgrounds, social activities,

intermixing of grade groups around the buildings, cross

grade assemblies and school-wide inservice and social

activi ties.

Informal networks have been established, seating

patterns in the staff room in 1984 had become much more

flexible than the routine patterns of 1981. The appointment

of Beryl in term II of 1982 was crucial for the

acceleration of the process; she perceived her

responsibility to be K-to-6. In 1984 the school had a human
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resource base with expertise in all of the major skill

areas, as well as computer education, sport, music,

community languages and the arts. There were resource people

from all grades who are happy to work at any level in the

school. The physical plant of the school has been used more

effectively along with secretarial, printing and storage. The

release of a resource teacher would not have been possible

without a minimum of sixteen classes (each teacher taking

two extra pupils--without a parent reaction).

As a K-to-6 school, Warrawong now has the ca pac I ty to

communicate effectively about curriculum issues which

squarely address the primary education needs of a child with

in tegr i ty and con tinui ty. The' pooling of professional

resources within the school has enriched the opportunities

for staff to participate in a wider range of innovative and

in teresting professional activi ties.

4. Consequences ~ ~ Evaluation Process

The design (chapter III) of the evaluation specified two

forms of reporting to the s.taff of Warawong Primary~

(a) informal feedback through the documentation period, and

(b) a formal report to be negotiated at the end of the

documentation period.

This final section of the chapter attempts to explore the

impact of the documentor in the school. Aspects of this

discussion were taken up in the evaluation biography.
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The teachers' perception of the documentor's role in the

school was investigated during the 1983 interviews~ ·What do

you feel has been my impact in the school over the past two

years?- was used as the stimulus question. Two distinct

perceptions emerged from the responses: Approximately half

the teachers perceived me in a ~~RJ3~, observer type role,

while the other half (including all the executive questioned)

sai d my role was jD..t~.I9..c..tj.-y~ in some f ormor another.

Mike embellished the description a little:

I think you're pretty casual about the whole deal•••you
came in with your bag over your shoulder, and you
looked Ii ke you'd just got off a motor-bi ke•••you
looked the part. You blended in fairly well, even
though I knew what you were here for. You didn't come in
like an Inspector.

For others my presence was part of the scene: nI think

you were here the day! arrivad, so you've seemed part

of the furni ture really l ••• you were somebody looking at

wha t was going on - (second grade teacher).

around and taking and interest in what has been going

on•••You seem to relate to Roy and other individual teachers

qui te informally· (grade 4 teacher).

These responses did not seem to indicate any impact on

POlicy or the teachers' day-to day work.
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A number of teachers defined my role in the school as

being interactive in a variety of ways:

* b R~~ b~R.r.d

* 2~.p'y.i.W .P.f ~.pm.a..s.e~

I think it's always helpful to have someone from
the 'outside' ••• you're looking at it from a
different angle. Other people may even feel that what
we're doing is really wor thwhile if someone el se is
willing to take the time and effort to study and help
us.

( Grade 4 teacher)

You've made people look more closely at themselves
and think more about things••• or as deeply into
themselves. II

(Deputy principal)

"Hang onl I surpose it's made you think what
you're doing, right?"

(Grade 2 teacher)

"You're being around is a subconscious motivation."

(Grade 6 teacher)

"As well as your own contribution,you've been able
to bring people into the school."

(Deputy principal)

* .s'p.w;~.e ~.f .fe.e~~..Is. .t.Q .in:f~~.e .P.P~~

"Other people were definitely drawing things from you,
but I didn't know what they were."

(Grade I teacher)

"Last year I spoke to you about the pace of change.
Well, this year has been much better. I guess you
must have given some feedback to them about how people
feltoo! know you spoke to Roy about it. n

(Grade 6 teacher)
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aYou've given us inklings when the brakes needed to be
put on, or to reach out and help a teacher more than

we've been doing. a
(Beryl)

Julie (J) and Vonne (V) differed a little as to my impact

in the situation during an interview: Julie was more

empha tdc]

I felt that you had a lot to contribute••• from
those first stages right through to the revision. a

T. "Did I say anything?"

V. "Just the. smile test1"

T. "Or was I just a sounding board?"

J. Oh, I think you said a lot. I was really grappling with
the concept of curriculum to go into the document. Being
able to talk with you about some of my ideas and then'
get some of your ideas, really tr iggered off some new
ideas. I wouldn't have come up with what we did if it
hadn't been f or you.

T. "And I tried to remain as neutral as I could1"

(19.7.1984)

From the executive's position there was a clear

perceptionof the documentor's influence on the direction,

pace or shape of change. In terms of the writings of

Cronbach et ale (1980) the type of influence indicated by

Julie and Arthur was perhaps the most effective and

pervasive. It was as if the direct source of the influence

could not be differentiated from their own critical

processes.

By participating as a process consultant (see figure 2.)

during the latter part of 1983, the documentor became a

participant in the internal evaluation process sponsored by
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the TSD Committee. This review system (appendix 0 and

chapter VIII/3) was the established and respected evaluation

process within the school. One of the powers of the process

was it's control by the teachers themselves. Roy played a

marginal, almost casual observer relationship with the

deliberations of the grou~

During the negotiation of the Draft Report (figure 2.)

the documentor asked twenty teachers who had read the Draft

to note wha t effect they f el t the report mi ght have on thei r

work in the school. The question (in appendix J) was

important because it underpinned the utility rationale of

the evaluation. Even though the question was of a predictive

style, a number or interesting responses were received.

(a) Roy was unmoved, "Just as I am I"

(b) "It gave me a real sense of ac ccmpf.Lsbmen e;" Five

teachers indica ted that the repor t encouraged them to

"persevere" with application of the curriculum.

(c) "Now I have all the strings together, I think it

will consolidate my thinking about my work in the

classroom, on the executive and in school committees."

(d) For seven teachers, the report lifted their

consciousness about the wider operation of the school in

their mind. n ••• whilst the report is still fresh, the

staff will be a little more vocal in having their views
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presented in the "'policy making' business."

(e) For two of the executive it provided a basis for

future pOlicy action~ nLet's examine our successes and

fail ures and determine the future.·

Roy might not have been prompted to change his

leadership style, but at least he felt it gave fair warning

to actual and prospective new members of staff to the

Warrawong style of doing business; ••••it is now compulsory

reading for all new staff in the school. n The school had

progressively articulated a clear curriculum philosophy and

related implementation strategies.

Two new executive members who came to the school in

1984 shared the wisdom of this new ·school r ul e ",

I wish I'd read this report before I "'took on' the
Integrated Curriculum, the report gave a wonderful
perspective to the development of the document and the
organisation of the school•••The school is lucky having
such an experienced executive and a strong leader who
can ge t things done.

(Interview with a new
member of executive, 16.7.1984)

.LUg .tM .ey.aJ..J.Ul..ti.p.D ~~.P~~~~ .e.D.h.aD~.e ~ ~.riti~.aJ.. ~.a.t.e

.ab.o.P.t ..the ~jU'~~ ~.e~~.Bl.e.D.t ~.I.P..c.eRR j,D ..the ~~.h.t>.oJ3

Keeping to a consistent methodological tradition, the

documentor suggests that the reader use his or her tacit

experience of school settings and the preceding account to

come to her own conclusion about the question.

The documentor left the field before the published

Evaluation Report was readily available to all teachers who
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requested a copy, hence it is early days to ask questions

about the infl uence of the formal eval uation section of the

Study. This question will be fqllowed up in the new school

year (1985).

The informal evaluation process has become a part of the

history of Warrawong Primary School. The documentor's

presence and transactions with the teachers, executive

members and the principal were perceived differently and

changed through time. The interview data indicated that

there was an interaction that facilitated a modification of

the teachers' perceptions, changed inclinations and

initiated a willingness to discuss issues. The extent that

this was a "critical debate" (Kemmis, 1982) above and

beyond what would have normally occurred in the school is an

open question. The extent that this discussion influenced

decision making in some direct or pervasive way was not

specif ically documented.

What was important was the quality of the trust

relationship between the staff and the documentor which

allowed the innovation process to be documented and shared

wi th the participants and whomever they wish to distribute

copies to individuals and schools. The power of the

evaluation process was in the formative face-to-face

transactions. The impact of these transactions are now a

part of the learning experience of the children of

Warrawong e
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Smrnpaa

The chapter has reviewed the context and a number of

preconditions existing in the school prior to the

innovation. The Integrated Curriculum and the professional

ZU:Z;PQ3;t program implemented to s uppo r t; the integration of

the curriculum have been discussed.

The strength of the innovation process came from within

the school. Roy considered that change must come from within

if its development was to be sustained. The principal saw

curriculum and staff development as complementary

endeavours. Participatation in change was central to the

life and vitality of the school, however the process of

getting an idea into policy required a little more ground

work that an vigorous objection to the executives final

policy position at a staff meeting.

Two issues were generated from questions raised by the

staff during the documentation process. The first issue

discussed the power of the executive at initiating the

direction and pace of change. The energy in the school was

generated both through the leadership encouraging and

supporting ideas and through the teachers' commitment to the

life of their children and the quality of the classroom

experience.

The development of an integrated K-to-6 school was an

important achievement during the period of the curriculum
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innova ti on. The successf ul team ing of staf f from bo th

sections of the former departmental structure was a

precondition for the change process. The school now has the

basis for communicatig effectively to itself and to the

community about the primary education of its pupils.

Organisational possibilities that did not exist in 1981 now

allow the teachers to enhance their professional role at the

class, grade, school and regional level. The parti ci pa tion

of Beryl and Vonne in regional inservice education workshops

in 1984 was a consequence of experience gained from the

Cambourne workshops and follow-up action research on the

evaluation of children's writing processes.

Interview data has indicated that the documentor was

influential through the formative feedback processes during

the Study. An increased awareness about the design process

was reported and discussion was stimulated about the process

of decision making in the school. The documentor became a

process consultant and a full participant in the TSD

evaluation process in 1983.

The extent to which the formal Evaluation Report has

generated a ·critical debate- about the curriculum design

process in the school is a question which cannot be answered

at this stage. Indications gained during the negotiation of

the Draft Report suggest that a number of teachers were

influenced by the reading of the account (part II). An

evaluation of this aspect of the Study will be undertaken in

1985.
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The final interpretation of the impact of the evaluation

process is the reader's responsibili ty. Reflecting the

account against tacit experiences in school settings, the

reader may gain some in si ght in to the im pact tha t an

ethnographic evaluator could have on the dynamics of

curriculum change in a school setting.

A comment by one of the teachers about the developmen t

of the curriculum reflects the documentors feeling about his

relationship to the school and the evaluation process;

sYou've got to do it to realise how hard it is.

-But it's ours.-
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CHAP'l'ER XI

DISCUSSION OP THE EVALUATION MODEL

Purposes

The purposes of this final chapter of the Study are to:

(a) Briefly review the evaluation model used in the Study

(b) Test the trustworthiness of the account using criteria

. of dependability, credibility and confirmability

(c) Discuss criticisms of the model from the ·teachers and

Lakomski

(d) Apply Lakomski's criticisms to the Study.

1. Review ~ ~ Evaluation Model

The ethnographic model used in the Warrawong Study was

drawn from a number of research and evaluation traditions

which have been characterised under the naturalistic

paradigm. A number of characteristics from this overall

approach to educational inquiry have been incorporated into

the Study. These characteristics include~ multiple realities

in a natural setting, an emergent design, the power of

participant observer methodologies, and the importance of

tacit knowledge.
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Guba (1981) suggests four criteria to test the

trustworthiness of the evaluation, three of these criteria

will be discussed later in the chapter.

The rich methodological tradition of the

phenomenological style of ethnography was used in ~~e study

to develop an understanding of the cultural context of the

school and its related curriculum processes. This

methodology is based on a view of the setting from the

participants (emic) perspective. The documentation process

of the curriculum change process between August 1981 and

April 1984 was portrayed as a thick description from which

meanings and interpretations emerged: the participants'

being the main audience. The phenomenological (ernie)

perspective used in the Study was fel t to be the most

appropiate approach for a study that was both emergent in

des ign f or the documen tor and in outcomes f rom the

participants' perspective.

The main sources of data were: participant observation,

key informant interviewing, structured and unstructured

interviews, demographic data on the participants and an

extensive archive of school-based documents. Entry into the

school was negotiated through the principal and a trust

relationship was gradually built between the documentor and

the teachers. Their perception of the documentor changed

during the period of the Study from a "spy" to a respected

participant in a number of activities during the two-and -
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half year per iod spent in the school. Data colI ection

methods and the focus of the evaluation were negotiated

progressively throughout the study through questions

suggested by the principal and the teachers. The teachers

checked and validated their interview data as well as the

discussed the contents and interpretation of the Draft

Report.

The interactive dimension became a very important part

of the design of the study. Through regular consultation and

informal discussion the teachers felt that the evaluation

was something that was being done with them, rather than

some thing that was being done to them. The former

relationship provides the basis for Holts (1980) questioning

of the place of evaluation as a "•••separate and an explicit

partn (p.145) of the work in schools. Holt argues:

•••I am unconvinced that this ['thick description'] will
itself lead on to curriculum development. It may merely
resul t in a refurbishment of the status quo•••Responsive
evaluation studies can be useful in themselves, but if
curriculum change is our objective (and there seems
little other reason for evaluating) then we might much
more profitably start at the connection 'between styles
of decision-making and curricular outcomes.

Holts (p. 126) second concern that such exercises will

not enhance the confidence of teachers to strike out on new

paths was not supported by the responses of the executive to

the impact of the formal and informal feedback provided by

the documentor (discussed below and in chapter IV). Self

evaluation as part of the ongoing curriculum development

process is considered by Holt to be a viable direction.
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Skilful cac e studies of school processes he suggests,

"••• offer useful illumination of educational practice and

decision-making" (p.140). One could presume that such a

study undertaken as a cOllaborative endeavour with the

participants having control of the validation process would

not qualify as "scmeone doing something on another!"

Case study provided the evaluation design with a

structure and set the bounds of the Study. The opportunity

to focus on a single school and examine in detail the

processes of school-based curriculum change was considered

fortuitous when an initial case study project based on a

comparative design was not continued. The refocus of the

inquiry on a single bounded case, Warrawong Primary School

became, an exciting and rich professional activity for the

researcher.

The evaluation experience of MacDonald (1976), Kemmis

(1982), Cronbach (1980) and House (1980) provided a number

of platform positions in the design of the Study.

MacDonald's Democratic Model of Evaluation provided the

strong participatory positions that were incorporated into

the design. The seven principles of program evaluation

developed by Kemmisprovided a systematic checklist and

methodological blueprint for the Study.

A number of the principles of program evaluation

outlined in chapter IllS from Kemmis (1982) became powerful
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features of the emergent dedign of the evaluation. Six of

the principles are "reconsidered in the light of the Study.

(a) Each of the central ideas in the curriculum project

which became a part of regular classroom practice were

"negotiated" through the formal and informal deliberation

processes within the school. Participation by the

professionals in the school at a variety of levels was the

basis of a developing sense of ownership of the evaluation

account and its consequences.

(b) Centre-based policy directives either fal tered and

failed in the school or were successfully restructured when

the controlling authorities allowed (or turned a "blind

eye") when the school "acted upon the mandates as

autonomous agents." The tension relating to the ESL staffing

criteria was a good example of where the Department

informally allowed the school to reconceptualise the ESL

staff criteria by not taking direct administrative action

through the withdrawal of a teacher.

(c) The brokering between the "plurality of value

perspectives" in the school was a difficult but essential

part of the documentor's non-judgemental role. Through

informal feedback the rationale for the ginnovators~ action

in the school and the skeptical teachers' perspective was

respectively communicated to each group through informal

discussion.
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In the formal Evaluation Report the teachers' own words

and reflections were selected to represent the differences

and tensions which existed within the school. These same

tensions acted as a stimulus to the innovators to

communicate more openly to ~ the staff about suggestions

and imminent changes in the school's program.

(d) The school became a ·self critical community",

particularly through the work of the TSD Committee. The

documentor would encourage to a greater extent the

development of the teacher's self-evaluation skills in a

study of this type were undertaken in the future.

(e) The implications of maintaining a "propriety in the

production and distribution of information" effectively drew

the principal and teachers into the evaluation. As a

consequence of this involvement, a small number of the

teachers indicated that they the evaltlation was ntheirs'. A

pleasing and unexpected outcome. The development of a sense

of ownership of an evaluation is critical for the data and

findings to have meaning for the teachers and the leaders in

the school.

(f) The emergent design was nappropiate" for the time and

the setting of the Study. The interactive nature of the

evaluation process reflected the changing curriculum

positions within the school.
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Many of these principles were interpreted and

incorporated into the assumptions of the evaluation

introduced in chapter I. Four of the key principles are

summarised below:

(a) Collaboration at all stages of the evaluation was

undertaken to facilitate a developing sense of ownership of

the evaluation by the participants. Evaluation data would

then become a pervasive influence in the decision making

process.

(b) The evaluation process stimulated by the presence of an

external documentor was designed to enrich and extend the

ongoing critical review pro_cesses which already existed in

the school in the work of the TSD Commi ttee.

(c) Social and administrative truths in the school were

socially negotiated and relative to the time and group of

people involved.

(d) The account gives attention to the diversity of

perspectives and political positions within the school.

2. Trustworthiness gftb& Eyaluation

In chapter 11/2 Guba's (1981) criteria for the test of

the trustworthiness of studies in the naturalistic paradigm

were discussed. It is the intent of this section of the

chapter to return to these criteria to test the

trustworthiness of the current Study. The cri ter ia will be
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discussed in the following order: dependability, credibility

and confirmability. Transferability was not considered an

appropiate criteria for this Study as the audience was

the principal and staff of Warrawong public School.

Dependability

The dependability of the data as it was gathered through

the emerging design of the Study was monitored through the

triangulation of the data sources and the development of an

audit trail of the documentation procedures (figure 2).

Participant observation, interviews and the document archive

.interacted during the documentation process and during the

writing of the Draft Report as the basic triangulation

process. Where gaps in the data flow existed or clearly

identifiable interpretation could not be induced from the

available data, the documentor sought out a key informant to

clarify the concern.

An audit trail was established in the recording and

negotiation process. The key steps in the documentation and

negotiation process were set out in the Chronology of the

Ethnographic Evaluation (figure 2, in chapter IV) and

discussed in the evaluation biography. The increasing

involvement of the documentor in the life of the school as a

process consultant was an important feature of the

evaluation. This involvement facilitated entry into areas of

the schools decision making processes which had not been

available during the first twenty months of the Study.
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Credibility

The focus question suggested by Guba (1981) asks if

"••• the data sources find the inquirer's analysis,

formulation and interpretation to be credible or

believable?" The evaluation agreement negotiated with the

school (appendix I) specified that the teachers' owned their

interview data. and were expected to approve the data before

it could be incorporated into any report. In a similar

spirit, the Draft Evaluation report had to be negotiated and

approved before publication.

All the teachers were given the transcripts of their

1982 and 1983 interviews to check for accuracy and an

indication as to whether they would allow their name to be

used. No teachers objected to their interview data being

used, although quite a number indicated that they did not

want their name to'be used, hence the use of "grade teacher"

throughout the account.

The early chapters of the Draft Report were circulated

to Roy, Beryl and Vonne in February 1984 (figure 2); while

there were no problems with the style and basic organisation

of the account, all three made a number of small corrections

to factual data and reacted favourably to the emerging

interpretation that the documentor had presented. The first

completed copy of the Draft was given to Roy, Vonne, Julie

and Beryl in May 1984. Further corrections, and a number of
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additions were made before the Draft was made available to

the rest of the staff in June for negotiation.

During the ten week period for the negotiation of the

Draft, twenty of the thirty six professional staff in the

school read and commented on the Draft Report (three copies

were available). A one page comment sheet (appendix J) was

included with the Draft to secure feedback on the

credibility and confirmability of the formal evaluation

document from the teachers. Two teachers indicated that

important issues had been omi tted (the ESL episode and the

rationale for the school-based focus of the curriculum

innovation) which were added in the final edition~

The criteria of ·accuracy·, "fairness· and "relevance·

were used from MacDonald (1976) as the operational criteria

for the credibility of the account. There were no direct

objections; however a number of teachers thought that some

of the material was n ••• more accurate than it could have

been", while others thought some sections were a • ••• a bit

of a white-wash·. The evaluation biography has discussed

the teachers' concern about the level of disclosure

presented in the report. There were no representations to

omit any of the data or interpretation in the Draft.

Prolonged and persistent involvement with the school,

the progressive checking of data and issues within the

school as well as the triangulation of the data sources had
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sustained the credibility of the formal reporting dimension

of the Study. The documentor bel ieves that the credibili ty

of the informal evaluation feedback provided to the

principal and staff can be sustained by the same procedures

discussed above.

Confirmabilitv

Confirmability was especially concerned with the

identification of the investigator's bias. House (1980) and

Guba (1981) both suggest that the audience should "•••assume

an active role in interpreting the evaluation and accept

personal responsibility for the interpretation" (House,

1980, p.8S). While the docurnentor in the present Study

assumed responsibility for the final Evaluation Report, many

of the teachers made comments during the discussion of the

Draft that indicated the notion of joint ownership of the

evaluation process, "I really felt it was ours" (Julie,

6.7.1984). The staff did serve as an active interpreters of

the Draft document. The criticisms of one teacher discussed

below reflected the reflexivity of the evaluation's design.

The ernic perspective was mostly maintained from the

teachers' perception of the account. Approximately two

thirds of the readers considered that the Draft had been

written from the perspective of the teachers or the

executive. There were no expressed concerns about the bias

of the Draft from either the executive or those teachers who
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were not overly keen about the curriculum direction that the

school had taken. The confirmability criteria was considered

to have been substantiated.

3. Criticisms~~ Evaluation Model

Teacher Feedback

The stimulus to do a second review of the cri tical

perspectives on the model was prompted by a response by one

of the teachers to the Draft Report document in May 1984.

The teacher suggested that the Draft Report was "~~"

because:

•••there was no rationale or theoretical position on why
the school had used a school-based model to develop the
Integrated Curriculum.

It's really an elitist positioning by an academic:
talking about~, but not suggesting ~bY the whole
process was undertaken!

While taking the criticism on the chin, the documentor

suggested in weak defense that "e.... during my observation of

the development process in 1981, I had not observed or had

reported to me any discussion or debate as to 'why it was

done at the school'." SUbsequent interviewing suggested

that Roy and JUlie were very aware of the rationale for

school-based curriculum development. In the Introduction to

the Integrated Curriculum (appendix T) there was a

comprehensive statement about the rationale for school-based

curriculum and staff development. (A position the documentor
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had not made in the Draft Report.) The point never-the-less

was clearly and I must admit, unexpectedly made. The follow

up question directly related to the criticisms that have

recently been made by Lakomski (1983) about the Democratic

Model advocated by MacDonald and used as a foundation for

the design of the Study:

How do we know that this curriculum will provide
appropiate educational advantages for the
'disadvantaged kids' in this place?

Lakomski's Criticism 2t~ Naturalistic Model

Lakomski (1983), in a very tightly argued paper, suggests

a number of criticisms of the naturalistic/democratic model,

two of which will be highlighted in the following summary:

(a) The capacity of the model to be critical of the

substance of the innovation

(b) Just how democratic is ftdemocratic evaluation"?

Lakomski (1983) questions the epistemologial and

theoretical assumptions of the emerging school of

"naturalistic evaluation" and MacDonald's (1976) model in

particular. Lakomski argues:

While I consider the intention correct, I do not think
that democratic evaluation is succesful in terms of
providing a political answer to the problem of
control...For democratic evaluation to be sUbstantially
democratic, the 'natural attitude' rooted in social
phenomenology, has to be given Up as a ~n~QA~ of
knowledge. (p.266)
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The strengths of the approach in gathering and sharing

information for the participants as the immediate audience

and its capacity to portray the complexity of a case

situation were fUlly recognised. However, Lakomski argues: .

••• it 'takes for granted' the. political framework of
liberal pluralism••• and accepts uncritically the very
programme it evaluates. More specifially, it does not
question how and why~ programme came to be conceived
and implemented. Worse, it cannot even ~~~ the
question given its grounding in social phenomenology.
(p.273)

MacDonald's (1976) model casts the evaluator as an honest

broker gathering information and reactions to the program,

and as a provider of data to those who are in a position to

make decisions. The conception of value pluralism Lakomski

suggests:

••• has been adopted in the democratic model to denote
the impossibility of an absolute criterion of value••••
The political framework of the model is the liberal
democratic state. (p.269)

Lakomski (p.272) examines the foundations of MacDonald's

conception of democracy and concludes:

••• thatthe pluralism of elites replacesthe self
determination of the people••• those elites already in
power determine political legitimacY1 this means, in
practice, that many groups are excluded from gaining
access to power. (p.272)

The pattern of executive leadership within the school in the

present evaluation study would appear to support this view.

To apply ndemocraticn procedures in a school setting

with structural positions of authority and responsibility
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which are an establ i shed as part of the social order,

"••• ultimately perpetuates inequality" (Lakomski, p.272).

MacDonald's principle of the "right to know" did not serve

All. the teachers at Warrawong 'with the same amount of

information; the principal without question had the lion's

share. This was in part a response to his interest and the

documentors feeling of obligation to him as the key sponsor

in the school. To bring about substantive democratic

sit u a t ion ina s c h 001 set ting w0 u1 d r eq u ire " ••• ' non

democratic procedures' which take into account the power

differential of each group involved in the evaluation

situation" (p. 272).

Lakomski (1983) suggests that the democratic model is

not as democratic as it may appear. The unequal power

relationships within school settings for instance, makes it

unlikely that al ternative information will be equally

available to all. The phenomenological basis of the

evaluation paradigm does not theoretically permit it to be

used comparatively. Lakomski suggest that a critical

evaluation framework, which is not limited to the controlled

options of the case, would be needed to make the evaluation

"truely democratic".

As long as the existing programs are not critically

compared to al ternative models, an evaluation which calls

itself democratic "ooconly reflects those institutional

values which gave rise to a specific programme in the first
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place" (p. 273). The caution for comparative studies was

suggested by Smith (1980) to resolve this concern.

Democratic evaluation, concludes Lakomski (1983), remains

a "bought service·, conservative and unable to escape from

the theoretical constraints of the phenomenological

perspective. Lakomski recommends that program evaluation be

reconceptualised as a -moral social activity" within the

framework of a ..... critical epistemology and theory of

education" (p.27 4). This position goes beyond the specif ic

ways of demonstrating the existence of a set of social

events and values and establishes an unspecified vision of

the good life, apparently above the influence of domination.

This position would appear to reside in a theoretical domain

requiring considerable definition of what an acceptable

"moral social activity· might be.

~ Swedish Syste~ A Possible Parallel

There has been a recent and significant decentralisation

and democratisation of curriculum decision making power in

Swedish schools. Lindbland (1984) suggests that the power

relationships which were once attributed to authority

sources outside the school are now reflected within the

schools themselves. The formal and informal authority

positions within schools now effectively control the process

of innovation. As a consequence he suggests, ownership and
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control of the curriculum is perceived to be vested within

the hierarchy of the local schools.

The analysis presented by Lakomski (1983) and the report

of the Swedish by Lindbland (1984) was clearly reflected in

a number of the features in the Warrawong Primary School

Study.

Criticisms Qf~ Model ~~ Warrawong Study

A number of issues can be identified:

(a) ~ Value Qf ~ Curriculum.

The professional judgements of the teachers that were

reflected in the intent and form of the Integrated

Curriculum document were accepted as being appropiate and

relevant for the children and the setting of the school.

This position is a fundamental rationale for school-based

curriculum development and the phenomenological framework

established for the Study. It was not that the school had

developed its curriculum in isolation~ the flow of e~ternal

consultants, critics and -devils advocates" was a regular

feature of Phase I of the curriculum development process.

In Lakomski's (1983) formulation, one would question who

or what agency would provide the critical moral theory? The

Department of Education guidelines were used when they were

found to be relevant. However when the central guidelines

were inappropiate, such as in the ESL class organisation
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episode, the school had to play a "cat and mouse" game to

maintain control of their reasoned pedagogical position

with the school.

It is argued that when a staff undertake a cri tical

review of their task and develop school-based curriculum

after the style described in the Report; they have

undertaken a moral social activity, despite the defacto

control that the curriculum leaders in the school exercised.

These conditions, however: do not satisfy the conditions of

"liberal democracy· which MacDonald assumes as part of his

rationale for the Democratic Model.

(b) Democracy and Control

The formal power of the executive in the school was

considerable; those teachers who disagreed with the

established policy had a difficult time if they did not

informally negotiate their concerns through the established

procedures. There was the option to develop group pressure

through; grade groups, the grade coordinator, wider staff

groups (staff union) or via a direct representation to the

principal or the deputy. A number of staff found that they

had lost their professional respect in the of the eyes of

the principal and as a consequence had became isolated,

angry and bitter about their experience in the school.

The full agenda at most staff meetings left little room

for the raising of new issues. While the meetings were a
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productive use of the teachers' time, there was a strong

hesitancy on the part of many teachers to say anything at

the meetings1 let alone raise an issue. Many of the teachers

indicated that they would prefer to raise issues through

their grade coordinators, "It's a bit of a hassle at the

staff meeting, some people obj ect to things f or funny

reasons."

The operation of committees was an important P?rt of the

involvement model used in the school. The TSD and DSP

committees were perhaps the most influential groups in

setting priorities and future development plans for the

school. There was an accepted and systematic process for

gathering staff feeling in both committees, however both

groups were dominated by the same relatively small (about

twelve) willing teachers who were prepared to actively work

on school-wide responsibilities.

Two general groups of teachers were identified from an

informal survey of the active committee membership, nsp

project initiators, vocal contributers in the staff meeting

and the informal initiators around the staff room. There

were those teachers who were primarily concerned with the

work of their class and those who sought through a variety

of ways to be involved in school-wide activities. The

analysis indicated that many of the teachers were not

particularly interested in initiating activities outside
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their own class, or found the work within their class and

grade challenging enough:

I have to really work 'day and night' to keep these
little ones going. I enjoy it, but I don't feel like
getting involved in the general curriculum committees.
Anyway, JUlie and the others are really good at it.

(Grade I teacher)

Do teachers have the right to choose the level of curriculum

operation that they become involved in as part of their

professional responsibility? The theory of liberal democracy

requires involvement rather than the delegation of

responsibility to a decision making elite within the school.

The administrative options in a school for getting everyone

involved with a real equality of power has perplexed even

the most democratic of principals. Ann's comment quoted

earlier seemed to reflect the feelings of the class

orientated teachers:

If the"re was ever a democracy in a school, it would be
here. I'm not saying it's completly democratic•••You can
do what you want--just go out and win it!

~ Documentor's Reflection on the Eyaluation

The Study as it was designed and initiated was reflexive

to the dynamics of the curriculum process that emerged in

the case study. The complexity of the curriculum development

enterprise in a single school like Warrawong was more than a

a single researcher could adequately document, even with the

cooperation of the staff. The selection of which episodes to
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include in the report was a difficult task which required

revision in response to the needs of the teachers.

The non-judgemental, ethnographic evaluation provided a

rich and complex data-base for the informal and formal

processes of evaluation that have been defined in the Study.

The staff/documentor interactions have become an integral

part of the change process within the school. In this sense

it is argued that the model of evaluation used developed the

preconditions for initiating a critical debate about the

curriculum processes within the school.

The professional outcomes for the documentor, who was

also a teacher educator were significant. The work in the

field provided a constant up-date on changes in the puplic

schools~ changes and documents that do not always find their

way into the university and college networks. Incidents and

programs from the school were regularly used with the

school's permission in oncampus workshops and lectures. A

number of teachers came as visiting speakers to my colleges

teacher education classes.

Given the experience of ~two years onn at Warrawong, the

documentor could have been more assertive in the process

consultant role and developed his credibility through his

support of the change processes. While this strategy worked

in gaining better access to the executive level of the

school, it may have also have relabelled the documentor as a
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"principal's man" in the perception of those in the school

who were cautious of the executive and their various

"schemes for change".

On balance the evaluation process was the most

appropiate for that setting and time. The total experience

over the three year period was the most stimulating

professional experience the researcher has had the

opportunity to share with a group of colleagues in an

school setting.

8mllllary

This final chapter has briefly discussed the principles

of program evaluation developed by Kemmis and democratic

evaluation model used in the evaluation of the curriculum

development process at Warrawong Primary School. Significant

evaluation processes included; negotiation at each step of·

the evaluation, the power of the school to act as an

autonomous agent, the importance of identifying the

plurality of value perspectives in the school, and the

capacity of the school to be an effective self critical

community.

The trustworthiness of the Study was confirmed using

Guba's criteria of dependability, credibility and

confirmability. Data triangulation and the development of an

audit trail through the chronology of the Study were the
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methods used to reduce bias and to reconstruct a credible

and believable account of the curriculum integration and

related staff development activities at Warrawong primary.

School.

A number of criticisms of the model were raised by one

of the teachers during the negotiation of the Draft Report.

These criticisms reopened the documentor's interest in the

rationale for the model which was developed in chapter II.

Lakomski's (1983) critique of the epis.temological

assumptions of MacDonald's Democratic model suggested that

the structural positions within a school perpetuate

inequality and that the model fails to go outside of the

context to provide a critical perspective on the program

under inquiry.

The phenonenological framework used in the Study had the

power to illuminate the change processes operating within

the case. While this focus was the intent of the study from

the documentor's and the school's perspective, the

criticisms discussed do indicate the possible narrowness

that the acceptance of the -insiders· perspective could

have. The analysis of the power relationships within schools

discussed by Lakomski were and found to have some relevance

in the Study.

However since many of the teachers were not willing to

actively participate in all aspects of school decision

making, the conditions of a "1 iberal democracy" in the
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school would not seem to apply. Delegated authority and

decision making appeared for many teachers to be an

acceptable model. There existed a tension between those who

conceptualised and responded to the school as a bureaucratic

structure and those who saw the school as a democratic

organisation based on concensus and due process. The

practical consequences of .these two perceptive frameworks

had a significant impact on the professional behaviour of

the teachers. There were those who were willing to work

toward an emerging concept of the school as an educational

identity, while others saw their role in a much narrower

technical/professional way.

Future studies using a variety of methodologies might

well explore the relationships between; the ideological

positions of the middle level management (executive) and the

change process, school-based curriculum leadership versus

external consultant teams and teachers' commitment to the

school as a precondition to effective curriculum change.

The power of school-based curriculum change to develop

the teachers' long term disposition toward change has been

implicitly demonstrated by this case study. Negotiation,

participation and ownership emerged as central concepts in

the professional life of Warrawong Primary School.
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSAL: AN EVALrIA'l'ION STOOY OF THE MUL'l'ICUL'l'lJRAL RESOtmCE
'l.'EAotER PROoJECT IN SOUTH COAST SCHOOLS.

1. OOC\llllentelr and Reseucher: Ted Booth,
Lecturer in Education,
Wollonqcnq Instituta of Education.

The project will doCUllla1\t the impact that school
bUeci l:88Ource teachers I1&w on the !mpl~tation

of IIIUltieultural education in the curricula of their
sc:bcol.

3. ~jeet1"..: (.1.) oeaC%il:le the lewl of conceJ:n held by teachers
&bout IIIUlticultural eciUC&tion.

(11) AnalYle the lewl of use wh1ch teachers IIIAde of
IIIW.tieultur&l initiatiws in curricula owr a
thirty IIlOnth period.

(ill) Describe the at:t:il:lut.. of various curricula
1DnclvatiOZUI in lIlUlticultunl eclucation.

(iv) Pmv1cie on90inq f..db&cIc: aCout teacher concems,
lewl ot use of eurr1culUIII initiatives and the
charaeu:dAtica of i.nnovation pattems to schools
and consultant staff. :..

(v) Explore the impac:t of changes in IIIUltieultural
curricula on studant attitUdes and behaviour in
a SlIIL1l nUlllber of case study schools.

4. OOCUlllllntZltion
tu.: Approximately 30 IIlOnths.

5. Subjects: 20-25 lIlulticultural resource teachers from state and
church sd1clols who attend the Auqust Multicultural Inservice
Woldcshop, and the staff of their respective schools.
A stratified control sample of teachers in schools
w:l.thout a putic:l.pant at the Workshop will be doeumenteci.

6. Ins't:%'lments: The k.ey documentation _uures to be Wled in the project
(a to c) are drawn f=m the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
developed by the Reseuch and Developlllllnt Centre for
Teacher Education at Oniversity of Texaa, Ausein. In
aciciition, accesa has been approved by the O:l.rector of
South coast ·Region to data to be gathered in gcve=ent
schools on the impll!lllentation of the Multicultural Policy
Statsment.
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7. Feedback to the
Participants:

a. Staqes of COncern Questionnairs: a 34 multiple
choice type questionnaire designed to investigate
the feelings and perceptions that teachers currently
hold toward multicultural education.

b. Levels of Use Interview: 3. structure interview
with branching questions designed to determine what
specifically the teacher has been doing. 'l11e model
hypotheses that the quality of use of an innovation
is developmental •.

c. Innovation COnfiguration O1ecklists: a structured
dascriptive checklist is desiqned frem consultant
and resource teacher interviews to reflect the
possible variations of preqraDlll8s that multicultural
education could develop. 'l11e checklist becomu the
basis of a structural teacher interview desiqned to
describe the actual multicultural pregr_ and its
use in a particular school.

d. 'l11e South cout Region school quastionaire and
selected cue studies concerned with the implemen
tation of the Multicultural Education Policy Statement
in 4J.l state schools.

e • Selected ethnographic observations at the Workshop
and in two or three schools selected for inclepth
studies.

f. Hodified levels of concern questionnaires for pupils.
SOIllS trialling is necessary with a numl:ler of survey
instrulll8nts •

'l11e documentation precess is designed to be interactional.
Frem the documentor's perspective: "this is what I see,
alii I reading you as it is, or do I have rtl'f lines cressed?"
'l11e preject is essentially a formative evaluation as
the real outcomes are changes is cClIIlIunity va.l.uas and
behaviour.

Final documentation of the preject will be available in
two fonlS:

a. A fo:mal. report with an abstract of the key findings.

b. An illustrated talk. and seminar for teachers and
cClIIlIunity members.
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APPENDIX B

A PROPOSED DOCUMENTATION AND EVALUATION PROJECT OF

SCHOOL BASED MULTI-CULTURAL INITIATIVES

PULpose of the study:

To document the school's response te the multicultural nature of its
student enrolment.

Time of Study:

1982-1983

Documentor:

Ted Booth, Lecturer in Education, Wollongong Institute 0:' Z:L;:at:i.:::.

Focus of study:

The study will be concerned with the decision making ,1:..-ocessas a1: che
level of the scheol, department and individual teachaL as they ra131:e
to an appreciation and response to the diversity of student backqrounds ,

School policy and objectives, SUbject curricula and programmes, special
projects and events, language programmes, discipline policy and school
community contacts would be included in the documentation process.

Teacher Involvement:

(i) Observation by the nocumentor in ~taff, masters, grade, a~d

departmental meetings at appropriate time~.

(Ul Informal discussions (15-20 minutes) with the dc.cument.or two
or three times per year during breaks or off-clas~ peLiods.

(iii) Completion of two 15 minute questionnaires during the two I'ear
period.

Feedback to Teachers:

Periodic (bi-annu;::l) reports by the consultant as well as Lnf orrnel
feedback during visits to the school.

Use of the Data:

The information gathered by observation and teacher i ntprview ',,:vl.hi
be held in strict confidence by the documentor and all data W01.1LJ ue
aggregated at the total school level before dissemination to the
Department or used by myself in any pUblication.

In any publications that may follow the study, the anonymity of th'2
school would be preserved to the greatest possible extent.
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APPENDIX C

A PROJECT TO Doct1MENTATION AND EVALUATE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCHOOL

BASED INTEGRA'l'ED ClJRRICOLlJM AT WARRAWON:; PRIMARY

1. Purpose of the study:

To document the tmplementation of the integrated curriculum.

2. Time of Study:

1982 - 1983.

3. DoCUlllantor:

Ted Booth, Lecturer in Education, School of Education, University
of wollonqong.

••> ~.

4. Focus of study:

The project will be concerned with the decision making processes
at the level of the school, grade and individual teacher as they
relate to implementation of the environmentally based integrated
curriculum.

The curriculum. docuIIIents, school policy and objectives. subject
curricula and proqrammes, special proj acts and events, language
proqr~s, inservic. activities, discipline policy and school
community contacts would be included in the dOCllllU!ntation process.

S. Teacher Invol_nt:

(i) Obser<7&tion by the documentor in staff, grade, and other
committee meetings at appropriate times throughout the
period.

(U) Informal discussions (20 minutes) with the docum.entor two
or three times per year during breaks or in off-class periods.

(iii) COIIIPletion of two 15 minute questionnaires per year during
the two year period.

(iv) Observation of classroom activities on an invitational basis.

6. Feedback to Teachers:

Annual reports by the consultant as well as informal feedback to
teachers and the staff during visits to the school.

7. Use of the Data:

The information gathered by observation and teacher interview would
be held in strict confidence by the documentor and all data would be
aggregated at the total school level before the required dissemination
to the Department or used by myself in any publication.

8. Confidentiality:

In any publications that may follow the study, the anonymity of
individual teachers will be maintained. The school's identity
will also be preserved to the greatest possible extent unless the
staff decide otherwise.
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APPENDIX D

Pr1ncip~1~_

Q~e5tion_.

1. I~ the document relav~nt and sufficiently all~ncompa~sing to
cater for all stages of 1evelopment?

2. Is what iz happening in the claz~room a reflection of the
philosophy?

3. Are language structures being ~cvelope1 to meet the nee15 of
the children in 3 high den~it/ migrant school?

1. What will happen when Jean leaves?

5.Are grade co-ordinator~ capable of prOViding continuing support
an1 lea1ership?

6. Are teachers Develope1
ztrategiez?

in terms of attitu1es,skills an~

7. Have we covere1 enough ground to ensure sufficient Icnowle1ge
acquisition?

8. Is our curriculum fle~ible enough?

9. How has discontinu3tion of reguI~r progr3mming sesion=
influence~ teacher commitment an1 plinning?

10. Is the document e~prezzed in behavioural terms?

11. Are te3chers ~eveloping language structures to enabl chil1ren
to develop the higher order ~kill~ !investigating langu~ge!?

12. Is sufficient stress being place1 on language 1evelopment?

13. Have teachers really 3ccepted the curriculum?

11. nre the te3chers really committe1 to PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT~ or
are they letting the resource teacher do it?

15. Will it stand the test of time?
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APPENDIX E

Dccu~entcr's C1~S$~+~c~t~cn

Suest~~ns

I. THE CURRICULUM DOCUMENT:
*~omprehensiveness/utilit/

*Specificit/lflexibility

II. TEACHER DEVELOPMENT:

*Acquisition of appropiate i1eological views about
children's learning

i*Acceptance an1 commitment to the 10cument
*Adequacy of the teacher support service

III. TEACHER PRACTICE:
*Aspects of the 10cument reflecte1 in teacher planning

and classroom practice.
*Participation in the curriculum 1evelopment process

IV. PUPIL OUTCOMES:
*Language structures (skills)
*Other skill and attitude areas
*Knowledge acquisition
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APPENDIX F

1. Project: Title: An Evaluation of the I1nplementation of the Sehool
baaed Integrated Curriculum at Warrawonq Primary
.~.

2. General Details:

Research Site:

PrinciplIl:

a..earcher:

Po.ition:

Warrawong Primary School,
COwper Street.
WARRAWONG. N.S.W. (042 - 741399)

~.r• !loy ;'1Uliams

Edward Booth

t.ecturer in Education,
School ot. Eclucation.
'1he University of Wollonqanq.

3. Pur;lOA of the Study

The study will r10cument the tmplementation ot the Environmental
~.ed Integrated Learning curriculum at Warrawong Primary School.
'nu'ouqh this ea.. study ot a curriculUIII innovation and statf development
p~ramme it is anticipated that insights about school-based decision
D*M;inq and innovation adaption can be made.

Major questions tor investiqation in the study have been jointly
forlllUlated as the evaluation process is seen as oS co-operative
endeavour by the rellearcher and the school.

4. Evaluation Objective.

(i) An assessment ot the co=prehensiveness. utility and
flexibilitY ot the integrated curriculum statement(s).

(ii) An ~aly.i. ot the levels of concarn and use which
teachers have ot the inteqrated curriculum.

(iii) An analysis ot the adequacy of the school-based
teacher dev.l~t programme associated with the
implementat~n of the curriculum initiative•..

(iv) Tho provision ot onqoinq feedback to the staff and
school executive about the effectiveness of the
teacher development programme associated with the
teachers implementation of the integrated curriculum.

(v) '!'he development ot the teacher's awareness and skills
in thQ design and implementation of pupil and
curriculum evaluation processes.
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s. Educational Value of the Study

While the external validity limitations of the case study approach
are accepted, an ethnoqrapl\ic study of a school actively involved in a '
chanqe proce•• can p~vicie illuminative data about school-based
deci.ion makinq proces••• , the effectivene.s of particular teacher
development interventions and leadership ~le. within the school as a
cultural settinq.

The study will provide:

(i) specific data and ongoing feedback to the teachars
involved,

(ii) a developl_t of the &Warene•• and skills by the
teachers of their 0'lII'I role all curriculum evaluators,

(iii) & well ~ted case study tor use by other schools
conc.-platinq an inteqrated curriculum innovation,

(iv) an .-plification of current research about curriculUlll
dec:1rion lIIlllcinq and proqnmme improvement: Cohen and
H4rrison (1982), Leithwocd and Montqcmery (1982) and
H4U (1981).

(v) a sign.i.ticant contribution will be made to the
researcher's pxofes8ional oxperience which can be
utilizech

(a) in his teachi.nc; pr.-service and inservice
8.24. proqrumes within the School of
Education.

(b) as a IlllllIiber of South Coast Reqional
In.ervice Committee and,

(c) as a resource person for local schools
seekinq assistance in evaluation projects.

References

Cohen, D. and Harrison, H. curriculum Action Project: A RetJort
of Curriculum Decision-maJcing in Australian secondary Schools.
MAcquarie University, 1982.

Hall, •• , Heck, S. and.Laucks, S. et.al., Measuring Innovation
Configurations. Research and Development centre for Teacher
Education, University of Texas, 1981.

IAithwood, X.A. (Ed.), Studies in CUrriculum Decision Making.
OISE Press, 1982.
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6. Projected Data Collection Strategies

(i) Instruments

(a) Participant Observation by the researcher
at: staff maetings. T.S.D. committee. P. & C.
aetings. grade planning meetings. inservice
aC'tivitias. school events and classes.

(b) Intarviews: structured individual teacher
interviews (Appendix A) unstructured
conversation and grade meeting interviews.

(c) Document cclleC'tion: curriculum statements.
submissions md genaral school and parent
communication notices.

(d) S~y Data, two Stages of Concarn
questionnairas (Appendix B)

(ii) Documentation Prtlgram

1982
Diagnostic

(a) Stages of Concern
1

Questionnaires

(b) Teacher
1

Interview

1983
Formative

2

2

(c) Infocnal intervi_
observations and
class visits

(d) Document
collection

throuahout
---------------~-----------------

-----------~~~~~~------------------

(iii) Staff Agreement to participate

After initial discu:,sions with the Principal and Staff
at Warrawong Primar:" were completed thfi! attached statement
(Appendix C) was ratified by the whole Staff as an
acceptable level o~ teacher involvement.

7. Suooort :or the Study

Statements of support for the study are included :::om:

(i) Principal. Wa=awonq Primary School.

(ii) Head of School of Education. Institute of Advanced
Education. Univers:..·..y of Wollongonq.
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APPENDIX G

0VERVn:If: Interview SChltdule

Briefly 1. What ha". been the major chanqes for you this year with
the int:z:oe1uetion of integrated curriculum?

2. What inwlv.-nt have you had in the general planning
of the curriculum?

1. InitiAl identification of the children's needs:

(i.) plllJUlinq evaluation unit.
(ii) ~l.-nt evaluation unit.

(a) i.solation aDd Ustinq of:

(i) new sIcills.
(ll) cemsolidatinq skills.

(i.i.i) attitudes.
(i.v) underlltllndinqs.

(b) use of the th_tic sequence:

(i.) 1'o1larinq the sequenco.
(ll) additi.onal units.

(iii) follovinq another plan

(c) planninq pupll activities:

(i.) detailed activities.
(ii) broad exparienc.s.

(ill) inte9Z'ation.
(iv) maths.
(v) IIIOvinq, _ic.

(d) listinq key and contributing questions:

(i.) P.D.
(ii) multicultural.

(i.ll) invitational CXllllllUnity language.

(e) planninq ~llChing strateqi.es:

(i) speci.fi.c li.sting.
(ii) broad statement.

(f) li.stinq resources:

(i) pupil materials.
(ii.) bac:k<JZ'OUnd readinq.
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3. Evaluation

(a) Data Collect:ien:

(i) inci.den1:al ebaervatiens.
(ii) teacher tests.

(ill) standardised tests.
(iv) samples of work.

(b) Rac:ordinq (pupil out:CClll8s)

(i) pupil wcxlc books.
(ii) clus list.

(ill) indiviclual recordinq shQ£s.
(iv) _dotal note. (skill profile)

(v) Me fil...

(e) lJDit r-=oreiinq and eva1uatien:

(i) checlcinq PrQ9r_ planninq sheets.
(ii) COIIIPlete a day booJc.

(iii) SUIIIIIUy CODIIC1tS.

(iv) no record.
(v) report for qrad8 co-ord1nator.

(vi) new resource. added to unit box. unit lists.

(d) cm-micatian to:

(i) pupils.
(ii) qradll co-Qrdinator.

(lli) parents - casual. discussion
- parent interview
- written report.

4. TEACHER mEOLOGY

'n:l effectively develop the children learJiinq - where dci you place
the qroatest empbasis?

(i) content/unc1erstandinq•
(ll) understandinq and skills.

(ill) skills and attitudes.
(iv) skills. attitudes and understandings.

5. m StJMMA.~

Bet_en this year and last - has the new curriculum made a
difference to you?

000:: it m:l:o any difforcnca for thQ childran:
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APPENDIX H

p~l!!!in~ 01:' e~uatign plM?

"~at happens when a principal seeks to empower keen members

of t~.. staff?

~~~t \5 the re1ationship between the boss and individual teachers

throuc:"out the curriculum change process?

How do~s ~~e princ~pal influence curriculu~ development?

ton~e their K-6 c:urriculUIII?

And =e:nsd teachers atttllllPt to change the

3. What bappena when a SIII&ll group of articulate

4. What happe1ul when & principal attempta to

~ the c:urriculUIII of the school?

1. Bow u a c:urriculWll change process izUti.lt.ted?

2. WhAt happena WhlUl primary sc.hool s~f agrell

~UIII?

9. Haw can you lcaep on-side witl1 the III&jority vi_

8. _Bow~ • IIW:tcrity podtion within a scl'ICol's staff .

reu1n their profe..ional i.nteqrity?

7. Bow 40u • to&cher cope witl1 an aut.boz:it:&J:ian

li. What helps ~ tuc:her IIlOst in implementing a new

10. Bow ia the !!!!!SlX. of a c:urriculUIII change process

12.

13.

:.; .

1"c.cWo e._"'".... ... &
)It

10.

..."

~.
...,

..
1

-...""

~ ....
~ H

*
....

~
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APPENDIX I

DISCOSSIOH PAPER OR 'l'lm NEGO'rIMIOH

P1lOC!:SS !'ORr P'OIlMDI.ATIOH OJ! 'I'SE EVlILOATION

QtIES'fiClRS, VERn'ICMIOR OJ! INDIV'IDtJAL DATA

AlW IN'rERP:RI!:'rM'IONS OJ! DRAl"r REPORrS.

1.0 l'oClll1l&1:ioIl of Evaluation Quall1:ions.

1.1 I~ tba1: .in any schcol context there caD be plurality of

per~ft••

Act:1oD, Input !wi beCl SOuqht!%ta1 Principal

8XlIClJd.ft

S'tatt MIIbers

1.2 I ,."..e1de r the draf1: repor1: wr1.1:.i:Dq s1:&qe to be an WUllliDa1:icn

prece.. vbere the descr1.p1:icms and f1.nd1.nqa ccn1:r1.Wte to a

¢1:ical debate abou1: the curr1.cul\1lll and 1.1:3 impltllBnta.1:ioIl.

~, drafta w1.ll be c1.rcula1:ed for CCIIDClt

f~1 Principal

exlICU1:ift

staff IIIUIbars

1.3
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2.0 Verification ot Individual.' s Data

c:once%D8d.

~ IDtozmatian trc:a indJ.vic!ual or qroup interviews will

be t::~ aDd available for cb.eckinq for its accuracy,

faime•• aDd relevance betore inclWlion in written reports.

2.2 Field notes IIIIIda by the evaluator contain both de.c:riptions

of situ&ticIuI u weU u per.cnal feel.inq. lUId eaa-nts

~ 1:bo_ utuatians.

~I (i) !:zcept. in individual c.lu. obArlatians wbu'e

acceu aDd cU.sc:u.ls1oD of the notes i. couide"rsKl ~_t:e,

field I2Ot:es an incorpc.rat:ec! into reports, the proc:...

ot st:atf~icaticm .. to the accuracy, f.i rn... aDd

ra1.eftDce ot the specific 4&ta is couidare4 appropr1&t:e.

2.3

3.0 Interpretation ot Draft Reports.

3.1 'l'22e verific:&tian ot caae diac:riptions aIId interpntation

by the .taff is cca.iderec1 aD int:eqral part: ot the

evaluation.

~ (i) Draft copies of the report will 1M ~~

available to aU lI&lIibti's of statt for their consideration.

(Probably Aprll-M&y, 1984).

(ll) Appropriate arJ:aDqements will be made with

the principal to lUlov indJ.vidual cmd staff J:8spoJU8 to the.

dt:lc:1.1mImt.

(iii) That ~ications to the draft be considued

usinq the =iteria otl accurl!iCY, fairness cmd relevance.

3.2
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4.0 i'ubllcation of t:ha Report,

~ (i) Bel.... of the report will be subject: to tU

Aqr8=ent of the _jor1ty of statf and t:ha evaluator.

(11) I sen. notice ot int:ention to use the report

.. part of t:ha~b1 tor my doctoral studies p:oqnm.

(111) De~t rll9\1lat:iona reqqira • copy to be

sul:lm.t:t:ed to Head Office.

(1v) 0.. ot all or part of t:ha data for other

OJ:' !:llaDIcet~t.

(v) In the tUR·~ t:ha report will at:telllpt

to praMrVe the UCDylaity of tU school aJId 1nd1vidual

IaIIII:Mn ~ atatf 1:llz"cnIgb the UN of peeudoD~ aJId

=-l'Odte duc:r1ptioD. (Bow'. Helaleuca Primaz'y?)

Wou1cl llOIl l..1ke to cboo.. your 0tID p..udclI1ya?

4.2

-----~-- --..-- - --

Tee! Booth.
20/10/83

1. I'm happy with MII1.ueuea Pr.

Yes

No

2. I'd like to be (tint name only)

(a sex c:hanqe is pemissib1e).

3. I'm

o
o Another Suqqestion _
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APPENDIX J

Ca_~_"~- a" ~h_ D~_4~ .v_1~_~~a".,

I. WHAT DID YOU RXltIECT nO" THE DltAPT ItEJIOItT

2. ....T WIEItIE YOUR NDD8? e...... t.hey ,.... Ieet.ed in tfte ...pa,.t?)

/

4. lM8 THE DIscw.ION I A. ACCWtATIE, a. IWAIIt,
Cpl.... ,i~ apeci~lc Chapt""~'" ••.-pl..)

•

6. WHOSe!' """CTIVIE ""S MOST RlEPMHNTIED IN THE RKJIOItT ?

'7. WHAT IJIrII'ECT DO YOU fIfIEIU. THE RlU'OJitT MAY HAVE ON ImI8 waRt< IN
THIE SCHOOL?

,
~. WOULD YOU n HA~ TO HAW TN:: IIfEPQRT CIRCULATD TO:

A. AN"'tONI!. a. JUST TlElIlCHEllt8, C. ONLY IN ~THIE ICHOaL,
D. I'" NOT HA~ TO HAVIE IT CIItCULATEDCpl.... in4Ic.t.. cance.. n.)

•• ~AS£ USE THE BACK FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.
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APPENDIX K

NewSOuthwaJeS~"

JS:VTOyrreferet IClI:

Department~~~=~'-';JPl._lCld.... all W
communlcatlOn. to
N.S.W. O8Im1ment 01
Educ:a1iOn.
Box 33. G.P.O.. Sydney, N.S.W. 2001

Mr. E. O. Booth,
School of Education,
The University of Wollongong,
P.O. Box 1144,
WOLLONGONG. NSW. 2500.

• Yay'""'''tc!;
T~ne: 20S84Ext 8311
TeIlIgrems: ..scnoote Sydney"
T"':24420

Dellr Mr. Booth, .

am pleased to advise that approval is. given for you to seek
the co-operatlon of the Principal of Warrawong Public School In your
evaluation of the Implementation of the school-based Integrated curri
culum at the school.

When the project has been completed you are asked to provide
this Department with a copy of your research report for the Information
of Departmental officers.

Yours sincerely

-I ". D. Swan,
Dlrectdr-General of Education.

> .'$ ')
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APPENDIX L

'l'O!r.AL SCHOOL DEVELOzm:NT STmVEY

IJAmUWOliG PUBLIC SCHOOL

At tA:1.a .tag. ot the 7eU it .... A:il appropriate t1m.e to
ideAt1t7 D.~/tarset are.. at a wiele .chool l""el, 1'e&47 tor 19B~.

B;r gatheriD8 sta.tt-perceived. school :IIeecla, orgaa:l.aatioa lUld. target
ar... W1ll bllCome· clearer. IZl the apac. below pl~e Uoat ua;r
.pecUic pnct1ce. (i.e. behaviou:s, :Q:J:'Ccacmre., acUem.) which ;rou. .-
teel could. becQU • t~t ere. tor ilaproTeaat. ~ C&A :Ulclud.e
school orsuuaatioa, 1'eaourc. lUD&8eaAt, use ot per.=el/~.OQ1'Ce

people lUld. CU1"1'iculua uad. te.cb1D6 pnc'1:1ce••

U.1I:lg the kq below, pb..e c1rc1. the t:.qu-07 01' eneAt
to which the practice (luted.).!!. OCCU1'1':Ulg IU1d. should. be ocC1U'rizlg.
'l!h1.a W1ll 1D41cate • plus/ldAus Deed. tor chaAge.

!Er:-
1. ..uao.t Dn'er
2. 30utllua
3. Ott_
4. V~ ott.
5. Almo.t alwa;re

-Ia Now- Specific Practice -Should. Be-

l 2 ~ 4 5 1 2 345

-

1 2 345 1 2 345

1 2 ~ 4 5 1 2 345

1 2 ~ 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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PQSSIELE T4Qr;q ABBAS - 1983.
N8IIIe:

js a result at a "needs··survey"· the areas tor 1lIIprovement have been
listed below. Please rate thase in terms at "high prj,or1t.,a , .~
pr1orj,tyn or "loy pr10rj,tyA. .

Sou at the are.. suggested are JbW term (tU1:1g v.g~.:.Uttl& t1lul
organisat1on to 1lIlpl8lll8nt), bIlt others will. requ..1re a Il101'. ccncerted
atrorttattack. Most likely it wuld be 1IIIposs1ble to cover all. thelia
are.. in one Tear.

...

.....
•••...
•••

...
••• ,....
•••

!tnovledge or aV'ailabla resource wi. thin the schooL·· ...
Shar1ns ot resources ag unit box8s
1Tse.<''lIVa1lablllt1/knovledge r£ external re~ClU'cea•
1Tse ·ot l1brar1 at llmch time tor Years l/2•
Shering at progrllllllllU

un1:ts .
progr8lllll1Dl t8Chn1ques

Ut'ect:1.v.. use at the planrOUDd
HftCl to:- Mgsia Broadcast· booa tor ebD•
Ace••• to .&L s.toivOCllla by teachers
QrgSZ11sat1on ot resources liS storvOcu/1nventor1u•

l.~

.. Concentrated ettort on mathematical sId.ll.s.
• Wcn 1n pract1cal :lWIlber.
• ~1ed approach
~ lise ot mvuODIIW1tal/c.oncreta IIIlterials
• Strat8g1es/approschu
.. n.relopinl concepts - sequencinS-ot sld.lls/concepts.
• Plazm1nl/progr8llllll1ng

2.. iva1uaugn
• Dj,agnoa1.ng ebD's needs 1n1t1~
• Evaluat~ WI1ts (on-going)
• Spsc1t1c ac1::l.V11::l.es to ElV'alnata "subsld.l:ln

• Evaluating rear 6 ebD tor IUgh Sc:hooJ..
• I. - 6 &valuation (across .1w/schoals)
• :Mald.nc 1t. ~,abJ.~:.- reco.rd1n1.

3. la,l.
• On-going "titnus" progr8llllll8.
• Nutrition
• Sequencing at skllIa
• Co-ord1llatian at P.E.1Sport
• Programing •• on-going sk1ll development.
~ Sport: (Primary) - organisation1att1tudas
• Inter-school. spor1t

Ito. INQUW,

• Knowledge ct Science/Soc.Sc1ence documents
• Need tor W1der use ot "inqu1rr' approach
* Plann1ngjdeve1opment"inqu1r1-based" programmes
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5. REL&rED ARTS
• Knowledge: of new curriUula - Art, Music, B!rama
• Programming for seqUential development in Art!Music/Craft

6. PROGRAMMING
• Group programming sessions
• Catering for \dda.-range of abilities eg IlparalJ.el cJals·
• Sharing ot programming tecbn1cp es.

PUPIL WELFARE
• Development of teacher skills in counselling/diagnosing

needs.
• rmplsmentation ot Schoo~ Discipline Policy- with possible

review
• Consistency ot interpretation/expectations by teachers

in the playground.
• Integration/extension of E.S.L. children.
• Movement/control or children
.. E?un1shment of children eg de1tention. gralp.

QRGWSATION"

• time tor stab1'lisaticm - no naw progr8llllll1lS
• Mora. time to consider dmajor starr/school decisicms" in

stll-tr meeting.
• Weekly assemblies

- length
" - mere opportunities tor cla"sses to share.

.. Outdoor assembl1les: - time wastaga.
- l.ateness

.. II.FridaT' • attitude as Illost· day""

.. Use at llethn1e aides"
• Supervision ot subject areas ~ - 6.
• ruty Roster - consideration. for people who take en extra-

curricula actiVities. (eg allocate early duties)
• Ways a: better utilising "talents" of people within school.
• Determining "staft" pr1.orities". HDw?
• RolelNeed ot" El.D. "rascur.ee" person.

AUI COMMENTS I!' SfIJ3CTlIMPLEHENT LiEm ~;-
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APPENDIX M

.....\RR.'\.WONG PRlM;\RY SCHOOL

DISCIPLINE 'POLICY

It: is cand.atory' that a schoo~ discipline policy is subcitted to
the education department by October. It is to be hoped that
the develo~ent ot this po~icy will bo constructive and purpose
rul. At last Friday's statt ceetiDg wa adopted in principle a
tormat tor the section ot our policy related to acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour and possible conseqQences~_.

Your suggestions are inYited. with regard to the tollowing
cOlllllonents ot our pollcj. It' you consider -

1. School Rules (Maxims adopted. at an earlier ceeting)

~
Wa s~d wear sensible, appropriato, neat, clean attira
al:ld tootwear at ul times. Childrsn should be strongly
encoJNrased. to wear school uni:tOl'l:l. with pride.

Relationship wi.th others
III that we do should display considerarton tor the
satety :md. comtort ot others. e,

In all ot our deallngs with othera wo should look to
ecphasise the posi.tive and a.il:l at developing each
~vidual's salt esteec.

Movement withiu school
All lIlOV&nen'l: about the school should display selt
control and co-operarton with parrtcular consideration
being given to other classes and groups.

Respect tor propert:y!enrtrom:lent
Us should show respect, appreciation and pride tor -

• our school
• our enviromnent
• other people's property and person.

2. Code ot Behaviour

A school is a social system where each person's
in.d..ividualit;r is respected while at the same til::le
m8Qbers striva towards co~n gous. These goals
c:m be bettor achieVed in an a,1:I:10sphore "t intol'l:l.allty
and·m;ninum regimentation together with a heightened
awareness ot parsonal and group responsibility.

A set ot restrictive rules and re~atiQns would be
out of place in ~h a system. Instead a statement
ot rights and responsibilities towards which ul
subscribe wi~l betrter serve the purpose ot guiding
the behaviour ot ul.

There should be 110 restrictions without good reason.
It is hoped that aJ.l will behave so as to bring credit
to themaelvec, their tacilies, the~ school and their
commmity.

HOW ??

Mutual Respect PSyehology Progracoe ? ?

Student has but also :
RIGHTS or RESPONSIBILITIES
PRIVILEGES
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2. Rights or Privileges; ResJ?0nsibilitiesj Consequences

Consequences should. relate to the responsibilities.

RIGHTS or PBIVILEGES RES?ONSIBILITIES CONl3EQUENCES.

I
I

I have the rQaponsibility
to be punctual, to a toteDd
school regularlY' and. to
contribute to educational
actirtties so that theY' will
be·o~ bone!it to mo.

I have the righ.t to I I have the resllonsibility
obtain max1mua bene~i~ to co-operate with teachers
from classroom and and other s1;Udents to
school activities - ensure that lessons proceed
other students will and that I keep up-to-dato
not spoil this bY' with. w::r work. I will not
their behartour. The behave so sa to interfere
classrool:! atmosphere with othQr studonts I rights
should be conducive to learn.
to learning.

I
i------+------r--------t
II have the rig~'t to

expect educational
I activiti s Will be o~

I b!!neUt to me.

I

I have the right to be I havo the responsibility
w::TSeU. No-one will to respec.t others as
trea't I:!e unfairlY' ind.irtduals and not to
because I am dj.!!erent treat thel:! unfairlY' because
trom him/her. I might not agree with

their bellets. values and.
appearance.

I have the righ't to I have the responsibility 1;(

have a pleasant, clean care tor the school environ
and well maintained ment - to keep it tid;1 ami' .
school and grounda. clean and be prepared to

remove litter.

I ~ve the right to be
happY' and to bo
treated With. compas~
- no one will laugh
at 1:18 or hurt m;r
feelings.

I have the responsibility
to treat others with.
coapassion - not laugh
at others, toaso others or
try to nurt the feolings of
others.

I have the rigllt to be I have the responsibilitY' tc
sa:!e - no one will make the school sate bY' no
threaten me, hit me or th.rea't6ning an;rone. hitting
hurt me in any way-. anyone or hurting aDYone in

arqwa.::;.

I have the right to
expect QY' property- to
be sa:!e.

I have the responsibilitY'
not to steal, d~mQge or
destroY' the property ot
others.
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RIGHTS or l?RIV'II.mES IlliSI'ONSIBILITIES CONSEQUENCES.

I have the right to be I have the respo:dSibi:litj"
provided with a school o~ alerting teachers to
·"here I am not in an:r an:r defective ~ll~'d;ngs or
phy8ical danger. '"ihen fittings. I accept that .
detects occur these teachers I:I8Y more readil3'
wUl be :r.-epaired.. see dangers than I'do acd

I will obey. their
i.nStructions. -,

I have the right to I have the responsibilitj"
expect that the local to behave in such a wa::T as
cocu:nmitj" will provide tc g~~ this respect tor
support for the school ,the school (especiall3'
aDd. will respect aIld when col!ling to or going
have pride in the from school and on out-
school. ot-scMol activities).

I have the righ't to be I have the responsibilitj"
helped to learn seU- to learn seU-eontrol-in
control - no one will exercising my rights I wil
silentl3' stand by no't deny the same rights t
while I abuse the others and I will expect
rights o~ others or to be corrected when I do
when others abuse TJY' abuse the rights of others
rights. as they shall be corrected

it rrr:1 rights are abused.

I haVe the righ't to I have the responsibili.tj"
expect that all of to protect my rights and
these rights will be the rights o~ others by
mine in all exercising my full
ci.rcUl:lStances so long responsib:i.lities in all
as I am exercising TJY' cirCUI:IStances.
full respons~~bili.ties.
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.d.cceptable and. Unacceptable Behaviour

Please comment on what 70U consider to be acceptable and.
unacceptable behaviour with regard to the tollowing areas.

The Code of' Behaviour states in gene~al teres the behaviour
expected tram stud.ents at \o/arrawong Pril:1ar;r School.

The school's policy on behaviour is dir~cted towards the
attainment of' seU-d:1.scipline.

Even though nost people know what is acceptable and what
is unacceptable behaviour a tew examples are outlined below.
These are axpressed. in te:t'l:ls ot our max:i..ms outlined elsewhere.

ltip!

. -

ot

h.
me,

•
eas,

I

Relations
with

Others

Movement
stud.ents
around sc
-Olas91'00
canteen,
corridors
Library,
OiUce ar
Staf'!room
etc.

In Class
Behaviour
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Travelling
to and. trom
School 
Walking ,Bus.

Miscella.zB:Ul

- 5 -
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Consequences ot Unacceptable Behaviour.

Spoken or written apology
Conference with teacher
Ground.s clean up
Lunch time detention
Send. to Principal, I.M. D.P. D.:!.
Parent infortlod
Parents askod to come to school

Corporal pun:l.sbment

S~ents who do not exorcise their full 1'6 Sl'onsibilities
and. abuse the rights of others I!I8Y lose sOl:le ot their
rights. The consequences ot an infringement will be
determined by the teachor who is handling tha particular
incident.
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APPENDIX N

DRAFT ONLY

WARRA\ eNG ~UBLIC SCHOOL

LANGUAGE STATEMENT

Introduction

LANGUAGE is one ot the most crucial tactors in a .hild' 15 '

development.

It a child I 15 use ot language is limited, then his iAtel!.ect'ual
and. social development is also limited.

~The limits ot m:T language are the limits ot rrr:r mind. II

We have the responsibility ot increasing the child's ability to
manipulate lan~age, ot eXtlandin~ the child' s exoeriance ot language
in all directions.

Obviously it is essential that we maximise the child's proticiency
in the various aspects ot the English language. However English is
not the only language with the potential to enrich children's lives.
For too long Australian children have been intellect'ually and.

sociaJ.ly handicapped by their exposure to only one language. To
know another language is to broaden your horizons, as each language
represents a different way of looking at the world.

The children ot Warrawong constantly interact with several
languages other than English in their family, school and community.
These languages are a living reality tor our pupils and an integral
part of their lives. By acknowledging these languages ·in its
programmefl, Warrawong Public School is responding to the community
it serves.

The following pages outline the benefits of knowing another
lanl<Ua~e•••
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WI' LEARN ANOTHER LANGUAGE?

A) Language Teaching in General

The traditional reasons for learning a second or third language
apply equally to Italian or Macedon11in as to French or German:

- each language presents the learner with a new set ot eoncepts,
a ditferent view of the world
the understanding ot one's own l~age is enriched when
contronted with the suu.lar:l.ties contrasts of another
:anguage
travelling becomes:more meaningful and easier experience

- the mental discipline involved in language learning can be a
valuable asset to the student

- the pupil can Axperience the sheer satisfaction ot accomplish
ment, even at ~he most elementary le~els, and yet is continually
challenged with the infinite refinement possible

B) CollllllW1ity Lanp:ualles in Farticular

The rationale for teaching COmmunity languages, though inclusive
of the above, is much more compelling:

i) The non-nativa speaker

- has the stimul~tion ot being able to use the language within a
real-life context

- has the oppori:Un.ity to observe first-hand and enter into the
everyday culture at the target languaEZ:e community, promoting
cross-cultural understandin~ - the appreciation of another
lites~le and a more object:l.ve view of one's own

- may come to an awareness of the confusion and difficulties
encountered by non-English-s~eak~g children ~ the schOOl

- comes to recognise through involvel[le~t With a communit;r
language, the multicultural nature of Australian society
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i1) The native speaker

The main benefits of deer,ening the native-sueaker's knowledg~ of
his/her mothertongue can be seen in terms of a) Australian soc1ety

b) the ethnic colllllllmity
c) the individual child

a) Australian Society

The bi- or multi-lingual child represents a linguistic resource
for the nation which should not be SQuandered, especially In an era
when ~ustralia has need of proficient communicators in the fields of
commerce, politics, and all the professions - both at home and abroad.

b) The Ethnic Community

Australian society is now committed to the idea that cultural
diversity is to be valued, that this diversity leads to an enriched,
more aware socJ.etY. The ethIti.c communities are being encouraged to
maintain and develop their distinctive cultures (i.e. their lifestyle,
values, beliefs, customs, etc.) Language is inextricably linked
with culture. ~ch language reflec~s a certaJ.n way ot in~erac~ing
WJ.th the enviromnent and with fellow colllllIUl1ity members. Language
iq esaential in the transmission of most cultural activities - and
ot1ly the language of that community can tunction authentically in
this role. So if we are serious about preserving the various cultures
which constitute Australian society, then every effort llIIlSt be made
to ensure the maintenance of their languages.

c) The Individual Child

The child of migrant background. brings to the school
- the ability to tunction in another language
- a different set of values and perce~tions

- often a breadth of exoerience unknown to the average
pupil (especially in the case of the refugee)

As teachers we can
- ignore these dimensions and expect conformity, thus denying the

child his/her very identity. He/she is put in the traumatic
position of rejectin~ his family background or rejecting the
school. 'rhis insecurity might help explain certain ,pupils'
aggression, or withdrawal, or clownish behaviour, or under
achievement, or inattention, and so on.

- or we can value the child's different back~ound as a teaching
tool. The current philosophj of pr:unary education stresses
building on the child's present knowledge. "e can utilise
his language skills to help him communicate in a language in
which he is cOllqletent about experien.es which have mea.n1.ng for
him. Instead of setting up ba=iers we can involve the child
actively in the learning situation. Instead of moving from
the unknown to the bewildering, we can develop from the familiar,
\.~thout the added burden of faltering communication.
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The individual child (cont.)

'"e can sum up the benefits of inCluding a child's mothertongue
in the curriculum with the following points:

- The child is not ;,:lut in the position 01' denigrating his parents
because they speak an apparently "unacceptable" laner;uage and
because they do things '1:1itterently" •

- By demonstrating ~espect for and interest in the child's home
lite and langua~e it becomes a viable option for him - we give
him ·the· possibility 01' tashioning his own identity without
the pressure ot conto~ to the school's norms

- with the child's accentance ot his home language,. he will be
more inclined to use it in the home, increasing collllll1.inication
between the various generations (especially important in the
extended tamily. situation).

- Research tends to show that it a child has a good colllllla%1cl. 01'
the two langua~es then bilingualism can lead to positive effects
on intelli~ence, linguistic skills, educational attainment and
even emotional acljustmant, but it his cOlllllland. 01' both languages
is. poor (as is usually the case at present), bilingualism can
be a negative and detrimental experience.

- Cnly by facilitating, rather than hindering, the child's
cop:nitive growth t~h the use 01' a familiar language can
we allow the child to realise his full potential

- Even if his own languaete forms only a minor part of the
curriculum, it is at least one area in which he can feel
competent and even excel

- In the long term, fluency in his motherton~e can be an i.DIl:'ortant
consideration in choice 01' secondary subjects, giving him an
area where he has a positive academic advantage - it developed
through primary school. This is important esnecially where
the child experiences great ~ressure to succeed from a family
which has "sacrificed everything" to give their children an
education and a future

- The bilingual person has the very real prospect of enhanced
employment opportunities - many jobs now give preference to
those able to communicate with members of ethnic communities,
not only as translators and interpreters, but also in the
capacity of receptionists, nurses, social workers, shop
assistants, and in the professions

ObViously the availability within the school of the child's home
language is vital both to his senae of identity and his co@:'%litive
growth.
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION

It becomes more and more evident that the logical next step
would be bilingual education - education carried out both in the
community language and in English.

According to child development theory, there are crucial stages
which favour the grasping of certain concepts. Once the stage has
passed it is very difficult to regain lost ~ound. J~d yet we
insist that a child with limited or no ability to speak English is
thrown into a sink-or-swim situation where he has a very poor (if
any) comprehension of what is going on in the classroom. His
conceptual development is postPoned until he can manage with English.
This could take several years, by which time the crucial stages
for much conceptual development have passed, leaving these children
permanently handicapped. ESL can only go so far. These children
have. an urgent need for instruction using their mothertongue 
either as a transition proframme while their English improves, or
preferably within a system designed to produce bilingual students,
with all the abovementioned benefits attached to bilingualism.

',hile ideally a bilingual approach would seem to have much to
recommend it, our efforts in this direction can only be of a token
nature until a greater commitment is taken by those in authority.

----000---..,

I-IHY BEGIN EARLY?

The following Quotation is convincing in its rationale for
teaching langua~es in early childhood:

"Young children should learn foreign languages at an early age
because there is sufficient evidence, from research and personal
experience, that they can achieve success unsurpassed by any other
age group. In the field of pronunciation they can establish a
sound basis for lifelong foreign language use. But not only
linF:Uistic considerations sneak in fll.vour of an early start. I'e
know that bilingual children can be superior in verbal and non-verbal
behaviour than their monolin~al peers. This shows that early
bilinfUalism mi~ht affect the very structure of the intellect.
Intellectually a child's exnerience with two language systems seems
to give him more mental flexibility, superiority in concept formation
and a more diversified set of mental abilities. Early language
experiences may be the factor that determines the aptitude which
stabilises aro~d puberty without much change throughout adult life.

"Children who start to learn a foreign language early in life can
better understand their native langua~e as they become conscious of
the existence of lan~age as a phenomenon. Their cultural outlook
is wider than that of monolingual children who often believe that
their own culture, their lan~a~e and their customs are the only on~s
'/::'ot matter i.n T~E • ·orld. " . , ..
i (;'r':'.l~tnst·:in, ;: .. !. I'e ac hing Foreign i::nr-£.

-C) t':.·: V:":"~- :"u.?)~", - .?'J)
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WHICH LANGUAGES?

Each teacher is ur~ed to constantly look for opportuDitieB to
encourage the use of all the len~a~es represented in the classroom
in order that each chI![ will feel thet his/her langua~e is accepted
and respected. This might involve such activities as:

- using ~eetings in various languages
- labell~g various classroom objects
- looking at the origins of children I s names
- comparing words for family members, etc.
- counting in o'ther languages
- allowing children of the same homs language to discuss

amongst themselves in that language
- exoloring the different scripts
- 190king at how the languages are related
- making reading books available in the classroom in

various languages

This openness to the ditterent languages is important in
the children I s interest in language, enhancing the children I s
esteem, and in some cases making the learning process easier.
it is only through more intensive exposure to a language that
benetits ot language study are realised.

This necessitates narrowing the choice. The languages chosen
for more intensive study will depend upon such factors as

- availability of teachers
- availability of materials
- the size ot the ethnic group in the school

At :oresent, the languages taught at Warrawong Fublic School are
Macedonian and Italian.

Macedonian
The choice of Macedonian rather than more influential Yugoslav

lan~a~es is slightly controversial within the Yugoslav community.
But our choice was based on the rollowing considera~ions;

- while other Yugoslav languages might enjoy more pres'tige
in Y~oslavia, in fact non is officially recognised
as the national language in the Yugoslav Constitution 
all Yugoslav languages are considered to have equal
status.

- 40% or puuils at wr3 are ot Macedonian background
- The principles of primary education encourage starting

with the familiar - i.e. in this case the language
spoken in the home
Macedonian is now available at secondary level in
wollongong and is a recognised BEC subject

Italian
The choice of Italian was based not only on numbers (it is the

second largest language group in the school) but on practical con
siderations - it has been taught in schools for several ~ears and
there is no lack of materials or teachers. It is offered as an
ESC subject at ·.Iarrawong nigh School.
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Although the standard form of Italian is to be emphasised, the
children will be encouraged to regard the dialects spoken at heme with
respect. These are seen as languages in their own right with a
de1'1nite role to play, not as substandard varities ot "s l ang"I t a l i an
to be erad:icated. The teacher will endeavour to compare the dialects
with standard Italian and each other, and will assist the children
to distinguish between them and to recognise when it is appropriate
to use either one. Again it is a matter of' starting with the
familiar (i.e ••dialect) rather than insisting immediately upon using
what is virtually a foreign language (i.e. standard Italian), thereby
promoting insecurity and a denigration of' their parents I speech.

Similarly the phenomenon of Austral-Italian is seen as an
interesting response by a language to a new situation. It provides
an opportunity to explore the nature of language and how it changes.
It also represents the daily torm of communication among the local
Italian community and as such is not to be the subject ot ridicule.
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GENERAL APFROACH

#

#

#

#

In general, languaFe will be taught not as an isolated subject
but across the curriculum, in an integrated approach.

As much as possible, language will be taught through meaningful
situations, through activity, and through games.

a deductive approach will preterab1y be employed, where pupils
are encouraged to discover relationships in the language, rather
than the rote learning of rules.

The opportunity to learn a language will not be related to the
supposed IQ of the child.

# The language teacher and class teacher will work closely together
- the 1anggage teacher would endeavour to tit in with the

theme beUlg currently studied in the class, using it as
a basis tor selection of of vocabulary, developing the
same concepts, reinforcing ideas already grasped in
E.nglish, introducing appr'f:lriate games and activities
in the collllllW1i.ty langu~e, and extending na tive speakers

- the class teacher would also seek to extend the children's
langua~e learn1ng into other activities during the day,
e.g. greetings, labelling, comparing English vocabulary
and expressions with those ot the other language,
examining "language" as a phenomenon (its history, uses,
etc.) - in Short, creating a classroom atmosphere which
encourages an enthusiasm tor language as a 1i~ thing.

- together, the two teachers would be responsible for such
areas as:

• attitude development in the pupils
• tamiliarising the children with the heritage

and culture of the particular ethnic group
(Macedonian or Italian)

• preparing items tor concerts
soliciting articles for the school magasine

• involving parents in classroom activities
• arranging appropriate excursions, etc.

# The language programme will reinforce the concepts and skills
being developed in the general class programme

# The paren't8 SlId. cOmmunity are seen as an integral part ot the
programme and will be involved as much as possible at all levels

# The cultural aspects to be emphasised will be those of the ethnic
group in warrawong and Australia, although the country of origin
will not be ignored.

# The language teacher will be sensitive to the interests of the
children in the class and try to incorporate them in the lessons.

# The teacher will attempt to systematically analyse the language
used by the pupils and work from those areas where weaknesses
are evident.

# Evaluation will not initially concentrate so much on the invidUal
child's progress as on the effectivesness of the programme
within the school, kee~in~ in mind that many of the objectives
cannot be readily assessed.
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AD1S OF THE COMMUNITY Li.NGU,I.GE FROGRiJ1ME

In the context ot multicultural education the study ot
a collllllW1ity language is concerned not only with the acquisition
ot skills and knowledge but with attitudes, values, relationships.

- to develop in all students an appreciation of what language is 
its signiticance, how it functions, its history, language grouus,
Latin roots, etc.

- to toster a realisation of the value ot knowing another language

- to demonstrate on the part ot the school an accentance of the
reality experienced by the children in their homes and collllll1l.nity

- to provide pupils with a practical and in-depth experience ot what
it means to live in a multicultural society

~ to. encourage positive attitudes towards difference

- to provide concrete opportunities tor the parents and community to
become involved in the learning process

SPECIFIC AIMS

Because the collllllW1ity language programmes cater for various
groups in the school, more specific aims have been formulated according
to the needs ot each group:

A) Non-native sneakers

# To provide the pu~il with skills which will enable him/her to
communicate orally, and to some degree in writing, with the
speakers ot another language.

# To promote an understanding of the culture ot the speakers of
the language, emphasising

- the way the people live, their beliets, values, customs
both in Australia and the country of origin

- more formal aspects ot the ~ulture

- the way culture is expressed through language

B) Native speakers

# To extend the pupil's skills in oral communication, and to assist
the pupil to become proficient in reading and writing

'# To encourage an interest in the cultural heritage of his/her
ethnic group, both as it is found in the country ot ~rigin and
as it has developed in Australia

# To toster the child's cont1dence in his/her abilities and help
develop a oositive self-image .

# To strengthen family ties by promoting respect for the home
culture and langua~e, and by faci11tatin~ communication between
the ~ener~ticns.
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C) New arrivals

# To provide wherever possible the opportunity to develop
educational concepts in a familiar language

# To help the child maintain and develop his/her mothertongue,
thereby laying the foundations for a more proficient
acquisition of ~lish, and enabling the child to enjoy the
benefits of being bilingual

MeRE DET.ilLED OBJECTIVES CAN BE FOUND IN THE ITALL.N AND &\.."EDONL.N
PROGRAl1MES•

ORGANISATION

Language classes have been organised in three main groups:

Mothertorge Maintenance Classes for those children who already
use the anguage and who want to refine their skills in speaking,
reading and writing. Given the voluntary nature of these classes,
the7 are held before schcol to minimise disruption to the school
timetable and to facilitate the involvemeat of parents.

2. COmmuniaEa trIilage Classes for those classes whose teacher is
ha~py W1 ~ to participate in a relatively intensive
language programme together with the language teacher. For
approximately ~k-3 hours per week the language teacher will
be in the classroom undertaking language activities planned in
conj~ction with the classroom teacher durin~ that teacher's
planning session.

Invitation Classes tor those classes not involved in the Community
LangUage pro~ammes, and yet whose teacher feels it important
that all children should have the opportunity of experiencing
another language, if only at a very elementary level. The
language teacher is invited into the classroom at a convenient
time and will present a short lesson on a topic previously
agreed upon with the classroom teacher.

Whenever possible, the language teacher>will be available,
workin~ with the classroom teacher, to those childre~ who have
recently arrived in Australia and need the help of a teacher
fluent in his/her mothertongue.
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1983 COMMUNITY IulNGU.n.GE PROGRAMME

With the ~ppointment of a full tim~ C.L. teacher in M~cedonian trom
the commencement ot 1982 and the projected arrival of a similar~

appointed teacher in Italian tor 1983 steps were taken to provide
scbDol organisation to best utilize these positions.
There were several signiticant organisation~l and philosophical
problelll8 to be solved in order to allow maximum exposure and optimum
use ot this valuable resource.

These include:- avoidance of overstructuring ot school day to prOVide
pupil access to C.L. t~acher.

- avoidance of educational anachronislDS such as
withdrawal

- making a choice available to pupils and parents to
be involved with either or neither language

- enabling the C.L. programme to be tully integrated
into the spirit and intent ot our school based
document "The Guide to Environmental-Based Integrated
Learning" •

- avoidance ot the creation ot a ghetto situation
wb.ere tb.e children ot one nationality are located
in one class.

A description ot tb.e evolution ot this- programme is contained in
Appendix 1.

For 1983 it was a statt decision that tb.e scb.ool would move trom
streamed to parallel classes. Part ot this organ,sa~i~n was to
establisb. witb.in each grade, 1-6, two classes on:' of wti~h ~~uld b~

involved in learning Macedonian and one Italian. Thll cb.ildren
involved would be ot mixed ability with a breakdown ot approximate~

50/50 native and non native speakers.

The establishment ot tb.ese classes has be~n a tremendous success
particularly in tb.e all-important attitudinal areas.

work

ot- cultural heritages
- abilities and

capabilities ot others

e.g. Respect & appreciation ot others
Co-o~e~a~ion Selt-discipline
Sen~1~1v1ty Selt esteem
Hum1l1ty Fr-d' I
Friendl:iAess' 1 ~ ~ one s
Empathy Ethn1c1ty

Sympathy
Tolerance
Tact

Respect tor and appreciation

Equal opportunity
Acceptance ot ditterences.

Programmes are worked out co-operatively between classroom and C.L.
teachers. All are based on units with which the class concerned
is involved. Vocabulary, structures, music, song, poetry and
culture utilise the experiences, skills and knowledge being devel
oped by the classroom teacher. This integrated approach has proven
both stimulating and highly successful.

This programme is an integral part ot the implementation ot the
Multicultural Folicy at this school.
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In conclusion we teel that we have argued thatwe have as great a need
tor our complement ot E.S.L. teachers now as in the past. The needs ot
a very large, high density migrant school are great and the problems
associated with catering tor the needs ot so many genuine tirst and
second phase learners require organisational and educational strategies
which are best known and appreciated by the particular educational
community. We have endeavoured to look objectively at alternative
organ1sational possibilities outlining their advantages and disadvant
ages with particular reterence to their ettect upon our overall school
philosophies. It we are to integrate our learning programmes so that
the development ot the child into an active, selt-motivated, independ
ent learner is possible we see our utilisation ot E.S.L. stat! as
being appropriate ~d beneficial. Constant disruption and over
organisation is counter - productive to integrated, meaningfUl child
centred learning. A series ot teacher-centred, highly structured
lessons having no reterence to the child's experiences and environment
would be a poor alternative to selt-motivating, inquiry based learning
activities which utilise the child's knowledge, experiences and
environment.

Our overall philosophies are outlined in our "Guide to Environmental
Based Integrated Learning" which we havo/ not enclosed.

This submission was composed by and presented with the lull support
ot our tive E.~.L. teachers and school executive. It has been
presented to whole school statt meetings and has their unanimous
support.

Sig!led:
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PUP I L EVALUATION sun VE Y
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Dear C.lleB!Ue,
The res~ts of our last survey indicated a c.nside~aile concern is being felt in the·area·of

evaluation with ita many aspects such as the evaluation methods th~t can be ~sed, the time needed in keeping
useful records, ways of reporting to parents~ ••••••••••••

The purpose of this survey is to ascertain what evaluation methoqs are currently eID~oyed, with a view tq
assisting you in dev·eloping a practical approach to pupil assessmerlt, and to provide you with support in your
class evaluation programme.

Please assist in this overall 'attack' on evaluation by completing the following det,ils.
Thank you. (~.S.D. Qo.mmittee)

.YOUR PRESENT CLASSROOM EVALUAT~ON METHODS

II::>
-....I
-....I

* Pleas list the method(s)
you currently employ
(e.g. skills checklist,
Spelling and Maths tests.
informal observation,
anecdotal records ••••• )

* Would you brieflt comment
as ~o the reason s} why
each. method is employed?

* Please indicate the fre9uen~

in which each method, Is uselr-
Wte~lY, at the end of a ther~,
a he end of ~.

METHOD COMI1ENT

(OVER. PLEASE)

FREQUENCY



YOUR THOUGHTS !U! EVALUATION

~

'-J
co

What do you feel would be a practical classroom evaluation scheme ?

- What sort of evaluation should happen at a Bchool level? (having regard to uniformity/common policy,
allowance for individual variation)

Are you happy with your present method(e) being used?

I have~ other methods such as

I \~ould ~ some specific help in

~I



E V A. L U. A 'r I 0 If SURVEY

TbAny tou-~r your response t9 the EvaluatIon Survey. The volume o~

L'"esponses' underlines the .concern which is b'e-ing felt generally .1 the
sta1:r.

'The surte;r'de"'te;m~ned that:
.li·-te-a:fi'ners are currently using Skills Checklists.

(Comments by these teachers included:
Tilll<t . .consUming
.Not too time consuming :
A grade decision to use checklists
They are progressive records
It is school:gol1ey
9~cki~sts ~elp plann1ng
T~ey check.attaLOment of objectives)

Checklists are used, on the average, -at the end of a theme.

12 teachers use Spellin;/Maths tests , ·with· a frequency from
daily to .:t.Drtnightly •. (the Grade was said to have a bearing
on this factor.

(Comments made about this method included:
They assess areas 'of 'strengths/weaknesses
Practical in terms of time
They assist forward' planning
Results can be passed on
They help to programme in a dev~lopllHmt·aJ. way
Grade wishes dict~te ;l;1re"1r' 'use)

12 teachers said informal'observation was a part of their
evaluation method • This was a continual means and was

. said to be:

An obvious method
Good teaching practice
A method which allowed individual progress to be seen.

12 teachers employ anecdotal records. These are generally
:record."d at the end 6~ a theme, or "whenever time' ·allows".
(C~mments made were:

I
Useful ~or pgxent/Te'acner interview"
.They record more than skills
They help to clarify the teaCher's thoughts)

1 teabhers indicated they collect samples of the children's
~. This was generally done at the end of a theme.
Advantages of this method w~re'sa1d to be:

I
A child's ~ogress 'was observable
·Again they were useful for Parent/~eacher interviews.

Other methodS.~ by one or two teacrrers are:
* Reading to, teacheI: * LJ.,,",,ning. . * Oral Questioning
* "ME" files * Comprehension tests * Reading from Unit text
* Participation in number games.,etc * News Talks * Process Writing

folder
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On the question ot what other ~§thods h2ve .een tr.ied, teachers
indic~ed the tollowing (with number ot responses) :

• Weekly tests (1) • Pupil reports (2) • Grade skills·lists ...(1)
• ~'iork done wrecord ( 1) * ~+e class er.! (1) ';' unit SU!lI!1m ( 1 )

* Ev£ b! "e~ep!ion-"-{t).+. Standardised tests (;) oct Check.l1ste (5)

* ~Pagee ot evaluation w (1)

21 teachers said they were hE.ppy with. the methods gurrently employed,
with 4 others tempering their satisfaction with comments such as :

~Reaeonably happy" "Usuelly" "I feel I'm not doing
enough".

In replying to "What do you consider would be a practical clas~room

evaluation programme. 1" , the general responee wse that such a programme
woUIr1Iave~o0 e'just that • PRACTICAL, and not time conSUll"ing.

Evaluation at a 'school level: Such an evaluation proeramme should b~

S1lCh that, wi11le allowing for indiv1C1uaJ.it:l(, there should be some
uniformity prevailing. (12 responses)

Other desirable .characteris~ics were said to be :
DDployment ot checklists (with/without cOlDlllents) - (9)

Basic skills hsted (1) '.
Practical and not time conBUDl1ng (1)

Use ot grp-ded school tests (1)

Unit evaluetion was essential (1)

Specific help WAS reguestin in

Evaluating children I s writing (6 teachers)
EYERITHIBG ~ (3)
Knowing what to send on to the next teacher (1)

Keeping ~.necdotal records (1)

Maths/Language eVAlueting (3)

Formulating a lIIeaning:ruI. manageable s~~Il~l poliCy (3)
What to or serve, (1)

~ teachers did not respond to this question. (ANYTHING or
EVERYTHING ?)

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS WWHAT IS

"~ DO
wgQ! to

EVALU~ION ?"
I EVALUATE?"

I EVALUATE 1"

REA DIN G/W R I TIN G

'1/ 0 R It S HOP S - LU (.:)
(T.S.D. Committee - initial

Problem-Solving steps)
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APPEMDIX P

0_.L. GHG.':.Ii;,.TI0N

iiJUu:"'\IGNG FRllLlRY 3CHOC~

Introduction

The supply of ~ddition~ staffin~ to assist with language development
in primi~ schools was, and is, of trecendous benefit. It provided
people who were sUbsequently trained in specialised ~.~.L. techniques
to enable schools to organise prograuoes to assist children of
migrant backgrounds who were langudr,e deprived.

~ven though migration trends have altered dracatically in recent
years the need for specialised assistance for these children, even
though many were born in ~ustrulia, has not decreased.

As part of, ,this description of our oper "tion at Harrawong lrimary
cichool we will look at the following factors:

The nature of our co=unity

The role of the ~.5.L. teacher

- Fossible organisational strategies
.cdvannartes

- Disadvantahes

- Composition of classes
- Co~unity Language Frogramce

We will endeavour to explain what we are doing with regard to the
special educational services provided for our very large number of
Z.~.L. children.

Closely associated with our £.~.L. progra~e is our very considerable
effort in Community Li~F,Uages. Included as an appendice is our
application for a Co~'~unityLanguase teacher in It~lian, a statement
with regard to multicultural education and a description mf our
community languuge progru=e ·ia action.
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TEE SCHoeL liND THE Gem-WITY

The following co.~ity analysis is based on the ~raliaD BureQa
of Statistics 1981 Census. It is made so as to understand better,
the nature of the current school population and its specific needs.

ETHNIC CLl'L:OSITIUN OF T!lli \·jARi,A"MTG C0!1I.illUTY

~ examination of the A.B.b. Census figures show that 49.1% of the
total warrawong (area code) population is overseas born and of this
population 88% come from non-english speaking eountries. In addition
to this of the 49.7,,, Aust. born population 48.9% have one or both
parents born overseas, 92.25" of whom come from non-english SPQak~
countries. Further analysis of Census figures shows that "69% of the
total warrawong population (to 1st generation level) comes from
a non-english speaking background.

FAMILY L LIFE-STYLE Lli(WjI.,,,TICH

pensus figures show that of the 1;o-el:LJ,..pop" l;ati on .-

a) 79% are under 40 years of age
b) 24.470 are under 15 years of age
c) 19.67" is over 15 years and un-married
d) 48.6% is now married
e) 9?9% live in private dwellings
f) 65.3% are involved in home ownership
g) 88.6% live in a family group arrangment.

and that of this 88.6%, 64.4% support dependan1:.a.~ t:!W:I. .a~~
i.e. children.

EDUCATIOIL~ BAOKGRCUND - qualification level

of the population aged 15 years and over figures show that:-

• 8,3% are !!2.t attending any educational institution

• 6.6% attend educational institutions full-time

• 4.5% attend educational institutions part-time.

• ?3.~h have no qualifications
• 9.8% have a trade certificate
• 4.5% are still at school.

Analysis of the 15 - 18 year age group shows that of this population
32.5% are attending school. This % represents the entire age group
and does not show the retention rate at H.S.C. level. It should
be noted that this broad % is even below that of the narrow (18yr.old)
national H.S.C. retention rate (35~~)

• quoted by Susan Ryan at the Rational Economic .summit 12.4.83

UCCUHTIONAL ST_'!.TUl:>

Ana1¥sis of the: occupational status figures show 'that in 1981

a) 45.6% of the total population was eng~ged in the labour force.
Of this labour force percentage the vast majority (40.5%) were

wage or salary earners largely employed in private sector manufacturing
industries (56.7%) as tradesman, process workdrs and labourers(60.8%)
the next largest employer being the wholesale/retail trade with
9.9'1{,

of this 45.6~~ labour force 3. 3~:, vlere re::-;istered unemployed.
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b) 54.3% o~ the total population were not in the labour terce 
o~ tllis percentage 24.4% were under 15 and thus at school and.
29% were over 25 but not in the labour 1'orce.

N.B. These 1'igures re1'lec~ the 1981 empl0Jmen~ situation. Since
lUin the general economy has moved in~o deepening recession and
the steel indust17 (and associated industries) in particular,
have undergone a dramatic downturn in production. It c-an be
assumed. that the occupational li~e 01' the Warrawong community
!las been radically altered. .

A school-based survey during April 198; revealed that a
staggering ;5% o~ school population came 1'rom homes where nobody
was emplo~ed (either OIl the dole or a pension).

CONC!'GSION.

Thus, the community 1'rom wl11ch WarrawoILg Public School draws
its pupil population c~ be summarised as predominantly -

a) Non-English speaking iJDmigriUlt.

b) young 1'amily oriented households ~aged in the process
01' rearing children.

c) low education/qual~ication attainment status among
adult population,
poor school retention rates in the 15-18 age group,
low attendance rates at post school educational
iJ:!.;;i;ii.-utions o~ the same ase group.

d) unskilled industrial working-class,
dependent upon private sector man~acturing industry
~or employment 9 thus extremely vulnerable in times o~

economic recession and restructuring.

THE SCHCOr. AS MIRROR OF THE COMMUNITY.

As previously stated, the above community analysis has been
made so that the particular nature 01' the school enrolment
and its spec~1c needs can be understood.

School enrolment as o~ ;1.;.8; is as ~ollows:

Table 1

Ba~~d %
.ll .... ,;;;I.

%Background Total

Intants 124 40.8% 180 59.2% ;04
Primary 109 26.0% ;11 71+.0% 420

TOTAL 2;3 i ;2.3% 491 67.7 I 724

Table 1 shows that 67.7% o~ the school population is o~ non
English speaking background-{in which 21 nationalities are
represented).

The averall school population is increasing (1980 - 666,
1983 - 724). This increase has occured in the In.tants
Department (Table 2) and should be noted, taken the overall
state decline in pupil numbers.
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This increase isthe result o.t -
1. New housing commission development in school feeder area

(low income family)

2. The general age/family compo ot the community.

3. increased Vietnamese enrolQents. (table 3)

WI!:U
Enrolment

K

1

2

1982
70

109
79

1983
81

106
119

TABLE 3 Vietnamese Enrolment

Marco 1982 March 1983

K 4 7
159
2 1 7
324
4 1 3
5 1 2
612

15 34

School Total March 1983 • 34
School total 1980 8

:h.RTI~ NEEDS UF TKE ~l:i(j{;L rt;FOI..<..TION

Taken the Etbnic/class composition of the school pcl'p'lUation the
following cun be asserted.

1. The l:IS.jority of children 2/,% Deed Z.5.L. instruction as either
1st, 2nd or 3rd p~se learners.

2. The majority o! children experience ~ultui.-al tensions as they move
between the home and the school environment, thus the school IIIl1st:

1) continue to develop and implement multicultural curricula and
promote multicultural values.

2) continue to develop school/ community links so as to foster/
increase coamunic4tion understanding between school and home.

3) Take into account the special needs ot a growing though minorily
Asian coJ:llllUnj,ty in a predominantly European cOr.llllUI1ity.

;. The vast majority of children come tz-om industrial working class
r~lies (hence limited educa~ional backgrounds/qualitication
attainlHnts) thus in terms of II school learning" experienti.aJ.
background and home assistance l~ted.

4. An increasing nWllber ot cl:lildren and their !3.Ildlies are being
subjected. to an increasing: amount of economic insecurity with its
associated social dislocations and tensions ao unemployment in the

nrea grows, thus progra=es that enh!U1c~ social/living skills are ,Jf
utmost importance.
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!he role ot the tive E.~.L. teachers a~ached to this sehool is to
work in eo-operation with the classroom te~chers to cater for the
needs ot our first, second and third phase learners. Tb.:is additional
stalting was provided initiall~ to assist the school to meet the
needs of children from non-G%1gllsh speaking backgrounds. l.Ib.:Lle the
n~er ot children enrolling directly from overse~s has declined rapidly
the need for specialist ~.~.L. backup is as great as ever. \iith such
a large majority of our children comin@; trom n~llal:l. apeeking
backgrounds it has been neces ary to organiae our school so that the
specialised knowled~e and expertise of our ~.~.L. teachers can be used
ettectively across the grade and school and to ensure that optimum
use it made ot tb.:Ls valuable hUllUU1 resource.

The role of th6 =.~.L. teachers at our school includes the tol~~~S
aspects:

• in.!luence of E.i,).L. expertise across the whole school.
• identification ot ehildren needing specialised E•.;i.L. programs.
• accu1'a.te identification ot their particular needs •
•. an mtegration ot the E.S.L. program into the total sehool "Guide

to .EnvironmentaJ. Based Integrated Learning" - document.
• awareness of, and. sensitivi.ty to the problems and needs of .8uond

lmguage learners.
• dArv'elopl!1e:l!t .0£ co-operat1on 0U1d m't\laJ. euppo.r1r ~8Z1 E.S.L.

teachers and genera]. classroom teachers.
• development ot an awareness of, and positive at1:1tud.u~ Ch8

Multicultu=a.l.· nature ot our J.ustralia.n en~t and in
particular ot our own school.~t.

~owing trials or various forms of school and E.S.L. organisation
(that is: withdrawal and team teacbing) t we have found that we can
best tultil our role and cater for the.above mentioned aspects by
using intensive and paralleii( class organisation throughout the sehool.

INFLUl:.ilCE OF ::::.1:).1.. TE",CHEllE

The knowledge and expertise of the ~.ci.L. teachers at our school is
not solely isolated to their own cl~ss. It is shared across the
grade ~d helps all the teachers in our school to in fact become
"l:.~.L teachers". Their influence is felt :lcrose the grade through:

"4cting as a resource person

• they have a knOWledge of specialised ~.G.L. resources thit can be
ettectively used by other teachers within the ~ade•

• for language games and activities.

"Grade meetings

• in addition to providing resources they help guide fellow grade
teachers underst~ding ot and empathy toward the special needs
. ot second language learners.
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FlaIJFOUDd md sport contact

• c1uriDs plan;round. duty and. pr~ sport the E.3.L. teacher.
co.. tnto oontact with all the children in our school.

• l1m'1ng this time the,. are able to use their expertise to help'
all eecend language learners, within the total school anviron
!lent.

• also during this time the,. are able to identUy ~ children who
IIIIlY' need the help ot an ;:;.S.L. class progrwnme.
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Grade alSse~~

• lUling SOllll! etfective language games ,~d activi'ties.
- creating a multicultural awareness b~ telling stories. learDiDg

songs and ddnces troc other cultures; discussing the cultural
backgroUDds ot children in our school.

·Intep;ration ot all classes in the e;rade tor ]:0.1::. and Dance

• in this time the E.~.L. teachers come into contact with all the
children in the grade and identi!~ children ~lho 11111~ need Z.B'.L.
and language reintorcement.

ACRO::iS THE ~CHO()L

The :lJ:l!luence ot Z.;",.L. teachers extends not onl~ across the grade
but also throughout the whole school b~:

'"'DevelopH1f1j the sel! esteem ot second l.msuap;e learners

• E.S.L. teache~s ~ve knowledge and insight into the problems ot
these children:- low sel! estoem, insecuri~, lack ot ~n'1d·n9.
and the cultural dU1'erences these children exper-1..ezl.c..

• knowing this tlley are able to develop the sel! 88't_m, oont1~
and sense ot securi~ of these childrt.n acrOss the wb.ol.e school.

·D~gpin~ a "~ihole sChgol" il,tyitude to xeacJ;1ers
•

• When :::.~.L. teachers are used in withdrawal and tellm·1ze_h ing

situations they are otten considered as "ou~"b;y their 't'eJJ,ow
classroom teachers.

• c~ in the echool a~ do not develop the respect tor E.::i.~

" teachers that the~ have tor their class teachers. The~ are. ~en
seen as "helpers" or "only L.J..nE)UD.ge" "teachers.

- in such an environment the selt esteem and contidence ot £.~.L.
teachers is suppressed. Due to this the level ot job satista.et:ion
tends to .d:i.minis.h.

• the organisdtion 01' intensive ana parallel ~.3.L. classes at our
school hab overcome these somewhat derogatory attitudes ot class
teachers and children. It has also developed the sel! esteem and
con!idence ot the toS.L. teachers and has greatly enhanced job
satistaction.

• E.S.L. teachers are now seen as "real" teachers and thus a "whole
school" attitude to teachers has developed.

-E.&.L. approach to the resources in the unit boxes tor the "G.E.B.I.L,

• maa;y language games, activities and resources are being added to
the unit boxes. (E.g. L.~.A. and S.li.I.L.E. kit materials)

-Adding a Multicultural perspective to the unit .exes

- the E.~.L. tea.hers have provided ideas ot a multicultural nature
to the unit bQxes, where appropriate •

• these include:- books, stories, tilms, tapes, posters, ideas tor
mathematics, music, dance, cooking, arM and craft activities.
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Inte-nated Teaching: The E.S.L. teacher spends his or her time in
lae ~assroom:~1th the children. Usually the two teachers will take
groups_,q~~.EE-ild:l:enduring the time the E.S.L~ 'teacher is-ih" the' class
room, e.g. 1n Social Studies the classroom teacher may take 2/3 ot the
clas. W~8 the E.S.L. teacher takes that 1/3 that needs the most E.S.L
attention. With this organisation all the children I a learning. is
c1i1'ectJ.,." related to what the whole class is learning.'" .Joint-programming
is needed in th~ situation.

Team Teac~: The E.5.L. teacher combines with one or more teachers
ot the same grades. The teachers concerned plan the work together
e.g. a year's programme, and then collectively teach that programme.
For example: there may be two kindergarten teachers and one E.S.L.
teacher; the three plan the work together and then teach the two
classes. It should be noted that the E.S.L teacher should never be
merely an observer trying to identity individual problems - specific
teaching duties should be clearly outlined tor all three participatant
teachers.
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ADV.'lliT.d.GES

WITHDRAWAL Children learn English in small groups where active
participation by ~ll children in the English lang-.
uage learning situation can be ensured.

TEAM ~CHING:- It both generalistic classroom teacher ~d E.S.~.

teacher are willing and it there is su!tio~~~· ,
planning/programming time, an E.S.t. approach CllA
be added, tor the children who need it, in~o·th.:

lessons. This is to the benetit ot ~ll children in
the group.

English langu~ge learning (E.S.L) is seen as part
ot Language developmen~ required by all children
in the class in order to become proticient speakers
~d writer~ ot English.

PARALLEL (E.S.L.) CLASSES:

- language learning t~es place across the curriculum'
as opposed to gn isolated time slot and or a struct
ured lesson out ot context with what the rest ot the
class is learning. There is greater tollow up ot
language - oriented work.

- Children are in a secure grouping - pastoral c·'.U'e.

- greater possibility tor integration ot child exists
within the total school environment.

- greater rapport is established between child and
classroom teacher.

- Responsibility tor language leazning ot children trom
an E.S.L. background becomes a shared responsibility
with generalistic cl~s8room teachers and the' E.S.L.
parallel class.

- less movement ot children around school leads to a
better school climate {tone)

- Conta~t with parents in P~rent/teacher interviews,
F.&C. rIeetings and informally indicate very strong
support and satistaction with this arrangement.

- greater job satistaction tor E.S.L. teachers - status
ot E.S.L. teachers raised.

INTENSIVE CLASSES:
- tor non-English speaking 1. Kinderg=ten

2. New arrivals trom non
English speaking countries

- caters tor 1st Phase English language learners.

- small, secure group where the children have :lJIlple
opportunity to actively practise the English lang
uage using a language experiential/tunctional-notional
with structured English used where appropriate.

- Generalistic classroom teacher is relieved ot the
responsibility ot teaching the initial stage ot
tirst phase le~ers.

SEMI-INTENSrlE :

- children have the advantage ot an extended period in
small class where active participation by all children
in the English Language le:lrning situation"C'in be
ensured.
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~AGES (CONT'D)

Semi-intensive(cont'd)

ehildren also have a period in a generalistic class
room where th~re ~re some native speakers o~ ED31ish
in the class. Therefore the E.S.L. child:eD·Qave
both children, who are n9.tivespeakers, plus two
teachers to use as models of English.

mTEGRATED TEACHING:

- As with team teaching - ·if both teachers are willing
:mel. there is sutficient planning/programming time
bene.tits can accrue. The children in need of lang
uage are being assisted at that particular point/
period ot time.
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DISAIlVdNT.~GES

A review on some of the disadvantages in the various methods ot teaching
E.S.L.

- The withdrawal method has a
organisation of the school.

WITHD1Ll.lJAL : gre:lt etrect on the 1Zl1:ernnl
e.g. a)over-struc~~

b) time wasted in
pupil movement.

- A great deal ot ett~ct and time must be applied to
the organisation ot such a method.

- The very nature of the organisation makes the school
inflexible in its structuring.

- It is ditticult tor lesson continuity and tollow-up
tor the children who attend the withdr~wal classes.

- One ot the major problems is the evaluation ot ·the
work "being done in the groups.
Question being -

n\olb.at to evaluate?"
"Who is :!.ccountable for the eV!llU:ltion?"

- There is also a lack ot co-ordination between whllt
is taught in the "home" room and what is taught in
the E.S.L. room.

- Children attending withdrawal classes have experienced
teelings ot insecurity and alienation. They simply
cannot comprehend wh7 they have been selected to
attend a "special" cl~ss. At times, parents also
voice these same questions.

- Teacher dissatisfaction. on the part of both class
teacher ~d E.S.L. te.chers, c~ot be over-emphasized
in this mathod.
a) The class teacher resents children leaving at

ditterent times throughout the day - thus
breaking into the progr:unming and into the
child's lesson (i.e. lack of continuity)

b) E.S.L. teacher finds little satisfaction in
teaching 5/6 groups throughout the day.
Some see themselves as "helpers".

TE.U'1 TEACHING:
One ot the major drawb~cks to this method is the
incompatibility or personality conflict of the
teachers involved.

To be successtul teaching method - time should be
taken for advanced planning and meaningful programming.
~ore otten than not, this is an impossibility tor
most teachers. The major question being -"Where to
tind the time?"

There is a continual interruption of ongoing lessons
which is extremely detrimental to all children involved

Lastly and most impcrtantly the status ot the teacher
coming into a classroom for such ~ short period is
seen as one ot a "helper". This lowers the E.S.L.
teachers sense of worth and self-esteem. Children
also do not show the same respect or consideration
as they do to :l class teacher.
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DI~VANTAGES (CONT'D)

PAR.U.LEL CLLSSES (E. S.L. )

- One of the drawbacks ot thi~ method is that 1~ an17
caters tor a select group - thus denying othe~'

children the opportunity for specialist as.i.~~8.

- The children ot this group only socialize with other
second language le:ll"%1ers - in the classrllom environment

- The selection procedure for arriving at this select
group might be limiting 3.D.d in being so, exclude
child~en who would otherwise benefit by having
specialist assistance.

mTENSIVE Children who are selected for an intensive class
may teel that they have be~n segregated trom other
children and. placed in a "special" class - thus
lowering their contidence in themselves and in
the total school environment.

These children may only interact and socialize
with other second l3.D.gunge learners thus limiting
themselves in a social 3.D.d "verbal" manner, i.e.
limited language interaction.

The time a child remains in an intensive class is
to a great extent up to the E.S.L. teacher. Some,
teachers may keep the child too long - there by
hindering their social and academic advancement/
development.

SEMI-INTENSIVE

- Here the child may teel he is in a type ot "limbo"
- not belong1ng to a "home"class or to II "special"
class. Socially it is a very detrimental situation
tor the child.

INTEGRiLTED 'F-ACHING

It is only for a short period each day/week.
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The Malticultural Folicy Statement (November 1979) divides stud~t.
tn~o three generalised categories:

Phase 1. Those students who enter school with no English
to those whose understanding and production o~ spoken
or written English are l~ted in all social and
educational situations.

Phase 2. Those students whose understanding and production
o~ spoken and written ~glish in social and
Gducational situations are enough to begin
participating in and meeting the language demands
o~ some class activities to those who can meet
the language demands o~ most class activities.

Phase 3. Those students who tunction at levels similar to
comparable native speakers but who uneJq:ectedly
cannot meet the language demands o~ some specific
situations.

There are no definite rules for establishing which category a child
will be in, and while Phase 1 students are most easily identified,
other categories can be reasonably assessed by observation, testing
and exchange of in!ormation betwven the class teacher aIdthe E.S.L.
teacher.

Having identified the various" categories of students, it is essential
to develop a list of priorities. While maximum use should be made
of your E.S.L. resources it is important to develop a realistic
programme - it is not educationally wise to spread your E.~.L. resources
so thinly that little is gained by the students in the programme.
Continuity is essential, ~d sparse E.S.L. lessons do not benefit
the Child, and tend to frustrate the E.S.L. teachers.

The following are the ways in which the E.S.L. education can be
organised. The choice of methods will depend on factors such as:

a. numbers of students in each category;
b. facilities and accommodation available;
c. numbers of staff involved in the E.S.L programme; and
d. ehe level o~ co-operation which exists in the school between

the E.S.L. stat! and the classroom teachers.

'Jithdrawal Groups: These are groups o~ 8-12 children of similar
language level, once or twice a day for 20-40 minutes (depending on
the children's age) in a separate room. This form of organisation has
the advantage of giving the children intensive attention in a quiet
setting, but it requires close ccllaboration with the class teachers
to ensure the language taught in the short period is the language the
the child needs in tre classroom

Intensive Class: ~ben a teacher takes a small class of approximately
25 begum-ers, and while teaching all subjects, he/she uses all subjects
as a me=ns of teaching children intensively. .
Semi-intensive: Tll±: i..9 eo similar to the intensive class, but the
teacher takes a child fer ~ specific period e.g. from the start of
school until lunch time. At other times the children are in the
normal classroom. '.lith E.S.L. teaching organised in this way,
children have the benefit of intensive language teaching as we~l as
learning in the ordinary classroom. The E.~.L. teacher is able to
devote time to pupils who need intensive work as well as those who
need enrichment.
Parallel TeaChin§: Where there are several classes in the same grade,
the classes can e organised in such a way that the E.S.L. teacher
or teachers take that class or these classes in which all the children
need E.D.L. approach to learning.
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COMFOSITION OF CLAS~ES

Because ot the particular nature of the composition ot the c~wmunit7

in which our school is loca~ed (~ee Fart A) the organisation ot
statting and progr:llllllles should be appropriate. The needs ot children
in a very large, high density migrant school are obviously vastly
different trom those in other schools in our state and country.
Simply stated the components ot our enrolment are:

New arrivals (mainly Vietnamese)
Other children born overseas
Children born in Australia bu~ coming from homes
where no English is spoken
Long term Anglo children
Recent arrivals in a 240 tuwn house Housing

Comm1ssion Development.

1. Over twenty-live per cen't of our Kindergarten enrolment start
·school with no English at all. Provision is made for these
children in a parallel Kinder class taken by an E.S.L. teacher.
This class is fluid with children leaving to take places in the
other Kinder groups and. new arrivals with appropriate needs being
acl.mit'ted. Team teaching with regard to all planning, programming
and implementation occurs. Classes are 1]Cated in adjacent
interconnecting rooms which enables interaction and intsgration.

2. To cater tor older new arrivals with no English a small reception
class has been established. This usually caters for a maximum
ot 8-10 children for varying periods ot time depending on their
capacit7 to learn English. This group is also fluid with
children arriving and leaving as need arises. Average occupancy
in this group is approximlltely two mon~hs. Children are attached
to a normal class, appearing on that class's roll and being
involved in various activities where knOWledge of English is not
so vital.

With the slowdown ot Vietnamese immigration it is forseeable that
in the near tuture the need for this reception class will have
disappeared. At this stage it is enVisaged that the teacher
inVolved will be utilised across the senior primary grades to
assist teach~rs in process writing. Teachers have great diffiCUlty
in scheduling interviews with all children in their classes.
This E.S.L. teacher will be involved with year 4,5,6 classes
assisting in written, and, to a lesser degree, oril language work.

3. In Years one, two and. three parallel classes have been established.
These groups consist ot second phase language learners who are
children who are not achieving their potential solely because of
language deprivation. Children are selected for placement in
these parallel language classes based on the following criteria:

- lack of knOWledge and skill in oral and written English
- they will NOT be chosen because they are;-

--- - slow learners
- behaviour problems.

- they must be from a migrant background and come from homes
where English is a second language.

Again these classes ar-e of a fluid nature 1:rl.th movement to and
trom the other classes within the grade taking place as need arises

In all eases the ~bove organisation involves a very strong and
active team taaching element as all programming, planning and
implementation is done collectively within each grade under the
guidance of the grade co-ordinator. This forward, co-operative
planning enables each E.S.L. teacher to be a major contribut~r

to each child's le:lrning. The influence of the E.S.L. teacher
is outlined in Part a, which describes his/her role at this
school.
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APPENDIX Q

-
MEMORANDUM TO

. ~

New South Wales Government"

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES FOR 1984

I. Introduction

TeteIl/IOne: 205M EJI.
TeIe9'.....: "scnOOlS Sycln..,"
T"'",2~

64-00Q (S.163)

This NftlrandWII follows memorandum 83-093 (S:116) on Currlcul18
Develo~nt In N.S.W. Government Schools, and should be.rea~ In
~junctlon with it.

School curriculum development planning should be undertaken in the
context of these state....lde priorities. Head Office and regional
resources to assist schools with cur-riculua implmentatlon will be
applied as far as possible in line with thase priorities.

The concept of optional implementation for primary schools introduced
In 1983 and explained In memorandum 83-093 (p.2), will continue to apply.
During the period of optional implementation schools are expected to
caanance taking steps to ensure that all teachers are ~re of and
ea-aittad to the new curriculum policy statements, and to ensure th~t

resources are gathered and plans developed for full implementation.
This may occur at the school's discretion any time during the optional
implementation period. By the beginning of the fourth yeer, all
schools will be fully implementing the curriculua statement.

In relation to areas of specific Government policy such as Multicultural
Education, Aboriginal Education and Non-Sexist Educatlcn, there are
aspects of these policies which are mandatory on all schools. Examples
are Multicultural Perspectives to Curriculum and Intercultural Education.
Other aspects relate to specific local needs and circumstances (e.g.
E.S.L., Community Languages). These policies should be examined
carefully to determine what is mandatory on all schools and what
aspects apply to deci"sions which lMy be taken at tho school level
according to local needs.

2. Department Curriculum Development Priorities for 1984

Ao General Govern~nt and Across·Cu!r;c~!~~ ?riorit!e~

Special Education
Aboriginal Education
CareerlTransition Education/*Participation and Equity
Multicultural Education
Non-Sexist Education
Education for the Talented Child

* Environmental Education K-12
* Cgsputers in Schools

These -are not essentially specifIc and separate curricul~ areas.
Th=V ~re l~~ort~nt genercl policy ~tters and curricul~ is.u.s
wi~h im?lications across the entire curriculum. These priorities
will continue to be supported by the System in a number of ways
and they require attention in all schools.

B. Departmental Priorities For Curriculum Development in Specific Areas

(j) Evaluation Phase

Oral Expression K-12
* Craft K-6

"er",i n<it Ing Date

1984
1985



-2-

(ii) Planning/Design Phase (Project Team)

\i4riting K-12
Heal th K-12
Visual Arts K-12
Drama K-12
I1ass l1edia K-12
Computer Education K-12
Education for the Severely Handicapped

*l1i1themat i cs K-6 (K--8)

Terminating Date

June 1985
June 1985
June 1984
June 1984
June 1984 .
December 1985
June 1985
December 198~

(i i i) Implementation Phase Date for Full Imp Iementat ion

Social Studies K-6 February 1986
*l1us ie K-6 February .,.6_

,.,0/

Aboriginal Studies February 1987
l1ul ticul tural Perspec t ives to

Curriculum February 1987
I ntercu I tura I Education (the last 2
3re elements of the Multicultural
Edut:ation Pol icy) February 1987

* NDTE: New curriculum area for 1984

In diagr~tic form this may be characterised as follows:

xxx. Evaluation Phase
ooסס Planning/Design Phase·

**** Optional Implementation Phase
~ Full Implementation Phase

Phase Priori ty Area Anticipated Duration

1984 1gaS- 198& 1987

I. Evaluation Oral EJlp res 5 i on K-12 xxxx ooסס ooסס ooסס

Craft K-6 xxxx xxxx ooסס --ooסס --
2. Planning/Design Writing K-12 ooסס ooסס **** ****Health/P.E. K-12 ooסס 0000 **~':* ........

Visuai Arts jH2 **** ;';*':':~': o':-::*t:
..

0000

Drama K-12 ooסס
...... 04 ... :h':o';:': ............

I1edi a Education K-12 0000 **** **** ~':1: 1: '1;

Computer Education K-12 ooסס ooסס
............. *..';-::*

Education for Severely
Handicapped onnn OOQO **** ..............

l1athematics K-6 (or K-8) ooסס 0000 0000 :';:':.':-:.

3. Implementation Soci itl Studies K-6 *"!tt:'ft **** ~ ~

Music K-6 **** **..,:* ***0': ~
Aboriginal Studies K-12 **** ..'r..,:** :':*** ~

l1ul t icul tural Perspectives to
Curriculum 1<-12 **** **** ,~*** ~

Inurc:ul cural Educ;atian K-12 ,.,~~ .... "'....w... "'*** ~

-O. 5wan
Director-General of Education

6/1/84
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APPENDIX R

SchoclWorrowong Pr:mory========
Assembl.es

An assembly should be a time

o pleasant, stir-nulc:d'in13 Clnd educational

of childr-en and teacher-so It should not 51-and'

be on intesr~port of +he school

should be o

of

!he cl C1SSl"OO.......

Assemblies

to leor.n lhe schcC"_i ,-,,)d

to shore and och.e'Jl..:r'"'r""fRn .~

witt-. omer-5. rt is +0.-

children inte.r oc,t· teochel"s ::Incl

+eocher-.~ "'IiH-- ether child""en.

Teocher's de"'eJop b"I

all

of d"'\oldren should See re.a <:..-.e r-s

as a team

p~,...t of CI teem .....dh teacher!!>.
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\'0 \+h \1
TheSe :n

we should consider:

our assemblies os we do our

classroom cOI"'\t-ent and srrate9'f (ies).

*' bein~ ACTlVE

ol"'\d scn<;3~

ch'dd

themanner -

leol"'nin'3 environmenta... creel-onCJ

fht"ouc:3h

.. disciplinin~

lI"lerlh'f'

children fo o,.,d fron"

end orderly.

p....nch... el :, dalay cr-eotes and

In incornplete or t'ushed

tv beil"'\<j we are

before ofher classes' enter.

to betol"'e assembly

so +hat

a fope of rec.or-ded

copy - cor-dod

a book

used I.... cleasl"'oo""" and a=erT\bliea.

assembly p"'oSl"'ornrne

l"'e~I:fOI"'\l!>ible.
I

of
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,.---------------_._----- '-'. __.- ..- _.

Ch,ldren cle'ieloped ,n rTlor"'ly or-eo... , SQme

of \r"'Iclude: • oudience

• Iis.re,,;nCj

• per- +Q....N"lin~

publi.: spe o k 'II""\ '"j

• tle>t.'bality

• self - e~+eern

• 0("'\ awareness ot +echnolo'3'1
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Trial Timerable -.-- Term I

Monday

ThurSda'{ } " 20 - " 50

Year- I

'(ear- 2:

a~~e .......bl,/ I week

lhurSdoy II· 20 - II· 50

Friday II· 20 - II·~

CES2~~
Years. I 'l 2 ~

Yeors 2, 2>, ~

TueSdO)'

Monday

Weelc.. -+

10' 20 - 10· 50

2·00 - :2.4-5 }

\Nks. 1,2,~,

b,I,IO,\\ ,14-.

Years , 2l ,5

r-

Week 5

Week '8

'Neek. g

Week 12

"'leek. \~

II· 20 - 12· 00

"N ,th K '1""\ del" ond

'/eor~ \,2 <:.0 ........" ,ned
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Some +riol tarmcrl·s tor Grode assemblies

A comb,'t"\o+ion of em'f of -!he ideas could be

ueed to- combined o~sen"'lblies olon'3 '<'4;H.. idea&.

trom -the content cor-np.lat.'on.

childret"\ enter.

of SonCjS

COrner - Verse {

01'" o\Ofrecla+~

listen',n<j

* Poetry

Book review (ui,ng

} Qppr~eiohon )

,n o+her

work

Art

1vlueic

"

Son:!

Welcol-ne

Closs

New . son<;3

li+era+ur-e

l'. Proyer

,. Pr0'ler *' Audio j\lisuol
-,

\

pr-esen+oh'on a.c:l' riln"l, f

(e.~ . .heal+h I satety folk)) CQ&5ette story <-

.. Son~ ~ / .. 5hor;n~ hme - ~
~.. child f'rorn e=h da~s +0

~hare ochie'ieN\en+,

sni



A of Idee:s tor c.ontent

I\ssemblies K- 6. / ..... "'.'"

<:

./....

I

)

Fr,'nCipal / l'T"Il2>+r-el;S

teolk.

r:: ..

+eClChll.,c3 PQ,';""t
e·ca, sofety,

spor-t!

achon ~on<jS - 'Mhole gl"OUp
por"+ic.ipoh"on

puppet r-"'f

donee

clos,G och\Jity s.har-in'3

nohonol sane;)

I b ....-Ihdo'f'5

sP'I r:ePCl"ts

cswor-ds

'-
~ree.h;"c:l-s' SonlJ

( rYler't

prefed

\

\
\

(+he closs

- ~roups

spec,d hoppen;nc:le. e.g, Earth Week

Notional do'!s.

chor-ol I \jel"'~e speak,~s

parent
I
\
\ Ir'wihn~ pOr"entS of

\, 'Nh", ,,",r'O f', .•th;"'C:1 4,e,r' .!-.,.....,
________0. ••• _ •• ..... _.__~
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R-imarjl
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EnvirQnmen+a -
based

Integrated
Learning
Curriculum.

Draf'+ l-1q~2
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*' Afti~udes

T I

Jndex
1f ~anisQ~i()nal Plan of In~esra~ed

Leomins Curriculum.

*Skills
I. Reading
2.. Controtnn«3
3. Inferrin~

4. Talkin':]
5. Wrihng
b. Moving
1. MoFpin9
I. Grophin9
q. Measurin9
IQ Counting

Il E~+ima1inc.3 21. n'us~ra~inCj

rz.. Raying. t1Jsie .22. AppreciClti"~

G. Si"9in9· Music ?3. Reseochi"S
,.. Organising Sound 24.~po\hesisin9 /
is. Spellin~ f1eelic\ing.
flo. Organisin9 25. Observins

n. O~rahn9 110. ComP:'nng/
It. listen in~ c;,,!ro.s~'n9
IQ. Classify,n~ 21. Group Work
2Q MQnipulQ~ing

See I£Irwes+i9atin~ lon~yo~~· for:
2t Feeling P09e.5 "-20.

2Q. Valui"9 Poge. 21.

30 Ge.nero\ising P09es \1-14.

* Theme-hc S~ence.

JI Sampk. Unit: QS:J
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Pion of
CUr"r"icu lum.

Or~oni~ofjonal

Integrated Lecr"n',n~ ========-

e.9. foler"onc:e.,

patlanc:e , hones~,
fle"ibi li+y, ac:c:.eph:,nce •••

A+hludes

Leornin<j Ski lis
e,~.

operatins ' S'"'9i n <j '
in~er"r,n9 ., F'r"edic.fing,

illueh··ohn<,3 , readin9 J

c:.ornporin'3 / c.ontI""CI~n

meosurlnc:3 ' ra Ik,'n9 ,
'mov'h~ l,srenir"\9 •

wri~ inca .........

Thematic
S!.quenc:e

bacaed on
loncauQC3e ,
Moun~ .

c.....a'lc..H,
Sec,·al

Sc:.ienc:.e,

Inve&fi~ahn~
Science.

f\

Translation ,n~6

[r"\divj dual F.!:.o~ral"nrnes:

!ncorporoC!h~S knoY'!led~e,

~kiUs In appropt'iQte

areas and applicable

cdh\-udes ond activitIes
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are

basIc prem'lses en wnle'"
in!esrated appf"oac:.h to leorn;n~

based.

beyond +he school

tir-ne~abled tor a

lea,.nln~ oc~d·i'iit'Y "",CAr,,,
are bein~ d.'ieloped.

MOf"O pUf"poactul i~

skiUs because o~ a "need"

NOT ases.
• Within any
leClrni~ ak i lie

.L~ I.
c:hildren learn.0 use .f.hem.
• Lear"'tn~ e"tends

day CI'" Ihe periods
par+ieular .dI8ciplen~.

a Children ojOply learn,n9 it it 16
e)(per...nced In 0 mec:an,ncsful cC)nte",+,

• Plonnlng bC$ed on skill dQ'ieloFr't'Ier"'\f

aUOWSt fc:r Individwo!~,

• Plonnin<a bat!aed on ~kill de"eJoprnenf

allows. lhe children and fhe'..... e"pet"'~ces

+0 be a more dynor"t'\ic ~orce 1"\ the

F1ol"'\n;n'3 In terms of eon"'e.n,.,

* ~c:.h"ihes. are puf"peeetul no~ mere.ly

!lUitable i-o a theme.
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A.

12~ .in .lli:c ebildr'en g.~

.in ibe. valye SlG

'* Resped tor c:n:I J Creahoti.1
appre.cia\ion of: .. Curicsi ~'1

• o~hers *Able. +0 jus\it1 c:lecisions
* Elders *Sl.-1"'"9 for. ~nenc.e
* Property * Inclependent lhinkin9
• Au~hor\\, * DiliC3e.nee.
• CulbeJ Her,~ases A Hum,'ily
• Abtlaies orO it F..ierdline.ss
CGfO~i~'" of oth~ Jt Self'. e.s\eem

of( E'rwtronment * Se.lf- a-ili~m

* Honesl'f * CcC'\len\ me.n~
", ~erQnce. * E'mF~h'1

* To'eranee. * S~mF'''y
* Open-mindedness I Jus-Hee
* &If.disc,'pline. ~ Appli~~ion
'I Cc-epero\ion * Givinl of oneS bes\
* Responsi 'cilily *' Good manners

* Toed '* R-ide. in ones wer\(

it He.lpinS alhers * C\ean\,ness • HeaHh
I ea.-inS * Punc.+uQ\'~'1

~ .5har'n9 ~ O..i~'na\i\y

~ lo'lClHy * SfO.4sma.,.,h,p
Ie Con.fidenc:.e * Ac:.c:epbnce. of
* Sansi ~i"i ~y di ffere.t\Ces
* Cc.urQ'3e ~ PQ~r,01'$n

;( Equal oppos4un\t1 ~ F1~ib!\"il1
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Shdls
A~ ~ c ~'f.51cal,

emotional,
~
prQces~.

ASkill requ'lres know\edge....

A~ can be. used in a varie.ty
of 5itwat·\on~.

A~ con' oe, 'Improved through
prac.t\ce-.

ASkill. i£, of'-te.n mode, up of 0

numbe.r ot ~ubek<i\\~ tho+ can
be, ide.nt'fied and pract\$ed
5eporofe.\y.
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Who+ ~ Readil'ig..?

h.1± De,codingr

iith hocUd 9BI financing hi. over our hera bravoly defined
scomful llU~tar that t1'1&d to PNwnt his scn-. -Your f1eS
dlcaiYt1-, hi h&d slid -An egg not I tabl. correctly typifies
this UlllUPlored planet-. /taw Ulree SUlI'dy sistlrs sougtlt proof,
forging Ilone; sc.ett-.s, Ulrougn cal. yutnas yet IIDN often
over turbulent peW and YlllQS. Days becMe Wftb u IIUlY
douaItirs sp....d furful rwaurs about tile ed9l. At lut • f.
ncMIel'O wI=- wingld cruturtS appurtd signifying _taus
success.

~ it "Doing. Compre.heng,iQn"P

LISt SUral, .laley and Hopl. weN spnllling their brips in the
d.... Gluporly, Jalay·s bl"lp waped•
....y cSid the brip YUIIP in the dl'lll?- he .-.ted.
"ai, 1 IIOrpled it vol a Y~t in it,: sterped HopI••

QUESTIONS: When did the story take placa?
Who is the story about?
What ..... Jaley and Hopla doing?
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2

Reading ico 0 "~uc~e~sion 0/ ""e~~ng
and over\oPlOing f*10S:le.s ~crr.he.r +~n

a =erie.co o-F \eoloh~ ..d ekill? +Ought in
rigid progr~~·,on". (Communico+\n8 p.'7.)

The. good +e..oche.r of reading ° o. 0

1.1 •••• fnvoha parents

1.2 00 •• finds out i lot about e.ch chfld. II • person and IS
• po_tfll rHder

1.3 •••• his • clusroc. full of rudfng ..teri.l

1.4 •••• rudJ to children frequently

1.5 0 ••• 1s ...re that -book language- dfffe" f,.. spoken
language (COIlCIPts mout print)

1.6 •••• begins with rul rudfng (1.e. rud1ng fOI" -.n1n9
using d'Iildren's 0lIIII language IS rudfng IIIteM.I)

1.7 •••• goes qn to skills only as ch1ldren gl"ISP the purpose
of rud1ng. allowing ~ to pick up skills IS they
go. (rHdfness)

1.8 •••• lc8eps mtfvltfng the desire to rud

1..9 ..... keeps ~ul.ry gl"CWing by language learn1ng actf'l1tes
1n pIll settings

1.10 •••• 'S not concerned about qu1ckness 01" slownesl of _r-g1ng
~fng ability. (no -screening-)
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I.

The aood +e.oc.her of' read,no . . .
~ v

2.... c:L±he. initio\ (~pe.nde.n+>-
1

(Ye.ar:, 1- 3 - +?)

2.1 •••• k~ .velop1ng & pool of s1~t lIlOrds building on the
dl11d's or.= 01'11 lillguage

2.2 •••• IcGePi _u1s1ng the purposes of rud1ng (undersund1ng.
story. lRn1ng. pleasure etc)

2.3 •••• begins silent rad1ng for llIlW1ing

2.4 •••• begtns ~rd attack skills and phonics but also II1counga
predict1119 Ind chaciing

2.5 •••• p.....tas an understanding of si-.ale COIIPretlensian by
onl questioning

2.6 •••• lIIIphuises confidence and pleuure (not failure or
-~i ..tion-)

. 2.7 •••• k8lps on -real reading- (Classroaa full of library type
boaU)

2.8 •••••lees a lot of use of children's own language as a source
of rud1ng Murial (teacher records children's personal
tnoughts, f..Ungs, ideas etc)

2.9 •••• uses oral \"'lading for diagn05is gf wt tlte child is
actually doing when lie/she rods

~.1O •••• rHds freque.ntly to children and 1$ s.en to-enjoy rading
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....

The good teacher or reading

3...

3.1 •••• increuingly encourages syntactic Uld s..ntic predictions
U lIION recognition strategies

3.2 •••• usa ClOD and qUl$t1oning as CCIIIPrttltnsion strat8giu

3.3 •••• ,..latlS wntt8n expresiion (own langu&ge) to reading

3.4 •••• encourages sl1ent reading far plea!!r--!!"ICrut1on

3.5 •••• keops I close liaison with l1b..aMIII to kllClW about and
UN sdlool's ruourcu fa.. ruding (literature progru)

3.6 •••• ltnps 8l;)huising dli1dren's St1"engths and the purposes
of reading as rGIlltdiation stl'lteg,y

3.7 •••• begins teaching IIIDre sQJlhist1cated purposes of ruding
(rtfer.nca lI&t8nals s study alltenats)

3.8 •••• sees evalUAtion as essentially diagnostic in purpose
Jpupil growth. tuc:he.. effectiveness)

3.9 •••• proVides t1. and llllter1als for rud1.llg

3.10 •••• I'lIIds frequently to c:hl1dren and is sean tQ. mjoy ruding
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The. good teach~of re.dd~ng

4: ... gf,j,he. refine.ment reading
;,ta~~ ...

(Years b-\2 and beyond)

4.1 •••• 1~ ~~ of and develops sj}iN:1al1sed vocaDular11S
(rHd1 ng across the curT'! culIa)

4.2 •••• 11 ..,.. of and uses the sdlool's resoul'ClS

4.3 •••• uses IV.1Ultion to datll'lll1l1G pupl1 cl&vIlop;lllnt, .ffectiVGnfis
of tHdI1ng practice, sUitiDl1i~ of ruding .ter1a1s

4.4 •••• develops different kinds of coqIrehension strategies
(l1tenl, inferential, critical, creative)

4.5 •••• refines questioning IS an aid to deYeloping COIllPrehansion
(cloze/questioning as aid to concept c1eveloPlllflt)

4.6 •••• IMlta ti. and I"tSOUI'CIS Iv.iliDl. for reading

4.7 •••• ful"ther develops research and s~ skl1 15 and p.,.1;ef.
tnt scJ\gQl library

4.8 •••• encourages appreciation of gogd l1tenture in pl"OS8.
POCllUy. drllllll foms

4.9 •••• ~rovidls an ~le of life long interest in reading by
rMd1ng and bei n9 seen to read. .
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~c.-t\on

A.

Sdion Seclion Seenon ~\on

B. B. C. D.
(cent)

~ion

.... E.

Se.dion

F

~'Hon

G.
,

~tion

G.
~nt)
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Regdins_ \.1
Sec.f\on A
*be~e.\op gro~ mo+or eKill~ through '~6\col adivities

- jumping, palondned ~:c.o+c.nin~.. . . .
'* De'/e.lop +oc.+i\e. e,kille. 1hrOU<3n hond\\n~, +oueh\ncs,

f'ee.\inC3, de.~n\n<3 . . . .

~ DeJelop v'~uo\ =k,\\~ throuC3h planne.d and
'Inc.idenTol ob=er'lo'ho~=, left +0 r",~h\- QCo+h/i+'e.=,
diSlCrirT'1\na-non e.xe.rc.i=e.~~

*li:u-t·,C\pct-te.. in rhyme.=, jing\e.~, -9in.ge.r plo)'s,
poetry re.ci+otion, and many vor\e.d s,peech

dc:hvit'e~.
• Develop orientation skills, through disc.o,/e.r;ng

+heir own }OOSi+ion in, s,poce.. ~ weU .a~ ob~rv\l"'\~

+he. world around -them.*De.'le.lop -Fine. mo+Or s,k'IIlE, through c.uHing
dc:Hvit\e.~, using Wl"'i1\nc:l imp\e.me.n~ .....

*De,ve.\op kinaes+he.Hc.. skll\~ throLlt3h OOdy
move.menTrc ond rry+htT'\.

*Re.CO'Jn\~ -rho1- v\~ual and verbal o(pe:rience.~

c.an 'fee. ex-pre.Slse.d ',1"'\ C1 wr\.r+e.n f'orm. (Loce\ obje.c.ts,
clap when~ To idenTity C1 S~\tie.. word '\1" a
s,ectUenc:.e. of word~). .
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~A

*Pre.dict- the.re.fore.. reduc.ing +l:Te ~pe\"'\de.nce..

·~le.ly on viE»ual irrForma+lon....

Reodinca \.8

*U=e. pk.+ure. c.lue.~ to he.\p de.c.ode.. ne.w \Ol'"\~Udge..

uni-te,.

• Make. pre.dic.Hons» trom poc:,t e.xpe:r'e'N:es and

background Kt'\ow\ec::\ge.. ",n whet \s be\t"'\CS re.ad.

(Semann~ C~). ,

*MQke- predic.nons trom the. .plow o-F +he. ~+ence...

(S'Inh::SC."ic. Cue.$). '
• US»e. clcze, and que:'''\-iol'"\\nC3 O~ c.ompre.he.n~\on

s,"ra+e.g\e.~.

*Preci·u::.+ acc.urate.ly bec.au~ o~:

a)~milari+y of sentence ~+ruc+ure.. +0 +hose
normally osecl.

b) proy"\s.ion or re.c.ogt"\\+ion ot prior experiences
+ho+ <ji~e.. undere,-rot"'ding +0 who1- is ioe1t"'S
read.

~ App\y ~pec:\~ic.. +echniqu~ of word recoC3ri\'tion
+0 t!:.e. groph1c... '\n~orrT'\O+ion on +he.. poge-..
~rcipho.. phon\c... C~). .

~ Ini-tioi con5lOncn~.

~ VO'Ne.l~.
• Con~nont .. vowe.l- c.on=onont b\etidin<3.
• Ccn5CtiOn+ blends - 2,2> - in',+',o\, me.dial,

Fino\.
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Re.ading.
Sec.+ion~

*Read dc:ss=, \cdoe\~

l. \0

*Read 'individuol \aoo~

*Ability +0 iden+ity C\ word from an \ncomp\e.Te.

Visual pre~nto+ion.

*Aioi lity +0 reproduce.. t'rorn n'\e.t'T'\Of")I, Q ser\e.~ cR
s.yrnbo\e. pre~nTed "i~Cll\y.

*Read c.lass sories.

*Read ',ndi'l\duol ~tor,e~"

*Read oTher children's» wrihngs. of s.hare.cl
e.xpe.t"ience.~" .

• Read o\-her children's, wri+inc:1~ or
"Inde.pendent exper,ence~"

$t Elaborate.. actl lo~g:.uni~

~ E.\oboroTe. ond reod do~ s+Ori~"
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Regd\n~ 1.1\

..9-

j
-0
c:e

~
~
"f:
~

1.....
't
~
ell
:J'

Jlo
~..

~Languase- based re.oding
de:lermined by progmoh~ experience
re\oTe.d 10 -the. immed\ote....
environmen-r.

*~uoge.- 'Iooeed re.oding
determined by pt'OC3t'T'\Cttlc:.. e.x.peri~
relo+ed 10 -\ohe c.omrnun"dy o...,d

extended erNironrne.n+:

3ft Languoge..- \oo=e.d reodins
de1er-mlned by ~'Pe.r\ence~ or othe.r
en,,~,ronrne.n+S.

~ Longuoge.-bo~ r-eodin'3
de.term\ned by e:xFer\~ w\th
oTher co l+ural gn:u~.
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1.12Regdir:~_
Section~
~ IdenTify main ideo, 'Inh-oduc+'i,?n', conc\u~~Qn,

seqoerce, detoi\, c.omp::1r\~n, cOUS»e and e.~~t,

c.horoc+er +roi1:
~Comprehend purPo~e..- dictionary, at\os,

·Fiction/non- t'ic:hon, enc.yc\opoe.dlct
, ReodinS for o+her purpose.s,- solvins a pro\o\em.
*~ding tot'" OTher purpcsee,- 'Intoimat,on
~ Finding relohon5hi~ witk,n the \n-Pormo-t\on.
*Skimming - ac..ro$ P\c:tun:.~ to \~ote..._

~ all fhe. animol::. wifh 5im\lor ct-t+r\\ou+e.~

~pecitied mO'iement, cclcur; wOid~ beg1nn\n<:j
with ~m\\ar s,ound. . , . .

~ Skim read -t'or- main points"
~ Read &\e.c-t,,!e.\y - c..hooSling on\y "nf'orrno-tlon

sUi+e.d ;'0 Ol""e's, n~,

*Feoding ',nstruc:Tlons.
*Express new \deo~7 sol"e. P'Ob\e.l'"'I'i~1 Oi sa'''"''

odd'd-ionC\l ·\n~\'3h~.

1Yr Read and unde.r:,-tond ~~c.\o\\sed

Yocabu\or\e~~~~ynonym~,hcrncrwrr-s; jC\r<:jon,
word connotcrhons 7 dic.-ttonory eUid +he.~auru~etc.

*' Ide.n-h-Fy guide... wordS! ond crcsa- re~eT"\Ce~ -90r
e~e.c..1i"e.. use eS; dic.fionor\e~ e:rc....

*Use. +\·He.~, inde:~, +ob\~ o~ con+en~''3\ossor\es,

bi\di0c:3roflh\e~, pub\\CQi-\on dette.-,

do-\oe. o~ s>-Tc:rH~-t\c..o\ "nf'ormotlon a~ C1 '3U\~ 'to
conTenT,
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1.13

• exp\or-a+ion
• cr i+ical"

interpretation

Sec.+ion £.
.~ Re.ad for-

• intere~,.

• e.njoyme.n+
, intormo+;on
, re.cre.at\on

'Competenc.y 'In que.~t'on'n~ te.chn\que.~ to
·Jncre.o=e... readin'j comFe.-re..nc.e..., 5"'aM\t"'I~ OT
the. literal leve\ ond mov,n<31hrouCjh
inter-lOre.-rot·we.., c,l"'\-\-',co\ ond creot,,,e.- \eve.\s>.

~Reeding for compreren~\On at 0 • \ i te.ra\ \e.I~\

*Cf'it'co\ \e'Je\ ,·,nte.rpre.tcl'Tlve..- \e.ve.\ *c.r~1i\(~ leve.1.
• Study Skl\\~-

*loc,ct"honal *orgoni=o'hono\ .noTe..-h::t\<.i~

*Ana\)'~ u=e. of language.. dev\c.eS»(e.uphe.m',=m~,

t'i<3ure.~oP speech, irony, idioms, c.ol\o'1uia\iS:lm~}

)I(c Detec"Hn'3 Fropa~C\nda

* Di~tingui~h betwee.n 5OUrce.~ ond ~ondQry

ctcc.oun~.

*Search ~r meanings not d'\re.c:..+\y S1-at~ '\t,

the. -reo)(t
*Ano\ys.e.. in whate:va- way 5ui~ -their readinc:j

PJrpo5e.....
~ Make. jud~eme.nt~ obou+ w,""ot the.. ou-t'nor has

soid.

~ Draw upon their 'Know\edc:je... and appre.c.\a1\On

ot ditt'er\n~' rT\ode.c:, ct e.xpre.5~\cn to
COrnp\imen1- -the.ir wr\"hng.
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Be.ad\n~_ 1.1+

• wii-h the. c.\O$

*to +he clo~~

*' to another c.\Q~S.

~...QL.

~ Rec.ogni=e.- ond r-ec.ol\ le++e.t"~ c~ ettf*io\o~"',

number-5, mofhe.mohc.o\ sym\oo\5_
($. doHor&, R- ret'erenc.e.., -F. ~\c:non, A.v.. Audio
Visual, Dewey numbe.t"5, mu~\c.o\ $ym\oo\~,

punctuotion morKt;" a\o~,",e."\a1\On,tormu\~)

• Exhibi+conFidence.. ',n the..~ of the. E.nghSoh
lan'3uC1C3~'

• Learn 10 re.ad by reodin<3 !
*Broode.n their hor\2.onSa.
*Be oware. or 000 enFY appropriate.. lit-e.ro+Ure...
*Re.adinC3 different ~Ty\~ of wt"'\\incj-

• prose.. *m'l~Jre.ry ~br\e.~

, poe+ry *.poetI fiction
• drama ,

)\ SCient\~c- b+
~ Pace. ~ leont re.odin<j oc-cording +0 Spe.C\t\c

~ltuct+ion~ and ne.ed~

~ Reading boo~, m09az.in~,pubHCd+ions, mode..

from the. ~1udeJ"'\1s' wr\+lngs and \nter~t i+em~

or\~inC3 -H-orn group and individual e,c.per'ie,nc.es
0+ ALL \e."e.\~. .

;tc Re.adin'3 
.. alone..
.~ wim another FUpi\
t with 0 group .

~ Rectding-
$ to 0 youn'je.r pupi\ $ w\m 0\""\ odu\~

:tl with an o\c\er FU'P\l '* to 0 -re.ocher

~ w\th 0 flcu-e.nt-
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Contro\\itiSZl..-Test't'ig_ 2./

CQn+roUin~_- iden+if'ying and purp~fLdly

varying fctc+or~ \i\<e.\y +0 in-Flue-nce... on ou+c:.ome...

~ De~r;be.. and re.cord obSle.rvc\"\-ion~ of +hose..
4Oc.ters> being te~+e.d or controlled.

~ Or<30nise., obse.rvo+ione. by
- meabUrtng
- c.las~i.pytng

- idenh tying porh~fns/+re.nd~

- ano\)'SlinCj
,De.+ermlne.. +he. validity· ot an inference-,

predic+ton or hypo+he~i~.

*Dit'ferenha+e.. be.twee.n -Foc:~o~ which ore...
rele.von+ and +ho~ 'Nh'\C.h ore.. no+.

• De.V\~ d +e.~+ whe.re. a -Poc.-tor iSl "oried and
all others ore. he.ld cons+ant- +0 sug<3e.~+

FOS5i \ole- couse-- e.t'fe.c:.+ re.\o+ionships.
=* De.bo+e../disc.uss/re.od iaeC1s ot o+herSl dnd

it ne.ce$Scu"'y modify unde.rs-tC\rd·u'\gs and
conduc.+ further tests. .

*Disc.uss 4-he. r'e.'1u\re.men~ t'or a "f'oir- te£:,+"
a~ +he ch'ddre.n under-51-ond it 0+ +heir
s+Oge.. ot deve.\opme.nt, and imple.menT them.
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Inte.rr\n~_ .3. I

~ e.xplaining ten+ari \Je.ly a ~pec\t\c.. o\ceerva+ion.

• Draw one. or more.. +ento1;ve... c.ordusions from an
ob=ervo+ion or Cl ~t o~ ob~Na1ionCQ"

*Exp\ain reasons, tor drawing 1h~e. c.onc.\u~\On~"

*Identity obs,eNo1ion~ -rna-\- suppor+ an "lnferenc.e,.
*Make. more. than one. in¥e.rence.. from the. ~ome..

o~se.rv01\On.

• Re.ali~e... +1,0+ "\nt'e.re.nc.e~ can 'roe. wrong.
• Te.=+, and -rhu= suppor+ or ne.gate. \n~erenc.e.~ by

mokin<3 further obs,e.Nat\cn~"

• Dis+ln<3u1sh be.tween de=c.rip+1or1Sl oP O)oSlervot·,on~

or'.d ~+Ole,menis of' infe.re.nc.eS».
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"Whe.n c:.hi\dre.n write., +he.y recch: tOl'" +he. ~Kil\S!a

+he.y nee.c:t

S.l

Wher. c.hi\dre.n OS,K the. q\Je~+ion~ end ro\se... -the..
elilemmas, skins ore.. \e.arne.d \n conte-x.-\-. "

Therefore.. ch.ldre.n at very e.01"'\y ~tage.CSa cJr
de.'le!opmen+ may pe.ed quite.. ~oph\~+lc.dte.d

s\<i\1s to make. +he:'r" wr"r\',n~ l..\\JE.

It childre.n \i~"en +0 o+her ch·,\dre.n reed -their
&Tor,~ -they reo\\&- -the. need .vor pune-rua't\on so
tho+ i+ reods -the. way +he.y ho'le. me.an1- \+ +0.
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Wri1-'ns. 5.2
*Compo~e. C1 5imp\e.. se.ntene.e..
JI Write- Q simp\e.... se.nte.nc.e. with ~i5fonce.."

*Write.. o'cou+ their adiv\-\-\e.~ W\tn e.n-thu~\asmand
'Ii+ohty.

~ Use.. personal e.xperience... ·In their wr\-tins.

• Write. about their f'i rsthand e.~per\enc.e.CQ wt'r'h
c.on~ide.nc:e..

*Compose. 0 ~\mp\e.. ~n+e.nc.~ - U~ .pun ~-toFs.

*' Write.. +Wo re.la-\ed se.n-te.nc.ecs>.
*Wr\+e... +Wo re.\ote.d sente..f"\C.e,~ 'm seque.ntiO\ order:
~ Write... a se.C\~enc:.e.. at -three. se.n-te.nc.e.~

*Re.c.on::l obse.rvcl'\;o~ oF a ~e.t o-t- obje.c:.~ or e.ven1s.
$ De.ve.lop Q se.que.n+ial story.
• Di~tere.n+iote.. between ~+o.+e.me.nts and C\ue~+\or'\~

• Comyoo~e C\ C\ue~+\o1"\.

* Us=e. <:1 C\ue~t\on mark
~ Write.... 0 se.nte.nc~ uS:\n<j °0 c.op"r\"o\ \e.~te.r and

d +Ull ~iof> or Cl gue.~tion ""orK.
* lJS>~ c:.ap·ftO\ \e.H·e.rs> tbr other than ~e.ntenc.e....

be.'3inn'n~s (prope.r noun~,he.od\n~s,;\n",ha\~.. .)
11 ~e. c:.ommQ~ ",n \\~~.

* U&e. 0'P0~-tr0'Phe.. ~r c.on+roct\on~.

• Use. e.xdc:uno-Hon mor~

*' Use, obbre.v'o1-ione>.
* E'X.'Pre~~ tee.\\~~s and irrterestsa with ~re.e.dom

and ind',,\duo\\\-y.
*Write... or\g"\no\ ond c.re.ot',,,e- ide.a::..

~ Enricn ~entence.~(u~ o~ odje.c-t\\le,s, oo"erb~,

phrases ... )
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Writinc;a.(con-\) 5.3
At Write.. c.omp\e:x. 5ente.nc.e.s.

*Wri+e.. in' various, ~orms.

~ Write.. tor vor\cuSl purpoees.

.. Write... in Faro~rofl~'

• Punc.+Ua~ direc.T s>pe.e.c.n.

¥ Use apos,trophe. t?or poseess\on.

• U=e. o+'n~r torm~ c~ punc.h.4ohon~ : ; i+0\ic<:> .
*Summar\5te.. materia\ on a 1-0P\<:"

- dire.eHy.
- riot d\rec.Hy.

• Summar\~ s;,mF\e... c\oSSlt"oom mo-te.r'\o\ .prom

- textbooks.
- a vorie.-ty o~ wt'\-tten mote.T"\o\.

- audio-visual yore.s,en+ohon.
- oral lnfomio-hon~. 'jUe.<:>+ spe.a\<~

*Pordphrose...
#I E.xpre.~ +ho=e. prok:l\e.rns, and sUSC3~+ 5o\ut\on~

in wri1;ng.

~ ~se. pro\o\em~ and e:tt+e.rnp 1o~\l'd ons't4~ -to
~ pro'de.rns» - re.c.ord the., pro~~

• Record re\e"on+ clotd ~rnm oc.·h,,\·he.~.
• Dro~ upon -the.ir know\e.d~e.. ond opprecid-\-ion

eft d·,t-fer\ng mode~ ot ex~r~\on to c:.o\'Y'\p\\n-\&'\-t

-\-he:\r wr\hng.
~ Re.t\e.c.+ upon -\-he... dron"\d e;;.c.pe\'\e.nc.e- by \A"T\-t-\!"\(J
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ConciSe.. 1:.on~uoge...

• Re.c.ip~

• Lis,T6.
*Jo~

$ Cro~words,

• Sl~ar'\s,
*Adve,rtis.e,men-ts

*Corn\Co &-\-rips

*Note.+aKinca
• D\re.c.1ior'\s
*Toa~Ts

• Que.~-r·\onno·,re.~

* A--0<3rC1",~

• L'\V\+a+lon~

.. Re.p\\e.s

.Ana~rome,

, Memos

*'Te\e.gran'\~

*Ridd\es

*Limrnericks
Itt ~Te.rs

• Ins+ruc.+\on~

• Workc.ords
*Ndi~

'fGrot-Fih

• Bu\\din~
~ Re.pom
• Comme.nTOr\e.~

*Ton~ue. tW\&ter~

5.4

.SiC3ns

*~1e.ts

~Epitophs

*CorTOOr"el
• E~\me.n+s;

a "Main Jde.g Lon~uC1~~

• Captions * Poin-ts (dekJob .. )
*' F\\\\ri<3 ·,n Forms

*SUr''JeyiQ
* Lobe.\~

• \-\e.adili~s

~ T!me.-rob\es,
, Tit\e.iQ

~ Book re.\I'e.ws
~ Fi\m re.V\e.ws

~ Fhropnras\ng
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E1C1k3oro~ lancaug~~

~oc:.e.nh:i«-. . .

• Autob\ogrophie.~

11: D'ar\e.~

*De.Slcriptions

Fgn+a5~/Factual.
* De.sc.r\pfions,

* Plays
, F're~ verse-

* E$O'yS
• Books
~ Nove.\=

~ 1:'1. c:::and rddio plO'fs

e.+r~

~ Dy \an Thomas

'* Free. ~orm

*' Acrostic:,

*Shope..
*Haiku
~Cin'1uain

~ Syllob\eo
~Sonne.+s,

~Rnyming COUp\e.1-5

*E:zret pound coup\e.-rs

530

5.5

~ Biogrophie.:.
_~e.c:.~

• Ne.wsFoFe.\"'S,
• Edi~or\al~

*Summor\~

~~~

*Ne~~KS

~Scripts to ac.c.ompany

c.o~ette~ or t\\m~

Wr\1-\n<j- W'r\-b Qud\e.ncL"

In, rTi\ocl

• Le.Tte.r-Sl'- t'r\end

-\ous>\ne.c:£

~ WO'rKCJ:J.rd=

*Speeclies.
*E.xperimen~

*'Recipe
;j\ In~rrucHon~



. . . .i!:1.~~ deve\o~ ±be. conce.e± J:£ ,.DLU-C1+ion 
*Aware.n~s of le.n~the ot sounds ond 1Sti le.nce.s.
*Awarene.~ oP similar- Clnd c.on·h·o~'\-ing rhy+hrnic

patte.rns, Qurally and ',n compo=\+ion~.
• Aware.ness ~ be.f~+1 eve.n and une'Ven rhy+hrnk:_

roat1erns, in c.reo+ing occompan'n"Ie.n+~ or
compo~i+ion~.

• Awareness ~ Qcc.en+s ond cto:en-r groutoin9s.*Observation ot syncopation, anac.rus\S d<:...
*Use. gretFhic- or con'le.n-riono\ noh::~-t\ons +0

record sound~.

• Wr'lte... percu2:lsion scores to ace::.ornpany -tunes.
• Write.. own rhy+hrY1 po++~n~.

· . . In. orde.r 10 de"e.\Q~ the. conc.e~+ si Pi+c.h
'" Awarenes,s ot high, medium and low p'rtcne~ of

$,Ounds.*Awarene.s5l oP '" 5tepw·\Sle..." and «Ie.apw\~e..."

move.men~.

*A.wore.ne.~s ot rnelochc, c.on+our~.

~ Awarene~s off sccile, ond chordo\ pat+e.rns,.
*Aworenes~ oF "or,ou~ +ono\ organ\SQ1ions

~ pento-tonic-, major', minor e.+c...
*Awore..ne.~s> ot hormon"\OU5 sound~ and

chord'5.
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Or8an·15in~. Sound-MusiC; 14.2

. l!l order +0 de.ve\oY2 -the. conc.e.~ or STructure.
~ Compo~e own melodic. pnros.,es, Qoswe.T";n<3 phr~,

introduchonco and coda~.

*Increase owore.n~s ot phrase s+rue1-ure.. in
cre.o1-inC3 me\od\e.~ in terms o~ cerrleur, tenc::3+h~.

~Awore ot same. and dit~eren+ phrases.
,Know\edge ot B',nary C\nd Ternary Forms.

*Know\edge ot Rondo ond Vario+ion Forms=.

. . ...ic..~.k. deve\olQ. +he. c.onc::.e~ ££
Tone. Co\our -

*Aware. ot various tonal qualitie.~ of 01\ avoilob\e...
sound ecurces.

*Aware. of common chorac.+erh:,+i<::.~ ot +One. c.olour
from instruments which produce.- $ound~ 'In

~lmilor wo.y~~ blown, ~+rUc.K, pluc.ked, hi1- e.-ta...

*Aware. c~ collecnve, +one. colour ot 0 group o~

inStruments 01'"' VO·lce~.

*Aware. of choice, ot -\one. colour in compos»\tions.
~ Expe.r\men+ with sound sources, to produc.e..... '

vcct"'red +one colours.
,Creak ~und s\opes.
~ S',ng \/or\ed -tone. c.o\our~ to i \\us+rate.... 5+0t"'"'es

or occomponying +une.s..
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, in orde.r ..±9. dete.\oE. +he. conces 9£ ~prAA§\on 

* Aware. o,p choice. crt insTrume.n+ in co~pQ~\n~' 'tor'· .
i~ m..&SliCQl e:xpre&:.\'Jene~~,

*Aware. ch expre.ss\"e., quo\\+y in worde» 'In creating

own songs"
*Aware of chetce, in temf'O csnd dynomic. \e.ve.ls

'In owr. c.ompo~i+\on~,

*Aware.. of unity and varie.ty ctnd need +'or
climax 'In own compos,\+'on~.

f Aware. of cheice, of sound sourc.e.., fempo and
dynomic.s tor music.ol eff'e.c:.+\ve.ne.~~,
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~f2e.\ \ina.j Wri+i08_ 15.1
Some. s,ucc.inc.+ +hou~h~ on Spe.ninca/WriHnCj trom

Donald Girc",~ It c'hi \dre.n want to Vfr,te.. . . .. "

$ "Chi\dre.n 010 eol""\y s+aCJes» o-P de:ve.1oprT\e.n+ 1"T'\Us+
e:xplore.. The.ir own \n1-e.re.~~ withou~ .fe.or oP viola+;"'g
1he. rulee!» ~ writing e:tique.+\oe...." p. -40.

*Childre.n "learn +0 wriTe.. by wrihn'3'"
"Fonuno+e.ly, we.'re w\ee.. enough -h:> le.+ children

foil down whe.n -\ne.y le.arn ~ wa\k." p.#.

*"The, ide.c:t tna+ wri·hnC3 c.an pre.c.e.de- re.Qchn~

seems sh-ange. crt tire+. Ye.+ +he. +'irs-t human
ever +0 read mu~+ hc\'le. written i+ before...

re.odirq" p.42.

=- "The.y teel +hey can read ony+hinc:1 be.c.ou~

4heir writing i& dCc:.e.pte.d." p.43.

*"He'~ writing the. words he. can,+ read ... It's
h\s. ide-d. ASJ he. wrote. -the. unt'orT"i liar word~he..

diSCO'lere.d he.. c.ou\d reed rnoSl-f oP -l-hen, and
he. erG\sed +he. one.~ he. c:.ou\d re.od." p.43.

;;e. ~ A way to progromm~ et machine....

way to -te.ach 0 chi\d " p.4+.
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~f?e."\n~ 15, '2
"In orde.r +0 de.ve.\op +'lue.ncy dnd c.ornpe:knce. in

wrl-hn'j 1he. -te.acher de.ve\ops \n e.och flUP'\ iT-Ie, s\c',\\~ o-t

hondwr\-ting, S,pt!.\.I..\NOL, p\.lnc:.+ua-hon ond s.e.n~c:.e

poT+ern~" P\S. \q14 LonguQSe.. CurnQ.6\u1"T"I.

~

A spelling SlCheme... should 'roe... c.cMere.n+, sys\-e.ma+ic...

ond c.onS;,s.+en+ wiih on overc:sll \ongu0<3e. progroT'T"lrne..~

H.Spelling is ~+ "Irl1egroted ".-fro ~l dQss.roo~

work.'" p,llci7. "'101 Que.shon~ ~rnory Teoc:hers Ask."

US- words, p"0""I\c:.. ~orr;,\ies end rul~ nee.d 1e b~
relc:s1e.d +0 +he. un'd" beIng s\-udie,d, not neg\e.di~ -The.

deJe.\o?",",l!.n+c::I\ se.c;ue.nee...-. New se.n+e.nce. c;:.-\orudures.,

c.on,.rochCf'l~, ~seS&iOl"') and obb-eviot\ons. S!hou\d be...

~h+ ',n m~ni~.fu\ ~ces.

The -Fol\OW\'""<3 t'orrno+ is Q su~~"ion +0 or~isanon

c;;. spe.\ \,,,,iC3 corT"\pone.ni-s ---

lli.t.. Phoneme... J.igt'~ I $en+enc:.e.. Word ~~
£orni\y. Individual

$ Nee.dS!....
li'9- a' f g -g. s:(II+lll 3 c j £,

\P
~" - :f 1 -09 :1-0 ~ "'I--'1 a. Q

rP IfI
~ -lf~"'< ~ 0 g $... r f S~~W ~

:J II» 0
~, ~"~ ~ (t"

~n J ~,

~ T ~
Il

- U "~"it"
.,

c: ~ .-
~

(Il

~~ ., (l r-r ];", - ..~
~~ 3 g' ~

~ ;,c::n c-
lP!? ~e- e, r g-po- s.. tP e, s. e: ;2 g: f'.;;...; rp, 9-

~ (t'IP J
5" 0.. , (II

~
(') CL
r
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Moni @ulC1+in~ 20.1

Mon''tg~'o+\nS!\=-purp~ef'u\ hand\\n'3 or
or"ron'3,nc::1 of objec.-rs, in the env\ronmen1':

*' Freely e,)(p\ore.. a vOr"\e.+y & o\ojec.;'s,~ sl-z.e...,
shape., fe.xture., c.o\our, me1-nod eft prolOu\s\on ...

*Move obje.c.+~ by \\~'hn<j, pul\in'j and pus'nincg.
*Move. on obje.c.+ in Cl con-Pine.d ~poce....

* FiT obje.c.~ toge.the.r and toke. o~ec.ts o-por+.
* Hand\e. \'lV\nCj th',n<jS> w',th care. and re.sped:
~ Creo1e.. ~Truc..ture.'?J, s»'nope.s, OT"'\-\c.\e.CS> dnd ~eets

uSing en"ironmen;'o\ mo+e.r\o\s.

*Combine.. $hoFe~,o'o~ee.ts" ort\c.\e~ +0 ~ortT\

d dit'-Fe.ren+ ~hoFe-, 6~ec..t, OT"·hc\e.. .

~ P\ace. objec.t~ ',n ~ue.nc.e...

*' P\ctee. objec~ \n s,eque.nce \e~+ +0 right
*Hond\e e.qu·'pment- wi+h core... usin<3 0 flPropr\c:rte.

safety rneceure.s,

~ Use appropr\ote.. 100\5.

~ Ho\d a pe.nC\\ correc:T\y.
*Co\our in and ""\\\ in :,pac.e.~ net:J.1\y·
~ Copy ond -trace.. acc.u\'"ote.\y
*Le.g\\o\y wr\te... in a c.ont\ne.d space-.
~ Use. "C\r\ou~ de'lic.e.5 to me.o~u roe. inf'orrno\

and ~-tonda,d un\\-s.

1f. Co'P"y and dev~Jo~ 'PC1+te.rn~,

* U~e. de.'I\c.e~ thor are. an eXTension oSf +'ne
~e.n5e.~ ~ hand iervs,

*Wr,re.. \e.g\\::)\y us\ng scr\pT.*Con~truct s"\mp\e..- appardtu~ tor U5e.. \n
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Monipu\ahnca (eont} 20. 2

·lnve.s+"'C3o-t1ng a prdo\e.rn.

*~e.+ out wor\< nect\y.
• Ac.c.uroTe\y u~e.. me.C\SUremen-r \nSTT"Uments

~~+OpwoTch,+hermorne.te.r, N..l\e.5, sco\e~.

*:'e\ec·hve.\y 'lory o~c.ts orr -the. env\ronTT\en\

10 gain additional "lntort"'naT\on.

*Wr\1-e.. t\ue.nt\y ue,\nC3 Pot\-) C.UN::>\'1e.. and ~r\pl

s.tyle~.

~ De.ve\op +oc:h\e.. ~k\\\~ tht"'Ougn hand\,nC3'
touchinCj, f'e.e\'n'j, de.t\n\ru::j e.-rc....
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Reseorch\\"\8_ 23.1

~ Go+he.r 'Intermahan -From v,sua\ ma+e.r\aL

~ Obsarve. audio v\s,uol ma+er\o\e and boo\<s,
Lis,+ intbrrno+ion gcdhere.d.

*Corry OU+ =impl~ ~urve.Y2>.

Gother \r"\tbrmation trom oud\o v,~uo\ and
\oook~.

Identity re.\e.vant de.to\ls,.
~Use, +ob\e. Of conte.n,.~.

Make. use. o~ \ibrcsry. .
Ex+r~t \n~crmo+ion t}-em audio v',sual
materiol.

*Follow direc:.hon~ a~ 'In 'S',mon So'l~'ere, to use"
refere.nc.e. book~, c.o+al0<3ue.~, models, equipme.nt

*Carry ouf S:AJrve:'I~'
De.'JeJo\O Re.ference. gkil\s.
Deve.\op Summarising SKill:,.
Make. use. ot' por+S of bookg..

~Research trom primary $Ourc.e~.

Re£e.arc.h 'lndependent\y US'\r\g re.ference..
~kil\s».

Know +e.c.nn\C\ue.~ tor correct'lTi-Formahon

readiriej'
OrC1on\~ a 'Vorie.!i ot' re.tt"'\e.\lo\ de.,,\c.e.~.

~ Moster ,.eclinique.~ of c.arre.c.t '\nformct\on

reodin'3'
E.njoy r-e.adinS .for \ntormo·t\on dnd

re.cre.ohon,
E.vo\uate... 'Inf'ormo·hon,
Pre.~e.nt intormcrhon \n 0 su\1-0\o\e... torm.
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23.2

trom 'P0,=s.a~~- creal

Re;,eorChiri8.C£.on~).
Select re.levont de.+o\\s

or written.
Add t'orm ( wi+\-\ the. gu\de.. ot wt"it+e.n

I que.~·hon~).

~\nd inforrnaiion .prom \\prot"Y~ c.o+o\oCjue.,

inclex , content
*A:,sess, +he. po+enha\ value. ot \nt'orrrahon
~ u=e. of h",troduc.hon, c.onc\ucs»\on, sub-heod,ngs,
syn0f'~·\=.

*Use. ond wr\te- 0 pi'0\lography.
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1':S.. \

Th . \
emetic

Seguence
based on ~

Mt GravoH- Longuoge Development
Programme.

VVarrawong f? S. Soc.ial Science Document.
Worrowong P S. Science Docul'1'\en+.

~:I language Uni+.
if lcnguoge. ComponenJ of Unil

~ Soc \ a \- Uni+--Science

** Social Science ComFonent
of Unit

Sc'\e\\ce~ U/')i~
•

*** Science Ccmponent
of Unit.

**~ Art, Drama, or Music Component.

54D



lin ...e •• o •• e •••

*** Groupin9· Our body.

k!~ Fami'~_
S GrouFing. Our body.

1':5..2

Mv Horre .
~

p~ of wholes. lnmedia\e. environment

My School.
*"f Parls ofwholes. Immed1ale envircnment.

tly Friends - chi Idren
- communl.ry

My Pet
Environments for living 1hings.
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1s'.3

I Know ee.

*Jit Senses. Propes4ies- colour, texture.

~~
oW( Change - properlies - comparing.

~--","- '------ '------

Toys
change...

Water
chanC3e ....

Christmas
Chonse.

School.
*'* Wh1 do I come -to schoo\?
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TS..4-
The Magician.

1:1y. Drawins.:.

Yariobili4-y- motOI" sblls" P'ysicaJ chcrac.b-islic.!a.

1m 0 Book.

!1y. Bike.
If Vthaf do I do fol" fun in WQf"f"OWons?

The Frog.:..
*'* Food Chains.

*** Life. Cycles.

tty Home ~ The Duck)
"** Parts of, SuiIders .
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1:5.. \4-
8itsy and Bernard

,Ut Who is my' -ne'9hbout"? How is oue

li~dyle. 5l~~. 6t our nei9hba.st:"~1
Ac.ceplance:-·of: d~·ff~et\c.es.. '.

*H IlWes~i9ohon of fcotpinb/ frocks. and
4her purpose!a in ~roeki~.

Pe~
"I Companson of famil~ needs. and

experiences wi*' 1ha~ of Q fc:ani~ of
onoiher c:oun~ry.

e.9. Warrawong ... Spai".

Rcbbers Beware

The Martians ChoHeng.§.

~Who\es'
~ Arl - m1:)SOlCS

*** Sieving so\\.
Solutions. Variabildy-
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ts.. \
Buny.!.p in 1he Buny.9§

** Wh~f_ makes up *'e.. Aus~ro\ian -~ ... --
envircnmenf? Wliere could -!he Bu~o

maun~a,ns be? Spee.iaJ environme.n-b

within Austral ia. How does man use
-\-he d·,fferen+ envir-onmenfs?

Thin~s +0 Mcke and Do
7af My neishbourhood - mapri"'9 sk'.lls.
;1** Livin9 and ncn.li'l;nCj -things. Needs,

habi+afs. (study of' an~s).

Investigatln9 air (Fl"eSSUre) , ma43nehi.
li9~, waler lsolu~ions. \'ea~ energy)
CanFQss inves\;9o~ion.

Art - ,*-Ieavin~ J batik.

Joey_
**' Comparison 01 1ami\~ needs and

experiences be.tween country and C\ty
fa'!:lilies. Different Tamil,,! s1ruc1ures, forms

o.f hcusins. How do 4hese Qffec:.~

-their' life .st~\e?
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1':5..\b

'The Door tho~ 0F-ened
Poetr' y styles.

Wealher
Cloud 1YFes,
snow raIn

J '

causes of w~nd,
fog .

Gold Fever
Why .do F~'e micjra\e?

- or'isinaUy t~p'orers 1.9. HaC"~og t Cook)
penal se:111emen\.

- gold I~ush

- ~oda~

In"es+iso\;n!i3 Colour
Paints woUpalOeC"s fabrics foodJ r - , ,
and dr;nk-s) e\ech-ica\, sk'f'

Joumey into Orb,}
*u Solar system - r-04ation of earlh .

.. tiU of o:tis ~ seasons.
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'ts.. \8
~end Makers
Simple- .s\ucly of ancienl Greek/ Romon

empire.

Guasimodo --. disab\ed people. - aMi~ude

deve1cpme.r'\~ odivilies.

FQn'\OUS people in histol"'1- Wha\ do r
"giue. ard why? tuse. Fee F\e.. fro"",

c.cun~ of Chn~ 0'"'9'''''.)

Liv\ng wi\h Ene~
,UI Wha\ resources does our S\a\e. hcwe

and how do we use.. them?

ear\.y eJtplorQ~ion - dis<:.o"er~ of resources
-. d~e.lorrnen\ of indu.s~ries.

Hcv.,- do pearle decide to es~ob\is'n on
\nd.us1r1 in Q - F0rticu\ar pace?
Compor'sOf\ of S\o+es .
.s\ud.t 01: iron o.-e, coo\. e\ec.tric.i \,/,

uranium, wool. whea\, ~our,sm)

~~Ut Ener91 .forms investi9Q~ed e.C3. selar,

~,~~" e\ed'-'c.a\.
Sources of heal ener S1-
Effect of scienc:.e on k env",ro"ment

- sec.ial imp\ic.a1ions \oc:.a\\'f.
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Boo +0 a Goose

** Who! happens when different groups
c.crne in c.onbc.~? ....
Childrens Grcups·.
LQC.Q\ Co",mun\\l
Mi9rQn~ i.,.{1uence.5 on ~~rQliQ.

Comporo~,,,e s\ud'l of fQm\\ie.s from

difreren~ c:.uHuro\ bac.kgrouf'\ck.

tar""'n9 communi\1 / ciry c.ommuni\1'

The .sea. shore.
In\eradion-s of h'Jin9 ihin~s w,~h

~heir" environment

How ore de.cisions mode. and

Enforced in Socie\~.1

*3f Rules.· Counc.i \. ~ocrQc.""f'

~okl,FeJet"Q\ Par\iQmen\.
Armed forces. \Companscn o\'ne.r GO'l\s.

-..:-- .
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-
Cl.ass: 0 hypofheh'eal fj"oup of young Ie.a,..ner-s.

Durot;'on ~ .3 TO 4- weeks.

2R.ec.J~ic ObJecTIves :.

Know/ed9'e and Unders+ano;r)lf!!.

-M I)m 01 specIal person, ddFeran+

~o"., anyone else.

.. I like so",. d;tteren+ fhi,.,S& ;,..0"'"

my f,..;e"da.

• I Can do differenf f/..",;Cjs +0 my

Pf"iende.

;, r· somef/me~ feel d,ofte.re.n+ +0 my
tr-.oenOe.

Skills

• LIsted

dernonsff"afe.

+0 ac:hvi+y.

beto,..e each activil-y +-0 °

+fte tr-ane/at-Ion of Skill obiec+,ve

AHifucJes

.. L,sted
demons+'" e4fe

In ac.flvif" sequenc.e

+he . t,..ansJaflo'; 0;

+-0
a#i+ucJe

~p'e",ni

Nof app/lcobJe at fhls level

Focus Question Who aro L,
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Acfivif,'es
(N. a. There IS

S.U.. 2

ac.fl'n'-ne~. However, because. /hey have been w,-ilfe.n +0

Show lite froQfll"l:J/e-hon ;'-0," 8".ill oi:~iec.hve 10 ae.f IY i I-y ,

ard aOtl"lc ~ilIs may fake".,Ot"e +han one

ac.,,\iiry 1-0 develop, a sequ""ce ,enol ai v« ays

""'0';'# ained . A~1 o""y $Ol"rte oe.r,v;files FIeNe. bee.n

li.fecl be.eClluee fhe l..U"Iif ,a wriHen ';0'" a

hypo+/'er,i:AI S"CUf1 ot children o"cJ 's· not

I"~ed 1-0 be '''''pla,."ant ed. )

KS.Ifsdoss.my

*Co~~~~~.

Draw oneself wifh lhe aid of ,nd,\tiolual

m,,,rOI"'8. Ch". ,n groups Use cht+erenf media

e.s. crayon , pencils, pa~fels.

Lobel piefu,..es - I'm --.

Exr,ibif in classroom.

Lcd:;)el - Thaf '5

..I.i.4~ ~.

/nf,.oduce fhemseJves +0 eoch o+#-ler.

ch k U I'm "as n. spec ~

fhe,."seJves a<;:10;"', t"eadi"'q
'-' ..,

~." ~ - ~"""'1J,. .Aa.d.MJt ~."'9'

~ ~ ~ 41. I.dUJt

reacher - reeor"c1e

Chn. /nl-roduee

Jabel as /-hey speak..

T' cher tNr'-t-es "t m ,-",,--" on lansuoge

master corcJ. Chn. rape /-he,r senrer"c.e on+o

card. Ch". I,sten to each ofher and

"read " each ofhers SenTences.
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* At;iJiurJ.e. - 0 ood ~

Daily greehngs
PCI""ticipaf,'on ,n d,s cus.s;ons

Group work

S.U.3

* S~u.uw. ~~cr.t ~Af

ego ..cI.a.y /n.iJy1t.t , m.o~ / a.!..I::J../..Aoon, ..

o Each morninfJ d,·se.uss wha+ day If IS

and wnether ;t is morrun9 or otfer-noen.

Rec.ord - If's Monday 1'YIorn,n~.

In +he dtternoon cMonCJe TO -

I t's Monday atfernoo,.,.
o Picture fall< - cJay 1 n,'9"f acJ ,vif,es

D,scuss how ehn. know whether it IS day or

n.ghf. Read a sfol"Y H""al enc:.o""'p~s~es bofh

Types of ac;h"vi hes ego Snow Whife (cJwa,..t:s wo,../t

or nignr). D,scuss how some Oads VYork

at night.

~ CLaAAif,,:/ ~ Mid/let .tD ,4.d{-

~;:~ra:;:':,. ~I ~ I
of thej,.. ocfiv; f,es ond claSsity.

case.

fo +ouchnorare

space In

+hor +heylearnChfl.

if A~ - R.uju,d,

.JJt.Ju.u I~~.
AII0 cal/(~('j' of

ofher chn:s cases.

When chn. J:,f'.ncj
d,s cuss how special

and how we must

I"
ff,ey are

care for

+oys ere.
fo each person

them.
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...

S.U.4

.u.uzL~/~

Old Man" show

* E. eh» g.JA.UA ..m.U.IJ~ ~JA .

Teach the sont] "ThIs Old Man" '"

phrases ,sL.Jn~ by f'cher, ec.hoed by ervv.

~ E:r./tloMlPM .of 1r,4/JecU, .tJ0UJl,(J/4.

U Th,s Old /vlan "

* R.u:.csn.i..u- cz. .i.Aud, Ay
• When Jearn,;'g .. This

worlds and H-te me/Day I"ie nofa/ed wirh

sl-rokes , .••

son~

song

IJ_II~1

"

pt'lnf has meon,;"~).

• Clap rhylhrn of

• Walk r/'y Ihm of
• Clop and walk

II S/;"'<j sO"C) fo "wall<., wolle , ~fand

• InfrocJuce, nOTaflon ar laler sl-ase.

enn. f'eaa

o Clap SImple

rhy+hm.

lriferpre+ stroke nomti0" .

nursery rhymer.. Ch". reco~n'3e

9uess,ng 90me "

boy with a blue

hal;".

to IclJ.nijjy aii.U~ ..of .J:Iu.,

.of A~·.u:J:4 /.LU.u1i4 .
Teacher and crvi. flay

e,.g. I'm fh,n"'':'9. of a
sn,;'+, sand/es and black

Ch". ask: I S it Geof'ge?
When child 19 idenh";'ed, he

I'm Ceof'ge. r:ve 90t a blue

sfands and soys ,

sh'r+ •••
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S.U..5

SpeJII"'tJ .

otl-ler .,. f'c.her.

plano 0,..

very sm CJ".
fo..vrw·

chn. hear

'*F~ ~ CL JUCUil..brj

t1j. ~, .AA.a/c.£, ~) ~1.AuJ..

Free play with obiecJs 'Ia":'i,;"tj ,n size J Shape

eJc. ShoW ehn- several ot:JjecJs /ro", lhe seJee+,"o,.,

+hey have been eYop/oro,"nfj - idenf,'F y a#,....J::lI.~tes

/-hroulJl-t dI8cuss"on.

Place an octJeef ,n a "Feely bo)C". Child

f'f"Qf'lIpu/ote.s and 1"'e3 io ,ae"f;-Py.
Draw obJecf they fI"nk they nave ;e/l ond

enc.ou,..age labeJl,:-'l/ us,n~ ,';"e.nfive

Chn, "read" fl,eJ;" Sentence l-o eaen

if Aj:ti tu,cU..- eLi,~
Feely bo)' ocf,";;'y.

if D~ J.:.t:Ui:U.e, Aki..J.u .JAA.,o~Ja, ~.

~,J~,dLf~'
As above.

if I cU..n.ti{"'d.u1 .nt.£Lo cf.u.,~ oU" ..i:L.J..J,w .c/

.u..p. o/.4w.It, , A Q.MI." ..l~j", .../..Qw":

J./uiJ, and low nofes played 0'"

sunS' Chn. make J.hernseJves faJl 0'"

1; f?uocJn.U& a;4.I +a..Ucj 2, .;r.a.d (~)

N Small Wo,..Jd " plClyed. lEach hme.

II lt~ a small, smail world" fhev make tfae,mseJves
I

very srnal]. (cxfens1o" - LUrrJrn; Sfiek. ac.r,vi+y)

;If FoUour 01lL - A.I:LfI, cU~·c.ct;clVJ

S,;"on says - vvd'J, movefYlenr cJlf~echoras and

bocJv pdrt ',den+dicaft"on.
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* S~jtu.l:.h /~ ~nu4 5.U..b

F,n']er ploys
TWinkle.) rWlnkle II" f.J.Je star.

Humpty Dumpfy.

~ D~;., 9U4U f7U)toJ- AJU.I.J.d ..tIt.~h., ~Ac'at

~t"~~- i~'~'~ ...

{

Jump fo bear ot farnbour,ne

Skip fo beal ot frl·onCJ/e,.

Listen for Insl:rumenl bel,,~ played and

eiffter Jump or skip.

[
SII'nple obstacle eOU"'ge

Ju""P over rope - walk 0/01"1<] stool - Jump

from hOOp 10 noop.

as 5cr 'pr lor

Wifn c.},,,'S .9e."f0"e.es.

• P'"A.O~ .4/uJ~ ~

Show Iilm eJ.rip of "JacJc al'ld +he

Bea"s+all<". Ch". falk Freely ooou+ +heir"

reac:.1-I(;ns , be.'''9 e"c.ou,..a'!ed +0 speol< one. of a

"me.
1# {f,tJ.£ m.ot.4U'YtUlJ, iIJ ~. .to .uI~ .IJikI. aAUJI4

.JJj .iN, ca.A It (,(:4 ioU •""" •

Dlreefed ci"'OnJetf/S o.;,~ - f 'c},er "ar,..afes f'd'''ecJs •.

• &f.i.t.d ~n. a.- ~~ ~

.iUuA~.

Read ehr». fI.,e book "Jack, or.c! f!-:e 8e:::;.~S'GJk '"

Leave ,./- around kf' chn. +0 "read'~

Chn. t ell story anci -teacher re c.ol""doS In

seve.ral s,;""'ple £?Ie,.,fences.

T'cher reads chn's senrenc.e:s

ndrr'aft6n. Arf work. lobelled
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* Coft4cLt.d.att" .,eo,u~.r.ItlA 4 tui arLd, 4'"Cf.iJ,. S.U.. 7
OuH",eS ot characfers sketched. Chn. In

groups paint secfions ~. gianf., sfalk, Jack

Assemc/e as a mural - label w;fM concepts OfS

well a:s chn 's :3en~enc.es.

e9. I is a bean sfalk.. I fs hi'].

Thai's Jack. lie's srnal],

/ULloA .u'\I ~ ou..t4...

dol's CO,.,.,er or on

or vvhafe.ver IS available;

hael< sho,.f se.quenc:.es laf.,. .

as +0 wno IS spe.o /<""'3 ,
spe.ak,'''~ ,w;,af fhey were.

*Co~ ~

As ohM. play In

et:rulplTlenf, WI"I" Jo/oeks

fope chn. and play

Quesf,on' the erv».

to 'Nho,.." fhey are

ao,n'C] e.fc.

IrJenf,'fy chn. whO clo nof eon~","bu~e

and lrivo/ve them In C/CISS d"~c.uselC:"·; and

d,;'ec+ecJ play~

;I D.L4e.~

L'-8 rem"g
play area ana

IoIen+ iFY1;'9

.td~ ..Ju.a.A--d...

fo +Ope crt chn. plaY"'"'9 In

ic:Jenf;Py cJ,,,.-

back fJround nOises.

* UA,L .J:iu, ~.vw.u -of ~., Jua .c ....:, ovv::£

~.

l='eeJy box

L/sfenl,.,rj achv;f/~s

Tastmg eClch ofher1s fr-uif from

favoUf~,+e fruit day"-

B!mCJ {olded - .Cfuess -Fruit trom Feel and fa~fe
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S.U..8

before

by 10,.,"9''';9
H-te. e,;,..... )

~,..uif day

toy clay

phofo day

o/ress day

vegeJalole day

senf home a week.

~ TalA aJuut J..ti.4.t~ ~ ~ .,c.on.1~
Opporfund'les +0 relofe personal experiences-

• plarlned wi#'1 St-'MU/"
• unplanned

Plan"ed e+imuli - tavour,'fe

(II nok woulcJ rte#Id 10 b&

ard ~ +eache,,- pOlrhc.ipa+e

tavou"i~es tI-ta day beto,...

* A·fiJi.utJil. - ~~ / Co~

SponfaneOf.Jii speech aU ,vi+,es
D,..a t"'I'lCt

Ar+
Read,n~

S/tig,,':'g

~ ~ or. A.i.m../U.£, A~

Place car'ds II'n:;] I'--F-r-e-d--" fogeiher,

Mafeh wil+'l senfence on fop

Read' composed senfe.nce .

of c:J,,, , s desk.

O. WEST
GOVERNMENT PRINTER, N.S.W.

1982
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·APPENDIX T ' •

£G___ guide tD ...

n"IROMllnm

"liD

"InTIGRmla

I""nlne.
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liN EXPlANil TION OF •• ~

THE

DEVElOPMENT

liND SUGGESTED vss

OF

THE GUIDE TO

"ENVIRONMENTAl-BASED

INTEGIiATElJ lEARNING"
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.. Ob~'1inl3

A Ot-~ia;~

.. R._arc"~

INDEX

Section A. IIITRfJ'lItTI.1I

.. Acknowledca8n1ent•.

.. An E.~flIClnCl+'Cn of !-he d.".lopn--"+

CIr"'oC:i s~'3..+_d ua. at H-.e..
" Cuic:le to ~""if"On.........tal BCI_d

!nte~.d Le~I~.ft

See~lcn B. Till -'111'1 Ttl l/lrtRtlIIMllt',f1. ',fSI.

IIITI'~,fTI./'/,f~IIIIt'·

• 'Th.;"'I"'IClf'lC ~_q~•

.. Mhh,de ~.lopmenT ih~

?eraanal ~QP"'*"'t " . c:r_ aF c.o.-

c:II"'d re.our-ees ~ u-.c1udi~ \oIeClI*, .

.. Lan:3UCl'3- • A~Clru~

• Li.+en~ • Clau.ify'''c:l
.. TClIlki~ .. CC4"rlpO"';,.~. end ~t.._hNJ

A R.ad~ • Conn-olli""3 ~ T_..r,~
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Fmvl WHAT HISTORICAL BASIS HAS ;;,cx:ol. I3ASED CtJRRICUI.J.M DEVEl..OPED?

The last decade has seen a rapid shift fran centre-6a8ed to SChool~
CurriculLll\. There is still ~ confusion as to the pre<;ise meaning of
t~e tenn, ~t it is cannonly acCElj)ted in Australia. that it can be uS@d to
describe a situation where the curFieulLlll dec:l.si.on-naking process lies
not int:l.rely within individual schools, but one in which SChools have :..
increasing bUt still only part:l.al autcnany in curriculLlll matters (SkilbecX
197£l)•

Whereas fcnnerly we implemented a "centre-ba.sed" or "tcp-dcwn" curriculLlll,
we now look increasingly at "school-based" or "bottem-up" curriculLlll
initiated and developed by ind:l.vidual ochools. Both views would appear
to be inadeQuate, with the first tending to treat teachers as mere tratllt
mtters of ideas and the seecnd requiring them tc be sole 1n:l.tiators of
idlt&B and ma.terials. Bot."I are simplist:ic and undee:l.raDle.

In the past the ''forn&l'' curriculLlll doc1.ments have been c~rehensive

and fairly prescript:l.ve mainly because of lacX of opportun:l.t1es for pre
service and inaerv:l.ce educat:l.on. TOday we lock at broad, central curriculLlll
frameworks, developed with teacher involvement, and issued only after
extenuve consultation and claasroan tri.aJ.ling.

Hewever, whatever Mi.nisters of Education, Oirectcrs-General or Study
Boards might prescribe or recannend, 1n the final analysis teachers must
teach and the real lll8.ker of the curriculLlll is the teacher as he/she
constructs an operational curriculLlll ~ropria.te to particular pupils
and to a. pat'ticula.r clasarcan situation. Obvioultly teachers are;. and
al-,ye have been. involved in curricull.lll developnent.

SChool-bl.sed curriculLll1 development is evolving. It has not y~t a:':'i'.'ad.
OUr schocls are increasingly aasun:l.na Qreater freedan and ""~IIj,g:!,l:!,tv

in curriculLll1 matters withilt an agretics-franework. In New South \'/ales, ·w

a. three tier system has eme~ad ~ lrilich t.l!e c~:-=.l =-.i"'li~t:-;:.tio,; 6sta!:liehes
policies and provides same services. Tn~ Regional offices are scen as a
vital link between the centre and schools, oftloln taking curr1culLll1
initiatives of their <JIMn. central and Regional suppoM: is exterx:tCd to
assist the school to develop and inplernent a curriculLlll appropriate to
its pupils.

carlin, Purchall and Robinson (1970) lOOked at "schocl-ba.sefJ curriculLll\
develolJl'l8nt" U1 its literal sense and :JaW the following advantages:

1• SChools vary so much that the mentlers of staff of a school are in the
best position to determ:l.ne the optinun use that can be 1'lIIKe of that school's
pa.rt:l.cular resources and teacher expertise.

2. The needs and interests of children vary and the school is best placed
to perceive these and to cater fol' them.

3. The people actually ~lementing the curriculLll1 are those who have
devised it. Thus the gap between theory and pract:l.ce is narl'owed.
FuM:her, the part:l.cipants should be fully committed to the decisions
ta.... ·

4. The relatively small scope of the decisions being made, makes the
introduction of new ideas more feasibl<;:.

5. It becomes easier to involve paren,s and community leaders meaningfully
in curriculum planning.
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and disadvantages

1. Teaching staff have hac little experience on training in the process
involVed.
2. There is very little theoretical knowledga and no useful model available
to assist schools in the process.

3. The way that schools are organised at the manent means that teachers
do not have the time to devote much effort to the process of curriculum
development.
4. In most Schools, there is little cOlllllUnication aOout curriculum matters
between teachers, between the teachers and the camLlnity, and between teachers
and the stUdents.
S. The SChool-based curriculum will entail substantial changes in the
lOCial roles of the inspector, the principals, and the teachers. Role
Changes are among the most difficult to bring about.

6. There is a danger that schools will feel a pressure to beCome quiCkly
involVed in the proceas and decisions will be made too hastily.

An obvious advantage not listed is the staff co--operation and interaction
necessary to undertake such a project which is more likely to stimulate
self evaluation, demand thoughtful planning and provide greater opportunities
for sharing experiences and opinions leading to greater professionalism.
If the staff "own" the curriculum they are more likely to be cannitted to
its successful implementation. Numerous stUdies support this.

The challenge then is t~ utilise the knowledge and experience of the
profeesional curriculum worker vihile involving school staffs whose local
knowledge and. interea~ should lead to greater involvernetnt and camti.tment.

There are rIIlI'Iy problems. Teachers are required to engage in taska for which
they have not been trained. There is a need to:
- select and organise content
- determdne aims and objectives
- respond to increased parent and communi~~ interest
- engage in situational analysis
- participate in group discussion and decision making

New skills and knowledge are required.

In order to develop the nece~sary understanding3 teachers need access to:
- infonnation about existing curricula and materlals
- results of research and survey work
- copies of reviews
- summaries of relevant psychological and philosophical positions

To implement these understandings teachers mus~ develop the skills of:
- translating theory and Objectives into classroom experiences
- observing and evaluating pupil reactions
.- developing self-analysis
- reporting experiences to others

Greater in-school support is required in:
- utilising consultants and advisors
- encouraging interaction between scnccLc on curriculum matters
- organising and participating In curriculum conf~rences

- COnducting workshops
- establishing an "open" organisatlonal climat:e
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SChool leaders must be vcry aware of the complex factors governing personal
relation::lhips within the ~hool. Group decision making is possible only
when the ability to inspire and promote enthusiasm in colleagues is acquired
along with knowledge and attitUdes appropriate to particular situations and
the ability to develop these characteristics in others.

In New South wales schools are particularly sU8CEl1)tible to probl£1118 of
high staff mobility. Adequate involvement of newly arrived staff is
necessary if ~rtant principles of an original idea are to be maintained.

Perhaps the most significant problem in SChool-based curriculum development
is thtl lack of time available for school staffs to meet together to worK
on SChool-based projects. Before organising to free teachers they rrust be
convinced that the activity is a priority. This is often difficult.
!mned1a.te needs would appear to many teachcrs to demand greater priority.
Factors such as a high proportion of inexperienced teachers, married wanen
with heavy home responsibilities and long scrvic~ teachers unwilling to
accept change mitigate against camli.tment to ~J.-.oOa.sed curriculum developnent.

Conclusion

Difficulties and Challenges ClOviously exist. Not every teacher wants to
be, or snould be, a curriculllll maker. \lie feel that school-based curriculum
development offers rewards which justify the attack on the associated
problema. We support the retention of a central frameworK within which
schools may move towards greater autonany in curriculum matters and in
this regard it is ~rative that there be developed a close and co-operative
partnership in curriculun of' cetitre, Region and SCnool. The development
of a cloaoly integrated systan makes possible the achievo=nt of improvements
in the design of central curriculum docunents, of a more carm1tted involvement
of teachers, parents and aaninistrators, and of the further develcpnent of.
teacher skilJ.a in curriculum planning, implementation and evaluation.

(This section is based on cant~rary Issues "'tIhat is SChool-Based
CurriculLm Development" by Bruce Kemp)
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\\tIAT IJIl-SC.HXIL ZNSERVICINC::JF TE.4.OiERS \'IAS LNDERTAKEN cr.l A I'n-OLE somL
~l'

During recent years there ha.l3 developed a great appreciation of, and a
CamUtment to the K-6 concept. All school organisation, inclUding staff
meetiru;js, curriculum aI1d staff develolJllllnt projects and work shops have
been conducted on a whole school basis. A great contribution has been
lIlIWe by the 3Chool's Total :School Develol2l1ent Co1mittee led by Rhyce
Cowan and Jack WillUns. Tl'le T.S.D. camtittee has, by means of a highly
structured and involved problem-solving cycle, managed to eliminate llBIly
areas of concern which precluded organisational and professional development
within the school. Tl'le T.S.D. process is basically worker participation
in nanagement whereby problems are r.cknowledged, isolated, refined and
hopefully solVed. J:t is an involvement model leading to staff partic1pa.tion

and therefore "owner~ip" of the problema. This "ownership" ensures full
staff cannitment and, a.lmDst without exception, the solution of the naninated
a.reu of concern,along with a I1I.lltitLlde of peripheral issues which often
emerge as tKlually or more significant during the process.

Tl'le Problem eolving Cycle

Evidence of SUccess
Phase 2

~

Analysing Before
Seeking SOlutions

Phase 3

Specifying th'J~
Problem

Phaoo 1

Monitoring the
Chan~e Process

Phase 7

Evaluation
Phase a

Planning for
Action

Phase 6

Selecting Action
Ideas

Phase 5

Brainstorming
Phase 4
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Since 1979 many whol~ schco.l, ventures have belen cc:mpleted successfully.
These have included:
_ Maths Games WOrltshOPS - Three aftemoons (WIBS)
- Reading Games WOrltshopo - Three aftt.:rnoon::s iWIBS)
- Four day within school in service on, "Inquiry Teaching Acress the

CurriculLlll" (is)
- Five after school worltshops on Art and Craft teetl'liques to prepare

teachers for "Assembly Hall Curtain Project" (W~ a. TSO)
- Four aftemoon workshops on Music - Playing and Singing (WIBS)
- Four aftemoon and evening worltohops on Ethnic Dance (\'IIBS a. TSO)
- Afternoon and evening meeting on Parent involvement in the classroom

(WISS &. TSO)
- SUpport Team on language across the CurriculLlll (TSO)
- Language Arts -.Skills identification and development
- Mathematics Concept Developnant - "Painting the Playground"
- Full day in school inservice on Progranming
~ In SChool and After SChool workshops on Multiculturalism and Community

L.anguages Program

These and many other whole school ventures, have developed in staff members
an appreciation of the need for the whole school approach to staff and
curriculum development.

The development of our "Guide to Envirormental Based Integrated t..ea:'ning"
was made possible only through staff involvement in the numerous K-6
ventures undertaken mainly outside schuel hours. This commitment led teachers
to llUetI additional work and sacrifice without wni.cheverything that has
been att8l'l"4)ted would have been quite i.n1)ossible.

To varying degrees all of the abOvementioned ventures led to the development
of our "G.E.S.l.I...". The initial draft was made possible by a within
school arrangement which enaA:lled an extremely talented educator, Yvonne
Mathie, to be freetf of classroom responsibilities in order to Undertake
the organisation of numerous inser~ice, st~ff and curriculLlll development
projects. This in conjunction ~ith the availability of a twen~y-day

allocation of relief days from Regional resources enabled Yvonne to worlt
with Mrs. Julie Pinazza for a period at the end of 1981. Theso days were
made available following discussions with Regional Dil"ector, ~1r. 8rian
Gillett; Inspector - services and Studies, r.'Ir. Terry Burke and DajJto Inspector

.of Schools, Mr. Allen Cobbin. The allocation was made fonowing many hard
hours of discussion and juutification. It is a tribute to these senior
departmental officers that such a significant contribution was made to an
individual school based mainly on the faith in, and trust of the personnel
involved. I would like to think that we have not let you datin.

Obviously the introduction' and implementation of thi:> concept required
thorough in-servicing and massive psychological, physical and moral support.
Components were introdaccd for staff discussion, amendment and a:ceptance
over 3. period of time during late 1961. The c~leted draft docLlllCnt was
presented, explained ancl accepted for trialling at a whole school meeting
on Day One (pupil free) 1982.
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Following the whole GChoOl meeting on day one tea.che~ met in grade
groups to plan an evaluation unit to be ~lanem:ed during the initial
weeks of Tenn One.

The Objectives of thl!88 meetinQs were:

At the end O'f the grade 8858ioll each teacher sl'loulcl;
- have established approximate areas in eValuation skills developnem: and

have ':1delW as to the sortsln\Ali)er& of activities that would translate
the. skill area into an evaluat±on ;..ctivity.

- established a.ttitudes ., be evaluated a.nd discussecl appropriate activities.
- decided upon the content area suited to the age of their group a.nd which
WClUld best suit the rlOnge of skills tel be evaluated.
- be aware of programning foroat for evaluation unit and time allocation

for unit
- have begun progMlllllllt to tho l:Xtem: that s10imulus a.nd a.ctivites for

children's first day are organised

.SkWs to be evaluated in initial evaluation unit:
- opera.hng
- reading
- <:QUnting
- talking
- ~4IIP'8Uing
- listening
- Obaerving
- writing
- llIU1ipula.ting

Other skills would m.>ed 'to be ~valuat•.G in first couple of unit:J in
thematic sequence.

Suggested.Starting Points

After thl! aaninistration of the evalu.~tion unit, children's starting points
in tenns of sk1lls ware established•

. However, there was a necessity for a :.-tarting point in tenns of understandings
appropriate to the childrens develOjm.:nt and level of maturity. Because
of the unit progression being founded on language .:.nd reading, the groups'
~tence in these area:3 was ;:Usc tal\en into a.cCQUnt.

"Rain" (level 2)
"Playing Buses" (.:.eliel 1)
"Me" (level 1)

"The Cubbyhbuse" CLevel 3)
"Su'IIIler and Winter" (level 2)

''My Aeroplane" (level 2)

''Making Colours" (...evel 2)

"J<l.3On 's letter" c..evel :3)
"ThC3 Cubbyl1ouse" (level 3)
".Jason's letter" (level 3)
"My Ghost" (level <::.)

~ergarten: !~'m"

Year 1: ''SChool''

Year 2: Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:

Year 3: Group 1:
Group ~:

Group 3:}
Group 4:

*Group 5:

Year 4: Group 1:
Group 2:

*Group 3:
Group OA:
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Year 5: Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:

Year 6: Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:

"6unyip in the Bunyas" (level 4)
''Bitsy and Bernard"
''B1tsy and Bernard" (level 3)
''The Boa COrrrrI.Inity" (level :1)

"Journey into Orbit" (level 4)
"JOOy"
"Joey" (level 4)

Units of indicated duration were planned to dovetail with subsequent
grade and indiVidual planning sessio08

Timetable. for weeks 1 - 5

Evalu&tion unit
K, Yr 1, Yr 2 \!leeks 1, 2
Yr 3, Yr 4 weeks 1, 2, 3,
Yr 5, Yr 15 weeks 1,2, 3, 4

week 1

W«iii8eday 3rd Feb} Resources
Thursmy 4th Feb. Organisation
Frida,y 5~ Feb.

week 2MOriiiY ath Feb. - 1h'hole Sta:f'f - After SChool Inservice 3.CXlpn to. 4.30 pn
TuesdB.Y" 91:1:1 Feb. - K In-6ChClOl Inservice
we8r1Dsday 1otJ:l Feb. - Yr 1 In-6chool InserviC8
Thursday 11~ Feb. - Yr 2 " "

week 3
"l'Uiiaiy 115th Feb. - Yr 3 ~hool Inservice
W«1nesday 11t1:1 Feb. - Yr~" "

week 4
~y 23rd Feb. - Yr 5 In-6chool Inservice
WI1ldnesday 24th Feb - Yr 6 "

Week 5
eyer;-cannencee K-6

Thanks to a further Regional contribution of a JJ8,Cka.ge of days more extensive
inservicing and planning were possible during weeks 2, 3, &. 4 of Te"," One.
These took the fo"," of grade inservi'Ce days involving Julie Pinazza (new
class free due to a. otaff decision) acting as a curriculLlll co-ordinator,
grade co-ordinator, class teacher and cCJmIJl1ity language teacher. Curing
these full day meetings the docLlll8nt was further diSCY8sed and unit planning
based on previously identified skills was cannenced. These days were
intense and vital to the success of the programne. There were doubts
and fears - everybody had them. This vital inservicing clarified many
issues and assisted greatly in the gaining of teacher confidence.
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\'fiAT IS 11iE.S~;~ OF CURru:Q.ll.l.M OEVEI.OPMENT AT WARfWtoCtoG PRIMARY
SQdjC?

If curriculun is at:lu1oWledged as being all that the child experiences
both inside ana outside of the claseroan, then obviously curriCWlMll
develo;:men1: l"oaa been in effect in all lDlools for as long as they have
existed.

Fo~sat1on ana docunentation have also been long in evidence.

Q,jrricullMll develo,::ment is dynamic ana the curricull.lll is constantly
changing to lMet the specific needs, experiences and aDilities at the
child, the school, the CCIlIl'&.Inity and teachers.

The earliest dOCl.lllSnted, relevant: curricullMll statement at this ~!. ~
in relation to the ch&llenge o~ langua;e developllllrlt in a i'lig/'l denaity
migrant SChool. Curing 19715 the Infants staff looked closely at tho
learning to read procesa and at natarials necessary to assist with the
reeding programne. It W&3 fcuncl that wh1l3t children were nastering
the mechanica of reading, they had no real· unclerstacxU.1JQ of what was
being read•. A literal ~rehen8ion level was all that was being. attained.
Consequently an alterna.tive approach was sought. After consultation with
research material available ancl with teachers fran other schools with
children fran a non-English speaking hane background as well as experts .
in the field of child migrant edUcation such as A. Pt1:1:nan; it was
decided to adopt the Tate la.ng\oaGe and reading programne. It was accepted
on the grout'lds that the children read structures they had previously
encountered in an oral language situation. 1he programne was then adopted
on a whole school. baSis. The children's language, reading and ~rehension

skills developed tIlWnendously and their co~idence in both their work
and themee1ves is fl!r'T'emOved fran the situat10n where they had experienced
failure at a. f~rnal. level and lacked confidence in themselves.

The Tate programne, being oriented to the child learning EngllM as a.
seconcl~e in a South Pacific Island environnent, had the Obvious
problem of integration into the whole school curricullMll at Wal'l'8IIIOng.
The language structures were reinforcl::d throughout the day in all curricula.
areas. However, the content o~ the actual readers which revolves arouncl
the life of a few is1ancl families was Obviously limiting.

Following further consultation, in servicing and a support tl!8ll'l inter
vention it ~&8 decided to review the school language curricullMll and to
trial the philosophies espoused in the r.tt Gravatt LangU&Qe Programne.
This langua.Q&treading programne was written to fill the need, expreaaed
by teachers, for mater1als based on a knowledge of tho language uaed by
children. "It is designed to assist children to learn to read and, at the
same time, to foster their o;oal language developnent./t

The r-easene for sane children developing into efficient, avid readers
while sane fail to even develop to this stage are many ancI debatable.
sane see the prot)lern as being the materials; others, as being the methClcls.
Recent research into reading achievement incIicates a high degree of
corr-elation between languags devel~t and reading success.
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Dr. Norman Har't beg'lf! looking at children I ~ oral l.:l.f1guage development in
1962. Over the next f~v jearu he administered ~pecial oral programmeo
to children who were ~:cperiencing difficuHy ill lcaring to r<!ad. L.1nguagu
of teachers was carefully selected in these programmes and meaning was
linded closely with non-language experiential activities. The moet remarkable
outcome of Dr. Hart's experiments was that in all cases an increase in
oral language per"fOnnatiCO was ilCcanpanied by a quite dramatic gain in
reading ability. Teachers folla.ving Dr. Hart's progranmo increasingly
adopted the practice of cultivating the use of eral language structures
only through practical experienc~s in which the structures were used in
a natural, meaningful way; The disparity between cannereially avaiJ.al)le
readers and "home-«ade" readers based on children's language along with
the lack of infol"illa.tion on which language to be selected for uae were the
two ma.in areas of concem a.t this time.

In reeponse to theee concems, Dr. Hart set about collecting and analyeing
the natural language of ~,~ and 4~ year old children. Or. Har.t had
accees to the canputer being used by the Van l.eer Project (researching
the education of Aboriginal Children l to analyse the vast quantity of
language data. He .collected the data by hanging microphones around the
necks of children for a periOd of time and thus recording their speech
at pJ.a.y, at home, at school and when alone.

This initial collection of word sequences was analysed further and
extended by the Mt Gravatt l.angua.ge research project which began in
1972. Infonnation on the language of 5'h and 5'h year olde was na.v collected.
Thu.~ a develolJlll!ntal schedule of words and word sequences used orally by
children fran ~ to S'h years of age has emerged. These word sequences
called "signalling unit3" in the progranme beeause they are used over and
over again consistently at each ~evel of "signal" langlJaGe structure. It
has been shown that the scqce~es most ccmnonly used by Australian Children
are also ccmncn in the language of Children in the United Kingdan and
ca.naaa. e.g. !'I'm going" is the most ccmncn sequence of 6'h year oldS in all
three countries. To complete a signalling sequence a noun or verb phrase
is usually required. Thi3 latter kind of phrase is called a "content
unit"

e.g. signalling unit + content unit = meaning~l statement
i.8. Tha.t ' s + a tadpole • meaningful .statement

These sequences are thus used to "control" the language whiCh we want the
Children to experience, either orally or ill written fonn. However, to rno.J(e
signalling units read to the child, he ha~ to be placed in a.practical
situation which clearly demon6'~rcltes contextual meaning.

Teachers working witn the language dev~lopment programmes developed in
1983 - 1967 and later in the Van Leer ProJect, round that motivating
children through succcas in actual reading was largely responsible for
continued progress. However, how can success be assured the first time
a child sees a book if that book is also to be used to practice the art
of reading?

with the Mt Gravatt programme the child has practised the signalling
units (controlled by the teachor) anC the content units (controlled by
the practical situationsl in pragmatic language lessons where he has
talked and then read the corresponding written form. It is only when
children have had sufficient practice in relating the reading language
to real life situations and arc able tQ create their ovn novel sentences
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using the mony possible cCJTi)inations of the desired signalling units ana
content units, that the "reading book" itself is given to the children.

In the early stages children have no other fomal langua;e than the:l.r oFal
la.~:. ~tGi", c..t;ildrew. Wiill !~j1rlCi:: it easy to distinguish those
cha.racteristics of wpitten language which may not occur in 0raJ. language.
While children are solving the mysteries of decoding written fonn, the
inclusion of mare unueual forms of the written COde would only ~cate
ana confuse the first· exciting experiences.

we see the adVantages af r.tt Gravatt being that the progression of languaoe
structures is baaed on Australian research so children are learn1nQ to

speU and read u the "average" Australian Child does. Tate structures
were baaed on fomal English which 1s not allIIays the languaQe of the
of the child's environnent. we need to develop fran where the child 15,
rather than fran wheN we think he should be. It is also a thenatic
approad'l; themes being chosen fran the children I s interests. Each theme
begins with a prognatic experience which beCann the catc:llyst fran which
activities in all curricula areas deVelop, thus each Skill, process and
attitUde lamed has a purpose and a concrete experience as a. reference.
Reading should never becanlt a laj)orious or a negative experience. A book
is handled when the prior activities usure the child's enjo)'lMftt in the
experience of reading or sharing it.

It ca.ters for the specific needs of the child fran a non-Englisn speaKing
home in that it progresses (slowly at first and with COMtant revision
and consolidation. through the signalling units, content and linking units
basic ee our languaoe.) .

Curing 197&-81 constant development and review of various curricula. tOOk
place. Sta.t~nts with regard to rrathena.tics (1g78), Social SCience (197;),
Natural SCience (1979-aJ.). and HimdWriting (198),' \¥ere develQt:led and
accepted as being sc~l-based dOC\lll8nts. Then follow8d a periOd of
consolidation during which the aDove docl.lllents were thoroughly trialled.

The ever present cry ~" "I·tow do we fit all of these curricull.m areas
into an increas±llgly over crowded school day?"

Obviously this could not be done without a long and hard look being taKen
at more integration.

But how do you succes:lfully integrate all content areas keeping in mind
the sequential development of all content camponents?
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Philosphical development.

Why did Vie decide to develop an integrated approach to learning?

After the development of achool-based curricula in subject areas, along
with the inservicing necessary for teacher~ to understand and ~lement th~

curricula, a consolida::ory period of implementation follCl'.wed. During this
period of ~lementatign, it beC"'llle increasingly evident to teachers,
supervisors and aaninistrators that the demand being made by each of the
curricula in tenns of preparation, development of strategy and t:imetabling
was unrealistic. One or more of the curricula areas was being neglected
by teachers or those managing to provide experiences· within each of the
subject areas were experiencing frustration at not being able to follow
through, conllOlidate or extend the experiences because of the ccmnitment
to the next area to ..i:ll. dealt with.

Twelve months trial was given to a thematic approach to learning using
the Me. Grava.tt language development programne by two grades within the
school. Wls were very concerned using the Me. Ciravatt approach, however,
that subject areas were being "correlated" i.e. content rrater1a.l gathered
under a. thenatic lMICrella without due concern being given to the planning
of activities based upon skills and attitudes to be developed with relevance
to the ch1ld~S stage of develol:l'/l8nt. Within this period, the thrust was being
given fran the Department to Multiculturalisn, Non-sexist policies, personal
development and CCXl1IW1ity languages. Conscientious teachers were looking
for a means by whiCh they could meet the requirements of all these policies
along with theCanrunicating, Expressing and Inveetigative areas and still
achieve satisfaction in their profession and development of relationshipe
with Children.

we propose an answer is .IN'TE<&TICl·U With this goal in v±ew we set
atlOUt inveetigating the learning procase to decify what we saw as being
the CCIllIOtIents that all the areae have in carmon. we detonnined the procese
of learning could be broken down to learning skills coupled with attitudinal
develot:ment within a "structure" of understandings and concepts. 'The
development of learning skills and attitudes is applicable to learners in
aDy situation. The frlOlr.awork of understandings and concepts l11Jet be ChOsen
for a particular group of children dependent upon the environnent within
wtliCh they live.

'II1en we looked for a framewol"l\ on whiCh to ha1lg the development of the.
learning ~ills and attitudes we decided the unde~ta.ndings and concepts
should be of relevance p;rticularly to the children within our school
situat:ion. Coneequently, we looked at the warrawong Envirorment. We
defined the environnent az the physical, social, emotional and psyChological
influences on the child. 'we therefore needed to consider the ethnic back
grounds of our Children and the ~ills and knowledge they brought to school;
the resources of our area including people, equipnent, industries, transport,
books, kits etc.; our position geographically and the concepts and under-
standings we (staff, parents and community as well as children consulted
during the trialling period) thought were necessary for our Children to have
at the end of their prtmary education to equip them with the basic knowledge
of a "well-educated" child in our situation. Naturally, mal1y of the under-
standings and concepts we prioritised will be common with those of children
from very different environments. However, some need to be very specific
and the development of all needs to be in the context of where the Child is.
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What are the overall~ and ubjectivus of this approach to learning?

To cater for the devel~tal stages of illdividuallS.

_ haa the children see learning as being purposeful becaUse they are
learning skUllS th&t they have seen a. "need" for in their experience.

To put learning in perspective as a part of the total experience of each
individual and therefore have the children recognise that learning extends
beyond the school day or beyond a. period timetaDled for a part1cW.ar
discipline.

To facilitate children and their experiences as more dynamic forces in
plarining.

To aaaist in both childrena and teachens' reeogni.tion of the purpose of
learning in the fr8lll8WOrk of the inr:U.vidual's environnent and the changing
society into which .... are grow.ing.
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Explanation ot; the "Guide to Environnental-l:lased Integrated Learning".

I'lhat are the canponents o~ the ''\OEBIL.''?

1. This 1ntroduction and explanation of the approad1 to teaching and
learning which wW hopefully expla1n the philosophy on wl';iCh we have
baeed the '~ide" and equip teachers at whatever their stages of concem
with an understanding and a starting point for use of the ''GEBIL''.

2. The curricull.ll\ developer's understanding of curriculun, the learning
process and the dynamic forces affecting our planning and the Children' ~
learning.

3. Two ~e units.

4. The Thenatic seq~El.

!I. The attitUde developnent organised in areas of conc:em.

e. The lelll'l1ing skills.

7. Appendices.

Why have we included two sample units?

The first ~e Unit has been 1nclUded to demonstrate the translation
of either an identified attitude or learning skill into a. clasSI'QQlI activity
or activities. It 18 by no means 1ntendGd to be a unit sui'taA)le for
~ementa.t1on bUt rather a step in the planning procelS8 wt11Ch hopefully
will famil1at'ise teaChers with the change in the planning prccasa - identify
children'S neecls and then plan acti.vities to develop skills, consolidate or

. extend skills and conecioualy provide experiences through which attitudes
might be fomw.ated or further developed within the context of the unit
focus or thtme.

The second ~lc' unit has been 1nclUdI.'d as an ex~le of a unit which
has been planned u$i~ tI'1e pr1X:I:SS outlined acove and then organised to
faci.lltate evaluation bOth indiVidually and on a class blW1s. It~
in the 1ntroduction aa 1t~ in the teact1er's programne.
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Thematic Sequence.

(a) What is the Thematic sequence?

(bl How do I interpret it?

The Thematic sequence fonns the framework 01' Understanaings and concepts
to be developed in our school 5ituation fran when the child enters school
till Year 6 ar.ci perhaps onto tho early secondary years. The themes in the
sequailCe ar9 not the only content areas to be covered but rather the basic
sKeletal stl"UCtUI'e only. other areas to be treated ""y arise fran the
children's and teacher's interests, visitors to the SChool, field trips,
env:ironnental haR*lings (local, state, national, glCOQl and Sf)lLtial).
However, the sequence of themes, as the name suggests, is to be followed
as a 38quttnCs although many otl'ief' ti'lemes of varying lengths may be inter
spersed. Ths sequence) takes into account both the varying stages 01'
develolJll8nt of children in tenns of interest and understanding level
and the need for concepts to be developed at these varying lsvels. Thus,
the thernttlS are organised in a spiralling fashion. To avoid repetition
of content areas the basic understanaings to be clevelcped within a particular
ttlellle are outlined. The focus questions, concepts or understandings
expre!!~ for!. t."l== :'''"S ;a,;:;t exclusive but rather a basic guide on which
the theme can be developed.

(c) How do we ensure uncIerstancllnqs fran traditional SUbject areas are
covered. and specifiC strategies employed?

we have organised the themltic sequltllCe colums with headings which
previously applied to particular disciplines. These headings are for teacher
reference in tenne of ~is intended for the unit or ~ropriate strategies
to be ~loyed in providing experiences.

Headings and elC~les of intended interpretation follow.

L.anguage:

SoCial
StUdies:

SCience:

:Ausic,
Art,
Craft,
Drama:

understanding in this area would be developed in conjunction
with sKill development fran the areas 0'( listening. tallUng.
reading, writing specifically as well as a. languaQe~s
in generalising. organising. inferring etc. Obviously. not
all skill areas would be looked at within anyone unit.

Understandings specified in this coll.tm would be developed using
investigative strategies which would need to be plallned specifically
with inquiry skill clevelopment in mind.

SCience understanaings and concepts have a. particular contrib
ution to make to a child's clevelopment and consequently need to
be developed wherever possible through hand&-Ol1 experiences and
following specific ii14i.11ry filOdels. SkUls such as testing.
controlling. hypothesising and inferring should be c;I""elO/')8d
through many experiences (language-ba-St'd physically experienced
in health progranmes etc.) but also very deliberately through
"science" activities. .

The related arts fielcl. like the others mentioned, has specific
contributions to make to education. Many of these may need to
be dsveloped through specific programnes. However, they have
a significant contribution to give to ali integrated thane.
~ere they are outlined is wtlere sane concept etc. particularly
~s relevant to be developed a~ that stage within that thematic
context. Within many themes there is no specific direction in
this area given. This does not indicate a lack of priority
but rathe~ a.f~e~ibility as to content covered (if appropriate)
al~ays prlorlt~s~ng where the children are in terms of their
Sklll development in the field.
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Health: This colllll\ has been included to draw teacher's attention to
the significance of the health ~nent within many thenatic
areas. The references have been made fairly general e.g.
conlllolller health to indicate a need for crosa-referencing to
the Health sectioo of the docl.ment, where teacher's would
need to leok a.t the developnental understandings and detenn:1ne
at wl\&t staQe their children were.

Reading This colum is meant to indicate just what it says. Within·
Reacurces: our school reeoureea, the resource listed is what is ava.ilable.

Liats of libnI'y reaources, which have been extensively crosa
referenced, are a~6 to supplement the suggested /'eliding
rnource within the 3ChOOl.

Because we have access to the i~. Gravatt lan;ua.Qe devaloilmant
~, lIIU1y of the ~rcea listed are r.tt. Gravatt i'eIlders.
They are intended to be used, however, as detenn1ned by indiv
idUal children's skill development in reading and not uaed
as a "sc:i'lIne" or as indicated within the llIIR.I&1 unlesa, of
course, that treatment is Il108t app~riate for a child or
children's stage/s of csevelopnent. The read1ng mouree
ll&,y be used as an intrcduCtion to the unit, a gl"QlP extension
acUvity, a culminating activity or in a Umitleu IUIi:ler
of~ detennined by where the ~rs of a claaa are.

SCinlI'dJnes the reeaing raeource is listed aa child-Oued wh1cn
1nd1cates that no CQlIIl8reial reeaCJr waa founcl suitaDle to the
theme a.t the tjme of publication and that the children should
tlla eapecially involved within this unit in prodUcing their
ciwn reading ..,.teriaJ..

~re school~ reader is indicated, a. set of l'e&ders
prcdUCed by pel"SClnl18l within the 5ChoOl is ava.ilable to be
ulMd within the reSClUrce~. In IllCl8t casn these school
prcdUCed boOks have been written uaiJ'lg the 1angua;e developnent
of the Iott. Gravatt boOk at ..~. level...... accepted
the 1anQuaGe develQPftlfTt of 1:<"Ie /Itt. Gravatt progMllllllll as being
the moot thOroughly reasearched and appropriate fOl" our needS.
The high p~ion of CI'Iildren frail non-EngUsh speaking
baCkgrounds lllIK8S the csevelopnent of langua;e through all
experiences one of our rrajor priorities. Conaequently, we
cc.uld not justify using only parts of the Mt. Gravatt prcg
rsame ..nless we raplal:ed th<Jnes YIC had rejected with a IlI)f'e

~rcpriate content area for children in our envi~
and retainecl the lanQuIGe developnent by way of signal1.1ng
unit progression and languaQo ~laxity - i.e. written our
own bOOks with the language progression reta.ined bUt developing
~riate concepts and understandings.
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(f) Can all subject areas be cover~'d within a thematic approach?

As indicated in our look at the fomat of tho thematic sequence
C01~3, it is awarent that not all SUbject areas can be covered or
should be atteq:lted to be covered within i1ny one unit. L.ooking a.t the
units overall we see that many areas are covered over a. range of units.
However, referring back to our "MOdel of learning using "GEBIl."
we can see that, whilst there is a unity in the learning ereeees,
there is also a. specific role that sane subject areu play in the
overall process and tharefore skills in this area need to ba dave~
separately and integrated where ~licaDle. perhaps more in the
consolidatory s~e.

There is probably a time for all area.l1 to be dealt with specifically,
either to develop a. skill specifically which does not lend itself to mean
'ingful integration within that unit or just for fun e.g. an exciting
experimlmt, a fun poem, a walk in the sunshine••••••

"'reas indicated on the model that need ~is as specific learning
tools are the ai'eU of Ma.thematics, !.\usic education and other related
arts of craft, drama, ar t and the health education areas of movement and
physical education. It is because of the n(led to develop these areu
separately as well as in C".onjunction with the theme that we have outlined
the understandinge au;! 3kiJJ, developnent in the detail included in the
docunent.

(d) Is there a. t:illle allocation on themes?

The theaatic sequence, as mentioned befOrehand, is only a. bailie
sKeletal f...-ork of understandings which endeavours to cater for
ind1viclual flex1bWty. ingenu1ty. and adaptability. Therefore, not
all the c:o.1I.Im8 are~ fOl' every 1:hfJne. It was never intended
th&t understanding shCUld be drawn frcra all areas within every theine.
sane thtIMs me,y be vet"y ~fic .. ottwrs very~. The understandings
outl1ned are nec:euaI"Y to be deVeloped 10 order to fom the bUia fOl'
eateneion at a later staGe. Other areu covered are fOf" indiv1du&la to
detennine. be1ng eaut:1oned not to tI'y and cover too broad a spctNa at
understand1nga 01' the unit me,y loae ita vitality.

A unit fOCUll or~.. i. indicated by tho f ..... t:i.tle e.g.

I I The position at the fl'lllled title in the c.ollmla 1ndicatee
My Fan:Uy. the priority needing to be given to the unit i.e. Is it

a. language unit • .., science unit or an art unit? The strategic priority
and skill deVlIlepnant of tho children in that area may assist in deternW\i.ng
thl\ length of the unit for thlLt g~ at learners.

One lut eauticln: 'The colullna are uood only as a. tool fOl'~_
aticln. can't overloOk the integrated~ that~ the whole
range of previously conaidered subject areas. 8ecauae an understanding
is expreseed as a. scienco canpouent, does not I1lIll8I'I it should be taught
separately as a. science lesson, although there may be tim8s where this
is nec6saary. The strategy may be scientif:l,c but the ctlildren should
experience it as part at tho whole.

{oJ Does a tnema~1c seguence need to be specifiC to a school situation?

YES: OUr children are unique. They have things in cannon with
children everywhere and spec.ifiCOLlly with chiMren in rn::!.;.':;;urtrlij
environnlnts but every school hat! a distinct population fran a. ~ific
envirot1nan1: with & distinctive range and proportions of bane bacKgroundS.
Schools have vastly aifferent rescu~, carmuni-tios.Al1li.':;..taffinQ all.oc
ations. All of these noec\ to be considered when developing a thenat1c
sequence suitable for your children. However small .a SChool, lwted
the resources and varied the background of the children, thlUe forcee
neet1 to be seen as positive influences on "your them!!.tic sequence" _
one whiC?h will meet your cJ:1ildren where they are ana provide an important
and exclting basis for thelr attitUda and skill development.
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Attitudes.

(a) can at1:itudes be programned into a. thcma.t..c approach?

The area of attitUQe is often one left to chance, to incidental treat
meflt. """'ilst there is always a place for what occurs naturally, there are
nany significant areas which would be neglected c~letely, many excellent
relSOUrt:es we could not use because the activity was not planned and what
of follow-up?

The way skills are learned, our inter:u:tions with others, our relation
Ship with the environnent and so on are all attitudi.na.l areas we are devel
oping all the time. If II/e look at the focus of a theme and detennine
what area/s of concern might lend itself to specific development during
the unit, .the activities will integrate very naturally into the total
learning process. The attitudinal area of concern may be decided upon
because of the theme of the reading resource or a character within a
~lSOUrce to be used. Perhaps it might be determined by class organisation
or a. teachi.ng st:-ate;y \;0 be ~ised. A need for treatment of a.
~ific attitude may have arisen, in whiCh case, appropriate activities
m.,y be programned within the theme to meet the need.

(b) How are the. attitudes organiSed in the ''GEBIL''?

Initially, the staff came up with an extensive list of attitudes
whiCh they thought the children Should 'beexposed to via develol2ll8ntal
activities. we found this approach too expansive, however, and re-organised
all the same attitudes in areas of concern. e.g. self-awareness, social
attitudes, reactions to. others' ~ifferences.etc. Within each area.
of concern, there is a list of o~nent attitudes which, in turn, are
sanetimes sub-grouped where sane tend to specifically belong together.
Most of the. attitudes cind areas of concern are intordepenc1ent upon each
other having strong \?ross-influences.

we have looked to making this section ~lete by prefacing each
area of concern with a general aimVs which we \¥OUld ultimately look to
develop through fostering a belief· in the value of the area. of concern
and. its components by development of certain Skills, knowledge and/or
uMerstandinga. 'to this. we have added an extensive list of relSOUrc8e
we have within our school but have cross-refarenced these so that their
original source is ac~nowledged and therefore readily accessible to any
tea.cher.

(c) Where does Personal Development! Non-sexism, Multiculturalism fit
into an integrated approach to learning?

Personal development, Non~exism and Multiculturalism are all areas
of awareness which need to be carefully considered in the planning of learning
activities regardless of the approach. They are all, therefore, an integral
part of an integrated approach to learninq,.

They are, however, mor-e than just an awareness. They all have
significant contributions to make to an individUal's education at all
levels (teachar and child) by way of development of knowledge, understandings
and concepts, skills and attitUdes. The Person!!l. Develc~nt POlicy has
been included specifically in the attitUdes section of the document and
I'einforced through the thematic sequence where particular emphases need
to be given within a particular context. ~imilarly with Non-sexism and
Multiculturalism. We have listed several resources for each area of
concern whiCh pay attention to development of, or exposure to, a specif
ically Multiclutural 01' Non-se~ist bias. We have gone through our thematic
sequence in detail and inclUded focus questions or concepts whiCh need to
be considered within a theme and also looked at the skill areas with
particular learning skills be~ng considered in the Multicultural perspect
ive.
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SKIL.L.S.

(a) ....,at. are leaming skills?

If we look at the learning process, we find that all learners select
fran a carmon set of leaming tools and take sane of these to a new learning
situation•. The.. tools he selects depend upon what att1tudes, pI'ior
knc:JwledgC and slUlls helehe has available to hiallher. Within the range
of subject areaa and cuN'icull.ln stal:lIIllIf1tS baing' gr'aA)led with, WIt find
a cannan dencaIinator - leaming skills. SCIlIt. ski1J.s are~, in
parUcuJ.ar discipU,*, bUt to SQlil1 degree we find 0& cannan set at learning
tools being used re;ard1esa of the canpartmqnt. !'tOWltver, ~y. with1n
the school situation,. this was not alwa,ya ovident beclW.. at t:lme preaaure.
teacher. sKill, ~sed progranmos and so forth.

WIt have identified sane thirty learning. skills within each at wtU.ch
are many CQq)OI1ent skilla or ~ills•. These need to be develclped in
.. variety of si.tu&ticne e.g. hypotnes1sing. when reading. when experiment
ing. when pla.ying rruaic. or painting a 1lW"al•. HcMever, when developed
tJu"Wg.., a."! 1ntegratltd W'.it we avoid t.~~ of over-practising sKWa
in many discipline areas or of overlooking a significant~
altogether. .

(b) Why. approach plal!ning for children'S learning frail. a. skill.'s. b&8e?

Without an understanding of wtly WIt are plaminQ activities the ~ing
is of Uttle or no value. 'Iel1lst that is very obvious to us as educators.
we all too often fall into the t~ of plaming an activity because it's
content 18 ~riate. If we· approad\ p1aming. fran a skills baM we
have a1I'e8dy identified where a·child or group of ~""ta.at in the
c:IeVe1opMntof a learning. sk1ll and therefore wM.t the next. step is and
therefore activity chOice is mare° "econc:mi.Cal". we do not "paid" our
units with activities that are virtua.Uy withoUt purpoao and therefClMl
the child' s develcpnont is dynCIic rather then. static for periods at
dmI.

The more leuning. sKills we aquire. the more ~ent a leamer
we bec:anIl and therefore the more able to be adaptable to the "Unstructured"
ctllInging fUture. .

(c) What. skills. should. be developed in primary SChool. children?

Ql)viouely. the extent of the skills to be developed is dependent
upon the child's. staQe of dwelopllltnt. we have included sKill~8
fran the initial bUic sKills wI'lictI rrm,y be acquired by ll'lIUly children before
entering SChool. to quite sopIU,sticatad. sKWa we lIlLy identify oureelves,
as needing to develop.

After the prqt-SChool years, the primary school edUCation of a child
is the Il1Cl8t ~rtant sdUCation for Ufe. we. therefore considered we should
not be llIIlited by any confined expectations of the pr:imBry SChool, bUt
I"&ther see it aa being a significant contributor in al58isting children
to develop towud reeponoible aelf-direCtion, aature judgement, moral
autonany and perceptive understanding. Consequently. sKills to be
developed in pr:l.mary school children (of course, taking into conaidel"&tion
the stage of devel0pn8~ of the child) need only be llIIlited by QUI' vision.
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(d) On what basis have the sUb-skills been organised?

Some. skills are developmental sequentially in nature whilst others
have components which may develop exclusively of other components.

we have, therefore,. organised the su~ills in four ways to endeavour
to a.ccannoc:late the variety of skill. developnent.

(i) In. stages of development e.g. the preparatory staQe --. the
initial, dependent stage~ the rapid progress St<-tj8 -.-, the
refinement ~t~e.

(ii) In a. flexible sequence so that the need for the development
of same. skills prior to others is easily recognisacle. ~ver, care
needs to be taken not to interpret the sequence rigidly.

(iii) In skill ~nents. The sutl-skills have been specifically
. laDelled "non-sequential". There still may be sana develQl:lllll!f1tal stagee
but these are leaa apparent.

(iv) In areas of specific skill dcvelopnent within the ~ing
learning sKill.

e.g. MoVing is broken into dN4lll.tic movement, dance, perceptual
motor movement devel0fJ"8l11:.

Music is partitioned into singing, pla,ying. organising sound and
listening and' then f'urther divided aecorcting to Il'LIsic concept being
developed.

How is. the ''GEBIL!' translated. into learning, experience&?
How do I elan a. unit?

Onca a theme focus has bee."l decided upon 8ither frem the Theaatic
sequence. or by one of the many other ways in WhiCh themes can be chosen,
the teactler needs to identify an area of concern fran the attitUdes section
which either integrates \'lith the theme because of characterisation, plot
strategy or because of a. need which has becane evident in' the c.1a5s or
school group•. The understandings need to be considered when selecting
an attitUde area of concern. Resources fran that section can then be
consulted so that a.ci:ivities can be planned that will further develop
individual children's. attitUde to whatever area has been prioritised.

The planner then needs to look to skills to be developed, bearing
in mind the under~tandL~s, focus questions ~/or concepts to be developed.
Skills need to be selected. at at least three le'lels•. First, those skills
that have been introduced in previous units that need consolidation or
further developmont. Activities to meet the need within the skill
should then be planned. Perhaps 'only one activity would be needed.
Secondly, new skills need to be identified to be introduCed to the 'class
- same of these may be the next stage from a previous unit while some

.may be a camponent of a.skill not previously encountered. Because these
sk'ills are being introduced, the nU'li:ler of. these new skills should be
limited.' Activities to develop them should then be considered, with
each sKill having several actiVities listed. Thirdly, the specific
needs af individual children llIJat be considered and skills selected to
m=~t t~a n6~ds of a SlGll gr~up or individuals. Obviously, to remain
manageaDle, the nLllCer of skills selected would need to be restricted.
Again, corresponding activities are planned. The understandings, focus
questions and/or concepts would then need to be reviewed to see if
activities planned so far were sufficient to develop the under 
standings etc.
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Of course, in the chtJu",ing of learning <lCtivities, ,he most ~propriate

teacher strategy must be selected and included in the plan along with class
grouping, parent involvement, field trips etc•. Following the planning of
activities, they then need to be sequenced in terms of teaching and learning
activities which will provide the basis of a day-book type register of
activities to be followed throughout the unit.

Does. a. teacher need special. skills to implement the "GESIL"?

EN'ective teachers have been gUidi:,g learning in a similar '&lay for
as long as pedagogy has been a profession. Effective parents teach
their children in the same~ •. However, the GEBIl. hila provided an organised
and more. structured framework for planr.1ng arid ~ementation. Teachers
need to be competent practitioners of inquiry. strategies and children
will not develop into confident, independent learners if traditional
narrative and ~lant methods of teaching are used extensively. A
competent teacher, who in conscientiously trying to ~lement the current
Cl.::'l"i~ and pollcy. statements of the Department, should find the transition
to envil'onnental-blL8ed integrated learning a relatively easy and
Ml'o1IaI'ding one.

How are resources used?

Resources are used both in the planning. and ~lementation.stages.
When. skills, attitLld88 and understandingS' have been identified, resources
should be consulted to suggest activity ideas for their devel~.
Curing the ~ementation of the unit, resources may supplement activities
planned within the sequence.

At warl'jilllOl1g. we' have collected any. available resources that pertain
to a unit in la.b;illsd tNli.e5 iilgal'dless of the level. When teachers cane
to planning. fo.hey can select fran wl'lat is available within the box as
well as environnentally and fran the Children. A box full of varied
resourcee should not be seen as a pre-requisite to easy planning or a
"good unit", for none of them may be suitaDle to develop the identified
skills. etc. Conversely. a unit box.~ually devoid of bOeke. tapes.
picturee. etc. may encourage teachers to look to the children or
ccmnunity. for e~le, for appropriate resources.

The use of the reading resource/s is already outlined in detail in
tne section on the Thematic Scquence~

How is. evaluation. linked to planning?

When planning is thorough. evaluation Should becc:me an lmSy task.
If we plan according to. skill, understandings and. atti'~udes then they are
what we l1USt evaluate. Evaluation Should be both progres3ive through
the unit and retrospective. Children's development in the identified
skill and attitude areas and their growth in understandings should be
noted at the three levels at which they were planned.

(i) a general class development
(ii) individual's progress on class determined skills etc.
(iii) individual's progress on indiVidually determined skills etc••

Fran this evaluation throughout the unit. the teacher's plan may
change slightly ~~~isin9 some activities more, re-org~~ising class
structure for others or developing an understanding, skill etc. much
further than initially intended. Most of this evaluation would be
SUbjective and incidental.
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The evaluation ~t the cu~tion of the unit will serve to detennine
skills and. attitudes to be developed in the next unit. An individual
profile on each ch:l.ld will aieo emerge which will give a valid account
of the child.'s development as a le~ner and as a person.

Where a unit is planned for a short period the same attitudes and
skills nay be developed over two or three units and then evaluated.
If a. skill is to be developed to a stage of CQIl!)8tence and a shift is
to occur in. attitude, then, obviously, a short periocl of time e.g. a
week, will not allow for this to occur. Evaluation as the units progreas
rtay be of use as children devclc-p e..'tpei'tise. or dern0n8trate a. change in their
behaviour.

A rigorous testing procedure. at the end of units should not be
necesa&l'y if the evaluation has been individualised during the unit.
If we plan several activities to develop a. skill, a child's ~ence
and relldineas should be very evident at the call2letion of the activities.

~rts on Chi.ldren, parent interviews, tem a.asessnents and so on
wcuJ.c1 all be covered by the progressive anecdotal, okill-balsed evaluation
wttich developed with the child.

How. does. the. unit elan eater for incidental, experience?

When activities are planned to develop sped.fic. a.ttitudes and sl>ills,
the activity itself loses priority. Therefore, if an incidental experience
occurs which you would like to follow up, a mini-unit can be ~lemented

which would have been covered withi!'1 the planned thlllll8. The theme may then
be continUed or a.bancIoned in li~ of the new Unplanned focua.
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Claasroan. !Dplementa.ticn.

'The fo11clwing h&a been prepared. pt":Ulwily fer new 11lIIi0if"e of staff"
a.t ..-raong Publlc SChool. . It could be lIIOdified foro UN by & staff'
CClnS:1dering~ at an Env~ Baaed InteQra:ted Leuning
eurric:ulLm in thei.r lIChOOl.· .

~. is. expected. of me as a. cJ.aaeroc:m. teacher? What. teacher. Mills. rNUSt
I deveJ.op. in. order to. tll&dl. in an. integrated. manner?

'The role of the tueher is to
- bU1ld on the· experience of the ChiJ.dI'en
- provide intel'GStinQ ~ti.. and an env~ ~V8 or

. experiental leatn1ng
~ u=1st ctUJdren in. the course of activitin to ... inv88ti;&te

... ccauueate

.... GIlNU. theIIMlva

.~re.do.I.start7.. How. do. I. proqranna7

... COllect and ccnau1t 1nfOl'W.ticn sheeta fraa preyicua iura
- urd.t. progreuion
- un1i: lMlJ".tion stleeta
- ~. prc'!1lQ a;,'l&8tS.

... Ea1:ab1iah & rol&ti~ with the ch1ldren in yow' cJ.au.
-. 'Theil' interests
-. their needS
- . staQea of developnwrt.

... select a. th.- focua.

In. the· main,. this would be fl"Clll the ttMIna:tic sequence
or

A. ttMIne could be baaed on any of tho following
-. children'. and teacher's intereat
- visitcra to the school
- R=lat6d. arts· experience
- field tripG
- envi.rcrmlln1:al hlIppeninga (local, atate,. 1'1A't1on&1, glcDAl, spt.tiaJ.)

... select spec1fic attitudes to be developed.
Integrated with the 1:htIrIIe becauae of
- char&Cteriation
- *t etreteQY
- need that haa b8CaM evident in cluaIschool ~.
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* screce skills and compOI1UI\~:. according to
- cla.:os
- individual needs

Skills salected may
- have been introduced in previ~us units and need consolidation or

fUr1:her development.
- be identified for introduction to tho CUltS (next staga fran a

previous unit 'or c~nel1t skill not previou81y ancolmterecl)
- be specific needs of individual children or g~p.

* select knowleclge, cancepts and understandings·
_ associated with the theme
_ appropriate to the class
_ appropriate to individUal develolJllent

* select activities and experiences
- Appropriate to the develo):fllent of skills, attitudes, knowledge and

concepts. .
_ Appropriate te8cher strategy for learning activities

e.g. claaaroail grouping
field trips
parental involvement
utilisation of resources

* Programne 1'onrat
- Activities need to be sequenced in tenms of teaching/learning

a.c"t1vities. This will provide the basis for a da.yboci'. type
~ister of activities to be undertaken throughOUt the unit.

- Organisation should be flexiale enough to cater for spontaneou~

~ings.

* Evaluation. of the unit.
Should be both progressive during the course of the unit and Sl.ImIltive.
(see seCtion on eVa.lua~ion~)

Hgw do I use resources?

Resources can be utilisad in both the planning and ~lementation

stages of a unit.
- in the planning stage as a stimulus for teaching/learning experiences
- in the ~lernenution stage as a supplement to activities planned

within the sequence.

The extent of their use will vary fran unit to unit and will be
detenniJ1ec1 by those skills, attitudes and undCi"Standin>;jS identified by
the cla.s8rOaIl teacher for development during the course of the unit.

What carse of activities can I involve the children in to develop
attitudes. skills and understandings through integration?

The range of activities that children can be involved in is
unlimited. TIle key word Le involvement. TIlerefore, activites should
put experience first and be child-een't:red. The following stimuli are
experiences which coulQ provide a f~ork for the development of
attitudes, skills and understandings through integ~tion.

an event game
excursion drama
ramble picture
performance visitor
film field study trip
T. V. progranme caJl1)
interview
problem
story
poem
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How do I evaluate?

* Evaluation should be both progrcS3ive throughout the unit and retro
spective. The children's develcpnent in tho identified skill and
a.ttitude areas and their growth in understandings should be noted at
the three levels at which they were plaMed.,_
- general claaa developnent
- inri1vidUal progress 1n class aetennined. sUlls etc.
- individUal progress 1n individually detennined sills etc.
Most of this eVl!luation would be suojecUve and incidental.

* Evaluation at the CWA1inat1on at the unit will servo to ~tenn1ne skills
and atUtuaes to be devl!loped in SUbsequent units.

* A progressive, anecdotal, sill-b&sed evaluation would aeve.1oJ;l into
an indiVidUal profile on each Child and provide the baais for
- asseaaing future needs
- report1ng to parents
- infonning nut Y8lU"S teacher.
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ASbilI. requ·, re.:> knowledge...

A~ can be. used "In Cl varie.ty
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THROUGH
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I. Id is Un in ip it \a CIlIi 0116 as lip 0+

wit '"' ~ ..... _ .... Id

~ .z 1ft'- inl+lal c~~

~L bI bl- d Q' .. ~ .w. ~'t.ppr. • Ilk .. .. 1ft ...... _ +w

Stas-.a. 2
IeoK. ~, __"

w..da.

"" Id Ik I.. It ... Nl

'"
.. "' P'P ...,... • ... iy

~~ :a ~ iMld ---~... • .. • ...
~

Dl.rP"-
ihI. 0tI' ... 01' - eft en •

~a. - Of all oa -CI_ - l- oy
"1ft ck .,...., .,......,

~a. - -ai .... if' - ice ol -
~~ ..... Ie ,c. ~ ....~ Mo,,-* .,....... .. c. auW "'b~ .p-

a.w .. ft ,4 .... ..~~ .he ~
~n_ _0 ..... ..q. .. +
an ~ ... ~ cd eut1'..'" ~ &+ aII& ...... JOft -
CII'ld ~ -\em ~

~
So,llaIWlc:sftlaft • irIaIo.odlns~ WCfOdII. pNil_.
~..... --= I'ClGla.
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.. Watod. 4lI"d~ '" a &kG.... "ow.1

cmd CI .~ __oN dowblc

h _ ~_ ... ~ ClIlCIidw.c;y

ed at"'d in~.
.. W0rd/6 o:r"dIn~.... CI ~ 1__

and CI ~ ~Gf'+ doo.4bIe i'

... teH.r bJaro& odaI~ et",

~t

cl~ .....~.ci

r,.;.c:k"f la\"&C3h,~

d..:....ed rf'\Cll'"keI-

C:l"li:llw"~

~y

e&.wv\y

ICN~

bu.e~ , f_•• ,

bur.ulo. dca_••.

WOf'd6 ~ ..;

.. Ot-op iNa .ilcr... e D.ro...
ClIOCi~ ed CII"d ln~.; af'd .,..

... AdO e. 10 __ i+\. plural

ftl -..- ~ ;,.. &,S'I1I,%~)C.

• Wo.-da .M....~ ..; ......0

~... do t\Of' ~. ~. lca."

~ .-her> odd~ er", eo ,I~

.~ erd~ .... CI ~ ,,~

ICllt"'d ca ~ c:cn.-..-" douOll&

I~ lei... loI+er _~Of'.

!.. Worda -'W\~ ,,:.
IIdo 1'\0" do..blo ~ Iaa+ letter
I . .' .-I-~
'll~ ClClc:i..-.c:1 i, -- , 'nc:J
tIr~ '""'- leiter ~o..... ~ y
1& ca c:er-aanan", c.~. !he y +0 i

beto... add""':! ea. and ed
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lAN'flAII
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l 2

• Th. .nalcAMc! rR 0 cNldlI 0liII\ lansua~ ...iih ihe~ ..........

~ Il~ ~ c-. ""'-~ -t __ ","",tt=r.

co".,........ew. iG --.al ~ -h ~I ~ of ~.It-!'_~~..

~ tompo; lca:\ part oi f'f'tOttY fl"'l!"iiiiiffiOO clMia-c' fap GnildNn 1lI+

bath p"'~ 0fl0 I.aardarj I_le.'

• 8oolIa,~ and pJliicah'_ maDe 4"_ i+w~ _

-"11'5- ClIftd -........ ,__~~~ aNi indi",i__

'I ~,~ ~l. NOd,",! .Ie crio all ....

t=.om ~ ...,._Jlo'_ 0' ..." \Qu '1 o~ ir\ '*'-~ oil

adual .op ~.~ldNr\ ~ canl'e11 Jill. -"Ii '--llC'"

QNl l~ ...,., h ~ana 09 'ans"caa":

-Jus\' CO ~~ c:Iea-"~~ 09 a.-..,~
u...ftC3 aNi ~I~ ard 011 -'+'N! ~'an -'''tin!!.*-t ....,11

\aorn "to "-Ci by ~I",!:

O.or+rrcnt til ~lll"\. CClI"nmUnicati"5 C""""eukAtn,

•TO\. ia '.-la ia cN'~ ,~ ~ ,"
•""-" oaPIof -"l~ ~ out ~ ~.~ ..,...+hef\~•• ~

~ ~ial~ Wd ~. ~ ..........

•it.ir <IIlII't'f~ ~ \~ ~~~ -- __ Ill ""'"-_

•
'........ ao ~ o-i..,. ~~ ol8O 1"leIt-~

P.oiTCllP=f an;-WI Nc:nes 12. Po L
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1I2

A~ Hole er~C!to!:'Y ~ca~.

• Iden+i;" ~unda heard.
.. Follow one. direction in~-h-uC+ionSl.

• MQ\I!. io sound :.e.que.-.ces.
*R~nise.. -.imilar sounde._ high. low, sm, loud,
* DiQ,CMm'lnQTe- ond r-e.p'oduc.e. ~nd~ he.ard.
• Lis-ten ~r s.ounds _ high/low, ne.orj tar,

CoOns-ronT/ in+e.rm'+tent" \e.~+I rign+.
,*R~ond 10 a Sl·lng\e.. auditory s-rimu\u~ 'In

on ,o~roflriate. mame.r..'9.m~G"d ato~ *a

_ Lis.le.n wi1nou-r in1errupt1n~.......a·Aei; ...........

• Reae+ 10 ~imple... dire.c.+e.d \i~teninC3 gome.~

~ Learn to ose listeninc:J e.C:;U·IJOrnen+.
lit' Re.p~~· favourite... ret'roinc:, of nut"$e.ry rhyme

or ~tol"ie.,,=..

,Reproduce. from me.M"\Ory Q ~'l~ of. s.ounds
pre~n+e.d orol\y.

,Re.pe.a1· i-ototoe.d pC2'Hern~.

~ Repeotme.ss0C3e.S>.
~ Li~te.n 10 storie~ read in O+h~ \on~u0<3e~.

A-e.dic::.+ meClT'l'IY"l~ +'rom piclure. clu~ ond
.flow ~ Slwry, inrono+ion ...

,Liste.n 10 recesll teers.
• FOllow two Sl1't.p dire.c.+ion~.

*Di'Oc.rimincle- be+we.en S:.Ound~,......a"d~ ond no'~es.

'It Re.rnernbe.r Qnd l"e.cal\ e.oul"\d~ (~QI"\\~\ \"\o~~).

'" Disc.r'rnino+e- c;.h~ 'In voice.- 'In e.mphoS·I~

and +cr.e....
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1./3

A~ \-he in,~ial, dependanT ~f?a!.:.

• Di~re.n+iafe... beTwe.en !!lTa~nt and que..i1.Qn,
COl i. Iend onc:l ~a""o-t,on .

.; lden+iry r-hy1h"" at various. son~s.

• Re.c.all ~e.nce.s. ~ STones. wiT\'. re.troin~,
r~ lecu''''in~, m\"&l+i,o\,ca+ic:n +ab\e.~, +Une.~,

f=lOU"~, rhyme.~

• f1.edieT :.q. e.nd o~ ~-\ory, res.u\+ oF exfle.Mt'T'\e.n-r.
*we.te.n in order' 4-0 l:C"'F~ Q 'l'Cord, se.n+e.r-tce-.
* Lis,1e.n ~ ~\\ idea~.

• Li..+e.n .vcr who- whOT- whe.n- wny-how:
• Li61e.n ~ +he. ae+i",~ie.~ c:l\"'\d .findinc::a1llt aP o+ner
i~+icp+ors.

• Pod ·,nfQrma+ion..
• LIVen and par+icipcma '" cornbmed acH..it,. '.

o S'"'3i~ wi per+.
o playi~ mu.icesl in.T"".u~'\en+•.'i.~. .pecalci!"'<C3

• m o,"" C3

o ""'""~ +0 ",uaic
...peak~ .•.•

• Con-rt'\GII"\t per-+'nenHy and co".*rUC+~.ly

<,GI&pI"".in~ likes ~ c:b:'lilcell i "CllClh~ ~

child. own e.perienc•• ) esbout. . .

• T .'I. , muoic.

. radio fW'0~ra"".......a

• Talk. .. poen-y
• varies t Ii+e.rcsh.l,.. c:sppl;:: Q~;on)
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F~~M$ IF liSTENiNG

LjManinca £W QSi!f2"Sistior

rrouoic- ehc;1". "eccrded.~CII".

~ah-a

~ li~ure.~.drana.P"'CllllSI

C. ~_ca
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T 1

1rfl.KING

UTallu~ 's &0--*""-:3 ch.ld..." eto _" ~'-e

*-y co...... \00 KnOClI. 1=01" 'fC- ll-Icy hQl¥c bcaro

ralku'q to CO"""",...,..ICO+_ '\ to ,..,a.+o" ;dea.. , to lea ,

e-d .......p1-t +0 -pre.. ;_li""3- ar>CII *'0U<3r.,.. ,

.. TCllkl~

... Talk ,.
Really

b~

IS t poo+con+ !"
~ e Id...n'. _Ir. 4l..pr.-.... -

\ka, .. '\ ~ ""'.Of'\CI""y ~,.ow..., .
• Talk is ba.w:, +0 c:hld,..~. lc:arwa'"'~ ~..o"",th:

-~ talk CII"'d !he;.. lhi-lklr.C3. ,... - la"C3uClca-

c:re \f"\_pc:noable. to ~,I.f"\c. Ho,c';' talk 'e +0

";'h;a.i' th.,r !hu--klN:J." 2.

•, IL ,..
T I~ In 'indl"~

r-I~ *"'roue#' tcalk

clcca... cl"\d contid....c.
woo-d.' to _po-__ ,Cieaa cwd

+Nt, Hole c:Io'.ld. *"'""';"<;5 bec:o......

car-.. l'kc talk fi.... ij.,c

~,"k~ CCI1'\ do - .".... talk

c:Ir'ld r.,.,tah... ... 3 .

C3o_ips , c~c:rH..bcUf> , !h~ OU" pupil. do much

of ~,.. mow 'l";"flCrt~ Ieo"''''i~ . The..:'

eve""fday to lkln'3 ttOlces aro +he ......oe+ .ulotle

ond "o~ahle ".,.ans \-hey po~•• ~ .. r'ACI ....~

M",,_ of who' !he)' do..." ....

I , 2. , 3 p,..,""CII"y E~i"" "oT.~ ~-:.:.. 1'1 p~= \ <:!~ 2.

4o: H. ROMr" ,,., Ba~ et aI. L~~~, 1M L_ ard

~ :.cheol , P-.C3........ P 1:1.7.
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1J
At !he p'r_psr9t9l"'(~ca~·

*' A--oduc.e. S1pon-bne.ou!O ~~e.ch .
.. Refer to flhye.icol need!» ord wan~,

• Ref'er +0 psyc:.hologic.ol ne.e.do and won-ts.
• Use. I~ua~e. ~ preted- Sle.lf' ond self'-inTerests.,
~ JUS,Tiry Pehaviour' r:r dair'T\S.
• Use. lanCjUogt.. to monitor own od;cn~.
, Dired- Tre~ of *'eo e.e.\f'.
• Dired ~h!. odions of. others.
• I.cloe.l The. c:.omponen~ of a scene..
~ Refer ~ detail (~s.ize.,ed~r- ... , .)
*~ +0 incid~.
*Talk abouT tif'Srhand e.xFim~1 with c:on~idU1ce..,

• Cc:mmul"licc~ with peers, in p~::sy CI"!O.

* t.lse. lar'3uase fer er,+ieism o~ o~
, .Collaborate. in cdicn wi"fh o+h~,

*Refer m-the. ~e ci e-er'1-k!~.

• Mc~ comparisons.
• ~n\E.e. rela-le.d aspe.d~ ~When 'It~ b+

it cro~
SO +he. lcricks -R:s1I out.

~ Look of +he~ 10 whom y~ ore.. s,F-Oking.
*U!e.' audible speech
• Speak wi+h clarity.* Re.ee.+ wi+hcut in+erruptn~.
~ Respee.+ d~ rigm 10 be. \--eord.
• Use. lotiC.juoge... in dn 'Imog\ned c:.Clite.x+

bc:sed on reol i ire.-
*Use. \anguoC3e... in on ·If''l'lCU:Jine.d cc....+~+

bos.ed en t'cnte~e.y.
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TfJ

of Talkins_Some Forma

I"\QtuooaI ialk'"':3 a-t

ach"iry.o~. I.
by li'lel'f

pupil "",,0*""""'"

da...-_

• build - Q. ..C#"'f

• q~.,e-~ othe,.,.

.. dWec+ed

• .+Of"y \.I',,~

• ,.epOO"'t,..w:,

• I~"'''"''W.
• -Clua......,~

.. ~e.~ '3Cl.....OG
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~EtfD11t6

DI~CIII"t'\ +0 li'\dicc:ar. :

C.a~ O..,.I~..,r ci ReQcli~

c.b) l'ro'3.....IO'" J ~. '"

II Who! is

Skil!e 0

t'9Cdi~! II

dev.lopa *","ou~n many

ua~ J cMw.loprn~.

f!:.lIf.!crQ+o,,~_

!:!a~~c:!!
.T.~~

.Child'. _ill

- - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. ~

Inihal dee- de"t

read~ U2C3!:
• Teach~. l"'CIIe

• Olilcl. .kill

do-ie,~P.'!!Int'.._....:-- ---,
I :: .
• I

'--"'t"~~~--Pi~ ... /wiee .-.acIt~

si~•
• Teaehet-S role

a o-.Ici. ..0111 '='--!opton4trlT.

i---------+------n
l--_~ _;•••• _ • _ ••

OTeach_~ role

a OlildS .klils.
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II whol IS ReadinCj!
II

~ i+ Dt.Soding.r

II1ta llocUd g.- tt_11l4J hi. OWM" our hera Ilra..l)' deft...
SCDnIlIIl 1lll9llW tllaC tneel to p...-c IIts s~. ·Tour.,..
dIcai".", he IlU satd ·AIl 191 1101: I tIIIl. CllI"NCtl)' typtft..
tIltl ~10Nd pl_c". _ til,. stul'll)' stlten scutIIC praof.
forgilll II... SClIlItl!!!!!l.~ "1. YUUleIS ~c __ ottea
- tlIrllulG1lt IlMU IIIlI val1ey5. Iliys __ ...... -r"'tan sllNlll felrl'lll _n lIIIout Ule eel9I. At lut • t..
......... • IC8I"DgM CJ"lltura 1lIPII" stgatfy11l1~
1lICCIIa.

~ ',-r .. DQing ~prWeng,io""?

LIlt Sunl. JaIl)' IIId ItOIIll .,.. SpNn 1119 tIletr llrips 111 tile
cn.. &1UClC1f'I)', Jaley's llrill~•
...., dtd tile IIrlp ~ 1n tile dna?· lie~.
~. 1 1Illl"P1" 1t 'fOIIl I 'IIWII'C 111 !t.: staf'1*l 1tOII11.

~i~ 0 ..~c.c.eS>s,ion of merging
and over\opping Fhoe,e~ ro+he.r than
a s,e.rie~ of i&oIote.d 4il\Sl 1oUCjnT' 'In
rigid proCjre.=eion". (Communic:..ghng p."7.)
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IlJ

. -ss• drai'Aa

Reas:!i"a ~SP' '"'';13J4k melTt .-mi . " , 0+ olt stea- 0+'

cWt!!SI?Tcnt.
"ExhiDi+ ~id_ In *'- .- ~ ~N ~'-h l~~.

"L--., ~ _Ii "='I ~~ • eoMaat e'a8ft

.~~

•~He boH day.

"Readi"ll3 boob,~ai"',pWlic:cr+~ I'I'"OOe~~~-n~

caow:i ~ i__ ~i"'3 ~~ CJf"d indhidod~..i__ crl ALL

1.-1-.

• R.adl~ ,alone • ...r4h 1"'- ela18

, .,.aft~..... pupil • to iN =-
" wi\h a~ e -4a~ cIcMl

.. Be oil ard en~oy o~. IH~

• R.xli"'3 • ia a~ pyPl .....ito! an aciul\

.,~ an oIdeI' pupil', +0 Q~

• ",,*, Q paroent

•Readlnca di9f_+ .torla.aV· """i+i~. 'P"M4I

,~

.~qloia+

...e~ ~" hcco;ZClN • lo~~ a.-~

.~;~II'1

• \c_le~ OM utderctardl,,?

.. Acquit. Q -Mdar _Gbulc"" ~OI" c:R"CI ~ian .

• ~_ and l"OCalll I~ <:Ii o,~~."~ ...iO~ic.a!..,....co.
~ nai-., 'oook oV ~unclos. f*-o·..,i_1 ac\(.n;lu. $ • dollars. R. "'¥..._e.
; , ~ie1io",. A.'I. eNOio ":.::w:Il, C......, ,..,..,.e,~.mueiCGI ...,....,ao...~iOt"\

• Paea silen\ ~"'S occarcli~ ~a ~i4'(e &I+.-tio_ ard ,......,

"Rat:~"'3 I~- ...n- IX'_Reci I" a +.,~icol"1 d~-mt way.
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R 13

.. A ccnt.nua+iOO"\ of +he .1t.'11I d."e1eprnet"+

trol"f"\ h inihal d.penden+ r-eadi'"'9 fotase ,

~ Identify main ideo, 'Inn-oduction, ccnc.\u!I\on,
sequence., detoi\ ,c.ompor'~, cou=e and e-9-\'ec.t,
character Trait.

*' Comprehend purpos>e- - dictlonary, a+\os,
tidion/n.on-t'ic:Hon,encyc\opae.di~,

• Re.odin~ for other purpose- solving a prob\em.
• Reoding for oTher purpo~ - ·,ntorma1\on.
;f Finding reloTions,nips within the ·,ntbrmo1iol"\.
='It Skimming - ocrO$ P\C.Tu~ TO \OC01c::.._
~ 011 the. onimols» with ~m\\ar a-rTr\\::)ute."::.-

· ~fie.d move.ment, ccleor; word~ ~nn\n~
with ~mi\ar SlOund. . , . ,

~ Sk~m read .for main poinb.
tt Reed &\e.c.-\-·we.\y - c.hooes:.ing on\y 'tntol"'TT'tO+ion

sui+e.d 1-0 one.':, n~.
'" ~ding 'tn5+ruc.1-ions.
• E.x~ new ·\de.o~, solve. pro~rns., or- gain

odd·,tional ·,n~\gh~.

if Read and under~-tC\nd e.pec\o\is.ed
voco\:::u\aries.~ e.ynonyms,homor'lY~,jQ~n,
word c.onnoTo-tions, did1onory ClI"'Id 1he~ru~ete.

>t ~1;ty gu\de.. wor~ and c.~- referenc.e.'2l ~
e-Pfec..-n"e.,. use. cfr dic:Hor'Iariec:. dc.-.

* Use +i;'le.':., inde~, tables. o~ con+en~,glosSC1Mes,

bib\io~rCl~~,-pJb\ic.o-\-ion dde...,
cb+e. dr ~toTi:.-tic..o\ i nf'ormaiiol""\ d'Q 0 gJide- to
content.
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I 11

/(JMllfJRMS fJI11,f~/"G

~
*~ppet p\C\'(S
*Li +e.rc+Ur~ - FOe.+~Y ,

~
J\t Dic:honary
*The.~uru5

Varied Form§.

*For~~ bank,
1eIegram ...

• Time.+ab\e,..
• Ca\e.ndcu·
*Qu~+,onnoire

Mc::dherng+icgl

;pSymbo\~ .~

J\t Un'I'~ orr me~re.
and +he,,""
obcre.'iio+ion:.
*Groph~

Leig,ure...
~ News,pClpe.~

~ Maga7.ine~

~ Clo~s book~

:tt Tro'le\ Brochures

*Comic.c::,
.Re.por~

Imorma+ion
lit Tele.phone. books

. :itStree.:+·dit"eclor"~

* Rood maps
~ Pidot"\o\ mops.
• A·Ho~~

.. orl ""~

5x Q R.tr~e&
• CroSJSword pu'Z%.\es
*Recipe.- :ood<s,ca~

'JJ In5+ruc.+ionc:.
* Do and rreske, ac.hvi·h~
• Tos,x shed~

~ Reoding game mode. by
chn, +e.oc.her7 coml"T"\e.rdally.

~ A.udio-"isual aids

614



~ "
$orne. fgrm J;;£ RsedipfI) (CAnt). -...

Envjronrnen+Ql

.Fbs'~
.. AdveMiseme.n-h!.
.. Ob!,e.rvo1l0n~ - ~+re.e.-b,~,SI\gn~...
* Su~n-ncrKe.+ dod~

f Ca+ol01.3ue...
• Sftc.~~

>"Ftsmf*'\e.1-!'
~ Sym\;ds»

Strudur~ - ThemO+~ ~

*. ~~f""'O'Pr\aTe... re.oc::::linc::3 ~em<:$.

• S~f)f'\e.me.ntory reode~ -From other
sclie.m~

c:.lc::as~ \'\brory.

• ~id\on. } t'ron"'l(school \i.i::lro?"
"Jrl Non- -t'\c:.:hon c:.Qn'\f'MUf"\'-ty 1\brary,
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res 1

~l$l,f~CHI/(_

lit Gc+her infor-ma+;on from "i$.Jal ma+e.Mc,L
,Ob;.arve. audio v ie.uc:aI me+e.riale, and Cc:!Q<s,

Lis+ "nf'orrno1ion ga1he.re.d.
_Canoy out Slimple.. SoUrve.ySl. , . :

Ga,her intbrma+ion from oud\o Vl&ual ~nd
·~ood.~.

Ide.nTiry. re.\e.vont de.;'ail~.

*Use. table. Of con,.e.nts.
Make. USle, o~ \ibrory. .
Ex~+ int'orma+lon trom ouc:he ,,"sual
motenol

*Fdlc:w direc.+ion~ a~ 'n-, 'S',mQn Says' e+c.. to~
re..p~!nc.e. book~, cctal0C3ue.%, models, e.qui~me.nt.

• CArry ou+ SUNe.'t~

De--te.lof) "Reference. Skins,
Deve.\op SummarisinC3 Sl<ill~.

Make. u:.e. oF pons or bcokg..
• Research trom primary sourc:.e.~

Re.seorc:.h 'In~pe.nde.n+\y u$\ng re1'e.re1"'"lCe...
~il~.

Know fec.hniC\ue.~ fOr correcl in~l"'mo+\on

reodir'!C3'
O~oni~ 0 vorie.!i ci re.n-ieNo\ de.v'ces.

$ Master techniques of c.orre.c.t in.f'oM"'C'\Qt',on
reddinC3'

EnJoy re.odinCj -For informo1icn end

re.c.re.a+ion.
E:valuate. in~rma+,cn,
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